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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
PH.D.(ARTS) 1932.

"LIFE AND CONDITIONS OF THE PEOPLE OF HINDUSTAN FROM

1200 —  1550 A.D."

- K.fc. ASHRAF. SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES, LONDON.

An attempt Is made In this thesis to give a sketch o 
social life In Hindustan (Northern India) under the Muslim 
Sultans of Delhi before Akbar. The plan of treatment is as 
follows;- After an introductory chapter dealing with the scop 
and the sources of study of the subject, three chapters are 
devoted to some socio-political factors, namely, the theory of 
Muslim sovereignty (or the ”Sultanate"), the personality of tb 
monarch, the various classes* This is followed by three chap 
on some aspects of economic life namely, rural life, industry 
and commerce and the standards of life of various classes. 
Social life is treated in four chapters dealing with domestic 
life, social and domestic comforts, amusements and recreations 
and manners respectively. In conclusion, some remarks are 
added to help a proper appreciation of the course of social 
developments during the period.

For the collection of the data copious materials 
scattered in various Arabic, Persian and Nagarl originals have



been used, together with others which were available in 
translations. This comprises a survey of general and special 
histories, accounts of travellers, books of poetry, folklore 
and fiction, legal compendiums, mystic literature and compilat 
on ethics, politics and various practical arts, without, howev 
exhausting the range of materials.

The interest of such a study lies in examining the 
social inter-actions of Hindus and Muslims during the first 
period of their contact in northern India and in providing a 
proper background for the study of the later social developmen 
Where necessary, evidence has been checked by a comparison wit 
examples from Akbar and from present day survivals.

0O0
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I N T R O D U C T I O N ,

A, The acope of treatment.

An attempt has been made in the following page* to 
present a sketch of social life In Hindustan under the Muslim 
Sult&ns of Delhi before the establishment of the Mughul Empire 
under Akbar. The choice of territory and of th© period requires 
a word of explanation.

The territory - Hindustan.
In spite of their fairly good knowledge of the Indian 

and the Chinese sea coast, the Arab geographers of the eighth 
century were very vague in dealing with the lands of India and 
China (Hind and Chin). The land beyond the Indus (or the Hind 
of the Arabs) was little explored and China was believed to be 
situated in an undefined region to the north and the north-east 
of Sind, without, however, calculating the impenetrable walls of 
the Himalayas. In fact, many centuries afterwards, the attack of 
Sultan Muhammad Tughluq on the hills of Kumaon (called Qarfijal) 
was supposed to encroach upon some region of the Chinese 
Peninsula* Similarly, when Muhammad Baklityar Khaljl Invaded 
northern Bengal or Assam, he actually imagined he was leading an
invasion into Turkiatan. The western world roughly divided

/ between the Indus India into three regions: one up to the Indus/and the Canges, and
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tshe thirds beyond these two regions. Even so late as the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, John Frampton had no better idea of
the country beyond the west coast of India and to the north
of the Deccan than that this fthird India, which la the hygh
India is surnamed Mahabar, and dothe extend unto Cauch, which

1
is the river Gange1, that there grew plenty of 1sinamon anda
pearle1, and that the King and the people of this country

2
worshipped fthe oxef. The one clear fact, however, which one 
gathers even from these observations is that the Indo-Gangetic 
plains were believed to form a separate geographical unit, 
distinguishable from the rest of the peninsula by a distinct 
type of culture.

Strong physical barriers have divided the north of 
India from the south; and the points of contact between the two 
regions have been very few in history and too feeble to effect a 
cultural fusion between the two Now and then,
ambitious monarchs have attempted to uhite the whole of India 
under one crown to immortalise themselves as a *chakravartln* j 
but the difficulties of communication and administrative control

1. Compare Frampton, 136.
2. Frampton, 7.
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have uniformly thwarted their cherished desires. The well-
known experiment of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq, namely the attempt
to establish a centrally situated capital for the whole of the
Indian Empire, met with complete failure. A few centuries
later, the Mughul emperor Aurangzfeb again attempted to hold the
Deccan and spent half his life in camp fighting in a vain
attempt to achieve the impossible. In the end his successors,
as those of Muhammad Tughluq, wisely contented themselves with
their northern possessions. For the Hindu and the Muslim
period it may be laid down almost as a historical law that the
establishment of a kingdom within the confines of Hindustan
signified its vigour and compactness, and an extension into the
Deccan its dismemberment and ruin. This moral, of course, doea
not apply to the modern conditions of administration. Of
these two divisions, the neighbouring parts resemble one another
to a slight degree, but as g =pofsotE moves towards the extremities 
onehg notices the growing contrast, until at last the language, the
religious sects, the architecture, the dress, the appearance,
the diet —  in fact every aspect of social life appears to

1
differ completely from the other. It is not to be wondered at 
then, if these two regions (which Vincent Smith aptly describes 
as 1 geographical compartments1) developed a distinct and a

1. Compare Elphinstone, 187.
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1

highly complex story of their own. In the light of these
considerations, therefore, it is more convenient to study the
social developments of Hindustan as a separate cultural region
of the Indian peninsula.

However, when we come to fix the territorial and
cultural limits of Hindustan we are faced with many difficulties
The central administration, usually established at Delhl^was
practically the only unifying force In the country, and its
territorial area differed from dynasty to dynasty, even from
sovereign to sovereign. To put it negatively, we might say
that strictly speaking, the land to the west of the Indus was
not included in Hindustan, for the Sultans of Delhi had no
effective political control over it, although isolated attempts

2
may have been made to reduce some parts to subjection.
Kashmir was similarly shut off from the rest of India, and thus

3
closed to the operation of direct influences from outside.

1. Compare Smith iii —  Compare also Slater —  Chap. I
13-41 for the origin of the Dravidian Culture of the Deccan.

2. Compare T.F.I,125 for the capture of Ghazni by a general
of Sult&n Nasir-ud-dln Mahmud.

3. Compare A.N.I 169 for the Interesting observations of the
Mughuls on Kashmir as a place of refuge against the
advance of Sher Shfih*
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Again, inaccessibility kept the regions of Rajputana, Gondwana
and Assam more or less immune from the effective interference
of the Sultana of Delhi. It has been remarked that the
kingdom of Delhi varied in its territorial extent from time to
time. For example, when BufaJfil Lodi was invited to take the
throne some time after the invasion of Tlmfcil, almost every
town had Its own ruler, and the titular Sayyid monarch ruled
only over the city of Delhi and a few neighbouring villages.
So that the humorous people of Delhi used to remark that the
dominions of the ’Lord of the World’ extend from Delhi to

1
Palam (a neighbouring village). On the other hand the kingdom 
of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq penetrated far into the Deccan, and 
a more central capital was found in Deogir In the south.
Between these two extremes lay varying types of monarchies, the 
extent of whose dominions was determined according to the rule 
of despotisms, by the length of their Bwords. Roughly 
speaking, we may say that the territory of Hindustan, which was 
subject to more or less uniform political influences, comprised 
the Punjab, the valleys of the Indus, the Jumna and the Ganges 
as far as Gaur or Lakhnauti, and the fertile province of Oudh, 
with various strongholds such as Ajmer0, Bayana, Ranthambhor, 
Gwalior and Kalinjar to the west. It did not Include t£|* 
Himalayas, where Hindu princes ruled undisturbed; and a wide 
tract at the foot of the mountains, including the greater part

1. Compare T.D.6*
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of Katehr, the modern Rohilkhand, and the sub-montane tracts of
1

Oudh were left unexplored. The political territory, however, 
is hardly an adequate measure of the sphere of cultural influences 
for in the course of time, even the inaccessible regions of 
Rajputana assimilated the culture of their neighbours so well 
that it became difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish tkiiB 
between a Rajput and a ^ughul.

THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW (1200 - 1550 A«D.)
The period under review is equally important for a 

study of social developments in Hindustan and, to a certain 
degree, for the whole of India. Opinions do not agree as to 
the division of the various periods —  ancient, mediaeval and 
modern, —  of Indian history. Some historians choose to close 
the mediaeval period of Indian history with the battle of Panlpat 
in 1526 A.D; others with the comingjhA.kbar; and still others with 
the establishment of British rule. A similar want of agreement 
is shown in fixing the limits of the ancient period. We have no 
desire to dispute any opinion, still less to accept a particular 
division. In most cases these divisions lack a basis for 
differentiation and appear purely arbitrary. An application of 
these terms to a social system which has not undergone any

1. Compare 3ir Wolseley Haig in H.U.fl. 3168; compare T.S.S# 
74-5 for a hundred and thirteen thousand Parganos (an 
administrative unit) of Sher Shah.
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substantial material change for thousands of years, is more 
likely to confuse than to clear the historical perspective#
It is not quite safe to borrow them from European history, 
which finds a clear line of demarcation in the Industrial 
Revolution, which revolutionised the whole basis of European 
society. The periods of Indian social development on the 
other hand — by whatever name we choose to call them*—  have 
a more or less uniform character, as far aa historical records 
can help us to judge. Even at the present day, when the bases < 
society have undergone a radical change, the old order survives 
to a considerable degree*

Under tiae Muslim rule, therefore, we do not enter upon 
a new era in Indian history, but only on a stage in the great 
social development which has been going on since the first 
dawn of Indian history and still remains to be completed*
This, however, does not detract from the importance of the 
period or the value of its contribution to the stock of Indian 
culture. No remarks are required to show that the Hindu social 
system is one of the strongest and most endurable in the world* 
It happened by a strange chance that the first power with which 
Hindus were brought into permanent contact was one which 
differed from them as widely as possible in almost everything, 
and if we might say so, was a complete antithesis of their 
whole system. As a result of the Muslim impact, the ancient
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Hindu order was almost completely destroyed. Political and
social divisions were levelled; caste was modified; religious
tendencies took a new direction and force; and finally, the
conception of India as a whole was made possible. It is in
the light of these developments that tise Muslim rule becomes,

1 early
if very imperfectly,intelligible. A risonzb study of the/Muslin
period becomes particularly Important in view of the fact
that these formative forces of Indian culture came into play
at that time. And though they operated somewhat rudely and
imperfectly, they succeeded In laying foundations which proved
strong enough for the later Mughuls In raising their glorious
edifice. By the time of Akbar, as the following pages will
endeavour to trace in outline, the ground-work was completed,
and the Emperor Akbar as well as his successors followed the
pattern their Turkish and Afghan predecessors had shaped
for them. This period, in view of these considerations,
becomes especially important for a correct appreciation of the
Mughul contribution to Indian society, as well as for a proper
estimate of the present social developments.

A word may be added here as to the nature end value
of a study such as the present one. It may be freely
admitted that after the Industrial Revolution the life of the 
western people has become very rich in certain ways. It 
exhibits everywhere, a new urge to strive, to change, to go

1. Compare F.W. Thomas, 23.
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forward, all of which makes a study of Modern European society
so instructive and stimulating. The life of people in India,
on the other hand, is still governed,to a considerable degree,
by conditions not unlike those of Europe in mediaeval times*
This has led some observers to believe that slnoe the people of
India show no development, they have no history; apparently

1
they are the same - yesterday, today and for ever. This
observation gains additional force from the fact that the Indian
chronicles and histories deal almost exclusively with kings 
and battles. Let us examine these Important observations.
The fact that people do not change in the East is only true with 
certain reservations. It should not be forgotten that in 
comparison with an industrial system, the rate of progress in an 
agricultural society is necessarily slow. The course of 
development of an agricultural civilisation spreads over centuries 
and though rtnslapmsidc Its advancement is almost imperceptible, 
it is by no means uncertain. It becomes quicker by the Impact 
of a new social force. At a certain stage, when the civilisation 
attains maturity, it exhausts the possibilities of development 
within the social framework and then begins to stagnate and to 
decay, or else enters on a new stage of progress,as the ease may 
ta; But meanwhile, it has elaborated all the social Institution 
as far as such elaboration is possible within the framework of a

1. Lanepool. Int. V*
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social structure; in any case, it has carried the people to 
an advanced stage of culture. In India, an apparent want of 
change does not signify the poverty of Indian culture but 
only an advanced stage of maturity, and is worth a careful 
study on that account. During the period under review the 
Indian culture was pushed forward by just such a force as 
quickens the pace of an agricultural society* The other 

reflection, however, is of a very different import* Until 
lately history has suffered,at the hands of historians, old 
and new, both in Asia and in Europe, from a rather isolated 
and narrow^ conception of its scope. The old eastern court 
chroniclers, in particular confined themselves to kings and 
their battles, and thus turned history into *a mere record of 
butchery of men by their fellow men1. But these barriers 
which restricted historical investigation are being sbwly 
broken down. It is now coming to be universally recognised 
that nothing is ’beneath the dignity* of history1s notice or 
outside the scope of its ken* and that all the doings and 
sufferings of mankind in every walk of life are proper subjects 
for a historian to investigate. Nay more; it is being 
asserted that unless historians do, as a matter of fact, take 
this extended and all-comprehensive view of their functions, 
they are bound to present a distorted picture of whatever age 
they may profess to portray, *In short1 observes Hearnshaw 
•it is perceived that history is not an isolated subject of
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study, but is one of a group of kindred studies which together
1

make up the general science of society’. We can be Indulgent 
to a court chronicler of an earlier date, who made his living 
by singing the praise of his patron, for not living up to the 
expectations of the science in the twentieth century.

Before dealing, however, with the sources of the 
present study, I may state here the limitation I have set to 
the scope and treatment of this thesis. I have used mainly, 
almost exclusively, the evidence from literature, and very 
little, if any, from inscriptions or from epigraphies!, numla- 
rnastlc or architectural data. My use of the Sanskrit texts is

v
limited to the available translatlontrinto English; and I claim 
no responsibility for examining the originals. With such 
exceptions my material, though not exhaustive, is copious enough 
to warrant a study of the culture of Hindustan during this 
period. The following pages are a sketch rather than a 
definitive treatise of social life under the early Sultans of 
Delhi. They exclude all references to the civil administration, 
the system of land revenue, the army, the system of transport, 
the ideas on education and the development of literature, or even 
to the religious life of the people. It Is not possible to 
deal within the limits of this thesis with any but a very few 
aspects of social life. The treatment within these limits is 
further subject to the qualification that the account of these

1. Art; ’Science of History’, Outline of Modern Knowledge,809.
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few aspects in these pages can only claim to be true In outline 
and may be falsified by local and provincial details which 
varied infinitely from place to place.

B# The Sources of Study.
I shall confine myself to a brief survey of the 

sources of my study. A detailed examination is neither possible 
nor even desirable within the limits of this work. I may confess 
at the outset that I have barely explored a few directions, and 
I have succeeded in using only a part of the material* A more 
vigorous search, I am sure, would yield information of greater 
value and of more comprehensive character. However, a caution 
may be given here against making an uncritical use of such 
evidence. When a person wanders away from proper historical 
books into the illusive realm of imaginative fiction, poetry or 
folklore, there is every danger of being seduced by the charms 
of fancy, which damages the scientific value of the results so 
obtained. I have taken as much care as possible to avoid this 
danger, by securing both corroborative and contradictory evidence 
for a fact before relying upon it. The material for the study 
of social history is scattered in a variety of books:- the 
chronicles, the works of Amir Khusrav, folklore and fiction, 
poetry and songs, the works of mystics, Hindu and Muslim, books 
on praatical arts and compendiums of law and ethics, the accounts 
of foreign travellers, and some collections of official and 
private letters.
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I. THE CHRONICLES.
To begin with the chronicles: there is a more or less 

connected aeries of Persian chronicles compiled by a number of 
reliable contemporary historians. There are later compilations 
of a more general character based on these chronicles and other 
materials, dealing with past and contemporary events. Among 
others I have consulted the following:-
The Tsrlkh-l-Fakhr-ud-dln Mubarak Shah; the TaJ-ul-maaalg; the
Tabaqat-l-Naslrl; the Tarikh-l-Flruz Shah! of Zlyft-ud-din
Barani; the Tarlkh-i-Flruz Shahi of Shams-1->81 raj fAfif; the
Tarlkh-1-Mubarak Shahi; the Zafar-nama of ‘"All ¥azdl; the Waqlat-
1-Mushtaqj (or the Tarlkh-l-Mushtaql); the Tarlkh-l-Daudi; the
Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi; the Memoirs of Timur, Babur, Jauhar,
Gulbadan Begum, and Bayazld; the Humayun-nama of Khvandmlr; the
Aln-t-Akbarl and the Akbar-nama of Abul Pazl. Among general
histories I have consulted the Tabagat-l-Akbarl; the Muntakhab-
ut-Tawarlkh; and the Tarlkh-l-Firlshta (or the Gulshan-1-
Ibr&himi). This enumeration is by no means complete, and it 

that
is hoped/more histories will come to light in course of time.
There was a certain lack of enthusiasm for letters among the
later Turkish Sultans and their successors, which led to the
disappearance of many literary works of value, including
historical works, which, if they were available, would supplement

1
our Information in material details* For instance when Sir
T; Compare Mirxa, 60? for the disappearance of the works ot 

Shihab-ud-din who was consulted on many occasions by Amir 
Khusrav. Badr chich is reported to have compiled a history 
of the reign of Muhammad Tughluq in verse and to have given

^ ;■ ‘•■'/M*' 'A/ uk’ -
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Denison Ross examined the Arabic history of HajI Dablr, he 
noticed the fact that HajI Dablr was the first historian to 
make use of Husain KhSnfs Tarlkh-1*>Bahadur Shahi, although many 
others had made a false claim to it* After an examination of 
those portions of HSjl Dablr*s work which relate to our period,
I am convinced that the writer makes important additions to our 
knowledge. In some cases he gives a new interpretation of 
facts, and in others, additional information which was neither 
wise nor discreet for a contemporary cotirt chronicler to disclose 
We should not be surprised if historians like Budaunl or KhafI 
khan had their predecessors during our period, whose independent 
version of contemporary events will greatly help our knowledge 
of Indian history. Husain kh§n, aocording to the learned 
editor of HajI Dablr wrote his work in the sixteenth century*
Now, if our new information from HajI Dablr is entirely based 
on Husain khftnfs work, even then the latter writer must have 
based his history in part at least, on works of an earlier 
period of which we are at present totally ignorant. I have 
digressed for a moment to show that our knowledge of the contem
porary historical literature is far from complete, and a good 
prospect awaits a patient collector of chronicles*

continuation of foot-note from previous paget-
it the ambitions title of Shah-nSma after the monumental work 
Firdausi. This book, as Nfawab &iya-ud-dln khan of Loharu 
believed, has disappeared.
1. Ross II Int. XXVII-XXVIII.
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In this connection I shall briefly refer to some
useful features of certain chronicles which are helpful for
a better survey of social life. The Taj-ul Maaslr of Hasan
Nizami, in spite of its containing so much that is 1rhapsodical
and typological9, is not altogether useless besides its fpowere
of fancy and invention9. For instance, it describes,in numerous
places, festivals and amusements, and throws valuable side-lights
on the spirit of civil administration. Additional, though
meagre information is contained in the British Museum lias of
Tabaqat-l-Naslri and Tarikh-l-Plrug Shahi of BaranI which is not
available in the Bibllotheca Indica texts o? in Major Raverty9a
translation Qt the Tabaqat. I may mention, in this connection
that the evidence of the Mas&Ilk-ul-Abaar-fl-maina llk-ul-Amsar
of Shihab-ud-din Abul rAbbas Ahmad, though Indirect, is not to be
underrated on that account. The author was a contemporary of
Muhammad Tughluq (1297-1348 A.D.), and although he did not visit
India personally, he had excellent means of knowing about
Hindustan from the frequent Intercourse between India and Egypt
at that time. His work stood high in Oriental estimation and
was often quoted by later historians of no mean talents, for

1
instance the author of Nuzhat-ul;-qui>fib. His method of

1. Compare Dowaon in E.D.III 574. Some portions of the work 
have been published by the Egyptian Government, but the 
portion relating to India is not yet available in print.
A French version is printed in Tome XIII of the Notices et 
Extraits de Mss etc. (for the English rendering of which
I am indebted to a friend). Some extracts are given in 
E.D.III.
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collecting facts, though novel, is critical and strictly 
1

scientific. Among the memoirs, the claims of Malfuzat-l- 
Timurl to authenticity have been disputed on various grounds —  
the want of the original Mss and the whole circumstances 
surrounding its discovery at a later date etc. After an 
examination of the whole case Professor Dowson was satisfied that 

Malft3/zafc bore the impress of originality and authenticity, 
ahd that the whole tenor of the work seemed to point to Timur
himself ^s the man by whom, or under whose immediate direction

2
and superintendence the book was written. There are few 
references to Indian social life in the Malfuzat but they are all 
borne out by the Zafar-nama of 'All Yazdl and the work of Nlzfim 
Shami. For the memoirs of Babur, I have mainly adhered to the 
Persian version of *Abdur Hahim khan-i-khSnan of the Court of 
Akbar, who presented his translation of the Waqlat-1-Babur1 to 
the emperor in 1590. The translator was a versatile scholar in 
Turkish as well as in Persian and Hindi, and had exceptional 
opportunities of finding out the correct meaning of the royal 
author and of observing the social developments in Hindustan*
On a comparison with the Turkish version (in the English rendering

1. In the preface to his book the author tells us that
whenever he met a party of Indian oversea visitors, he used
to put to each one of them separately specific questions on
which he sought information. Then from their answers, he 
took down only those points on which there was unanimous 
agreement. After abstaining from talking to them on those 
questions for a time, sufficiently long for them to have 
forgotten their remarks, he used to repeat his original 
questions. And If their replies again agreed with their 
earlier versions, only then, he transcribed the information
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of A.S Beveridge) I have noticed that the Persian version 
(British Museum Ms) gives a few additional facts regarding 
India• For Gulbedan’s Humayun-nama, I have adhered to A.S. 
Beveridge’s excellent edition of the text.

For the study of the Afghans (Lodis and Surs) I have
consulted the Tarlkh-l-Sher Sh&hl, the Tarikh-1-Daudl and the
W5qiat-1-Musht5ql. The T&rlkh-l-Sher ShShl is well known for
its careful compilation of numerous biographies of those who
lived and moved among the scenes and afterwards related their
experiences to the author, who incorporated them with due care

1
and examination. The other two chronicles, however, do not
show the same discrimination or historical judgment. The 
TarIkh-i-D£Tidl is ’fragmentary and disjointed, and amounts to 
little more than desultory memoirs1. Similarly, the Waqlat-1- 
Mushtaql is ill-arranged end contains long digressions. Both 
of them are further full of marvels and superstitions; in
the Waqiat especially ’anecdotes are Interspersed, of the 
celebrated chiefs and saints of the time; silly stories of 
miracles, apparitions, demons, enchantment and jugglery deform

Continuation of foot-notes from previous page:-

which is given In his work. It Is needless to add that his 
informants were, in most cases, men of learning and position 
who usually spoke of things at first hand. —  Compare 
Notices etc. 165-6.
2. E.D.III 563.

1. T.S.S.3.
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the work, exhibiting the extraordinary credulity of the author,
1

as well as that of the age In which he lived! It goes without 
saying that for a proper appreciation of religious life, if on 
no other account, knowledge of these alleged deformities is 
invaluable *

Among the chronicles, another interesting document is
the Humayun-nama of Khvanditilr, This is the last work of the
celebrated historian, who wrote it about the beginning of
1534 A.D. (941 A.H.) at the special request of the Mughul
emperor Humayun. Its special feature is the account of new

2
devices and novel mechanisms introduced by the emperor# A 
reference has already been made to the Arabic history of Gujetrat 
of Haji Dablr, now available An an excellent edition.

Finally, some remarks may be made about the celebrated 
work of Abul Fazl, the Aln-l-Akbarj so ably edited by Blochmann, 
and rendered into English by Blochmann and Jarrett. The learned 
author and the editors are warm in praising the great merits of 
the work. The author claims to have compiled a work of 
encyclopaedic character, where useful information of all kinds 
is to be found and to which people in every walk of life resort

1. E.D.IV 537.
2. K.125.
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1
for reference, Instruction and amusement. Blochmann correctly 
emphasised the unique position of the Ain among the Persian 
chronicles, In as much as it placed the life of the people in 
the foreground where1for the first time people live and move 
before us, and the great questions of the time, axioms then 
believed in and principles then followed, phantoms then chased
after1, are placed before our eyes in truthful and therefore vivid2
colours# As to the care with which he colleoted his materials, 
Abul Fazl tells us what unusual pains he took to gather his 
Information. Instead of relying on verbal replies from his 
informants, he circulated among them a questionnaire and asked 
them to submit well-considered replies after due deliberation.
For every topic with which he deals in his book he had twenty
such carefully prepared memoranda, and incorporated the facts in

5
his book only after a careful comparison and examination. There 
is one respect, however, in which the monumental work of Abul 
Fazl does not compare very favourably with a modern scientific

1. Compare A.A.Ill 282 fIt is a treasure of learning of every 
variety: the skilled and the experts can refer to it; and 
even the buffoons and mountebanks can use it with profit; 
to the youngsters it will be a source of amusement, and for 
those grown up and matured, a treasure of information; 
elderly wisdom will find in it ripe wisdom of ages and the 
nobility and the virtuous a cpde of upright behaviour1.

2. A.A. (Eng.Trans.) I Int.V.
3. A .A.II,255.
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work. He does not disclose to us very fully the actual 
sources of his information or of his informants who wrote 
the various memoranda for him. In one place he makes a 
casual remark that he came across certain ’’old books" during 
the course of his investigations, but leaves us in complete

1
ignorance as to the nature or content of these "old books"•
Moreover, Abul Fazl betrays unbalanced judgment in illustrating
the fworldly side* of Akbar and his fgreatness as a kingf, by

and
giving his patron all the credit of originality, wiidom which
leads him to ignore completely and deliberately the amount and
value of the contribution of the Turkish, the Afghan, and even
the Mughul predecessors of Akbar. It was easier for him than
it is now for us to trace the origin and development of various
social phenomena of Hindustan. The Aln-l-Akbarl is a monument
of social history but its Importance lies primarily in recording
the various developments that had taken shape until the reign of
Akbar, when the great Mughul emperor picked up the threads and
carried the work of social progress one step forward.
Otherwise, the Ain could as well have been compiled fifty years
earlier, without suffering very much in contents and value.
It would have been considered even then, an equally faithful

and
record of contemporary social/political life.

1. A.A. II 252.
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II. AMIR KHUSRAV;
Before we take leave of historical literature, we

wish to digress for a moment on the historical value of the
books of Amir Khusrav and his estimate as a historian. We
have derived a large part of our Information from his work alone.
He has composed at least three poems and one book of prose —
the Qlranu-* s-Sa<3aln, the Mlftoah-ul-futuh (or Fath-ul-futuh),
the Nuh Slpahr, and the Khazaln-ul-futuh respectively, of a
professedly historical character, besides numerous other poems.
If we add to these books his poem called DewaIrani Khlzr khfin
which though a romantic story, is intermixed with contemporary
historical events, and the Tughluq-nama which deals with the
rise and fall of Khusrav Khfin the usurper and the accession of
Ghiyas-ud-dln Tughluq, the number of his historical books amounts
to six, which give us a more or less connected account of an
interesting period of about forty years (1285-1325) in which
the author lived and personally witnessed most of the events 

1
related•

1. My friend Maulvl Hashmi of Hyderabad (Deccan) has_recently 
brought to light a copy of the Tughluq-nama of Amir Khusrav 
which was originally discovered by the late MaulSna Rashid 
AMtaad of the M.A.O, College (and later of the Jaimî i 
Millia Islamia) Aligarh who helped the publication of 
Khusravfs works by the M.A.O. college authorities and made 
a long tour of India in search of original MSS. This 
manuscript, which I have examined only in part, bears the 
impress of being genuine.. Its contents are further 
supported by occasional quotations in the Flrishta and 
other histories.

i
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As to the nature of his treatment: Amir Khusrav tries
to conceal nothing from his readers. For example, he tells us
frankly that he undertook to write the Qlranu-’s-safoaln in
obedience to a royal command. The Sultan flattered him by calling
him ’the seal of authors’ and promised to give him a big reward
which would free him from all worldly cares ever afterwards. The
plan of the book and the wcope of its treatment was defined by the 

1
royal patron. Under the next patron, Sultan Jalal-ud**dln khaljl^ 
when the author was asked to compose a book, he.felt morally 
stronger. He frankly told the Sultan that whenever he was inclined 
to drift away from historical truth in accordance with the demands 
of poetical conventions and the accepted standards of eulogies, he 
was stung by the Inward reproaches of his conscience. So that,
he told him, he had made up his mind to adhere to truthfulness,

2
whatever his position demanded. However, Amir Khusrav served 
a continuous succession of monarchs, Sultan Muizz-ud-dln Kaiqubad, 
Jalal-ud-din khaljl, 'Ala-ud-din khaljl and Mubarak Shah khaljl 
respectively, and when any honest man lives too long in courtly 
environments, his standards of ethical judgment usually underjgo 
a change. It was perhaps due to such a reflection that the poet

1. Q.S. 169-70.
2. K.K. 890.
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warned his son, some time later, against following in the foot3teps
C  his father who as he told him had spent the whole of his life

1in » spinning a yarn1• Thus it should be remembered that Amir 
Khusrav often plays a double character in his writings. He is a 
historian without completely renouncing the office of a court poet 
and a courtier; and amazing as it may appear, he meets the demands
of all three positions in his person and in his writings. The

>Khazaln-ul~Futuh, in particular, has a value of its own. Here the 
author gives a systematic account of the first fifteen years of 
Sultan rAla-ud-din khaljl and it appears from its topographical and 
other details that the author was a personal witness of some at 
least of the scenes, even of those in the distant South. It is
the only contemporary history of the period and the facts are

2
narrated with admirable accuracy and wealth of detail. On the
whole, we can agree in our estimate of Amir Khusrav with Professor
Cowell, that although his style is full of exaggeration and
metaphorical description, the facts of history are given with

3
tolerable fidelity. I may add here in passing that many historians

1. Compafe K.K. 245 and 674 f
2. Professor Muhammad Habib of Aligarh has recently published an 

English version of this history in the Journal of Indian 
History.

3. J.A.S.B. 1860 p.227.
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of a later date have followed his version of contemporary events,
without however, always acknowledging the source of their 

1
Information* I am, however, concerned with Amir Khusrav In an 
even wider sense. I consider him pre-eminently as a historian . 
of contemporary social life. This has led me to examine not only 
his history and historical poems but also his complete Diwan, his 
Kulliyat (collected poems) particularly his Matla-ul-anwar 
exposing the manners and the morals of his day, and even his 
voluminous and rather abstruse book on epistolography, the 
I1jag -1-khusravl* As a ’high-brow* artist or chronicler, Khusrav 
could have Confined himself to courtly environment and association i

i
\

with a few cultured men of letters; even as a social historian he 
could have written with the detachment of an academician like 
Abul Fazl. But Khusrav came from the people and feels at his

1. Compare among others the Tarlkh-i-Mubarak Shahl for the events 
leading to the succession of4 Mulzz-udf-dln ft!alqubad: the 
attempt of his father Bughra Khfin to dispute the succession, 
so that it was only after his renouncing a claim to the throne 
of Delhi that a potential battle was turned into a happy 
meeting between the father and the son. This is borrowed 
from the Qlranu-s-safcaln. Similarly, the version of the 
Dewalranl lchlzr khan Is followed for the events of the closing 
years of Sultan rAlafud-din khaljl. The famous elegy of 
Amir Khusrav on the death of Prince Muhammad the fKhan-i- 
Shahld1 is extensively quoted by men_of letters and historians 
for instance, BadaUni and Nizam-ud-dln. (Vide T.M.S.359-60 
and 374-5),
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beat only when he moves among the crowd. When behaving as a 
courtier or as a man of letters, he is conscious of playing a 
part: his ascetic and puritan moods are decidedly morbid and only 
temporary, and he avails himself of the first opportunity to throw 
away these masks and morbid gloom and to start laughing and 
pleasing himself like other people. Nay, to assure the crowd 
that no amount of intellectual attainments and secular elevation 
can stop him from being congenial to them, he even borrows sometimes 
the vulgarity of the undeveloped mind, and the unrefined taste of the 
illiterate. When he is among common people he takes a detached 
view of his previous stately environments and spiritual heights 
and gives an honest and frank opinion about men and things, not 
excluding himself. In trying to express himself with this 
attitude of mdnd, however, he finds sometimes that plain and easily

!intelligible language is not altogether discreet and may involve 
him in trouble. This shrewdness drives him to subterfuge. He i 
now takes to deliberately grandiloquent style, to florid and 
bombastic language and to puns and puzzles; but he must speak out 
his mind, as it were to relieve his agitated and indignant soul.
Thus, he takes good care to conceal his meaning in a mass of 
words, but is still as clear as possible if one knows his feelings 
and his surroundings. This is my reading of the I* j&z-l-khusrav!, 
professedly written to demonstrate his powers of rhetoric*.
(Bala ghat), and his skill in the use of words, and to add to the
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the existing nine styles of epistolography a tenth of his own. 
Superficially read, fthe documents it contains are, as usual, 
written in the most grandiloquent style, a very small amount of 
information being wrapped up in a bewildering maze of wordsf.
But if these documents are carefully examined they yield 
interesting and instructive Information of a varied character, 
besides many graphic descriptions of various social phenomena 
and references to manners and morals. It might be said that 
it is hardly proper to read into apparently disjointed phrases 
and uncertain epigrams, meanings of social import; in any case, 
it does not appear scientific to draw historical references from 
them. It is true that the author is reluctant to admit anyone 
into his secrets but the reluctance is only apparent. The 
I * jaz-l-khusravl was not written at the command of a monarch, 
or for the benefit of a noble or those in power. It is a 
private document in which the spirit of the author has a free 
and unfettered play. The only fetters he has put upon himself 
are those of style, and these self-imposed restrictions are 
justified by the political conditions of the age. To 
appreciate the I* jaz-l-khusravl of Amir Khusrav, the reader will

1. Compare I.K. 53,
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b© well advised to make a detailed study of comparative 
1

literature.

III, LITERATURE.
Thanks to the efforts of the Orientalists we have a 

number of books on various subjects: folklore and fiction; poetry 
and songs; practical arts; and a few compendlums of legal and 
political preoepts, besides other books of Hindu and Muslin 
mystics and religious reformers,
1. Folklore and Fiction, Few words ore needed to recommend 
to a student of social history^ the examination of folklore.

1, Compare E.D.III 566. Curiously enough the only extract of 
the book made for Sir H.M. Elliot by fa !rrun8hi, and 
incorporated by him in his work (Volume III 566-7) Is the 
one which least deserved to be incorporated. It purports 
to be a despatch from a state official designated as Badr 
Hajlb and addressed to the Crown Prinee, announcing a 
victory over the Mongols and the occupation of Ghazni by 
the royal armies. This relates, as the editor remarks, 
to fa matter upon which the historians are silent1. The 
original passage occurs in Vol. IV od.144-156 (Lucknow 
text). Sir H.M. Elliot and his munshl both overlooked the 
fact that it was never meant to be treated as a genuine 
royal document but only a model for eplstolography. On 
page 18 of Vol. IV Amir Khusrav makes it plain that he has 
"coined" the letter herein inserted and again repeats, on 
page 22 of the same volume, that he made ample use of his 
own fruitful Imagination in writing fictitious letters and 
that of others who had done the same before him and thus 
had given shape to a book of charm and originality by 
skilfully editing these 1 single and compound words, short 
and long phrases and brief and lengthy documents purporting 
to be official1. The mention of this particular fact —  
the occupation of Ghazni and the defeat of the Mongol as 
well as the style of the letter may have beenborrowed from 
an earlier date when Sher khSn occupied Ghazni on behalf of 
Sultan Naslr-ud-dfn Mahmud, to which a reference has been 
made in an earlier marginal note In this chapter.
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Folklore lacks the flourish and glamour of a court chronicle, 
and the accuracy and lucidity of other hooks of history or
historical documents. But in its own way it professes "to
reconstruct a spiritual history of Man, not as examplified by
the outstanding works of poets and thinkers, but as represented

1
by the more or less inarticulate voices of the 'folk1. The
claims of Folklore to the status of a scientific study are being
slowly recognised. The period under review begins with the

J&wamVvoluminous collection of stories, namely, the ~ul-Klkayat
of Muhammad fA\*fi. The author lived in the reign of Sultan 
Iltutmlsh and dedicated his great work to his minister, Nlzam- 
ul-mulk JUnaidi. It is a neatly compiled book, carefully

2
classified into chapters and sections according to its contents.
It was too early to expect from a Muslim writer an intimate
touch with the social life of the country of his domicile. Thus 

J awamif-
the Ja^rfcl-ul-Hlkayat speaks more of foreign Muslim centres, like 
Ghazni and B^ag^ad, and very little of Multan or Delhi. It does 
not forget, however, to give some interesting side-lights on the 
life of the Sultans. As a whole, its value is meagre. Puruah- 
Pariksha of Vidyapati fhakur, though written in the conventional

1. Krappe. Int. XV.
2. A list of contents of the book willi a valuable Introduction 

was recently published on behalf of the Gibb Memorial Fund 
Series, by M. Nizam-ud-dln in 1929.
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style of the contemporary books of ethics, Is very useful for 
1

our purpose. It starts with an examination of Hindu ethical
ideals, and illustrates its moral from illustrations with examples i
from the ancient as well as from the contemporary social life;
the range of choice of historical exsmples does not exclude the
Muslims or the lower Hindu classes. As a whole our period is
marked by the decay of Sanskrit literature, and we can turn with
profit to the rising Prakrits or provincial dialects for
information of value.

Under Sher Shah flourished the famous poet of Oudh,
Malik Muhammad Jaisi, who wrote and sang in his sweet native
Awadhi, and was proud of the fact. In some ways, he was greater
even than Amir Khusrav, for while the latter was more or less
confined in his treatment to Muslim society and adhered to the
orthodox view of Islam, the former had drunk deep at the springs
of both Hinduism and Islam, and was, as a matter of fact, more
Hindu than Muslim In his outlook on life. He Is the oldest
vernacular poet of Hindustan of whose works we have any uncontested 2
remains. In his well-known book Padumavat, Malik Muhammad Jalsl

1. The date of Vidyapati Thakur is not yet fixed with certainty. 
B.K. Chatterji holds that he was definitely alive from 1400 
A.D. to 1438 A.D. (Vide J.D.L.1927,36.) I have used an old 
English translation published in Bombay presumably for school 
or college purposes.

2. Compare Grierson. Padumavat Int. 2. Two of the poems of 
Malik Muhammad Jaisi are now available —  the Padumavat and 
the Akhrawat. The Padumavat was edited In part by Grierson 
and DviveSi in 1896 and was stopped on the death of the 
Hindu scholar. The Akhrawat was published by the Nagari 
Pracharini Sabha of Benares In 1904.
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deals with the events of the popular story of Raja Ratansen of 
Chitor: the marriage of the raja with Padumavat, a princess of 
the distant Simhala; his battle against 'Ala-ud-din khaljl and 
imprisonment in Delhi; and finally, his thrilling escape from 
the royal prison through the device of his queen and the valour 
of his two loyal adherents. The Sitnhala of the story 
(popularly believed to be Ceylon) is no other than an average 
Hindu capital in Northern India. The descriptions of the seas 
and the southern countries (given in the book to meet the 
requirements of Hindu dramatic conventions), are so fanciful 
that It may be doubted if the author ever ventuted to go beyond 
the limits of the Doab and Oudh. Another book of fiction is 
the story of Baz Bahadur and RupSmatl of Malwa which was composed 
by Ahmad-al-1UmarI, and is now available In Crump’s rendering 
published under the title "Lady of the Lotus”. It Is an 
interesting though a sad poem and gives valuable side-lights 
on social life in Malwa.

2. Poetry and songs: Besides Amir Khusrav and Amir Hasan there
were numerousjother Persian poets whose works have disappeared, 
as was mentioned earlier. The poema of Badr-i-chach are 
are available, and slight references to other poets are made by 
Budauni In his history. But the value of these poems Is meagre 
for our immediate purpose. They are composed in a foreign 
language and their style is highly conventional. The Persian 
poets on the whole are very different from the poets of the land,



who sang in their own language. To name only two of them,
Mukand Ham and Chandi Das of Bengal are famous, and no student
of social history can fail to turn to them without pleasure 

1
and profit. The more important poetic activity was, however, 
shown in composing devotional religious songs (the Bhakti songs) 
which are an extremely valuable sourcefbr the study of social 
conditions. Their tone, in general, is gloomy, and their 
criticism of social life somewhat unbalanced; but they disclose a 
wealth of information and reveal the deep emotions which moved the 
people of that age. There are rich collections of these songs 
from all parts of Hindustan. To enumerate but a few represents-

. *' ■ - \ ’ ‘ \ V  -i' k * ' * J . •

tlve names: Lalla in Kashmir, Nanak in the Punjab, Kabir in the
Upper Oangetic plains, Vidyapati Thakur in Bihar and Orissa, and
Chaitanya in Bengal, are the great prophets of the popular .2
religion of Hindustan during our time. The songs of numerous

1. Mukand Ram has been put in the later part of the 16th century. 
Some interesting extracts of his poems are given in J.N. Das 
Gupta1 a "Bengal in the sixteenth century11. T.D. Gupta has 
recently published his "Aspects of Bengali Society" in J.D.L* 
Calcutta (1927-29) using mainly literary data from the 
Bengali language for a study of social history of Bengal 
which includes the examination of 3engali poetry, ballads
and folk-songs.

2. The songs of Lalla have been rendered into English by H.C. 
Temple. The text with translation was published by Grierson 
and Barnett. Nfinak’s songs and hymns have been incorporated 
in the Granth Sahib, the sacred book of the Sikhs, and are to 
be found in an English rendering in the first volume_of 
Macanliffe1s "The Sikh Religion". The B1jak of Kabir is now 
available in a careful English translation by Rev. Ahmad Shah. 
The songs of Vidyapati —  the Padavali Bangiya (which as 
opposed to his Sanskrit book referred to earlter, is composed 
in his native Maithili) were translated and published by 
Coomaraswami and Arun Sen. His peculiarity lies in being
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others are given in the sixth volume of Macauliffefs work, 
while some new poems are being slowly brought to light by 
the Visva-BharaW and other Indian periodicals. I have 
deliberately excluded from the present study/^more detailed 
examination of the writings of Muslim Sufis in HindustSn.
The Sufis in general are so conventional In their treatment, 
that they show a more or less complete detachment from the life 
of common people and their spiritual wants. They fight shy 
of recognising the social changes which a closer association 
and mutual Inter-action of Hindus and Muslims were bringing 
about in Muslim society. As a matter of f3ct, the Sufis 
lived In more intimate touch with the social currents of life 
than any other class among the Muslims, but they found 
themselves between two stools, facing danger from opposite 
directions. They were dissatisfied with the whole of orthodox 
Muslim life but they did not dare to question the power of the 
theologians who led the people, covering themselves with the 
rigid interpretation of the Muslim dogma. They similarly 
disapproved of the life and manners of the Muslim aristocracy

Continuation of foot-note on previous pages-
a Krishnflite and in singing of the loves of RaQHa and Krishna. 
Chaitanya wa3 not so fortunate as to have left a collection of 
songs but the contemporary biography of Dfis Kaviraj, completed 
in 1582 after many years of devoted labour, is a document of 
great historical value. The second part of this biography 
which deals with six years of Chaitan^afs pilgrimages is 
available in the English translation of J.N. Sircar. The 
account of his wanderings introduces us to the hopes and fears 
of the common people and to the gradual assimilation by 
Muslims of Hindu ideas*
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but they were too much afraid of the power of the ruling classes 
to offend them by strong opposition or even by honest criticism. 
They had very little to give to the common people which was not 
inconsistent with the accepted version of the orthodox Islam, 
and thus exposed them to the charge of heresy or heterodoxy.
So the Sufi works have little use for our present purposes.
I have, however, used the Zakhlrat-ul-muluk of HamadanI (died 
1384 A.D.) and the SahaIf of Shaikh Sadr-ud-din (died 1536 A.D.) 
to represent the Sufi viewpoint. An orthodox Muslim is, however, 
somewhat different. Even if he is not interested in the life of 
•the infidels1, he is interested in keeping the Muslims pure 
from their taint; he is not a little interested in securing the 
reward of the next world by converting an infidel to Islam.
It is somewhat difficult to draw a line between a Sufi and an 
orthodox Muslin in practical religion except in extreme cases 
when a Sufi superimposes some mystic and occult doctrine on Isllm, 
and stretches the sense and meaning of both Quran and the 
Tradition to meet his ends, and the orthodox refuses to go beyond 
the literal interpretation of the Muslim dogma. Composed on these 
orthodox lines are two b o o k s t h e  Matla-ul-Anwar of Amir Khusrav 
and the Tuhfa-i-Nasalh of Yilsuf Gada . The book of Khusrav 
which I have already mentioned, is a bitter exposition of the 
heterodox manners of his age. He deals with all classes of 
Muslima and with every phase of moral life. The Tuhfa-l-Nasalh 

is expository rather than critical. In this didactic poem,
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addressed to his son In the form of advice, the author gives
a general survey of Muslim life in India from an orthodox
standpoint• Its particular interest lies in showing how far
Hindu beliefs and practices and other common superstitions were
being Incorporated into the scheme of orthodox Muslim life In

1 >
Hindustan,

5, Practical arts and oompendlums. There are a few books on 
practical arts which are quite useful for a study of contemporary 
social life. For example the Kltab-l-Nlmat Khana-l-Nefltr Shahl, 
a compendium of culinary art, gives numerous recipes for making
scents, cosmetics, ottos, and for preparing a variety of foods

2
and delicacies. Another, named Eldayat-ur-rami, gives a
comprehsneive guidance to archers and those interested in the uae

3
of bow and arrow. The most important book, however, of thia
nature is the Flqh-l-Flruz Shahl. It is a compendium of civil 
and ecclesiastical law and has an interesting history. It was

1. Yusuf Oada was a pupil of the celebrated Shaikh Nasir-ud- 
din Chiragh of Delhi and composed the book in 1393 (Ethe 
732). The book contains only 776 verses, but the author 
claims to have given a complete exposition of the orthodox 
beliefs and practices to the reader (compare T.29).

2. The only copy of the MS in the India Office collection 
(copied between 1634-1635 A.D.) is without a date of compo
sition or the name of the author and Ethe does not assign 
any date for its composition (Vide Ethe,1499). Considering 
the evidence of its contents and after examining the Ms I 
am inclined to believe that it was composed in Malwa before 
1500 A.D. under the Khaljl Sultans of Malwa. It is an 
official guide for the royal kitchen which obviates the 
necessity of mentioning the name of the author.

3. The Hldayat-ur~raml was composed under Husain Shah of 
Bengal (904-927 A.D) (Vide Riett489). _
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originally compiled by one Yaqub Karrani who died without
finishing the book. The posthumous work was brought to the
notice of Flruz Shah Tughluq who ordered its revision and
enlargement and thus the book took its present shape. It gives
legal precepts which were probably meant for the guidance of the
Judiciary, but this is by no means certain. It may be safely
said, however, that these semi-judicial compilations, even though
they may not be compared with modern legal codes, do not on that
account lose their historical value. They reflect the social
conditions in a more lucid manner than other books and are to be

1
valued accordingly. Another book, not exactly a compilation of 
"ecclesiastical decisions, advices and admonitions" (Vide Ethe) 
but rather a kind of political guide to a prince and a code of 
political ethics, is the F a t awa-1-Jah and ar1 of Zlya-ud-din Baranl. 
Together with another earlier compilation of a similar nature, 
the Adab-ul-maAuk of Fakhr-ud-dln Mubarak Shah, it throws some 
light on the political ideas oft the times. But the tone of 
these compilations is theoretical rather than practical. In any

1. The plan of the FIqh-1-Flruz Shahl follows the orthodox lines 
of Muslim law-books. It gives the Arabic text and the 
Persian paraphrasing of the precepts and a summary of the 
view of other SaiatHitsxkagHk Sutfkiite legal authorities on 
the question.
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case, their value in elucidating social developments is very
little. We are not required to go into a closer examination of

1
their contents for our present purposes.

IV. THE FOREIGN TRAVELLERS.

In some respects, the most valuable source for the 
contemporary social history of India is to be found in the 
accounts of the foreign travellers. They come from different 
countries at different periods and move about with an admirable 
detachment and with intellectual curiosity. Unfortunately, with 
a few exceptions their sphere of movement was confined to a few 
coastal towns and a little belt of inland territory adjoining the 
sea-coast, and perhaps with the single excention of Varthexna, they 
were all totally ignorant of the language of the country.
Within these limitations their accounts are extremely valuable, 
especially In one respect, namely, that the foreign travellers

t. thgxpi:anxgfxthgx|gighwiw|g±xiixx8hgh±xfgl:i:gw:xxthgxfl[xthgiggxxl:tHBHx

1. This title is given to the Ms. in the India Office collection* 
An abridged form of the same book is named Adab-ul-Harfr 
in the British Museum collection.
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alone expose what are commonly considered as ugly social
1

Institutions of India. It is a curious fact, but none the 
less true, that some of the most inhuman social practices of 
the land have never appeared to the Indian writers, poets and 
religious reformers, either Mndu or Muslim, as worthy of 
their notice and comment. If one wishes to gather the record# 
of slavery, widow-burning, untouchability, child-marriage, 
extreme sexual indulgence and sexual perversion, one would 
search for these facta in Indian books almost in vain. Great 
social reformers like Nanak, and saints and prophets like Kabir, 
Chaitanya or Nizam-ud-din Awliya*, pass over them without much 
comment, and though rebelling against priesthood in no uncertain 
terms, they do not strive against these graver evils in the 
same characteristic and militant manner. The Muslims who 
could perhaps have taken a healthier and more detached view of 
the situation found no particular cause for complaint in the 
suppression of human personality through these glaring social 
evils, for it was not uncongenial to the whole of their outlook

1. T.D. Gupta’s valuable contributions to the study of
Bengali Society, based as they are on the evidence of 
3engali literature alone, are naturally incomplete in 
this respect, in the presentation of social facts.



on life, as will be explained in the first chapter. In other 
words, these social evils had become the normal features of 
their social organism in the eyes of both the Hindus and the 
Muslims* There is a continuous series of these travellers from 
the thirteenth to the sixteenth century. In the 13th century 
came the famous Marco Polo who started about 1273 on his long 
tour in Eastern Countries. In the 14th century followed the 
equally famous and for us the most important traveller, the 
famous Ibn Batuta who spent his whole life (1325-1364) in travell
ing throughout the Muslim world of that clay. In the 15th century 
came at least five travellers whose accounts have come down to us. 
The century opens with a Chinese naval mission in 1405, the Muslim 
secretary of which, named Mahman, recorded his observations on 
Bengal and Malabar. Some time later followed Nicolo Conti (1419* 
1444). About the middle of the century, in 1662, the learned 
Persian ambassador, fAbd-ur-Razzaq, came to the court of 
Vijayanagar* Nikitin, and Stefchano followed at the close of the 
century. During the early part of the 16th century came Varthema 
(1503-1508); Barbosa came about 1518, and the Turkish Admiral 
Si#di 1All Peis at the close of our period (1553-1556). It would
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not be surprising If Indefatigable search brings to light
1

some fresh accounts of travellers to India. 3y far the
most learned of these travellers were Ibn Batuta, ’Abdlfcur-

2
ftazzag and Si^di rAliRel3 • The account of Abdur-Razzaq is

1. Among the published accounts of these travellers, Sir 
Henry Yule’s edition of Marco Polo is well known. A 
new version of Marco Polo was tendered into English by 
John Frampton in the reign of Queen Elizabeth (1579 A.D.) 
and is now available in Penzer’s edition. This edition 
also includes a hew and in some ways a more complete 
version of Nicolo Conti which considerably improves upon 
the one contained in Major’s ’India in the fifteenth 
century’. Another summary of Conti’s conversation with 
Pero Tefur about India appears In the latter’s travels 
published under the "Broadway-Travellers Series”. The 
account of Mahnan was translated by George Phillip and 
published In J.R.A.S. 1895-1896. The accounts of
’Abd-ur-RazzaqStephano and Hikitin are contained in 
Major’s book referred to above and published by the 
Hakluyt Society. A complete English translation of 
Ibn Batuta is not yet available and I have based my 
study on the Arabic text published from Cairo in 1870-1 
A.D. The English translations of Varthema and Barbosa 
have already been published by the_ Hakluyt Society,
London. The account of Si^di ’AtiRels is available in 
the English rendering of Vambery. A new and better 
translation is, however, in the course of publication.

2. Compare Frampton, Int. IX for criticism of Marco Polo’s 
account. The observations of the European travellers 
are more or less confined to the South and are limited
to a few facts of social life which are sometimes repeated 
as If one was borrowing them from the other.
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more or less confined to Vljyanagar and thus does not concern 
us directly. 3y fer the best and the most complete account 
comes from Ib^ Batuta. 3efore him, and even after him, nobody 
ventured so far inland, wr stayed for such a long period, or 
gave an account of so many and varied social phenomena. His 
evidence la direct and personal; his experiences are so close and 
intimate; his opportunities of association sre so wide and frequeni 
and finally^ he dictates his observations thousands of miles avay 
from the scene, in the security of his own native land, so that 
there is little likelihood of his concealing facts or 
misrepresenting their. Els account Is thus a lifelike picture 
of the Hindustan of his day, where the traveller noves about as 
one of the Indians themselves. He marbles In the country (as he 
did In so many others) and ha3 children? he is in the employment 
of the state; he is even appointed as the accredited envoy of 
the £ultan of I-elhl to the court of the Chinese Emperor; he even 
leads the life of an aacotio, the popular rage of the times 
goes about as a refugee in hiding. owever, Ibn Batuta, as
everybody else, has his Intellectual limits. He is sometimes 
over-anxious as a true Berber to believe in the marvels and 
mlraoles of saints. The fact that he never kept any record 
or notes of his long travels, or made a careful and systematic 
study of the broad facts of Indian political life, leads him into
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many errors of observation and sometimes into amusing
1mis-statements of facts. The account of Si/ldt *AW-Reis, 

though brief, is full of interest. He brought a more 
cultivated brain to understand the facts of national and 
international politics and to appreciate the culture of a 
people. Unfortunately, the unsettled political conditions 
of India, no less than his devotion to and love of the Ottoman 
Empire, persuaded him to return too soon.

V. Minor sources: Correspondence. Among minor sources
of information may be mentioned some collections of official 
and private letters: the Rj^az-ul-Ynaha1 of Mahmud Gawin, the 
Insha-nama of Tahir-ml-Husaini, and the letters of Bayazid II 
and Mahmud II of Turkey, all of which make slight references 
to Indian conditions. This is afrettb all the evidence I can 
offer at present for the study of social life of Hindustan 
during the period under review.

1. Compare for instance K.R.II 17^,21,30,31 for some amusing 
mis-statements: that Sultan Mulzz-ud-dln KaiqubSd built 
the Qutb Minar of Delhi and that the passage leading to 
the top was wide enough to admit an elephant; that Ohiyas- 
ud-dln Balban ascended the throne after killing Sultan 
Naslr-ud-din Mahmud; that there was a dispute between 
the father and the son for succession when Ghiyas-ud-din 
Tughluq came to the throne; and finally when the former 
became a Sultan, SiiasictKhan (the latter Muhammad Tughluq) 
revolted against his father in the Deccan under the excuse 
of leading an Invasion into the Telingana.
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An objection Is sometimes made, not without reason,
that a picture of social life coming more or less exclusively
from Muslim and other foreign sources will fail to do justice to
Hindu society or paint it in sympathetic and viVid colours.
I have found no occasion to agree with the observation in as much
as it Implies that the Muslim historian or man of letters
purposely misrepresented the facts of Hindu social life. There
was no cultural conflict between the Muslims and the Hindus, in
fact the cultural forces were rapidly leading to a complete fusion
between the two, so that there was hardly any room for such

literaturediscrimination. The development of historical tradition had a 
very long and healthy tradition among the Muslims and the 
examples of intellectual honesty are to be found even among 
conspicuously dogmatic persons, for Instance Ziya-ud-din Barani 
and *Abdul-Qadir Budaunl. With Amir Khusrav and Malik Muhammad 
Jaisi we enter on a very different and a more or less national 
outlook. On the other hand, if there were any Hindu scholars, 
they lived in the seclusion of a few Intellectual centres like 
Kashmir or Benares and were completely Isolated from the main 
currents of social life. It is further to be doubted if they 
inherited proper °sli^al1tr ad it ions or even r^ght^l^linga1?© make 
good historians.

perhaps
However, though Muslim sources cannot/be accused of a 

bias, other limitations are equally serious. The social content 
of Muslim histories is meagre. Life is unattractive for them
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outside courts and cities, or a few religious and literary 
circles. They are not, as a rule, directly interested in 
knowing about the Hindu society, or even the life of the lower 
classes of Muslims who were not very different from the Hindu 
masses. This, obviously, is an insufficient basis for the study 
of Hindu society. Unfortunately the records of Rajputana, the 
solitary home of Hindu culture and polity have not yet been worked 
out. The brilliant but old work of James Tod still remains the 
main source of our information. We hope that a critical study 
of Rajput records and other sources of information will some day 
add to our knowledge of the contemporary Hindu society.

With such materials as are enumerated above it is 
obviously impossible to give a satisfactory picture of the 
society in Hindustan. A consoling thought under such conditions

insuggests itself, that undor the more or less static condition 
of Indian society a student of social history can always check 
his facts and conclusions by comparing them with tfee present 
day survivals, and thus succeed in giving a more complete 
picture of the past in the light of the present observations.

Iviol lV>»
Though generally helpful, such a view of/history is subject to 
two reservations. The intervening period In our case covers 
the social developments of about four centuries and Includes 
the operation of a new social force from the industrialised 
West. It is not unlikely that the events of the intervening 
period have succeeded in giving a new social meaning and content
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to the growing complexity of social phenomena In India.
Secondly, except for the Imperial Gazetteer* of India, * few 
writers like Crooke and Grierson and a few governmental reports, 
no systematic and scientific social survey of India has been 
undertaken. This work awaits the attention of ^he experienced 
folklorists and of the sociologists in general. I have given
references to present day survivals from the modern works in
yW/ >\rU/)
merging where necessary.

As to the plan of tho thesis, I have Included the study 
of a number of political and economic factors which appear to me 
helpful In giving a proper perspective of social developments in 
Hindustan. In dealing with the economic conditions, my object
is only to give some economic data for a better appreciation of

1
social life. As regards the original texts, I have made a 
free rather than a literal translation; in some cases I have 
contented myself only with a summary of a longer passage. 
Abbreviations are used to indicate most of the original and 
published texts. These arc noted against the text in the 
bibliography. Two appendices are added at the close of the 
thesis for a better appreciation of some general data, as the 
measurements of time and space, the coins etc., and for the 
chronology of the reigns of the Sultana of Delhi.

1. Compare J.I.H, 1929 p.167 for Morelandfs views on the 
composition of a definitive treatise on the economic 
conditions of the period.
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P A R T  I: P O L I T I C A L .

CHAPTER I. THE 1 SULTANATEy AND ITS REACTIONS ON MUSLIM SOCIETY.

It is still somewhat obscure exactly how and when
the title of ’'Sultan” originated. It was first used by the
rulers who set up as independent kings in the former provinces

1
of the Caliph of Baghdad. The terms ySultany and 1Sultanate1 
are derived from a common root meaning ypower, authority1, and 
are generally applied to that form of state which began to 
prevail in the Islamic world soon after the first successors of

2
Muhammad but which was not originally contemplated by the Quran.
A study of the theory of sovereignty under the Sultans of Delhi 
is full of interest,as it discloses not only the political ideas 
of the Muslims, but in a wider sense their whole outlook on life. 
This great change from the theoretic yKhilafatyof the Quran to 
the despotic rule of the Sultans of Islam requires a word of 
illustration.

1. Compare J.R.Aa 1929, 228 for a Buwaihid ruler called Sultan-
ud-daula who died in 415 A.H. Mahmud of Ghazni invaded
tbe Buwaihid territory in 419 A.H. — compare Arnold 202
for the assumption of the title by the Seljuqs.

2. Compare Holy Quaan 20:30 and the translatorys note on pp.
22-3. The Qux^an wanted to set up a yKingdom of God1 in
which the Caliph 1 judges among or rules the creatures of 
Allah by His Command1. In contrast to this the Sultanate 
is a purely secular Institution signifying the dominion
of man over man, and not a theocracy.
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The teachings of the Quran appear to have worked more
or less satisfactorily In the tribal surroundings and the strong
democratic traditions of Medina* But as soon as Islam began
to expand beyond the limits of a city-state, the 1Inspired word

more extensiveof God1 failed to be elaborated for the working of a bIg&er /
political structure, and the meagre doctrine of ’Mashwarat’
(counsel) never shaped itself into a workable political 

1
institution* The political and territorial expansion of Islam,
however, continued with great rapidity; it was soon felt necessary
to organise the loose fragments of the Arabian tribes under a
strong and stable government ruling over a large and ever-

Injunctlons 9
growing territory. (^msffier-a£lona of the Quran and the
precedents of Medina and its first Caliphs were now subordinated
to the need of a strong and compact political structure* It
is a singular fact that the Arab thinkers who deal philosophically
with the rise of kingship, point to it as a necessary institution
for the maintenance of social order* According to their
exposition of the case, kingship was an indispensable condition
precedent to civilisation. They did not indeed hesitate to
declare that even an unjust and oppressive monarchy is better

2
than an unlicensed freedom* In short, the Muslims were faced

1. Compare Quran 42: 38 ’Their rule is to take counsel 
among themselves’•

2* Compare Kremer 25, for a quotation of Tartushi, ,fan unjust 
kingship is better than an hour of anarchy". It may be 
mentioned in this connection that the Ahkamu’s-Sultan-lah 
of A1 Mawardl brings no argument from the Qui^Sn or the 
Muslin Law to condemn the existing institution of the 
Sultanate.
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with a choice between monarchy and anarchy^end they wisely
chose the former. Meanwhile the fulmma or the learned doctors
of Muslim theology who were confined to Medina, were
elaborating a system of Muslim law which had very little to do
;vith the conditions of the Muslim State. This breach of
sentiment between Medina, the centre of Muslim orthodoxy, and
Damascus, the capital of the Arab Empireyexplains why, from
the very beginning, so much of Muslim law became purely theoretlo
in character and began to lay down so many principles that have

1
hardly ever been put into practice.

The l&islira society was on the eve of still greater 
changes. With the fall of Madaln, the ancient capital 
(tftesiphon) of Chosroes, and the transfer of the seat of the 
Caliph to Baghdad, Persian ideas began to flow in, changing the 
face of Islam in course of time. On coming into contact with 
the Persians, the Arabs discovered the political traditions of 
an ancient people, their extremely practical nature as contrasted 
with the traditions of Arabia which led to many civil wars in 
a short time and caused so much trouble, and the facility with 
which the world they had conquered was ready to assimilate 
them. It is intelligible how the Muslims came to assimilate 
the old doctrine of Persian imperialism and fell an easy prey to

1. Arnold,25.
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the culture of their conquered people. In their eager 
fascination, they did not stop to pick and choose from 
Persian ideas; they adopted them wholesale in every sphere 
of life. In political administration, they took over the 
principles, the organisation of various departments, the 
personality of the Persian monarch —  the seraglio, the 
eunuchs, the slaves and attendants, the state ceremonials, 
the dresses and royal symbols — the principles of military 
organisation and equipment, the tactics of war, in fact 
every administrative detail of value; in social manners they 
borrowed all the Persian ideas of social pleasures and 
amusements namely the chase, the games of polo and chess, 
wine, music, songs and the spring-festival of Nau-roz; in 
mental culture, they assimilated all the Persian ideas not
excluding the science of the Interpretation of dreams (Tifeir)

2
and the divination of the Magi. Of all these ideas the 
most significant was the theory of divine right of the 
Persian Kings. Prom the centre of Baghdad these ideas 
spread to Ghazni, as to other parts of the Muslim world

1. Compare a modern comment on India, Iqbal 176: ’Admire 
my power of working miracles’ exclaimed a Brahmin to 
Mahmud of Ghazni. Thou who broke all other idols, 
endeth by enslaving thyself to the charms of Ayaz.

2. Compare Rawllnson, Seventh Monarchy Ch. XXVIII.



and made their way from there into the Indian plains. At
Ghazni - to which we may look for the source of the political
ideas of the Sultans of Delhi - even the official titles of
some of the heads of departments were the same as those at

1
the ancient Persian Court. The crown which Sultan Masud

2
wore was only a replica of that of the Chosroes in Cteslphon.5 
in fact, the whole outlook of the Ghaznawid monarchsand their 
character and function was in no way very different from that 
of the ancient Persian Sassanlans. In other respects this 
national Persian tradition found its best poetical expression 
in the celebrated epic of the Shah-nama which was composed 
under the patronage of the Ghaznawid court. Herein the 
legendary heroes of ancient Persia live for ever in the 
immortal pages of a follower of Muhammad.

Now; the distinctive feature of the Persian monarchy, 
as has been mentioned, was its claim to divine origin. In 
relation to his subjects, jthe Sassanian monarch was * their 
lord and master, absolute disposer of their lives, liberties 
and property; the sole foundation of law and right, Incapable 
himself of doing wrong, irresponsible, irresistible —  a sort 
of god upon earth; one whose favour was happiness, at whose 
frown men trembled, before whom all bowed themselves down,

1. Compare Rawlinson, Seventh Monarchy, 641-2 e.g.Dabir, 
Akhurbeg.

2. Compare Ibid 640 and T.F.I.72.
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1
with the lowest and humblest obeisance* • Islam could not 
easily be reconciled to this bare-faced exposition of despotism, 
least of all to the divinity of a person on which the whole 
theory of despotism rested. Ihis dlffioulty was solved by 
associating the wirtue of divinity with the office of the
Sultanate rather than with the person of the Sultan. He was2
designated as tZlll-ullahl the shadow of the Divine Being.
Ihis, however, did not atop divine honours from being paid to
a Sultan, or a monarch from ruling over people *as a god in
human form1. J In Hindustan especially, no attempt was made
to conceal the position. People had to prostrate themselves
before the Sultan of Delhi when he was present, and to stand
up even when his name was mentioned as a mark of solemn
reverence; when at a distance from Delhi, they bowed towards

4
the seat of the Sultanate. Salutations were offered to 
the vacant royal throne whenever a person passed by it, even

1. Fawllnson, Five great monarchies III, 202.
2. Compare an early reference T.F.M., 12.
3. Compare an interesting reference in F.J., 160.

4. Compare K.K. 221; K.h.II 74; ibid I, 62.
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to tho wooden sandals and quiver put on the throne as the symbol 
1

of monarchy. It is related of the ?/ughul Emperor Hum&yftn, 
that on the occasion of a public audience, a curtain was drawn 
before him; and when it was drawn, the whole gathering exclaimedt 
•Behold the illumination of the Divine Being1. The same
monarch was similarly credited with possessing super-human

2
powers. Under these circumstances, It Is to be forgiven if
the fenoy of a chronicler compared the officers of a Sultan

5
to Gabriel and other angels attending on Allah. \ Abul f'azl)
was encouraged to advance a step further. He\elaborated
the mystic theory of fThe Perfect Man* (Ins5n-l-k&mll), to prove
that Akbar had realised the mysteries of human life and was

4
absorbed into the Reality like a Yogi. An appropriate 
ceremonial was therefore devised for the public audience of the 
Jtfughul emperor: one man crie’d 1A1 l&h-o-Akbarf (f0od Is Great

1. Compare K.R.II and for sandal worship M.T.1.384-5; the 
latter may have been borrowed from the ancient Hindu 
practice as referred to in the story of Ramayana.

2. For the curtain ceremony, compare M.T.1.446 which Is 
supported by other evidence. This ancient custom of the 
Sassanlans la referred to later in a quotation from Huart. 
For super-human claims T.W.,57.

3. Compare B.578.
4. Compare A.N.I.5.
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or Akbar1 Implying that Akbar the emperor was an Incarnation 
of God); and the other responded by saying yJalla-Jelafro-hu1 
(literally *May his glory Increase*. The phrase however

l')mingles the name of Akbar * Jalai!*).
This was obviously a very difficult position for

Mtthammad with the Quran,
the followers of the to reconcile/ Reference will be
made later to the position of the theologians who compromised
with the monarchy, and the puritans and Sufis who broke away
from the monarchy, in fact from the whole Muslim society*
It suffices for the moment to say that the position was so safe

/that *Ala-ud-dIn Khaljl contemplated founding a religion;
^Muhammad Tughluq was credited with similar Intentions; and

2
Akbar actually founded a hew faith.

Under such circumstances,Cthe SultSn of Delhi was 
In theory an unlimited despot, bound by no law, subject to 
no ministerial check, and guided by no will except his own.
The people had no rights, only obligations; they only lived

1. Compare a description in A.A.1,160. For a parallel,
see S.1.513,326-7 for *the Image of God on earth* In 
the *Policratlcus of John of Salisbury; also Shastri, 
preface XIII.

2. For *Ala-ud-dIn see B.262-4.
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to carry out hla commanda. )
The position of the Sultans was made easier in the Indian 

environment by the submlsslveness of the smssea of the people, 
and by the- Hindu Institutions and polities! traditions. In 
ancient times tyrants as well as benevolent monarchs had ruled 
India, but all this depended on the personal attributes of a
monarch; the system did not recognise the right of the people to

2
active participation in the state. It is somewhat difficult to
see how the Hindus of Hindustan could resist the development of

'

1. Compare the doctrine of expediency vs the teachings of the 
Qur'an in B.400-1. Compare the gift of his sovereignty by
Humftyun to a water-carrier and slave and Kftmrftn's criticism 
of the act, T.W. 25b and A.H.1,160. Compare the amusing
story of a Sultan of Bengal signing away Isfahftn to a 
visiting merchant and how his councillors, who dared not 
remind him that Isfahftn was not included in his dominions, 
met the situation, Kaverty 579. See remarks of Baranl in
B (ms) 114 - compare as a parallel the advice of Occleve to 
Prince Henry in S.Ill 500: that ”Lawe is bothe lokke and 
key of suerte”. Compare also T.\i4l06 where Humay&n reminds 
his followers of the magnificent example of sacrifice shown 
by the 12,000 guards of the Safavi monarch Ismail who jumped 
Into a ravine to fetch his falling handkerchief and thus 
perished to a man.

2. Compare Tod I 376 where he explains how the virtues of a 
Rajput monarch will exalt a kingdom to the summit of prosperity 
as the vice of a successor will plunge it into the abyss of 
degradation: again in II 939 where he speaks of the permanent 
exclusion of the people from all share in state under Rajput 
rule.
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despotic rule in view of the exlstenoe of village communities 
and the system of caste. I will add a word to explain the 
political significance of these two factors in Hindu social life.

The Indian village communities, once familiarised by
Sir henry !Aaine>have found a host of enthusiastic but somewhat
uncritical admirers, who have not hesitated to compare them with
any self-sufficient and self-governing pollteal community, even
with those of the Greek city-states. For a time they were even
believed to be a peculiar racial gift of the Aryans, and the"
felaws. However, It is being slowly realised now, that Instead
of being a peculiarity of a race or a country, the village

phasecommunities only represent a distinct in the social
development of mankind. The right of the commune appears in tfee 
JIndivisibility of the common waste and forest lands and the 
regulation of vacant shares. It was probably suffered to be 
Independent in certain matters of internal concern, in making 
certain rules, in the choosing of the elders, in distributing

1among its members the direct taxes which the Government imposed.

1. Compare Mill I 515-4 for a report of the Committee of the 
House of Commons, the village communities of India; compare 
Kovalevsky for Russian village communities pp.82-5,72,92; 
compare Tod I 574 where he makes it plain that the legislation 
of the village commune in minor matters only shows the 
neglect of the state, which extracted bhw heavy taxes from 
the people without providing them with laws for guidance or 
police for protection.
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If the available records of Indian village communities in 
the past can be any guide in the matter, it is difficult to 
escape the conclusion that their exlstenoe has helped rather

i than checked the despotic tendencies of Indian monarohs* The 
jlife of an Indian village community is too Insular, Its groups 
too Isolated, and the whole of its outlook too occupational, to 
form a useful asset to the political life of the country* In 
times of exceptional danger, a commune organised some sort of

1defence and guarded the village from the Inroads of an invader* 
But such Instances of concerted action are more or less on the 
same footing as their measures/of protecting their crops from a 
pest of locusts, or their homes from a band of robbers* It 
does not show any wider political consciousness than what was 
absolutely necessary to preserve themselves and their home-lands. 
Even in such cases, the attitude of propertyless and segregated 
low castes dwelling on the skirts of the village may have been 
uncertain. For our immediate purpose, it may safely be 
concluded that the village communities of Hindustan, which
comprised the vast majority of the population, did not present

2
any serious administrative problem to the Sultans of Delhi.

1* Compare K.R.II 92-4 for an Instance of resistance* Many 
other Instances are found in the accounts of Tlm&r,s 
Invasions*

2. Compare the opinion of Moreland, Agrarian system etc. 64.
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We are not concerned here with their economic and social 
aspects*

The second factor is the caste system with its 
necessary corollary the theory of Pharma* It has been rightly 

held that caste and the Hindu theory of Pharma encourage a 
feeling of charity and consideration towards both men and

1
animals and lead to a general contentment among the people*

It may be further conceded that the Institution of caste has 
greatly contributed towards the preservation of Hindu society# 
All these considerations, though very strong, are hardly 
sufficient to justify the system. Politically, It means the 

/permanent domination of the higher classes over the lower, 

which results in the decay of both. Among the main featurea 
of the caste system, it leads to the creation of a leisured 

^class composed of the learned and the strong, with supposed 
inborn attributes and Inherited privileges, and another class 
composed of labourers to whom it assigns a degraded social 
status; finally, it gives these ingenious arrangements the moat 
sacred and positive sanations. The spiritual basis for this 

^doctrine was supplied by the doctrine of Kffarma or the Law of 
the Peed. So that the argument Is purely scriptural and places

1. For instance by F.W. Thomas
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the inequalities of the caste system on a moral order of which 
God’s will Is the guardian and embodiment, and the created

1
beings have only to thank themselves for their ill plight.
From these, follows the theory of Pharma or the respective

duties of various castes, though the term Is difficult to
frender in a foreign language. We shall refer to the caste
system again in the third chapter.

The reaction of these theories was bound to be far-
reaching An Hindu political thought. Hindu religious ideas 

predominate inbegan to aupe^viae both the state and the church, in fact the 
state began to represent only an agency to enforce a part of 
the religious ordinances. To every part of the state religion 
^assigned its proper function, to transgress which was not only 
a crime against the state but also a sin against the Divine.Being. 
According to this conception of ^ state, the King was held to 
yrule by divine right and to be in a sense a god himself, being 
only tied to the advice of a Brahman. Provisions were made to 
secure a sort of benevolent and paternal monarch, without, 
however, any right of rebellion on the part of the subjects 
against him if he turned out otherwise. The appeal wss limited 
to his conscience, and if he violated the Pharma, consolation, 
if any, could be drawn from the belief that the outraged law

1. Compare Carpenter 321. For an illustration of Pharma, 
see BB.110-11.
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would avenge itself on a tyrant in a second and inevitable birth* 
The Kindu monarchs who arose, especially during our period when
the possible chock of Brihman hierarchy had ceased to operate,

2
approximated to the Muslim ideal of a Sultan* In one prominent 
Instance, when Mah&r&Ja Sang* was once wounded and disfigured in 
a battle against the Lodi Sultan Ibrahim, he hesitated to mount 
the thronej as it was an 9ancient and well-established rule in !
India that when an idol was injured and a part of it knocked off,
it ceased to be a fit object of worship and another was Installed
in its place* Similarly, the royal throne being a place of
worship for the people, its occupant should also be a person who

5is entire and who is able to render full service to the state9*

1* Compare F*w. Thomas 9-10; compere Tidyapati for plotting as 
a sin in P.P. 115*

2. Compare Vldyapatl for the popular conception of an Ideal Hindu 
monarch; he who is well versed in the science of punishment, 
enjoys pleasures, conquers the four quarters, kills all his 
foes in battle, offers oblations to the fire and sacrifices 
to the deities and distributes gold among the supplicants*
Vide P.P.164,166. Curiously enough both the Muslim and the 
Bindu terms for politics (Sifasat and Panda-nitl) are 
identical in meaning and significance* It mayrbe suggested, 
though there is little evldenoe at present to support the 
suggestion, that perhaps ancient Persia was the common source 
of both Hindu and Muslim political ideas from which both of 
them borrowed Independently at different intervals*

5* Compare Sarda, SSnga 58-9*
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This la not the proper place to discuss the merits of the 
theory of divine monarchy but one observation may be made to 
explain the Hindu political situation on the eve of Muslim 
conquest. When a king aspires to the position of a divine 
being, he deprives himself of the privilege of suffering 
misfortunes and miseries like other human mortals, while 
maintaining his position in spite of them. He rules only 
so long as he succeeds; one little disaster, one chance defeat, 
and the whole fabric of the state breaks down. Under such 
a, scheme of government, the masses of people already living 
in intellectual isolation, become eve*r more indifferent to 
the fortunes of their monarch and the political destiny of 
their kingdom. It may be questioned under these circumstan
ces if a feeling of patriotism ever extends to the people as

1
a whole beyond the ruling classes. The political
situation in India was still more aggravated by the inborn 
incapacity of the H&jputs to form a strong and united 
government,and consequently their willing or unwilling assent

1. Compare the seAtiments of Lalla, Temple 207; compare 
Macauliffe I 109, 117 for H&nak.
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to the existence of the supremacy of an outside power*
fcnder the accumulated force of all these principal 

political factors, the Hindu political structure gave way at 
the first approach of a powerful foreign invader* The 
masses of the people had seen the Huns, the Scythians, the 
Kushans, the Greeks, the Persians and the Rajputs ruling 
over them. There was nothing particularly repulsive in 
an Arab, a Turk or any other Muslim for that matter. No 
sooner did the Arab set his foot on the soil of Sind than 
the Hindu Jftt offered to help him,and the other outcasts 

welcomed him; the great majority of people watched the fight 
of the ruling classes snd the foreign invader with indiffer
ence, and the defeat of the former* with a feeling of relief. 
The approach of the Turkish invader witnessed a similar
spectacle* After this digression, let us revert to the

(
Sultan and examine how his powers though absolute and unlimited 
in theory had to submit to certain well-marked modifications 
in actual practice. In the circumstances so far dwelt upon, 
the Sultans (as their Hindu predecessors before them) were

1. Compare Z.W.II 807 for an interesting case where the 
mother of Ham^Ira Dev a of Ranthambhor herself stops 
the Rajput chief from shooting his enemyj the Sultan 
'Ala-ud-din Khaljl of Delhi and supports the moral 
right of the Sultfin to rule over the Rajputs; compare 
Todfs estimate of the Rajputs Vol. I 483; compare the 
theoretical appreciation of a united government in a 

story of J.H.86*
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faced with an irresistible temptation to confine the main
functions of government to what were usually termed the two
[royal duties of Jahanglrl and Jahandarl, or the conquest and
consolidation of new territories. The idea of Small,
prosperous and well-managed kingdoms watreoutside the scheme
of their political ideas. Hardly a true Sultan but was
haunted by the ambition of territorial expansion, until at
last the invasions of the Deccan were looked upon as a
•necessary departmental section of the administration of 

1
Empire*. To begin with, before the possessions of Iltittmish
were consolidated, dreams of conquest began to overpower the
imagination of Sultan Balban who worked out his ideas almost
with the precision of mathematical formulae. He was
extremely sorry that the state of affairs in his kingdom
did not permit him to put them into practice against the

2
distant kingdoms of Hindu rulers. It was a most miserable
situation indeed for a Sultsn to find himself occupied with
the prosaic problems of every-day administration, when another
adventurous and fortunate leader of men was leading his armies

3
into the field or besieging a fortress. Distance and

1. E. Thomas 187.
2. Compare B,51 for this formulation: Balban believed he 

could conquer and consolidate a new territory with 100,000 
combatants and 12,000 persons willing to settle down and 
colonise; compare Tod II, 594 for a similar view of 
Rajputs: "with two thousand men you may eat khlcbri; with

one thousand dal-bhat;wlth 5 tkimand, jjjtfri (the shoe) I.e.
indelible disgrace. Compare the sentiments of Sher Shah
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physical barriers were no impediments to this ambition for
conquest. Bakhtyar Khaljl had very early pointed the way in

1
the direction of Tibet. At a later date Muhammad Tughluq 
was making plans to conquer Khttrfcakn to the west and other 
lands beyond. In this respect, however, rAla-ud-dIn Khaljl 
leads them all, for he dreamt of going about the world as the
second Alexander, and ruling the kingdom of Delhi, as so many

2
others, through a deputy. When the monarch condescended to 
confine himself to the conquest of the Deccan, for practical

irooreasons, this position was only)'mortifying to m  ambitious 
monarch and to his rich imagination. Briefly speaking, the 
Sult&ns went on conquering one country after another until the 
kingdom became too unwieldy for administrative purposes and 
sank under its own weight. However, the growth of the 
Sultanate symbolised continuous territorial expansion and 
warfare. This conspicuous feature of the Sultanate 
Imperceptibly set certain limits to the unbounded powers of 
the monarch. No foreign conquest was possible without peace

continuation of foot-note on previous pagei-
in T.S.S.51; another characteristic expression In Q.S.48-9.

1. Compare Paverty, 560..
2. Compare the feelings of rAlajf<-ud-dIn on the subject in 

Baranl B (Ms) 157.
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within the kingdom. Before making war on the enemy, it was
1

necessary for the Sultan to make peace with his own subjects.
Again, the necessity of organising the administration

of the country made it Incumbent upon the Sultans to acknowledge
at least some elementary principles of civilised government,
strict adherence to some standards of Justice between various
classes^ being one of them. For the collection of taxes and
Government dues, it was similarly essential to give security and
protection to the vast masses of peasants and craftsmen, even
against the members of the ruling elasses, which further Implied

Jor
an outward respect^and toleranoe of their deep-rooted sentiments. 
Hindustan, like other agricultural countries, is a land of 
deep-seated custom and tradition; although the Muslim Sultan and 
his nobles may smile over the fanciful laws and the ludicrous 
practices of the Hindus, or even attempt to reform their ways 
where they appear to be palpably monstrous, they may not ridicule 

Hindu manners in public, much less supplant them. As a 
matter of fact, the iconoclastic Muslims soon learned to admire 
and to assimilate Hinduism and Indian customs to such a degree 
that the pious Muslim Invader Timur Jfruimi made it an excuse for

1. vConpare the wise remarks of rAflf in a verse in A,471
'Make peace with thy subjects and then brave thy enemy; 
for the army of a just SultSn is composed of all those 
people over whom he rules.’
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1
attacking the territory of the Muslim Kingdom of Delhi,

Another limitation was put on the powers of the 
Sultan by the requirements of a faith which he professed in 
common with other members of the ruling classes. The Sultan 
may not have been a believing Muslim in his private life or
cared seriously for the welfare of the faith, but he had to
maintain an outward show of respect for the rituals and the 

| symbols of Isl§m; in the case of the early Sultans of Delhi, 
their faith was about the only principle of union and cohesion 
in the conquering tribe. A show of respect to Islam further

I 2I enhanced the prestige of the ruler.
The exalted nature of the office of the Sultfcn, 

surrounded as it was by a halo of divinity, compelled the 
monarch to conform to a standard of benevolence and generosity 
far above other people* In this respect a long and hallowed 
tradition of magnanimity, chivalry, forgiveness, generosity, 
benevolence, and of other noble virtues was built around the 
person of the SultSn, which made the rule of a despot not only 
possible but also attractive. Bothf the Persian and the

1. Compare Z.N.K.123; Z.N.422.
2. Compare an examination of the religious nature of the_

Muslim invasions in Muhammad Habib’s ’Mahmud of Ghazni1.
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Indian traditions were rich In this direction.
For practical and administrative reasons, the monarch 

had to follow a definite course of policy. In the very beginning 
he did not go very far beyond paying his soldiers and his nobles 
handsome emoluments and showing a general indulgence and 
benevolence to the people under his rule. In course of time, 
however, when the militant fury of the invader cooled down, and 
the warrior learned to turn his sword into a ploughshare, the 
Sultanate added other normal functions of peaceful administration. 
The Sultan now began to be looked upon as a public protect or 
and undertook to guard the security of high-ways, to provide / 
facilities for trade and commerce, to give his subjects relief 
in famines and other calamities and to give even-handed justice 
and redress for every wrong committed against anyone. These
paternal features of the Sultanate come Into prominence as we

2
proceed towards the close of the period.

1. For the treatment of these virtues, see chapter on .♦manners1 
- compare Tod I 366-7 for Illustration from Rfijput history.

2. Compare I.K. 18,19-26, 37-8, where Amir Khusrav estimates 
the achievements of Sultan fAl6-ud-dIn Khaljl not only by 
his conquests In the Deccan but also by the measures with 
which he attempted to secure the administration of justice, 
the prosperity of the people and the security of the empire.
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In short, though theoretically there were no 
conceivable limits to the power of a Sultan, the facts of 
the case and practical necessities set many limitations to

fz>
the sovereignty of a monarch, so that it wAghi be adjus ted to
the Indian environment and make a healthy development of

1
society possible*

II
We come now to the next phase of our enquiry, how 

and to what extent the religious ideals of Islam were affected 
by the purely secular nature of the Muslim state* We have 
noted in the beginning how the practical politics of Islam 
were divorced from the theory of the Quran with the transfer 
of governmental machinery from Medina to Damascus. This 
transfer of power to Syria also synchronised with a deeper

1* Compare Lybyer, 19, for the view of one of the earliest 
Muslim political philosophers of Central Asia which he 
summarises in a few versesj-

11 In order to hold a land, one needs troops 
^  and men;

In order to keep troops, one must divide
out property; 

In order to have property, one needs a
rich people; 

Only laws create the riches of a people:
If one of these be lacking, all four are

lacking;
When all four are lacking, the dominion goes

to pieces*"
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change of outlook among the rulers of Islam, hardly
contemplated by the Prophet. Kuhammad had lived In want
and poverty all his life. He was proud of being poor, and
is even credited with insisting that his genuine followers
should follow him in this respect and should not amass wealth 

1
and property. His Companions' and immediate successors 
observed these traditions of simple and poor living. With 
the fall of the rich cities of the neighbouring empires and 
especially of Madain, when wealth began to pour into the 
capital of Islam and the followers of kuhammad began to grow 
fond of the good things of this world, pious and far-seeing 
Muslims began to feel disturbed at the prospect of material 
advancement and spiritual impoverishment. However, nothing 
could stop the tide from setting in, and consequently the 
spiritual outlook from whanging for the worse. As early as 
the reign of the third Caliph, 'Ustnan,Abu Zar Ghifari, a 
pious and well known Companion9 of the Prophet was exiled 
into the desert for no greater crime against Islim than that 
of condemning the growing wealth and the materialistic

2
outlook of the Muslim community, in uncompromising terms.
When the ftisllm power moved to Baghdid, these deoaying relics

1. Compare some traditions in "ensick, 188.
2. For details of this Instructive story, see Ktuir, 225.
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of early Islam were left far behind, and, as has been
pointed out, the Muslim Caliphs and the Sultans came
out as the exact copy and true successors of the old
Persian emperors. Religion and spiritual acquirements

1
were more or less out of place in the new atmosphere.
On the other hand the demands of flesh and the devil began

♦to be cultivated with a fervour and enthusiasm worthy of a 2
better cause* When the Muslims established themselves in 
Hindustan, the rich plains and the resources of the country 
opened up greater opportunities of indulgence than were 
at the command of the Ghaznawid monarchs in their 
mountainous country, or elsewhere in the Muslim world.
When the Muslim state developed, it incorporated many 
non-Islamic features apart from the powers and the nature 
of monarchy. For instance, the Sultanate was based purely 
on force; tyranny was essential for its working; the state 
treasury was the personal property of the Sultan; 
extravagant and wasteful expenditure was the rule; an 
indiscriminate shedding of blood irrespective of the

1. Compare an amusing story of MahmQd of Ghazni in T.F.I, 
61: how a rich merchant of Nishtmr was accused of 
&sx̂ >irn3£bian heresy and brought before the Sultan for 
trial. The 1 just1 monarch, on the merchants 
surrendering his wealth to him, gave the accused cs ct 
certificate bearing witness to his orthodox and valid 
beliefs and acquitted him. Similarly,the story of 
Mahmud1 s plan of occupying Gujvat and exploiting the 
gold mines of Pegu and Serendip and his violent grief 
on parting with his treasure on his death-bed.

2. Compare T.B.135 for Prince Mas^d,a residential quarters • 
in Herat, their sensuous surroundings and the
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distinction of Muslim and non-Muslim was dictated by the
1

policy of the state. Even considerations of kinship had
no place in the theory of monarchy; and* the murder and
assassination of kinsmen, however repugnant to the sense of
religion or humanity, were committed without much sense of

2
shame or fear of public opinion. In other respects, the
working of the Sultanate super-imposed upon Muslim law quite
novel features, hard to reconcile with the dictates of
the Shariat, but essential for the •exigencies of better 

3
government* Similarly, the Sultanate violated many well- 

f known laws of Islam, for instance, the principle of electing

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
concealed gallery of nude female paintings. See 
numerous stories of drinking in the same book.

1. Compare T.D.6 for the basis of the state; B.188-9 for 
a discussion on tyranny and extravagance, and pp.292-3 
on the position of the state treasury. Compare the 
question of shedding Muslim blood in relation to the 
Sultanate in Baran!, B.235-6; and B (ms) 100^
According to the clear injunctions of the Quran,shedding 
of Muslim blood is one of the capital offences against 
Islam (vide 4£93) Compare also, Baranifs estimate of 
Balban, who religiously in other respects, had no 
scruples in shedding blood - in B.47-8.

2. Compare Khusravfs remarks in D.P.241. Compare as a 
parallel the interesting enactment of Sultan Muhammad II 
of Turkey authorising the heir-apparent to execute his 
brothers. Lybyer, 9.

3. Compare Barani’s exposition of the seven recognised 
cases of capital punishment, out of which four cases 
were unknown to Muslim law - B.511.
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a monarch, the law of Inheritance defining the shares of
inherited property and the principles of apportioning them,
the strict distinction between what is permitted (haljjd)
and what is forbidden (haram). In fact, as a shrewd

statesman of the age observed, the Sultanate had formulated
its own laws, which were on a different footing from those
of Islam* The laws of the Sultanate could be summarised

1iln one phrase - the will of the Sultfcn. Any, even the'N'.V* ". . • '■ \ * • ■ • •

Jonesst interpretation of polltloal ideals of the Qusan could
not be reconciled with this glaring and bare-faced absolutism. 
However, there was no power in the hands of fete* religious 
people to compel the Sultanate to modify its political ideals*

J The division between the practical politics and the religious 
ideals of Islam became as clear as can be imagined. There
were only two courses left for religious-minded people
to followi either to leave the Sultan severely alone in his 
undisputed possession, or to come to terms with him. The 
extreme Sufis and the ascetics adopted fete one course, the 
'̂Ulama or the theologians the other* It was as unwise as it 
was unpractical in a country where the Muslima were surrounded 
 ̂by •infidels* on all sides, to drag matters to extremes.
The orthodox theologians had associated too long with the
1. Compare B.(ms) 96-7 for an instructive discussion of

the whole question between Sultan Jalfcl-ud-dln and his 
nephew Ahmad 6hap.
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secular government to care for a doubtful martyrdom In a
orthodox

fierce civil war. The -theoretic*! and puritanloal section
of the Sufis and the asoetics as a whole, preferred to retire
from the world to devote themselves to the care of the spirit,

1
which after all was all that mattered to them. We have
already pointed out that, short of interference in state
matters, the Sultans were willing to safeguard the honour and
observances of Islam irrespective of their personal attitude

Xutowards religion. Un4^r these circumstances it was 
comparatively easy to come to an understanding with at least 
one class of religious persons, the orthodox 'Ulmma. Just at 
the commencement of the Muslim rule in Hindustan, we find a 
statesman and scholar summarising the position as follows. 
According to him, the religious functions of a Sultan were 
confined to the following specified duties; namely, the reading 

Khtttba f°r the Friday and fId prayers; the fixing of the 
. extent and the limits of religious prohibitions; the collecting
v

of taxes for charitable purposes; the waging of wars in defence
of the faith; the adjudication of disputes when the parties were
Muslim, and the heering of complaints; the enforcement of
measures for the defence of the kingdom and the extermination

the
of rebels and disturbers of/peace; finally, the suppression of

1. Compare the sentiment of Khusrav in F.R. 21-2; also compare 
Hafiz - Brown II, 279 Princes (alone) know the secrets 
of their kingdom, 0 Hafiz, thou art a beggarly recluse;
hold thy peace.
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innovations in religion and tdxa religious practices which
\ . imilitateAagainst the spirit of Islftm# The Sultan further 
set apart certain funds from his treasury for religious and
charitable purposes, as a matter of grace, though it was no

2
part of his religious duties towards Islam, At a later date
£Iya-ud-din Sarani relates what Sultan Iltutmish thought of
the relations between Islam and the Sultanate# The monarch
did not hesitate to admit the pagan extraction and the
essentially secular nature of the Sultanate# He also frankly
confessed that there was absolutely no room within the state
for a monarch to take up the role of a 1defender of the faith1
Din-panah) except In four specific matters; first, in

maintaining the purity of the Muslim creed, which implied the
suppression of aggressive heathenism and a general support
towards the observance of Vuslim doctrines; secondly, in

/ punishing glaring and open lapses from the approved orthodox
conduct, within the limits of his kingdom; thirdly, in
appointing genuinely religious and Ood-fearing Muslims to the
religious offices In the government; and lastly, in administering

3
justice without distinction toesOf|body# This statement of 
position does not differ in a substantial degree from the earlier

1# Compare Pakhr-ud-dln kubarak Shah in T#P.M#, 13-14#
2# For example compare T#F#M*, 36#

Comp*Pe a 41-4.
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exposition. For practical purposes the only tangible result 
was as follows*- the Sultan appointed a few religious-minded 
and influential Muslims to certain judicial posts, and thereby 
disarmed the opposition by snatching from them all potentially 
dangerous and capable leaders. He further undertook to 
defend Islam in a general way which, as has been pointed out, 
was*, in any case necessary to maintain the identity of the 
Sultans and even their existence in what one might call the 
vast ocean of Hindu population.

To give a form to their religious functions, the 
Sultans of Delhi instituted a number of fictitious ceremonials. 
They created a few religious offices like that of the Shaikh- 
ul-Islam and the Sadr-us-sudftfr with which we are not concerned 

| here. Among the ceremonials: the form of the religious 
Balat (oath of fealty to the Imam or the religious head of 
Islam)/was ao&ky maintained; the reign of the monarch opened 
with a consequential change in the bidding prayer (khutba) 
which was solemnly read from the pulpit of the principal
mosque, and an appropriate legend was inscribed on the new

1
coinage. The Sult§n usually appointed a Mashaf-barfrftr
(Quran-bearer) who carried about the Holy Book with solemnity

2
and becoming dignity. Handsome endowments were made for

1. For Bai'at compare instances in Raverty 649 and 246;
T.M.S.459.

2. Amir Khusrav occupied the post of a Quran-bearer.
Compare b .198.
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religious institutions and the study of Muslim theology,and
several mosques were constructed. The Sultan attended the
Friday prayers, and in any case, joined the congregation

pomp 1in the 1Idgah for the two annual prayers with great/and ceremony.
In other respects, he avoided giving provocation and offence to
the susceptibilities of the people by an open breach of the
muslim law. For instance, the excessive number of his wives
and concubines memm confined to the closed Harim, and the
drinking of wine was done in private except on very exceptional
occasions. The occasions of political wars against the Hindu

*

rulers were especially reserved for the display of aggressive 
religious fervour, and the spirit of (Jihad) militant zeal; 
though no indiscreet effusions were tolerated against the Hindu 
subjects of the state as a rule. Mystioism and deeply 
religious platitudes were frequently discussed in royal circles. 
In one case, a provincial SuitAn even scrupulously enquired 
regarding fthe supply of lawful vegetables for his table1, 
though the farce was a little over-done, since the Sultan was,
at the same time, carrying on war against a brother Muslim

2
with all the fervour of religious jlh&d. The rUlqma, for their

1. For a description of a royal procession on fId, see 
chapter on 1 amusements1.

2. Compare C.H.i,III 361 for the anecdote. For the position 
of the Hindus in the state, see an article of Professor 
Muhammad Habib In the Hindustan Review, 1924 fThe empire 
of Delhi etc.etc.1 Compare the remarks of Abifl Fazl in 
AA 11,2 how Akbar attempted to ffconvert the thorny field
of enmity into a garden of amity and friendship”. His 
efforts in cementing the two communities of Hindus and
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part, undertook to forge or find religious and moral support
for the sultanate, thereby strengthening the position of the
Sultans of Delhi, The Quranic injunction "Obey Allah and

obey the Apostle, and those in authority from among you” was
discovered to be full of great possibilities of ingenious
interpretation. The reigning Sultans of Delhi were Identified
with the person meant in the text fthose in authority from
among you1 (Ul-ul-amr-l-mln-kum), Suitable supporting
Traditions of the Prophet were similarly discovered purporting
to mean that obedience to the commands of an Im&in (in this
case, the Sultan) was similar to obedience rendered to the
injunctions of Muhammad or the commandments of Allfch, Thus
by X simple logic, the status of a Sultan was raised to that 

Cl £ci»9
of the Diving, in matters of obedience. Every breach of 
royal command, grievous sin as it was, involved a dire punish
ment in the next world. It was not open to the Muslims to 
exercise the right of choosing an Imain. They had simply to
carry out his orders, even if the Sultan was na slave and a

1
negro and mutilated of form”• In other respects, the'Uloma 
preached the new doctrine that the secular state was a twin 
sister of the faith, only different in the nature of its

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
Musllms are well known though it is often forgotten 
that his measures would have been almost fruitless without 
the groundwork of his predecessors In this direction,

1. Compare for a discussion of the question T.F.M.,12-13; 
for the verse of the Quran. Holy Qur&n 5f 59.
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functions. From this standpoint, the functions of a Sultan
were hardly inferior to those of the Prophets of the Lord; in
fact, Just as the prophets guide the world in spiritual matters,
so the Sultans also conduct secular matters which is only a

1
counter-part of the same function. They gave their support
to the doctrine that every resistance to royal commands was a
criminal act on the part of the person so resisting, even though
the monarch was a tyrant, and absolutely and palpably in the
wrong, and the person so resisting was avowedly striving to
restore equity and Justice in the dominions. In this case, the
person accused of resisting the royal commands was not only a

a heinous
dangerous criminal in the eyes of the state, but also azt-tt&Vy/ 
sinner in the eyes of the sacred law of Islam; so that, if he 
happened to be killed, a decent burial was not his share; he was 
doomed to die unmourned and unsung. The theologians, similarly, 
authorised the state to expropriate from people any property or 
money it deemed fit in cases of military exigencies, and to 
distribute it ’’among the soldiers of Islam” • In short, the

1, Compare T.M.S, 331 for the position of the state in relation 
to religion, also a shrewd interpretation of Mahmud Gawan on 
the verse of the Quran 21:105 fthe pious alone inherit the 
earth* - R.i.36.

2, Compare the reflections of Barani, Khvandtnir and Firishta in 
B,27, K. 122 and in the preface of T,F, respectively. It
became quite popular later to commence tm a book by
emphasizing the essentially divine and spiritual nature of
monarchy. Compare for instance, Abul Fazl,

3, Compare for fuller discussion F.F.19MB
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IcUl«ma subscribed to the proposition: "He who obeys the Sultan,
1 1 
obeys the Lord Merciful”* When the Mughul Emperor Akbar
laid claims to the exclusive religious and secular leadership
of the Indian Muslims and the whole country agreed to this
position without much protest, it was only a natural
comsummation of these developments. Under this dispensation,
the Imam-1-Ad11 (* the juat Imam1 otherwise the Sultan) acquired
the right of superseding the consensus of the most approved
theological opinion on any point at issue, and of giving his
own interpretation to the injunctions of the Qurftn guided by
very general provisions; nor was his decision to be disputed
by anybody in the kingdom. This was the pinnacle of secular
power; Islam became not only subordinate, but actually and

I definitely subservient, to the state, the state in its turn^
I bothassuming a divine character, the benevolence and the

being 2persecutions of a monarch were--of--them divine attributes.

1. Compare Thomas E. 249-250 for this super-inscription on 
the coin of Muhammad Tughluq and the clever use he wanted 
to make of this popular though fabricated Tradition, in 
passing his brass coins for silver; compare also B um , 8.
It is wrong, however, to suppose that it is an injunction 
of the Quran. The fact that this saying cannot be traced 
in any authentic book of Traditions, lends the strongest 
support to the view that it was a fabrication.

2. For a discussion of Akbarfs Infallibility decree, see 
M.T.II 210 —  See another interpretation in J.R.A.S.1924; 
for persecution asjfdlvine attribute o£j£ultan, T.A.I.
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do not deny that many orthodox theologians like BudaunI
did not submit to this position, or only submitted with
extreme reluctance, and that some earlier monarchs like
Jalal-ud-din Khaljl tried to be sincerely religious* But
such Isolated examples were not strong enough to influence
the irresistible course of events*

In this connection, it may not be without some
Interest to note the reactions of these political conditions on
some philosophic thought concerning the origins of political
society and principles of political obligations, which was
formulated on lines not very different from those taken by

1
Hobbes, though much earlier in time* Almost from the very 
beginning of the establishment of h Sultanate in Delhi, a 

tradition attributed to the Prophet, like so meny others, came 
to be widely popular* The Prophet was reported to have said 
•If there be no Sultan, the people will devour one another1* 
Pakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shah mentions this in both of his books

(Xs 2
aa^perfectly valid Tradition without exaring its source*

1. Compare the exposition of Thomas Hobbes, where dealing with 
the life in the state of nature and the growing feeling of 
instituting a common sovereign, he says —  Leviathan,131i- 
’’The only way to erect such a Common Power, as may be able 
to defend them from the invasion of Foreigners, and the 
injuries of one another and thereby to secure them in such 
sort, as that by their owne Industrie end by the frultea of 
the Earth, they may nourish themselves and live contentedly; 
is to conferre all their power and strength upon one 
Ian etc* etc*

t. Compare T*F.M.13; again A.H*, 112*
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Dike other Traditions purporting to support the institution 
of $ Sultanate, probably this was also coined outside India 
and came to Hindustan with the invaders, to serve a similar 
purpose. However, it soon became so popular that such

A.
careful chronicles as Amir Khusrav and *Afif accepted it as
an article of faith and In any case as a sound moral and

1
political doctrine* Finally, Muhammad Tughluq inscribed it
as a legend on his coin, which removed any suspicion as to2
Its validity* When the governors and deputies of the Sultan
succeeded in establishing independent kingdoms for themselves,
they borrowed political theories like other royal equipments
from Delhij and this doctrine became equally popular in

3
the provinces* The facts of contemporary social and political 
life fully vindicated the wisdom of this enunciation* The 
state appeared to be the only guarantee of peace, security and

1. Compare Amir Khusrav in I.K.II 9 where he accepts it
with reluctance; compare the appreciation of *Af if in Af4*

2* The actual text la: V o CkL \ V ^  Edward
Thomas (vide Appendix Plate IV) has given a slightly 
wrong rendering of the legend on the coin though the text
as shown in the coin cannot be rendered differently from 
what I have given* He renders the legend as follows: 
"Sovereighty Is not conferred upon every man (but) some 
(are placed over) others*

3* Compare for instance, TArlkh-i-Musaffar fhahl*
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order. Curious as it may sound, the Hindu reformera pass by 
the queation of Muslim domination in gloomy silenoe aa the 
inevitable fruit of Karma without ever making auggestiona for 
its overthrow or demanding the delegation of powera to the 
common people. They appear to have a aupreme and deep

1
suspicion of the incapacity of people to govern themselves.
The death, or even long abaenoe or protracted illness of a 
monarch, was a source of universal anxiety. The sudden 
death of a monarch sometimes apelt dire confusion. On such 
eventualities clever ministers used to fabricate bulletins 
of the Sultan1s perfeot health, of his movements and even of 
his victories against his enemies, which only betrays the 
extreme sense of insecurity among the people in the absence of 
a visible head of the state, and consequently, the universal
conviction that the Sultanate was indispensable, for it was the2
only agency that secured peace, order and security. The

1. Compare the frank remarks of Kabir who could not imagine 
a state of things when people could rule themselves;
Shah,220.

2. Compare the scene of confusion that followed the death of 
Muhammad Tughluq in Sind, in C.H.i.III.173. Compare 
the dev.loes of the Wfczlr of Fixtfa Shfth^Tughluq during his 
long absence in Sind and Orrisa in •Afl^s Chronicle; 
compare Abifl Fazl for a summary (in A.N. 1.364) and the 
account of Sitftfl rAliReis (Vambery) for the devices which 
were used on the death of HumfcyEn in Delhi, to remove 
every suspicion from the public mind until Prince Akbar 
returned to the town. It was officially reported that 
the Emperor had recovered from a slight indisposition, 
and to give a praotical shape to this bulletin, a 
stratagem was used. A certain Mulla Btkasl who bore a
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prospeot was not very cheerful of reverting to the pre-Mislim 
centuries of Rajput domination, with Its constant civil wars and 
the repeated incursions of the chiefs into each otherfs 
territories, and finally the approach of a foreign invader.

Ill*
A passing reference may be made here in concluding this 

discussion, to a class of Muslims who adhered to the original 
meaning of the Quran and refused to be guided except by the 
practice of Muhammad and the spirit of his immediate successors. 
They stoutly refused to recognise all the historical developments 
of Muslim politics to which we have referred in the preceding 
pages, and unlike therUlftma they turned away from every proposal 
of compromise as resolutely as If from the powers of Evil. In 
fairness to them, it may be said that no compromise was possible 
except by surrendering the original spirit and the whole set of

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

striking resemblance to the late emperor was made to 
impersonate him. He was plaoed on the imperial throne, 
arrayed in royal robes; his face and eyes were veiled.
The chamberlains and secretaries carried on their official 
work as was usual for them. fThe physicians were 
handsomely rewarded1 notes the Admiral who was the first 
to suggest the idea fand the recovery of the monarch was 
universally created1•
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principles for which Islam stood. The conviction within them
was firm that Muhammad had delivered the final message of Allah
to humanity and it was the sole guide for the Muslim/ community
in every form of its activity on earth. On the other hand the
Muslim state had developed out of the hard facts of life, and in
the last resort was strong enough to crush every opposition*
The Muslims in general supported the State in all its non-
Islfimio features and the great majority among them were frankly

materialists and realists. Thus, the champions of the cry of
fBack to Muhammad1 were a small fraction of the Muslim community.
Now and again, in the early days of Islam when the machinery of
the State was Unorganised, they actively struggled to get hold
of power; but, uncompromising to the core, and not knowing how to
win over an enemy by making suitable political allianees and by
using other tactics, they usually lost a battle or quarrelled

1
among themselves. With the efficient organisation of the 
Government, this type of person became ever increasingly conscious 
of his helplessness, and either gave way to morbid despair and 
reacted towards asceticism and the renunciation of the world, or 
else made peace with those whom he erstwhile considered the powers 
of Evil. This spiritual crisis appeared in Islam very early and 
is reflected in the defeatist literature and the spread of the

1. Compare Muir, 290 for his analysis of the failures of the 
Kharijites; E.l II 906 for their doctrines.
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the doctrines of the Mahdavls all of which began to visualise
/ the millennium and the appearance of the Mahdl to restore the

1
pristine purity of Islam. These doctrines were skilfully 
exploited by designing political factions against the ruling 
dynasties and soon lost their spiritual significance. Their 
place was, however, taken by the universal popularity of 
asceticism, and the wide spreading of the Sufi movement, which,
nevertheless were hardly contemplated by Muhammad and the

2
teachings of the Holy Quran. No fault whatever could be found
with the searching analysis of a Sufi and his estimate of
social conditions, or with his fierce and strictly logical

arguments. According to him there could be no room for spiritual
life within the organised Muslim society as they were mutually
exclusive. It was similarly obvious that those who lived for
. the world were in the clutches of the Devil, and the man of 
1 m 3
faith (Din)could only live for the spirit. It was easy for a
Sufi to meet a politician on his own grounds. He dismissed the
cobwebs of the theories of divine monarchy (the "Zill-ullto") and
the political reasons for its justification. As long as an

1. Compare Krenkow, in I.C. Vol. Ill 561-2 for an early book
on the subject named fThe book of Strife1 written in the 
third century of the Hejirafa..

2. Compare Holy Quran 57: 27.
3. Compare the reflections in Q.95*
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opponent admitted his allegiance to Islam, he made himself
ridiculous before a Sufi and an ascetic of this type#

someBut the weak points of the Sufi were/practical and
unavoidable considerations# If logic was In his favour, the

ofpower of the whole/organised society was at the call of the 
Sultan, and available to support a man of the world# What, for 

Instance was his solution of the bread problem, the Inexorable 
necessity of sustaining oneself from day to day? The fanatical 
Sufi replied that If the means of subsistence and the providing 
of worldly needs rested with the Sultan, he would rather go 
without them than accept them from, what he considered, a tainted 
source# He looked upon the money coined in the royal mint as 

taboo and almost i*ftt poison# 9 If a single copper of the Sultin* 
so runs the argument of a Sufi as reported in the pages of Amir 
Khusrav 1mingles with a hundred other coins In the keeping of a 
darwish, that one single copper instead of being purified by its

1
association with others, was sufficient to pollute all of them9#
The profession of arms was always attractive to the Muslims and

the followers of the Quran, but the ascetic extended a similar
prohibition to the following of it, for was it not accessory in

2
establishing the great evil of the temporal power of Islam?

1# Compare I.K. IV 195-8 for the whole discussion#
2. Ibid 272.
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The explosive end combative passion of this olaaa of people onoe 
found express Ion In the Mahdl movement under the Afghans (as in 
the Wahabi movement during the last century)# and was more or 
less foredoomed to failure* Theirs is a tragic though sublime 
passion which manifests Itself now and then in different parts of 
the Muslim world* The martyr*s crown keeps the flame of religious 
purity burning in every clime and the fading vision only reveals 
the deep emotions of the human soul* But the Muslim world was
hardly better for all these erratic passions* The'Ulema,

their|whatever m  spiritual significance, did lend a hand, and perhaps 
not unsuccessfully, in helping the advancement of Muslim society 
in Hindustan, Instead of harnessing all the religious passions of 
the Mualims^to Impede its progress. Their close contact with 
politics widened their narrow and religious outlook; so that some 
of them did not hesitate to compare the service of mankind with 
the worship of the Divine. In explaining the religious duties of 
a monarch,/^saint Hamadaniof Kashmir does not forget to include 
even such minor items as the security of highways from robbers and 
thieves, the construction of bridges over rivers, and the ereotion 
of watchposts etc., al}, of which are very different from what was 
and is even now expected of ths theologians and religious men*
If the'Ul^ma were not bold enough to stop the Muslim State from 
taking the course if had adopted, at least they did not deprive 
tbs Muslim society in an alien land of their measure of contribu

tion in building up fete Muslim culture. Such was the fate of the 1 finalf message xo humanity given by the last of the religious prophets ._________________________________________________ ~______
1. Z.M.110 b.
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C H A P T E R  II. T H E  S U L T A H*

A. The Sultan aa a private person.

After the analysis of the theory of sovereignty given
in the previous chapter, it will be clear that the Sultan and
the State were more or less coterminous. A division of the
private and public personality in relation to the Sultan is
somewhat arbitrary. We have considered it convenient to make
this division in order to emphasize the great influence of the
monarch on the private life and the social behaviour of various
classes of people. The example of the Sultan (or of the Raja
in a Hindu state) was almost literally Imitated by those under
him, as far as their powers and resources permitted them. In a
word the private person of the Sultan set the tone of society in 

1
general.

The ambition of the Sultans of Delhi, as that of the 
Sassanian monarchs of Persia, was fto build lofty palaces; to 
hold grand levees and to enjoy the spectacle of a world prostrating 
itself before them; to accumulate vast hordes of treasure, and to 
concentrate all the financial power in theirhands ef.a Cullau, and 
to leave f-fc fm* him to bestow them on thosettieychose to favour;

1. Compare the reflections of BaranI: B.575.
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to appropriate all gold and Jewels and then make a gift of them
to a greedy and expectant crowd; to carry on Incessant war to
establish their supremacy; to maintain && establishment of
domestics and attendants and large Harims, and to enjoy the
satisfaction of spending unlimited wealth on them - In a word
the satisfaction of vanity and the acquirement of conspicuous
distinction. Without providing such paraphernalia of royalty,
a monarch could hardly be considered a proper monarch, and the
Padishah was hardly worthy of his exalted position. Such was

the Ideal of the Ohaznawlds, as Is summarised here In the words of
a historian; and to this, as to the distinguished example of
Sultan Mahmud, the Sultana of Delhi looked for Inspiration and 

1
guidance; in fact, It was the universal outlook of the age.

The royal establishments.
To make himself sufficiently worthy of his exalted 

position, the Sultan therefore maintained the largest establishment 
In the kingdom. His palaces, his Harlm. his slaves and retainers, 
his staff of employees, and finally the crown lands, easily placed 
him abovetacrybody else in his dominions*

1. Palaces* Building themselves palaces was an old and popular 
custom of the Persian Kings. Every king wanted a dwelling of his

1. Compare F.J.99,110*
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own and had ho desire to use those bequeathed to him by a
predecessor. He wanted his palaces to remain as a monument of

1
his administration. The Indian Kings similarly, considered it 
inauspicious to live in a palace where somebody had breathed his 
last. The Sultans of Delhi followed the same tradition as far as

possible, and began abandoning the old palaces along with their
2

contents, and building their own palaces anew. In the beginning
of Muslim rule, two palaces are recorded, one for private residence,
the Daulat Khana (or House of Fortune), and the other for official
use. They were named as Qaar-l-flrmzl (the Palace of Victory)

and Qasr-l-Safed (the White Palace)^ By the time of Nasir-ud-dln
Mahmud a third, named Kushk-i-sabz (the Green Palace), had come 

3
into being* Later, successive dynasties and even individual 

monarchs began laying the foundations of new royal cities, wit̂ i 
royal palaces, markets, gardens, mosques, roads and ramparts; so 
that Delhi, as it stands today, is composed of a dozen or so mt 
old royal cities of ancient times, for example Sirl, Kilokhjiri, 
Shahr-i-nau, Tughluqabad, Flruzabad, Shfchjahlmabad, and others 
the capitals of the old Rajput dynasties. At a later date 
therefore, Flr&z Tughluq assigned no less than three palaces for

1. Compare Huart, 96.
2. Compare K.R.II,47.
3. Raverty, 661; also B (ms) 96*
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giving audience alone to verioua grades of people • for the
Idienobles, the companions of the monarch, and for other common 

people. More will be said about the palaces and royal cities In 
a later chapter.

2. Harlm. The Sultans (as also the Hindu Rijas), on the whole
were extremely sensual. Women and concubines, as far as we can
gather, occupied much of their time; some of them even maintained
a regular department for the supply of choice beauties, without

1being very much satisfied In their sexual appetite. The 
monaroht both Hindu and Muslim, had one chief queen whose children 
succeeded to the throne, or rather, to put it more correctly, had 
a prior right where a peaceful and undisputed succession was

1. The extreme Indulgence of the Hindu RAJAs of the South and 
the thousands of their wives and slaves, are dealt with in 
the pages of almost all foreign travellers who visited the 
Deooan. For Hindu examples in Hlnd&stim compare the famous 
oase of the Rijput minister of Malwa who had 2,000 women 
which including Muslim women also - C.H.1,III,S68. Compare 
the amusing Instance of the Raja of Champanir who was so 
busy amusing himself with Pfitars that he did not realise the 
Afghan invaders had occupied the town - W.M.,39. For 
Muslin monarcha hardly any illustrations are required.
Compare, however, the extreme indulgence of Mtfiss-ud-dln 
Kaiqubad in all kinds of sexual indulgence and the magnanimous 
forgiveness of similar sins on the part of his subjects) in 
fact he considered that If he enjoyed and let others do the 
same, it was a souroe of glory in this world and of paradise 
in the next*. - B.99*. Consider also - W.M.81, the waillngs 
of Sultan <ft}yas-ud~dln Khalji of Malwa who maintained a 
whole department for female supply but died in the grief 
that he never met a woman exactly to his liking.
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possible* She had other considerable privileges besides, for
instance the right of guardianship of a minor son who succeeded

1
to the throne. There was no fixed rule of choice among other

2
queens, mistresses or concubines* It is difficult to decide
exactly how far the female honour was safe from the approaches
and the encroachments of a monarch within his kingdom. We might
say on the whole that the Sultans considered it better policy
not to offend this delicate sentiment of the Hindu masses* All
this, however, depended on the personal views of the monarch, for 

misbehaviour
in cases of breach on the part cf the monarch, there were no

3
means of redress. The case of the woman of a deposed monarch

1. Compare Tod III 1370 for the privileges of a chief queen in 
Hajputfina; and how a Patrani or chief queen is publicly 
enthroned with the Rena of MewAr. Compare also the blunder
ing ward of her sons, the chief queen of Jal&l-ud-dln Khaljl 
and her mistakes on the approach of fAla-ud-din towards Delhi, 
after killing the Sult&n.

2. Compare Tod I 358 on the point: 'The number of queens is 
determined only by state of necessity and the fancy of the 
prince. To have them equal in number to the days of the 
week is not unusual, while the number of handmaids is 
unlimited*•

3. Compare the Hindu sentiment on the point in 3 (hin) 223,424.- 
Compare the remarks of Khusrav on helplessness in oases of 
bnwaoh - M.A.,199.

misbehaviour
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was on a different footing. The victor had a perfectly valid
right of marrying the wives of the deposed Sult&n, and there
are records of such marriages against the express wishes of

1
the wife or mistress a£ in question. The Hindu RAjAs 
probably followed the old and cherished traditions of paternal
monarchs, though this can by no means be laid down as a rule of

2
general application.

It may be said in this connection that the inmates of 
a royal Harlm included other female persons besides the wives and 
concubines of a Sultan, for instance the mother, the sisters 
and daughters, in fact all female relations. The mother of a 
monarch in particular (called Ma-jj among the RAjputs) was in 
some respects a person even more exalted than the chief wife of 
the Sultan. The Persian tradition and the Rajput custom had 
both allowed to the mother of the reigning prince a more

1. Compare the statement of H&jl Dablr in Z.W.III 854, how 
Olayas-ud-dln Tughluq had no objection to the usurper 
Khusrav Khanfs marrying Mubarak Khalil1s wives, but only 
to the want of compliance with the provisions of Muslim 
law regarding the interval between one marriage and 
another (or'Iddat). Compare similarly Z.W.II 842 for 
Mub§rak Shah * s compulsion in marrying Dewalranl, the 
beloved wife of Khlar Khan which is also hinted at by 
Amir Khusrav in his work D.R.

2. Compare the war of Vijayanagar/ and the Bahmani Sultan 
for a girl C.H.l 111,391. Compare the designs of a 
neighbouring Raja to secure Padumavat in the absence of 
Ratan Sen at Delhi in P (hin), also P.P.72-3 for a 
similar story.
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domineering authority than ahe had ever exercised as a queen 
1

consort.
The life of a Sultan inside the harlm is so much a 

matter for the personal concern of a monarch, that the chweiiic ter a 

reveal to us little if anything at- <At, about this aspect of his 
life. We oan infer from the fact of Sultan Iltutmlsh suggesting 
Raziyya as his successor to the throne, that the monarch must 
have loved her tenderly, and looked after her education and 
training with great care and interest. The historians make a 
slight suggestion that Sultan fAla-ud-din Khalji was not very 
happy with his wife which, according to them, accounts for his 
first raid into the distant Deccan, undertaken as a relief from
his domestic miseries. Hajl Dabir, however, gives us an amusing

2
incident to prove that this inference was true. Prince Khizr

1. For Rajput, compare Tod III 1370; for Persian tradition 
Rawlinson, five monarchies, etc. 111,220. Compare the 
influence of the widow of Iltutmlsh named Shah Turkan after 
the death of her husband - Raverty, 632; compare also, the 
separate charitable establishment of the mother of 
Muhammad Tughluq - K.R.II 72.

2. Compare Z.W.II for the interesting story, how fAl&-ud-dIn 
Khalji loved a mistress named Mahak which could not long be 
kept a secret from his wife and mother-in-law. He loved 
this mistress too deeply to give her up on any account.
It happened by chance that once when the lovers were together 
the daughter and mother-in-law came upon them. An ugly 
scene then issued. _ Probably the incomers belaboured Mfhak 
which led fAla-ud-dIn to rescue her forcibly from them. In 
doing so, he struck his wife, w h o , , was the daughter 
of Sultan Jalal-ud-dln Khalji, the reigning monarch. As a 
result of this unpleasantness, fAla-ud-dIn went to the Deccah.
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Khan, the son of fAla-ud-din Khalji was extremely happy In
the love of his aeoond wife, »e»e<S- Devuibrani. An autographed
memoir of the Prinoe himaelf, giving the whole story of their
romanoe and marriage, so Amir Khusrav tells us, is the basis
of his famous poem fDevraIrani Khlzr Khan1, whioh was published
after the murder of the Prinoe and immortalises the love and
tragio sufferings of the devoted couple* We get very little
information on the subject until we come to the period of the
Mughuls* Here we get a closer view of life inside the royal
harlm* The memoirs of BAbur and Gulbadan asothese of later
days, disclose to us a picture of happy domestic life with a
strong tradition of affection and love which led many credulous

1
travellers to believe in curious tales and scandals*

As regards the organisation of the royal harlm* the 
reigning Sulten was the head of the whole royal family in an
intimate and personal sense* All the members of the royal fam-

2
ily, including his queens, were subject to his commends.

1* Compare 0*46 - for the feelings of Gulbadan towards tfea
her brother Humayun when for the sake of greater security 
and repose she was separated from him and put under the 
stewardship of Mirsa Kamran. Compare numerous other 
references In Gulbadan and Bfibur-nema*

2. Compare fflook of the Court* p*65 for the legal position of
an English queen consort: 9But in general, unless where
the law has expressly declared her exempted she (the
Queen) is upon the same footing with her subjects, being
to all Intents and purposes the King9a subject and not
his equal9* Compare ibid pp.80-1, how the 9care and
approbation of His Majesty9s grand-children, when grown
up* waa until 1718 a dlaputed queatlon, when Oeorg*I
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The inmates of the harim and all members of the royal family
submitted regular petitions, whenever they wanted to approach
the monarch on business, and carried out his given orders

•faithfully. The inmates of the royal harim were assigned
enclosed and well-guarded lodgings inside the palace.
Suitable care was taken that the requirements of the purdah
were scrupulously carried out. Their care and attendance was

[ assigned to a class of confidential maids and eunuchs, together
with hundreds of male and female servants and slaves for

1
domestic service. The royal harlm was supervised from within 
by a regular haklma or governess born of a noble family, and
from without by a khvaja*ffl»saral (the chief eunuch) whose office

2
was considered as one of great trust and responsibility. The

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
submitted it to the opinion of the Judges, which brought 
about the enactment of the Royal Marriage Act some time 
later. — Compare numerous references to petitions in 
Gulbadan.

1. a.18.
2. Compare F..D. 111,128 where the office is translated as 

•directress of female department11. Note the fact that 
a daughter of Fakhr-ud-din the famous lotwal of Delhi 
was the supervisor of the harim of SultSn Mtilzz-ud-din 
Kaigubad; for Khvaja-40-Sarai, see D.R. 101. —  Compare 
how the harim of 'Ala-ud-din was guarded in B,274.
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harlm of the Mughul emperor Akbar had a regular staff of female
Inspectors and guards with a female storo-keeper (called Aahraf)
who took charge of supplies and accounts. She annually
submitted the audited account of the expenses Incurred during
the year and an estimate of expenditure for the next. At night,
female guards took charge of the building and of the security
of the Inmates from within; the EhvaJa-^-Sarai stationed himself
with his ataff at the entrance, and the faithful RAJput guard

1
patrolled the building. In the kingdom of Malwa the harim
developed into a miniature government with regular armies, arts
and trades-women and a great bazar; the King, the only male,

2
decided disputes, and fixed salaries.

5. Royal Slaves (Bandagan-l-Khas). We shall diacuss the 
position of the slaves in the next chapter. Let us, however, 
note here that slave-holding was a time-honoured institution 
throughout the Muslim world during the period and until recentlyi 

and every nobleman and respectable person kept a few slaves.

1. A.A.I,40; for parallel see Major, 32 the Vijayanagar harlm 
arrangements.

2. C.H.i,111, 362. Compare Tod I 358 for Rajput harim 
(or Rawala) and the skill that is required on the part 
of the chiefs to manage it. »The government of the 
kingdom is but an amusement compared with such a task, 
for it is within the Rawala, that intrigue is enthroned1.
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The royal slaves (or bandagan-i-khas) were considerable In
number and International In their composition, bound together by

the bond of service and allegiance to a common master. Having
no local connections or interests of their own, the Sultan could
always rely on their faithfulness and devotion, more than o n o j
other state officials and nobles. The powers of the Sultan over
them as master and king were absolute. He could kill them,
give them away or dispose of them in any other way, as he thought
fit* In practice, however, the relations between the Sultan
and his slaves were anything but unpleasant and hardly gave an

opportunity for the exercise of these extreme powers. On the
other hand, the slaves were brought up almost as sons and
confidantes, so that sometimes when the son of the Sultan was
of doubtful capacity or was otherwise unfit to govern the
kingdom, the slave of the monaroh, who had struggled in the
school of adversity and experience, successfully guided the2
ship of state through troubled waters. Qutb-ud-din Aibak,
Iltutmish and Balban are three outstanding examples of royal

5
slaves who rose to power and came to the throne.

1. Compare an instance, B.273-4.

2. Compare the feeling of Sultan Muhammad bin Sam of Ghur on
the point - T.F.1,110; he bequeathed his whole kingdom to 
his slaves, who succeeded to the throne of Delhi as well, 
where a whole dynasty of slaves ruled for more than 60 
years.

3. Compare T.M.(II) 95; Raverty 603-4 and 802 for account.
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The number of royal slaves was usually very large*
’Ala-ud-din Khaljl had 50,000 slaves; those of ^uhammad Tughluq
were so many in number that the Sultin set aoart a day of the

1
week to manumit some of them and to confer them In marriage*
Flrfcz Tughluq was conspicuous for his solicitude towards his 
slaves* lie encouraged the nobles of the realm to send slaves in 
annual tribute, for which a corresponding remission w*s made to 
them from the treasury. From 50,000 under •Alfc-ud-din their 
number had risen to 200,000 under FirCU. The Fultfin settled some 
of them in various towns and fixed their salaries? he employed
s

others in useful arts and religious education; so that about
12,000 of them were craftsmen and masons, and about 40,000

1
followed the royal equipage* Incidentally, the slaves added 
to the growing Muslim population of India.

1* A.268-72. For the employment of royal slaves in various 
crafts, llavell finds the cause in the previous emt^lgratlon 
of Hindu craftsmen, on account of Muslim invasion and the 
general insecurity of life (Vide, History of Aryan rule,
321). I have found no occasion to agree with this analysis* 
The number of craftsmen under fAlfc-ud-din is estimated at
70,000 out of whom 7,000 were masons and stone-workers 
who are reported to be so skilful in their work that they 
carried out the construction of a building in a fortnight 
at the Ibettoest (Vide T*F.I,217). It is difficult to account 
for this sudden emigration of the Hindu craftsmen from 
Hindustan especially when the north-west frontier was always 
menaced by Mongol raiders*
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iy\The influence of the royal slaves on the state,

these circumstances was boundto be considerable. They were
associated with the monarch, the source of all power and
privilege, in a more intimate sense than other people, and as
such, they were exposed as much to danger, as they stood to
gain, from the royal association. As early as the reign of
Sultan Raziyya the royal slaves made themselves felt. Under

1
the successor of Plrtiz Tughluq their influence was decisive.
They usually rose to the position of nobles, which will be 
treated in the next chapter.

4. Astrologers, court-poets, musicians, etc. The appointment 
of astrologers at the Court of ancient Hindu Kings, and the 
credulity of Hindu monarch® are well known. The Kuslim Sultans 
were not very different in this respect. Horoscopes were 
everywhere used, omens were taken, dreams were interpreted, 
charms were resorted to; in fact, the Quran was not infrequently 
used in divining the issue of an undertaking. In such 
circumstances even the minutest detail of royal life was 
regulated by the court astrologers and other masters of the 
occult and mysterious sciences. Huraayun, no mean student of 
the science of stars, was even contemplating the construction of

1. Compare Raverty, 635
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an observatory, trad thus forestalling the work of the
distinguished scholar and founder of the Jaipur City, Raja
Jai Singh, Astrology is by no means neglected at the present

1
day either in Hindu or Muslim society.

The court poets and musicians were the brilliant assets
of every court in India, Most of the Sultans could appreciate
Persian poetry, and some of them could even improvise verses on

occasion. The musicians were equally necessary to sing choice
verses, and the Sultans, in this respect, were only following an

2
old Persian tradition. The court poets and musicians were

similarly necessary for the Hindu court. We will revert to the

subject in a later chapter. Similarly, there were numerous
3

jesters, tricksters, buffoons and clowns in every court.
It Is difficult to classify the nondescript class of 

persons who were always to be found In a court. They may be

1, Compare an early reference in Raverty 623; and B.142; 
compare the many amusing stories of taking omens In the 
memoirs of Tlmttr and BSbur, Compare the diary of Sultan 
Tlpn (in India Office collection) which records his dreams 
and their interpretations. The accounts of HumfiyQn are 
full of amusing stories of superstitions beliefs of every

variety,
2, Compare Huart, 145-6 for Persian tradition and musical 

instruments which were also used in Hindustan. Compare 
Hasan Nizami for an earlier description of flute, mandoline, 
oboe and harp. Compare Varthema, 109.

3, Compare a whole chapter in I.K; also TSrlkh-i-Ma'sumi, 64,
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conveniently termed royal favourites. The nature and composition
of this class changed with every monarch; they could be low and
uncultivated or, on the other hand, noble and refined according to

the tastes of the monarch. For the time being their influence
was supreme. The royal favourites were usually chosen from

among the Muslims in the earlier period of the Sultanate, but as
time advanced, Hindus began to rise gradually in the confidence
of the monarch, until at last they changed the whole outlook

1
of the Sultans.

b9 Courtiers (Nadlm). By far the most important and interesting 
members of the staff of a Sultan were his Nadlm or courtiers.4 ' TT T
Here we come across a class of refined and cultivated men which has
left its mark on the manners and culture of Indian nobility

even to the present day. The term Nadlm, strictly speaking,

applies to the boon companions (y&r-l-shar&b) of a monarch but may
be rendered •courtiers* for want of a better term. Their
principal occupation was the entertainment of the Sultan in his

ailing
leisure hours and to ad*4 to the liveliness of his gaiety and 
pleasures; some of them also accompanied the monarch almost 
everywhere, as companions and attendants. As a rule, they had 

no official position in the state, and as far as appears from the

1. Compare Raverty, 635 for an example of their Influence;
compare the efforts of Panoham the Hindu favourite of •Alft- 
ud-dln in.capturing DemTfcr&nl, D.R.87; compare the Influence 

Kha^trls (a class distinct from Kshattrlya caste) under 
the Srfyyids - T.M.S.,456-7.
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records, unless they were asked to give their opinion or were 

especially attached to the courtiers for consultation, they could 
not speak to the Sultan on state affairs. Their proximity to 
the throne and the specially favourable opportunities of studying 
the humours and the personal weaknesses of the despot, together 
with their subt&bty and craftiness in influencing the will of
their royal master, had, however, given them considerable power

1
and influence in the kingdom.

The intellectual equipment of a Nadlm was comprehensive.
He combined in himself a variety of talent: he knew the niceties
of sartori^al equipment and of personal decoration until it almost 
becamereached a fine art; his conversation was in the choicest language;

his intellectual culture covered a variety of knowledge namely,
the study of the chronicles, the Quran, poetry, folklore, together

with some acquaintance with metaphysics and the occult and mystic
elements of Islam. Finally, he was an accomplished player of
chess and draughts and a fairly good player of some musical
instruments. But above ell these attainments , his great art

byconsisted in putting the Sultfin into h good humour,/a careful study
2

of his psychological reactions and his oddities and idiosyncrasies.

1. Compare the estimate of Abxfl For.l in A.A.I,5; how, if they 
deviated from the path of rectitude, they could bring disaster 
on the whole world. Compare how Sultan Jilfcl-ud-dln Khaljl 
used to discuss questions of state policy with his nephew and 
courtier Ahmad Chap, in many places in Borani; also the frank 
advice of Qfcsl Mughla-ud-din to •Ala-ud-dln Khaljl; similarly, 
tho advioe of Barnni to Sultan Muhammad Tughluq* B.395.

2. Compare the remarka of Muhammad 'Aiftfl on the point - J.H.,178.
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The Rajput Bhtts do not come up to the same standard of refinement 
end elegance as the ffadlma of the Sultan, although their stronger 
attachment to their masters, end their greater courage on oocaslonc 
cannot be disputed. In the course of time, the royal courtiers
degenerated into vile and mean flatterers and became discredited

1
even in the eyes of their employers. At the present day the 
term Nadlm (or Mus&hlb) is in some way associated with aychophanoy 
and a certain want of virile qualities.

6. Household Staff. £part from his harlm, hla slaves and
other attendants, and hia courtiers, the Sult&n employed a host

of people to look after the protection of his person, his

recreation and his domestic attendance in general. They were
organised in separate departments under their own officers and
supervisors who were all paid by the monarch from his personal
funds and were directly responsible to him. Foremost among the

2
needs of a monarch was that of personal protection. Two separate 
officers, the rar«4$-Jandar and the Sar-#-Sllihflar, were charged 
with this, the former being the first in rank. The Sar^g^jandar

1. Compare the contempt of Akbar for aome of the class - 
A.N.I, 319.

2. Compere the remarks of Balben on the fvlce, temptation and 
greed1 of the people and the necessity of taking full 
precautions for the security of the monarch, B.BO.
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was th© commander of the Imperial Bodyguard/T. He was a
1

prominent nobleman of tho realm and was peld a huge salary*
He commanded and supervised th© life-guards, composed of the
royal slaves, who were conspicuous for their devotion and

2
efficiency* The Sar«43-J§nd>r responsible for th© security
and protection of the royal person and hod summary powers in
the execution of his duties* The second officer, the Ssr»j>>

Sll&hdar was the head of the Imperial armour-bearers. The royal
4

sword was in his keeping* His duties, on th© whole wore of a
ceremonial nature, not unlike those of the bow-bearers of the

5
Sassanian monarchs*

1* Compare Raverty, 750. Malik Saif-ud-dln was assigned 300,000 
Jitals for his maintenance allowance*

2* Compare the remarks of F.J.71 how of all the combatants on 
the day of battle, the i*oyal slaves set tho example of 
sacrifice and courage to the whole army and were ready to 
cast themselves in 1 torrential rivers and flaming fires1 
without hesitation*

3* Compare Raverty, 730 for the association of Sar-<ff»Jandfcr
with bloodshed and Lorture.

4* Compare I.K.Ill,141.
6* Compare Rawllnson, five etc. Ill 209 on the position of the 

bow-bearer of the ancient Sassanians who was privileged to 
stand inuaedlately behind the monarch.



Among other officials in oharge of domestic attendance:
The Sar-/-abdag (the predecessor of the aftabchi of the Mughuls)
looked after the washing and toilet arrangements <f the Sultan, and
followed him with his water keg (karauti) when the monarch went 

1
out; the kharltadar looked after the royal writing case, the

2
Tahwlldar, after the purse; the Chashnlgir (the predecessor of
t**16 Bakawal of the Mughuls) supervised the royal kitchen, and
personally served and attended to the royal dinner, returning to

3
the kitchen with the leavings; the Sar-^-Jemadar took charge of
the royal wardrobe and was responsible for the sartorial equipment

4
of the monarch; the Tashtdar attended the Sultan with ewer and
washlng-basin and the Safll-l-khas with wines and other drinks; the
MashaIdar similarly supervised the lighting arrangements of the
palace, and the provision of lamps, candle-sticks, lamp-sfcands

5
and candelabra etc. The number of the officials looking after

1. Compare B (ms) 15; compare Jatthars description of his function 
e.g. T.'!., 130.

2. Compare K.R.II,63.
3. For Mughul Comptroller of the royal kitche^ Beveridge II,

5-11; a description of the duties of Chashnlgir in K.R.11,63.
4. Compare ibid, 82.

5. Compare Raverty, 745 for a mention of these three officials.



every minute detail of domestic attendance Is considerable, but
1

these will suffice to give a fair Idea, All these
functionaries had a regular staff of subordinates and menials tc
help them in the discharge of their duties.

looked
In enumerating the officials who/after royal

amusements, I will confine myself in this place to those who
supervisedthe royal stables of horses and elephants and the
river boats. A description of amusements will follow in a
later chapter. The horse stables came under the supervision
of an eminent noble with the title of Amir-i-akhur or Akhur-bak
(or in plain Persian, Amlr-l-astabal-i-shahl, Master of the
royal stables); the elephant stables under those of a Shahna-1-

thepjftl (or Superintendent of/royal elephants). The salary
of the latter under Muhammad Tughluq was equal to * the income

2
of a big province like'Iraq1. The number of animals in the 
stables may be judged from the fact that Sher Shah employed 

3,400 horses simply for royal postal cornmuni cat ions in the
3

kingdom, and maintained about 5,000 elephants on an average.

1. Compare A,271-2, 338; B.537; and ;.S.,145 for some other
officials; the rItr-dfir (Perfume keeper), the Chatr-dar 
(Royal parasol keeper'), the Shemfrdar (Keeper of candles) 
and the Pardadar (Keeper of the royal canopy or royal 
curtain).

2. Compare Q.67; Raverty, 757. For the emoluments of the
Shahna- notices etc. 202.

3• Compare the account of T.S.S.,74.
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There was a separate officer, with the title of Shahna-l-bahr-o-
Kashtl |or Superintendent of rivers and royal boats) to look after
river pionios and the passage of armies over the rivers, as the

1
occasion demanded.

7, Karkhanaei The supplies of these officials and of their 
respective departments were provided by the royal stores or

I - 2' karkhanaaf a tradition which was also probably borrowed from Persia 
Besides the supplies for these and other officials, the karkhahas 

| maintained separate sections for the supply of royal standards 

(the ’Alamkhana) and the care of the royal library (kitabkhana) 
snd the gong and chronometer (gharjjalkhana), the jewel house 

(Jawahbrkhans) and the royal pastures. The karkhanas looked 

after the provisioning of the royal stables and the supervision 
of the royal buildings, for which they maintained a whole army of 
masons and architects. Finally they undertook to supply the 
menial attendance and the domestic service for the palaces and 
other royal buildings. The enumeration, however, is by no means 
complete. These karkhanas were under the charge of a distinguished

1. Compare Ravorty, 767. Radhakutnad Uukerjiihas understood 
duties connected with this officer to indicate maritime 
activity In the eurly Muslim period. I have, however, failed 
to trace any special significance of this officer to connect 
him with maritime activity during the period. He helped 

, the conveyance of royal troops over the rivers and supervised 
the bridges. Both functions were subordinate to the military 
operations on land, and can hardly be interpreted to imply 
any maritime significance. See fA history of Indian Shipping 
and Maritime activity’ p.189. The original text of Barani 
(B.86-88) says nothing of a naval expedition against Tughral. 
It only mentions the crossing of the river in 'Bajaras'

2\ Compare Huart 96, for ancient Persia.
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j, noble who was assisted by other subordinate superintendents 
(rauteaarrlfs)t who were thewselves nobles of rank and were 
apoolnted directly by the Sultan. All of them were paid very 
high salaries, and tho charge of a store was considered quite

1
as remunerative as the governorship of a big town like ttultan.

8. Milk or Crown lands. To maintain all these establish- 
ments, the resources of the Sultan were almost unlimited.
Apart from the treasures of gold and silver, the Sultan was the 
biggest landholder in the kingdom; in fact, the only one

' v >  •»' V T  *** ** ' ' &%', • 'n £  , A v « " . * V V  /. ’■ ••• J J ’ : \w r

whose property had an undisputed legal basis. He could choose 
the most fertile tracts of land and employ th© resources of the 
whole state to enhance their productive capacity. A separate
staff of officers was employed to administer his private lands.

2
We shall revert to this subject in another chapter.

To form an opinion about the Sultan1s private 
establishments and the nature of hia occupations, let us see 
whet the Maaallk-ul-abaar lias to say about Muhammad Tughluq. 
fAt the cost of this prince* says th© author ’there are 
maintained 1200 physicians, 10,000 falconers who ride on

1. A.271-2,558-9.
2. Compare A.150 for the anxiety of Firuz Tughluq in looking 

after his irrigation cannl3 end the imposition of the new 
irrigation tax (hasll-i-sjhrrb) ♦ The Sult&n also 
colonised some waste lands in the kingdom, the taxes and 
revenues of which also went to swell the royal coffers 
and were partly spent on charitable endowments. For
the Increased produce. Chapter IV.

i
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horseback and carry birds trained for hawking; 500 beaters go
in front and put up the game; 3,000 dealers In articles required
for hawking accompany him when he goes out hunting; 500 table
companions dine with him. He supports 1200 musicians excluding
his slave musicians to the number of 1,000 who are more
especially charged with the teaching of m u3lc, and 1,000 poets
of the three languages, Arable, Persian or Indian (meaning
probably Hindi), A recast is served at which 20,000 men are
present - Khans, Maliks, Amirs, Slpahsalars and other officers.
At his private meals, i,t,at dinner and supper, the SultAn

receives learned lawyers to the number of 200, who share meals
with him snd converse with him upon learned topios. According
to one Informant who based his account on the report o f  the ro y a l

cook, 3fc,ff00 oxen, 2000 sheep and other animals and b ird s  were
1

daily slaughtered for the supplies of the royal kitchen.

B, The Sult&n as a public person.
The dignity of a monarch has always been his first 

concern. The demands of royal dignity were immeasurably 
increased by it gsupposed divine origin and the new conception 
of the Sultanate, The monarch at Delhi scrupulously copied his

1, Compare 8.D,III,679-80; and notices etc, which translates 
Malik as *la rol1.
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Sassanlan predecessors In Persia, whose love of luxury and
1

ostentation was phenomenal* It was all the more necessary
in a foreign country where the state had no better sanction
than the awe and fear it could inspire in the hearts of the
people by the gorgeous display of its pomp and power and

1
through the gloyious surroundings of the Sultan. There are

*

numerous examples on record, of the terror which the presence 
and appearance of a monarch inspired among his enemies. In 

fact, it was firmly believed that if the personality of a 
monarch did not succeed in inspiring people with awe and fear, 
ho was better fitted to lead a Tuman (10,000 troops) or at best

1. Compare S.Ill,499 for Occleve’s advices on the fdignitee 
of a kyng1 in Perfect Prince; compare a description of 
Hormuzd IV by Theophylactus in huart 144-7: "His tiara was 
of gold, adorned with precious stones# The oarbuncles set 
in it gave off a dazzling brilliance, and the rows of 
pearls all round It mingled their shimmering light with the 
loveliness of the emeralds; so the eye was as it were 
petrified In wonder that could never have its fill1.
Again, in the palace at Ctesiphonj- *?he front adorned 
with notches, has no windows; there were a hundred and 
fifty openings in the roof, five or six inches In diameter, 
which allowed a mysterious light to filter in. The 
throne stood at the end of the hall and when the ourtain 
was drawn back, the King splendidly clad, seated on his 
throne, wearing on his head the heavy bejewelled tiara, 
which was attached to a goldon chain hanging from the 
celling to take the weight, presented such a marvellous 
spectacle that the man who saw it for the first time 
involuntarily fefcl on his knees1.
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to govern a minor province, than to rule over a kingdom. SHa 

In view of these considerations, a number of prerogatives were 
reserved for the Sultan, namely, the royal titles, the Khutba 

an(̂  the Slkka, and certain other symbols to distinguish him from 
all other people of the realm. He hardly ever appeared before 
the people except in court or when he gave audience to the public, 

or led an 8rmy or went out for the chase; in every case, he was 

accompanied by a grand procession and surrounded with splendour 

and glory.

1. The titles. The royal title which signified the full and 
undisputed powers of the monarch was that of the SuitAn. The
Sayyid8 who established themselves after the Invasion of Timur,

2
assumed the titles of Rayat-i-jCla and Meenad-l-^Ali. Sher Shah/

1. Compare B,35. Compare also ibid 53 for the public audience
of Sultan Balban and how some of the envoys and Hindu vassals 
who were conducted to the throne for the first time for 
presentation, trembled and fainted in the presence of the 
SultSn. The reports of these pageants had a salutary moral 
effect on the discontented elements In the kingdom. Compare 
also Ibn Batuta, KR.II 70 how a very large number of Afghan 
rebels fled away in terror and dismay when Muhammad Tughluq 
suddenly appeared on them with a small body of retainers. 
Compare also Macauliffe I 20 for the view of Nanak. According 
to him a monarch was one who was guarded by lances’ for whom 
bends played, who sat on a throne and was an object of 
salutation. Compare Arnold 28, for the appearance of the 
executioner by the side of a Caliph, with the transfer of the 
seat of government from Medina to Baghdad.

2. M.T.285
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assumed the title of Hazrat-l*Ala as soon as the various clans o:
Afghans in India submitted to his leadership; but when he felt

himself powerful enough, he adopted the title of 1Sultan1 to
1

signify his assumption of full sovereign powers. Apart from
his royal title, the monarch adopted s,ome other titles which
indicated his religious leadership of the Vuslim community,
to v/hich reference has been made earlier. When people conversed
with him they used to address him as Khudavand-l-Alam, (Master

of the World), and prefaced their remarks with & short prayer
2

for his long life or for the security of his kingdom.

2. Khutba and Sikka. The overt acts of sovereignty which
announced the advent of a Sultan to the throne, included the 
recitation of the public prayer (Khutba) in the name of the 
aspirant to the throne, and the issue of money bearing his
superscription, or what were commonly known as the ceremonies of

3
Khutba and Slkka respectively. Numismatic announcements were 
also knewnxiixx&hjti made to commemorate an Important victory*

1. T.3.S.34.
2. Compare K.R.II 9.

3. Compare li. ihoraas.1. Compare ibid 190 the amusing Instance
of Sultan 01:^8s-ud-din Tughluq issuing his coin with an 
obsolete reverse stamp for want of a suitable die for 
immediate use, which only Indicates the supreme importance
that i[as attached to the numismatic proclamation of a
monarch. Compare ibid 73 for numismatic proclamation of 
a victory.
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Both of them were exclusively reserved for the monarch. The
minor dynasties which broke away from Delhi followed the same 

1
tradition.

5. Symbols of royalty. (a) Crown and Throne.
The Grown of the Sultans of Delhi differed from that 

of the Persians and the Ghaznawids in as much as it was meant to 
be worn as a head-gear, and was not © mere decoration. It was
studded with jewels, was round,in shape but loose and bulging

2
out above the forehead. Prince Eumayun made certain 
improvements in the form and design of the crown; he made a model
of his improved patterns and presented it to his father, the

3
Kughul Krrperor Babur. No f3etails are, however, given.

The throne was made of wood and plated with gold.
4

It was square in 3hape, resting on four feet. The traditional
Hindu throne was nine-storeyed in height but the idea does not

1. Compare T.H.S. 3 for these Masters of Khutba and Sikka; 
compare also Vambery, 53.

2. Q.S. 142.
3. Compare A.N.I 260-1.

4. Compare Q.S.143* compare Hindu throne P.(hin) 623.



appear to have found favour with the Sultans. Instead of the 
additional storeys for enhancing the splendour of a throne, the 
Sultans surrounded it with rloh canopies, which will be referred
to in a later chapter.

* •
(b) Chatr and Durbash.
Next in importance were the royal parasol (Chatr)

ahd the royal baton (Durbash) which were also regarded as
1

symbols of royal power. The colour and design of the royal
2

parasol suited the personal taste of a monarch. Muhammad, 
Tughluq followed the Abbasid example in using a black parasol

1. For example Raverty 607.
2. Jalafl-ud-dln Khaljl used red parasols for public audiences, 

but put away this •symbol of wrath* on other occasions, 
when he preferred to use white parasols (vide D.R.07,K.K. 
883; T.F.I 154). An earlier Sultan Muizz-ud-dln Kaiqubad 
used parasols of different colours on different occasions - 
black, red, white, green and pink. His parasol was also 
fringed with pearls (Vide Q.S.20,57).
I may note in this connection that Ravertyfs rendering of 
the term ohatr as ’canopy* is eewewttet incorrect. The 
original term ’chatr* occurs in many places, among others 
in Tabagat-i-Nasirl M.S.178 and can hardly be rendered 
o th erw1se than as 1para so1T . The term ’Oanopy* is more
appropriate for SatSban♦ ’The parasol* as Rawlinson remarks 
•which has always been~in the east a mark of dignity, seems 
in Persia, as in Assyria to have been confined either by 
law or usage to the King (Five etc. etc. Ill 206).
Compare also Temple’s note on p.210 in *Lalla* on the use of 
•Chowrie and Umbrella* among Hindus. Compare also A.M.
76 b*
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A large humi* 9the proteotor of Persian kings9 was usually
worked on a parasol in gold and shaded the monarch under Its

1
wings as an auspicious omen*

Nobody except the Sultan could use the Chstr as a
matter of right unless so delegated or authorised by the
reigning sovereign* Such distinguished favours were
limited to very few personsf who were usually of royal blood

2
and in most oases, heirs-apparent to the throne* Bven

1* Compare K*F*29; Q*99; Q.S*57; BM*ma*1858, 102 for
hums* For the description of a hums, Huart 8 •
TW e  Hums is a species of the Persian vulture (Gypo 
Fulvus) tnown as the bearded vulture or lammergeyer*

2* Compare B*428 for Balban9s appointing prl&e Muhammed
heir to the throne and permitting him the use of Chatr
and B & ^ a s h * Bughri Khan suooeeds to this privilege 
of his elder brother on the death of the latter* But 
when his own son Kaiqubad succeeds to the throne of 
Delhi, the father has to make a petition for the 
retention of the privilege of using the 9whlte parasol9 
which, as he admitted, belonged to his son 9in his 
capacity as the Sultin of Delhi9* Kaiqubad acceded 
to the request of Bugera Khan whleh gave him peculiar 
satisfaction {vide Q.S*146j B*92) Compare K*F«53 for 
the permission given to the Raja of Chitor to retain 
the use of the 9blue parasol1 as a vassal ofrAla-ud- 
din Khaljl* Compare also (ibid) the gift of many 
royal symbols ~ parasol* durbash* elephants andr*lams 
or royal standards to Khlsl* Khan, the eldest soh""o? 
'Ala~ud*»din Khaljl! by his father on his appointment 
as the Viceroy of the Sultan of Delhi in JRajputina.
But when the same Prince was in disgrace at a later 
date through the machinations of Malik Kafurf these 
distinctions were snatched away from him without 
ceremony* (Vide D.R*240)*
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In such cases where more than one parasol was used by royal 
permission, a distinction was maintained between the oarasol 
of the 3fK>yaA monarch and that of others, so that the

1
possibility of confusion between the two parasols was removed#

The Indian durbash, like its Persian predecessor
2

a wooden staff branching at the top and plated with gold#

It was used to keep common people at a distance from the 

monarch. The Hindu symbol was the Morchal (or Chaui*!) which 

was used to keep away the flies from the royal person# It 
appears that the durbash in Hindustan was modified to serve 
the purpose of the Hindu morchal also#

1# Compare the remark of Afif, A #108.
2# The Durbash, according to Raverty was a kind of spear

with two horns and branches, the wooden staff of which used 
to be studded with jewels and ornamented with gold and 
silver. This used to be carried before the sovereign 
when he issued forth, in order that people perceiving it 
from a distance might know that the king was coming and 
that they might make way for him by standing on one side 
(Raverty, note p.607)

3* Compare Khusrav who describes the1durba&hf as a fly- 
eating monster (Vide Q#S#60).
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I
(°) S&y&ban, Nagbat and ’Alam, The use of a red canopy] 

of state (or ggy&ban), of the triple band(nattbat) and the 

royal standards (’Alama) was similarly the privilege of a

monarch. Nobody could use them unless specially permitted
1

by the Sultan as a conspicuous favour. This indulgence too
was withdrawn at a later date when the Afghan nobles began to
misuse the favours of the Sur Sultans, Salim Shah, for

instance, made an explicit rule that the red canopy was not to
2

be used by any noble under any circumstances.
Similarly nanbat (or the royal band) was an old

Persian and Hindu tradition. The royal band was composed of

a variety of instruments - trumpets, drums, flagelots, fifes,
3

etc, and was played at stated times in the palace. In

1, Compare for instance the permission to use a red canopy 
given by Sultan Iltutmish to Malik Nasir-ud-dln on the 
letter’s appointment to the governorship of Bengal (vide 
Raverty, 630), the permission given to Malik Kafur to use 
the red canopy in the Deccan as the representative of the 
Sultan of Delhi (vide 3,334). and a similar permission to 
Prince Fsth Khan by Sultan FIruz Shah Tughluq as his 
representative in Delhi during the letter’s absence In 
Bengal (vide T.M.S.404),

2, Compare Klllot, 404,
3, Compare the Persian tradition in Huart, 143-6: compare

P (hin) 196 for the Hindu tradition, which mentions a
constant playing of the band at the palace. The Rajputs 
were specially fond of musical Instruments being played 
when they were dining. The musical Instruments mentioned 
are tosqqara, shahnai, karnai, turai and jhanj. (Vide Pt 
Ur d u ’ealFTon ,T2TJ7~ ------  ----- ---
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exceptional cases the Sultan allowed others the use of kettle
drums, provided their use was limited only to occasions when
the distinguished person so favoured was travelling in the

1
country. He could not use them in town.

The ralams or royal standards were carried with the
royal procession on both sides of the monarch. They bore the

2
emblem of !fish end crescent1. Apart from standards, certain

other nishans or royal emolerns were also carried with the
5

royal procession.

1. Compare K.R.I,107 for the amusing Instance of the Naqlb of 
Baghdad who visited India and ignorant of this tradition, 
had his drums beaten in Delhi which annoyed Muhammed 
Tughluq xiui a great deal.

2. Compare Q.S.6S for this emblem. MinhaJSiraJ mentions the 
gift of1the morning fish1 (Mahl-l-Subhl) from the Sultan 
to the author (Vide Raverty, 1294). The author of the 
Masallk-ul-absar was informed that the royal emblem was
Ta golden dragon1 (Vide Notices, 188). I adhere to the
version of Amir Khusrav in holding to the opinion that 
XgttsBZ it was the emblem of the fish and the crescent.

5. For mlshans, compare the giant kettle-drums of Flruz Shah 
Tughluq which were carried on both sides of the royal 
procession and were visible from a distance (Vide A.369- 
70). For the nishans of his predecessor Muhammad Tughluq, 
compare K.R.II 82.
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(d) Elephants and hoards of bullion# The far
sightedness and wisdom of the Sultans is shown in making the 
possession of elephants and of hoards of gold and silver 
illegal unless they themselves allowed somebody their limited 

use, as a special favour. The elephants were most useful 
instruments in war and though the Muslims had shown their 
comparative ineffectiveness against well-trained horses, the 

elephants were by no means to be despised in warfare# No 
words are needed to explain the omnipotent power of gold and 
silver (which BaranI aptly describes as C azl-ul-hajat. Vide 

F.J#78), Once a person secured the necessary number of 
elephants and the suitable quantity of gold, it did not take 
him very long to employ skilful soldiers, and to persuade the

common people to accept him as their monarchj thus eventually
1

superseding the reigning Sultftn# Elephants and gold were
usually reserved for the sovereign among the Hindus as well as
among the Muslims. It was only at a much later date that the

2
gift of elephants became popular with the Sultans of Delhi.

1* Compare the remarks of BaranI, B.83#
2# Compare, ibid 92 how Balban after the suppression of the 

rebellion of Tughral in Bengal makes a gift, of the whole 
of the rebel1s property to his son (who succeeds him as 
the Governor of Bengal) except the elephants and the 
treasure of gold. Compare D.B.54 for the fact that before 
Sultnn *Ala-ud-dIn Khaljl no person of the rank of an emir 
had kept an elephant. The exceptional case of Malik 
Ikhtyar-ud-din the deputy of Bahrlnl Sh&h who stationed an 
elephant at the entrance of his residence (vide Raverty 
650) does not come within the prohibition, and was further 
resented by other nobles. Firuz Tughluq made a special
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The neighbourhood of KalpI end the province of Orissa were
the favourite haunts Of the wild elephants, and a number of
villages near Manlkpur (TJ.P.) followed the profession of

1
catching and presenting them to the royal stables. The

elephants were usually brought before the monarch every day
2

to give him their salutations with ceremony.
The tradition of hoarding treasure w&s very old in

India, Every Hindu ruler scrupulously preserved what hia
predecessor had bequeathed to him, accumulated treasures of
hisjnaign own during his reign, and left this added wealth to
his successor, which grew into fabulous quantities and was

3
usually expropriated by a foreign invader. These royal

Continuation of foot-note on previous pagej-
gift of six elephants to his brother, the Naib Birbak, who was 
so delighted with the honour that whenever he called for a 
royal audience the animals used to come in front of him in a 
procession (Vide A,429). For the Hindu custom, compare 
T.F.1,107; J,H. 340, The white elephant was a rare possession* 
Compare Barbosa II, 115 for parallel,

1, Compare Babur’s observations 3,N,250,
2, Compare Barbosa 109,
3* For the Hindu custom of hoarding treasures, compare Yule II,

339-40; Varthema, 156.
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treasures and the hoards outside the temples provided an
Irresistible temptation to the greedy and strong Muslim invader
from the North-west, The tradition remained unaltered during

the Muslim period and curiously enough was also scrupulously
1

observed by the Muslim Sultans* The reasons for hoarding 
gold were clear. The gold bullion was handy to convey 
anywhere in times of ins3curity and danger, and useful in 
periods of famine or other national calamities. With the help 

of treasure a monarch could not only maintain his rule over

people, but could also rescue himself and them from difficulties
2

and disasters. The only unfortunate monarch who showed 
indulgence in matters of hoarding treasures for himself and in 
prohibiting hoarding on the part of others, and permitted his 
nephew to appropriate part of the Deooan treasures, lost his 
life and throne by neglecting this commonsense rule of practice 
and X hallowed royal tradition of ancient date.

1. For the Muslim hoards, read the interesting account of 
Bengal treasure in B.N.247; of Champanlr treasure in 
T*W.7j of Agra treasures of Lodis in G.12.

2. Compare 8*147 for the advice of Bughra Khan to Sultan 
Mtfizz-ud-di.n Xaiqub&d warning him against an evil hour 
and asking him not to forget the hoarding of gold.

i
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THE COURT

1, The Court (or Bar).

The custom of holding courts (or whet is now
popularly termed durbar) Is very ancient among the royal
traditions of Persia and came to be established in Hindustan

1Sjft the first thirty years of ATislim rule. The Sultans of Delhi 

held the Bar on a number of public occasions, namely, to welcome 
an envoy or a distinguished guest, to announce the coronation 
of a monarch or to commemorate the event every year, to celebrate 
the birthday of the Sultan, to accept the nazrs and nlaars (to 

be explained shortly) from his subjects and on a number of other 

social and religious festivals. This is by no means a complete 

list, for extraordinary convocations were also held to celebrate 
all kinds of events, for instance a v i c t o r y m a r r i a g e  of a 
member of the royal family or the birth of a prince or princess. 
?'hen a foreign envoy was welcomed in open court, no measures 
were neglected in impressing the visitor with the glory and 
magnificence of the state. The Sultan or his chief minister 
personally supervised the details of the reception. The 

monarch or one of his sons, or at least a distinguished noble^ 
personally conducted the visitor to the court where he was

1. Compare B.54.
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1

received with much pomp and ceremony. The coronation durbars
were more solemn than formal. Sometimes before the public
ceremony of crowning, Balat (or the oath of allegiance) for a

new Sultiui was taken from the judicial functionaries (Sadrs),
the nobles, the theologians and the sayyids, in a private

gathering without much ceremony. Everyone quietly approached
the Sultan (who was seated on the throne), kissed his hand, n d
congratulated him on his accession, and offered his homage,
A public audience for the public and general oath (Bal-«t l'am)
was then held somewhat later with full ceremonies end display.
Suitable gifts for charity were distributed to mark the occasion,
prisoners were released, and a general spirit of happiness,
gaiety and cheerfulness prevailed in the country. Every year
afterwards, a durbar was held to commemorate the day of

coronation. Before or after the durbar the royal processioh
with caparisoned horses and elephants, with guards and retainers
in rich and glittering costumes, and the nobles and officials in
full and gaudy splendour, passed through the capital. In the
durbar the oath of allegiance was renewed, n&zrs (or khldmatla)

were offered to the Sultan who gave suitable gifts in return,
2

end the usual lavish sums were given away for charities.

1, Compare for instance the visit of the envoy of H*la£u to 
the court of Sultan Nasir-ud-dln Mahmud; compare Vambury 
47, for the reception of Si/di rAli Reis by Humayun in 
court; also A,N.I,325.

2. Compare, for inatanoe 675 for a description.
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Other durbars to celebrate certain social and religious

festivals were more magnificent than formal or solemn.
These are characteristically termed the Jefthn durbars for

1
their greater gaiety, and will be described elsewhere. The 
Nau-roz, or the Persian spring festival, in particular was 

celebrated with great enthusiasm. The religious occasions 
were marked more for a display of the pomp and grandeur of 
the state than for any religious or spiritual observances.
For instance, on days a big procession of elephants all 
draped in gorgeous silks and glittering ornaments, was formed 
to convey the Sultan and the religious and Judicial function

aries, distinguished foreign visitors and the nobles to the 
Id mosque for prayers. A state banquet was held in the 
evening and all kinds of amusements and rejoicings were 
provided. The usual durbar with the familiar features of
nazr and bai-at was held, when probably the court poets were

2
conspicuous for reciting especially composed eulogies. More 
will be said about these festivals in speaking of amusements 
in a later chapter.

1. A.278.
2. Compare K.R.II 36-8;_Q.S. 57; B.43, for a description oftht. 

royal observance of Ids; compare K.K.244, for a famous 
eulogy of Amir Khusrav composed for the occasion.
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2. The Court etiquette*
All these court celebrations and other official

ceremonies were observed with special regard for forms
and rules of behaviour. The rank and position of everyone,
frhfcardress and appearance, the various rules of behaviour and
the ceremonies of presentation to the monarch were duly
observed in all their elaborate details* As a rule, the
nobles and the grandees attended in person; but if anyone

absented himself for some unavoidable reason, his place was
1

taken by a vakil or representative* Special rows were 

assigned to the nobles according to their rank, and seats 

were provided even for their retainers in court. A special 

court dress was prescribed for all those who attended the 
durbfir. The Sultan wore his royal robes and the nobles 
k*10 khllat or the dress of honour, which comprised a tunic 
of brocade, a tartar cap, a white belt and a waistband of 
gold. Those of the nobles who were not favoured with a 
robe of honour put on a fur coat and a fur cap; the tunic and
cloak of every-day wear were to be avoided in every case, and

2
their use was looked upon as a grave impropriety. The

1. T.M.S. 9*
2* Compare the observations of rAfif. A.279.
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court officials who will b© described shortly functioned in
their official costumes together with other emblems of
office. TheWfczir or some other responsible official

personally supervised the observance of all these regulations.
A special steward (called the Shahna-i-bar) was appointed

to see that the provisions of behaviour and forms of
presentation were scrupulously observed. As a result, the
spectacle of the open court looked like the assemblage of

1
the luminaries in a clear moon-lit night.

Before the ceremonies of presentation commenced, 
the nobles, officials and other persons who assisted the
Sultan stood in rows on two sides in front of the Sultan,2
with their hands folded on their breasts. The main 

ceremony of presentation comprised what were termed the 
kornish and the Tasltin under the Mughals. They can better 
be described than defined. The person to be presented to 
the monarch was introduced to the hall of audience by an 
official called the Barbak, who led him to a spot at some

1. Compare for instance the reception of the envoy of 
Hulaju under Sultan Naslr-un-dln Mahmud when in the 
figurative language of the chronicler the Sultan 
looked as fa sun from the fourth heaven1, Ulugh Khan 
Balban as fa shining moon1, the maliks ?like unto 
revolving plaiSbs* and the Turkish pages of the Sultan 
•like unto stars innumerable1 - Rsverty 858.

2. Compare T.S.S. 47; A.N.I.150.
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distance In frfrnt of the monarch* Here he first bowed his 
forehead to the ground and then advanced towards the throne, 
making low obeisance three times at intervals, guided in choosing 
the moment for obeisance by the solemn cries of the Naqlb and 
his pursuivants, which will be described later. This is what

1
was called the shart-l-zamln-bos or *the ground-kissing ceremony1* 
If the person presented was especially privileged to approach 
the royal person, (which was very exceptional, the privilege 
being confined to those above the rank of a Sipahsalar), he was

2
thoroughly searched before his entry into the hall of audience. 
Approaching b m t  the monarch,^prostrated himself at the royal 
feet; the visitor then remained standing with bowed head 
irrespective of rank and position, and addressed the Sultan in 
especially chosen language indicative of his extreme humility 
and deep devotion. There he presented his nazr. If he was of 
exceptional distinction, the Sultan perhaps condescended to take 
him by the hand, or even embraoed him and touched his offerings 
with his royal fingers, which greatly eased his agitated mind.

1* Compare how Ja1m Saif-ud-dln had to take lessons before 
presentation to Firftx Tughluq. A.248; compare A.A.I,
156 for Mughul precedent.

2* Compare K.R.I 215 for the presentation of Ibn Batuta to the 
Emperor of Constantinople; compare Notices etc.182.

3. Compare K.R.II 35.
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This was about the most intimate public experience anyone could
have of the great Sultans of Delhi, By rules of public
behaviour, the Sultan remained hidden and inaccessible even to

1
the highest dignitaries of the court. In some cases the 

position was very embarrassing ami annoying to both parties, and 

two Instances are of historical interest. *hen Beghra Khan 
was presented to his own son, Sultan I*ui2s-ud-dln Kalqubad, the 
reigning monarch of Delhi and was engaged in duly carrying out 

all the state ceremonies of presentation, so humiliating to the 

feelings of a father, the reserve of the Sultan finally gave way 
and he forcibly lifted his father and seated him on the throne 

beside him. Similarly, when once Kamrin Mlrzi the rebel brother 
of Humayun, was presented to the Uughul Emperor after his wurrendei 
and carried out all the provisions of court etiquette, the 
patience and reserve of Humayun broke down. He asked Kamran
to embrace him a second time fas a brother1 when he broke into

2
tear8 of joy and fraternal love. The provincial dynasties hmA 
adopted similar court etiquette in their kingdoms. Though no

1, Compare the proud remark of Sultan Balban that he never 
addressed a person of low birth on terms of familiarity all 
his life as a king. His own slaves and attendants had 
never seen him except in full dress. B.33; compare also
his advice to his son Iftihammad, ibid 75; compare ibid 142 for 
the remarks of Bughra Khan in defence of the royal dignity 
of his own son and the etiquette of the court. Compare 
Raverty 805 for an amusing story of the tutor of a prince who 
subjected his royal pupil to the same undignified and
uncomfortable exercises as other people had to undergo when

2. AM.yiW!£l. pre8ented t0 • monarch.
V* the statement or Bibur in
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detailed account Is available for the Hindu Courts, It may be

safely assumed that the dignity of the royal person was as
strictly guarded there as under the Sultanate, and probably

the rules of behaviour of the Court were elaborated on similar 
1

lines* The Mughul Emperor Akbar did not alter or Improve upon 

the existing code of court ceremonials any considerable degree 
It may be noted In passing that the whole atmosphere 

of the Court of the Sultan was highly artificial, and reveals any 

but a virile and healthy environment. In some cases the 
dignity and the majesty that 'doth hedge a crown' was carried to 

extremely ridiculous lengths* The instance of a Sultan has 

been noted who signed away the land of Isfahan to a visiting 

merchant, and the courtiers had not courage to tell him that the

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
came to his court from Bengal performed the ceremonies of 
presentation according to the accepted code of behaviour of 
a court*

1* Compare P (hin) 241 for the Instructive story of a dancing girl 
who was killed on the spot for no greater crime than turning 
her back by chance on the Raja while performing a dance for 
his entertainment*

2* Compare A.A.I 155-6*
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town of Isfahan was not In hia dominions or^¥nathat of the
Sultin of Delhi* Another amusing instance cornea from tfew

Mughul history. When Humayun agreed to negotiate with Sher

Shah on the eve of the battle of Chausa, he was fully cognisant

of the power and stronger position of the Afghan rebel* He

therefore agreed to grant him Bengal as his Jagir, provided he

retired from his strategic position and further agreed to be
pursued by the royal army, thus giving to his (Sher Shah's)

1
feigned retreat an appearanoe of defeat* Sher Shah broke 
the whole farce by chasing the Mughul Kmperor out of Hindustan 
and as Humayun remonstrated later, exposed his extremely mean 
and greedy nature by refusing to agree even to the possession 
of the Punjab under the dominion of the latter.
NAZR AKD NISAR CSREMONIKS. Reference may be made in this

occurconnection to two ceremonies which usually in any
officials

description of a durbar and in several other/functions.
The nazr (also termed khldmatl) was a symbolic present of any 

value offered to a sovereign with appropriate forms, to signify 
the allegiance and loyalty of the person offering it* All 

persons who were presented to the Sultan for the first time 
gave him a nazr or an offering, and continued to do the same 

on other prescribed occasions as long as they were employed by 
or^directly connected with him* The value of the offering

1* Compare the account of T*S*S*44; compare Gulbadan for 
her version*
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which ranged from the present of a cocoanut to that of precious
1

jewels, was not material to the offer. The sultSn usually

responded with a gift of greater value though no return was

necessary on his part. This tradition of nazrs and return gifts

became so well established by the time of sultan Muhammad

Tughluq that people began to trade on it and made profit out of

the transaction. They used to advance large sums of money to
persons who were about to be presented to the monarch wherewith
to buy articles of nazr, and then shared in the profits which

  2
accrued from the return gift of the Sultan.

The nlsar was a ceremony of somewhat different import,
having probably originated in the superstition of fthe evil eye1,
and resembling the Hindu custom of utara and the ceremony of
Arfrtl today. It consisted in taking platefuls of gold and
silver colitis or other precious jewels, fe.nlscattering them to the
crowd of indigent and poor or to any other assemblage, after
being passed over the head of the monarch a number of times.
Several occasions, for instance, those of the convocation of a

durbar, the entry of the Sultan into the capital after a victory,

1. Compare, for instance Macanllffe I 146 for the Hindu
offering of a cocoanut; compare T.P.I 381 for the offer of 
the famous kuh-l-nur to Humayun by the family of Raja
V i kr atria jit of Gw a 1 i o r •

2. Compare K.R.II.
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and other unusual moments were carefully watched and the evil

Influence of the sinister spirits was evaded through many

devices, among others, through offering nlsar for the person of

the monarch. Similarly nljars were offered as a precautionary
measure on several occasions of happiness and gaiety, for

Instance, when the monarch recovered from an indisposition or

illness, or a son was horn to him, or a prince or princess was
married. If a Sultan honoured the house of a noble with his

visit, the latter usually offered a nlsar presumably to keep
away the evil spirits. Nisars were similarly offered to

sweethearts (not excluding males) to preserve their charms and 
1

attainments.

3. THE COURT OFFICIALS. A separate staff was maintained to 
assist the monarch in the discharge of his ceremonial and public 
functions. Among these officials the Barbak, the Hajlb and 

the Vakll-l-dar figure very prominently. All of them had one 

or more deputies or nalbs who were also nobles of rank and 
distinction.

The Barbak is picturesquely described as ’the tongue 
of the Sultans’. His duty was to convey the petitions of the

1. Compare the account of Barani. B.161 when SultSn Murizz- 
ud-dln Kalgubad makes a nlsar to a boy sweetheart.
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people before the royal throne when the Sultan aat there to
1

consider them. The symbol of his office was a golden
2

chaugan (polo-stick) attached to a ball of cold. Many
3

historical figures occupied the office of the Barbak.

The Hajlb occupied a ceremonial office and supervised
the ceremonies of court presentation. He was the successor

4
of the "khurram-bash" of ancient Persia, and is variously

mentioned as Mallk-ul-Hujjab. Sayy1d-ul-HfxjJ ab , Malik Khaa
5

Hajlb or simply Hajlb. Ac a rule the Sultans of the Muslim 
kingdoms outside India maintained two separate Hajlbs for the

1. For the functions of a Barbak I.K.I. 125; B.578.

2. For the symbol of the office of a Barbak B.113; ^.S.41.

3. Compare the employment of Sultan Firuz Tughluq In his
youth as a Nalb Barbak and a Nalb Amir He jib. 1* waa 
given the command of 12,000 troops on his appointment 
to the post which shows that these offloes had a 
corresponding military rank. (Vide A.42). Malik Kafur 
was a Barbak when he was appointed to lead the invasions 
of the Deccan. Similarly, Muhammad Tughluq occupied 
the office of tfc# Barbak for some time before the 
Tughluqs came to power.

4. Compare Huart 145s "Between the sovereign and his
household there hung a curtain, concealing him from view; 
this curtain was ten cubits away from the king and ten 
cubits away from the position occupied by the highest 
class in the state. The keeping of this curtain was 
entrusted to a knightfs son, who had the title of 
Khurram-bash fBe joyful1 etc. etc.

5. Compare Raverty 820; B.527 for titles.
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presentation of nobles and common people respectively*
There appear to be similarly two separate Hajibs at the court
of the Sultan of Delhi but their functions are nowhere
clearly defined* Probably when the Sultan sat to decide
judicial disputes or to review the troops or to receive a
visitor, one of them stood near the Sultan and held the
curtain, while the other presented the visitor or assisted

1in the performance ofroyal duties in some other way*
The Vakll-i-dar, variously designated as Fasul*!-

I dftr and HaJlb-ul-Iraal, was appointed to perform the
2

secretarial functions of the court* Probably his closer
insight into state papers and therefore into matters of state
policy gave him a special importance, which is confirmed by
the estimate of the historian Baranl and the Influence of

3
Rayhan, the Vakll-i-dar of Sultan Nasir-ud-dln Mahmud*

A few other officials also assisted the convocation 
of a durbar* The Shahna-1-bargah took over the general

1* Compare the opinion of Sprenger on p* 9. Compare
also Ik*I 154; 125*6*

2* Compare the opinion of Barani B.576* For RayhAn see 
Raverty 827.

5. ibid*
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1

superintendence of the court* The Davat-dar wee responsible
for the royal writing cese end the Mfehr-dir for the royal

2
seel* A corps of pages, (ghllman) handsome and gracefully
dressed, mowed about in the hall to assist the officials In

5
minor matters* The Haqlb and his host of pursuivants
(chaush)conducted the visitor to the hall of audience and led
the royal procession, the Haqib carrying the royal mace*
During the presentation ceremony they solemnly cried

4
"Siam-illah" at intervals, - as noticed earlier*

To give a general Idea of the royal court; The
hall of audience was situated in the centre of the palace with 
a number of gates leading to its entrance, all of which were 
heavily guarded* On arrival for ouslneas or presentation, a 
visitor was announced with a flourish of trumpets at the first

x1* 9*260-1 and note the fact that (H^fis-nd-din Tughluq who
later succeeded to the throne, occupied this office under
1Ala-ud-din Khalji*

2* Compare Haverty 756; also 3*579-80.
5. 3.50.
4. Compare K.K.152; 3.158* The use of the Quranic formula

has no particular religious significance In this case 
though on the presentation of a non-Muslim the Haqib 
cried Hadtka-Allah (May Allah guide thee to the path 
of Islaij; Its use was purely ceremonial* It was further 
useful In guiding the visitor in various formalities of 
presentation*
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gate. On prooeedlng to the second gate, he was received 
by the Naqib wearing a jewelled tiara and carrying a mace, 
and by his staff of chaash holding gold and sliver crested 

canes. They led him to the third gate where his name and 

other particulars were taken down by the scribes. Here the 
visitor had to wait until the hour of presentation arrived. 
Inside the hall of audience (named by Muhammad Tughluq f the 
hall of a thousand pillars1) sat the Sultan on the throne 
with his legs crossed in oriental fashion. In front of the 
monarch sat theWfczir with his staff of secretaries and 
clerks. The Hajlb, the Barbak and the Vakil-i-dar all 

ououpled their positions. To the right and left of the 
Sultan sat the religious functionaries, the nobles, members 
of the royal family, and other distinguished persons.

After permission for the presentation was accorded, the 
visitor was introduced to the hall by the Hajib and was 

conducted to the place of obeisance. There he underwent 
the formalities of presentation mentioned earlier, or 
perhaps if he came on business of state, he handed over 

his petition to the Barbak who took it to the throne.
After the Sultan retired from the hall of audience, the 
Hajib went and handed over the papers to the vakll-l-dar
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1

who disposed of them according to the Sultan1s commands.

1, Compare for greater details the account of Ibn Batata 
in K.R.II 33-fr; also Barani, B.29-31; Notices etc.206 
where however the rendering of the official titles is 
misleading.

yj Note on the official titles.
I shall attempt to give approximate equivalents from 
among the functionaries of the English court to convey 
the idea of the functions of various officials referred 
to in this chapter.

1. Amlr-l-akhur - Master of the Horse.
2. £hahna-l -gkfaur - Chief Equerry.
3. HaJib " - •Chief Usher1, ’Gentlemen

Ushers1 and other Ushers
of the Hall and Chamber.

BSrbak - Master of the Polls.
- Pages of Honour.

6. Saqlb and Chauah-Earl Marshall with
Heralds and Pursuivants.

7. Sar-gfc-Jandar - Chief of the Life Guards.
8. t^uHr-dar - Lord Privy Seal.

Jahrtlflfr - Keeper of the Privy Purse
10. HSklma-l-harlm - Mistress of the Bobes.
11. Sliatina-i-b a rgfh- Knight Marshall.

tfadlm • Gentlemen of the Privy
_ cu Chamber.

13. Sar-l-Jamtiar - Lord Chamberlain (Book of
the Court 236-7).

14. Vakll-l-dAr - Lord Chamberlain of the
Household. (Book of 
the Court 318).

I have borrowed these terms from "The Book of the Court*
but it is always desirable to bear in mind the warning
of Raverty (p.868) that the precise significance of 
these titles must remain in abeyance until some good 
dictionary of old Turkish is forthcoming.
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C H A P T E R  I I I

THE PRIVILEGED AND OTHER SOCIAL CLASSES.

General remarks:-
The composition of various social classes was more or

less simple. The Sultan, considering that he was the leader of 
the people and fthe main guarantee of peace In this world of strif« 

and chaos* was at the head of society; the nobles and other 
privileged classes were in some form of subordinate alliance with 
him; the masses of people (which term Includes the various classes 
of Hindus and the lower classes of Muslima) were below them and 

divided from them by an almost impassable barrier in ordinary

there was an almost indiscriminate commingling of the upper Muslim

class In general, the Ahl-l-qalam (what might be termed the 
intelligentsia), and the Ahl-l-tegh or soldiers. All of them 

served in various degrees In the great task of establishing the

1. Compare A.68 for/Sultin as leader of people; J.H.2 for his
function of restoring peace and order. For the position of 
the masses of people, compare the Persian parallel from 
Masudl quoted by Sykes I 465:- 1There were three great 
divisions at court. The knights and princes stood thirty 
feet from the curtain on the right of the throne. A 
similar distance farther back were marshalled the Governors 
and tributary kings who resided at court; and finally, the

1
circumstances. Just at the commencement of the Muslim rule,

classes, which were mainly composed

buffoons, singers and musicians formed a third division • 
th2 gave permission for a subject to approach hetied a handkerchief over his mouth to prevent his breath
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Muslim rule In Hindustan, and were rewarded accordingly by the 
1

monarch# With the growing organisation of the state and the 
Muslim society, however, a certain amount of specialisation began 

in the assignment of the functions of various classes of Muslims# 
They may be theoretically divided into what Humayun calls the 

Ahl-1-daiulat or the proper ruling class, which comprised the 

members of the royal family, the nobility and the army; the 
Ahl-l-aa'adat or the intelligentsia which comprised the theologians 
(the'ulema) the judicial functionaries (the Qazls), the Sayylds, 
the leaders of religious thought and men of zapexfcarf reputed 

piety and religious devotion, men of learning especially poets 

and writers; the Ahl-l-murad or the class catering for pleasures, 
which was composed of musicians and minstrels, of beautiful 

girls and others who contributed to the success of pleasure 

parties# The last class of people, curious es it appears to 
class them with the other two, was of equal importance, 

considering that every one was fond of 1 smooth faces and of 
ravishing sweethearts*# If we follow a more detailed 

classification of these groups made by Humayun, we come to the

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

polluting the ’Sacred Presence’, and passing behind the 
curtain fell prostrate until bidden to rise#

1. Compare F#J#49; T#V'# 128,89#
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enumeration of a dozen minor groups, which compares more or less 

favourably with the existing social divisions of the upper
classes of Muslim society. The following is (the order of their

<»jr
status: the Sultan, the royal family, the Khans end others^ioble^

rank, the Sayylds, the'Ulama, the aristocrats in general, the

ssslgnment-holders (under Mughuls, the Mansabdars), the great

functionaries of state, the leaders of the various clans, the

corps of the royal pages,the keepers of the royal purse, the
members of the royal guard (Jlrga?), the household attendants of
the Sul tin, and his menial and domestic servants. They were

further divided according to their grades into upper, middle and

lower classes. This classification overlaps in many places and la

obviously unscientific, but it gives a general view of the ruling
lxclasses of Hindustan during the period under review. J The minor

Muslim dynasties, which were formed later, and the Hindu states

followed these lines of social development in general, the

composition o f  a class differing in different places. (’The m asses
2

of people had no place in the government, no share in political*
power. They had very few rights, if any. Their duty principally

1. Compare Khvandmlr, K.130-3.
2. For the position of the masses of people in Hindustan 

compare Jf.M.(IV) 203; among others remarks of Khusrav 
in Matla-ul-anwar.
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consisted in paying heavy taxes to the states, which were usually

realised through the headman of a village and a staff of revenue

officers,) all of whom oppressed them, and managed to keep a share
1

of the realised sum for themselves, thus becoming very wealthy. 

Under such circumstances it is difficult to say that the Sultanate 

was supported by the people. All that can be said is that the

people gave a feeble moral support to these social arrangements,
2

but even this assertion is by no means conclusive. This was the 

general position of the various classes of society.

THE PRIVILEGED CLASSES. A. »  MUSLIM SOCIETY.
Let us examine the position of the privileged classes in

their two broad divisions - the Umara or the nobility and the
3

rUloma or theologians together with other religious classes.

1. Compare the remarks of Khusrav K.K.733.
2. Compare an instance of people supporting the local dynasty

from Sind. E.D.I 233; compare B.575 for a discussion.
3. It should not be forgotten In speaking of the fUl<una that there

is no room for ordained priesthood in Islam but the theologians 
have always managed to exist and to shape the religious outlook 
of the Muslims. So that we are justified in treating them as
a separate class.
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I. THE MOBILITY♦ 1. Its character.

Immediately below the monarch came his nobles. They 

usually supported him In power, but at times usurped his 

functions, and If a ruling dynasty grew weak and effete they 
stepped Into Its shoes, and founded a new ruling dynasty of 

their own. Even If a noble was deposed or otherwise robbed 

of his position and power, the traditions of former dignity 

land social honour were unfailingly handed on to his descendants; 
and with the approbation of the people, who tenaciously adhered 
to the hereditary principle, restoration to former power was 

only a question of time and opportunity.
A noble usually began his life as a slave or a 

retainer of the Sultan or of another noble, and proceeded on a 

graduated scale of promotion until a suitable opportunity 
brought to him the dignities of an office, and the rank of an 

Amir. Henceforth he was treated as a noble and his social 

position, as well as that of his descendants, was secure for 
ever afterwards. There was no valid rule of succession to 
the throne or any peculiar dignity which is associated with

yan ancient ruling house; there was not even a l«bw of primo
geniture, a fact which made the occupant of the throne very 

suspicious of the growing influence and power of a noble and 

his assumption of an independent attitude. (_A noble had no 

other choice except that of living as a subjects of the Sultan
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or as a rebel. Thus In comparison with the privileges of

their western compeers, or nearer at home those of Rajput

chiefs, the privileges of the nobles of Delhi fell short in
one important respect, namely, that the state did not
encourage their independence or even allow their titles and

emoluments to descend to their children.} Their dignities

could be snatched away from them during their lifetime, and
were always at the mercy of the reigning Sultan. This did

1
not, however, affect the social importance of a noble or of 
his descendants.

2. TH2 TTTLES AND DISTINCTIONS.

special distinction some of them were given the title of

1. This rule, howeyer, does not hold good when the 
Sultanate declined in power and the nobles succeeded 
in forming independent ruling dynasties after Sultan 
Firuz Tughluq.

2. K.R.I 107; compare Rawlinson, Five great Monarchies III 
223 for the Persian parallels- "of right the position 
at the Persian Court immediately below that of the King 
belonged to the members of certain privileged families. 
Besides the royal family itself - or clan of the 
Achaemanldae - there were six great houses which had a 
rank superior to that of all other grandees”•

The highest among the nobles bore the title of an2
which signified the uppermost grade of nobility. As a
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1

Ulugh Khan-l-aza». Next In rank came the title of Malik, and 
lastly that of Amir# There was no lower rank of peers In the

ranks of S&pah-aalar and Sar-khel based probably on a decimal
2

system, If we are to follow the opinion of HajI Dablr. In a 
generic sense the term fArairf may be applied to all the civil
and military office-holders of the state, and should not be

3
j confused with the rank and title of the same name* Similarly

the tern? 'Slpah-silar* was sometimes Indiscriminately used to 
denote a military officer Irrespective of hi a rank and position# 

The official status of a noble was determined In relation to 
whet were called the Shughl, the KMtab and the Iqtar or their

1# Compare Kaverty 820,862* The amusing Instance of Holi&u
who despised the use of such distinctive titles in Hindustan 
except in the case of Ulugh Khan Salban; compare also
3.N.278 for the change of̂  titles among the Afghans who 
conferred the titles of Azam-1-Humayun, Khan-1-Jahan and 
Khan-l-Khanln respectively.

2. Compare the opinion of Hiji Dablr in /.’.II 782; also
3#145# The amir was given the command of a thousand or 
above, and others in ^ lower grades of  ̂hundreds and tens 
respectively.

oourt of the bulti of Delhi. Belov them came the military

3# Compare for Instance B.376
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sinecures, their titles of honour, and the assignments of

revenue respectively. There was no fixed rule for the award

of offices at court or the distribution of titles of honour.

Jr\\ of them, however, had large revenue assignments to

maintain them and their huge establishments.
the Shughl2. Shughl and Khltab: As regards SlaagV or the offices at

Court, it was not possible to provide sinecures except for a
few of the nobles. Other big offices in the gift of the
monarch were not many. They included, as we have noticed,

those of the royal household and the karkhanas, a few
ministries and secretarial offices, governorships of certain
districts and provinces and other civil and military offices,

1 thewith titles of honour. In/case of titles, though 
their range was as wide as the fancy and ingenuity of a 

monarch, discretion compelled the choice of a few to maintain 

their conspicuous dignity. Some of the distinctive titles 

were those of Khyaja-Jahan, 1Imad-ul-mulk, Qlvam-ul-mulk - 
N1zam-u1-mulk, Azam-ul-mulk, Qutlugh KhSn, Ulugh Khftn, Sadr-1- 
Jahan, rAlam-ul-mulk etc. Hindu influence made itself felt in

outlying provinces; and the Sultans of Bengal even awarded
5

such titles as Nayaka Khan and Satya Raja.

1. Compare ftaverty for illustration 645.
2. Compare B.410; T.M.S.385.

3. Compare p.p.i2o>
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Along with their titles of honour the nobles had
yother 1 dignities1 which were designated as maratlb. The

Marfitlb signified for instance, their privileges when the .

royal court was held, the specific quality of the dress, the
sword and the dagger which the Sultan presented to them
once a year, and the number of horses or elephants they
were entitled to h&vey in their processions; similarly, the
number of their retainers, their ensigns, drums, trumpets

1
and pipes etc* In some cases, these maratib were almost

2
regal in appearance*
k* IqtaC The award of Iqtas or revenue-assignments was 
the most Important, since In the last resort the material 
resources at the command of a noble determined hia social 

position and his political influence. It appears that 

the system of Iqtas in the form in which it came to India

1* Compare K.R.II 82; T.M.S.389; T.A.I 342.
2. Apart from the examples noted in the previous chapter

in the account of the royal prerogatives, some more may 
he enumerated here. They are usually confined to the 
nobles who had the rank of Khan* For instance, when 
Bakhtylir Khaljl was nominated to Bengal, Sultan Qutb- 
ud-dln Albak Invested him with a canopy of state, royal 
ensigns and kettle-drums, gave him royal stallions and 
a waist-band and his own robes of state (Vide T.M.55)* 
Similarly, on the birth of his son, Sultan Mublrak 
Shfch Khaljl invested some of his Khans with royal 
parasols (Chatrs) and gave his own parasol to Khusrav
Khan. (Vide K.K.771). The Chatr of a noble of Flruz
Tugjiluq named Tatar Khan was inscribed with a golden 
peacock, the use of which, like that of the hum!, was a 
royal prerogative (Vide B.578, A.391). Sher Khan, 
after appointing Haibat Khan to the charge of Multin 
gave him the title of Azam-l-hmniyin and a red canopy
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(was first designed by the Caliph Wuqtadlr to secure a regular 
remittance of revenue from the governors who had made 
themselves almost independent on their lands* The 
collected the entire revenue of the district, defrayed the
administrative charges, paid the troops and remitted a fixed

/

sum from the remainder to the Court of Baghdad. These
the grantee being atyHed the 1

grants were given the name of Iqtfc-*&t/ The*e assignments

of revenue in Hindustan retained these essential features

all along* It appears that the holder of an Iqtarwas given

a more or less free hand in the administration of his

assignment, which he sometimes leased out to another person
for a bigger sum, the poor peasantry suffering all the burden
of these increased exactions* The revenue department at
Delhi sent out its touring auditors but it was very difficult

2
to control the Iqta-holders, especially in outlying places*
In form,and as long as the state was powerful enough to 
enforce its will in fact, the Iqt&s of a noble as well as 

his distinctions and honours were purely personal The 
state insisted on a very clear distinction between private 
property, which was subject to the law of inheritancefand

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
of state (Vide T.S.S.61)

1• Kremer 363 *

2* Compare I*K*II 41-60 for an amusing report of an 
auditor*a experiences in an iqta*
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public offices and assignments in which no vested or contingent 

rights could accrue. The position was left somewhat 
undefined because of the weakened power of the central

administration after the death of Kfuhammad Tughluq. Tflhen the
Afghan nobles began to treat their Iqtas as heritable, Sultan 
Slkandar Lodi made the position unmistakably £aax clear to 
the successor of a famous Afghan noble, the *yaanad-l-All, 
named Zain-ud-din. fLet Zain-ud-din understand1 so reads 

the royal f&r ypan tthat the assignments are conferred on hi* 
in a purely personal capacity and not as a relation of the late
Vasnad-i-r>lif. For the son of the late noble, the monarch

assigned a cash allowance end for the wife a piece of land as a 

Patta, that is, subject to renewal and sanction every year*
1

The some conditions applied to the grant of the cash allowance* 
Thus, in its normally strong condition the state was very 
reluctant to forego its right of resuming the Iqta# lands, or 

even religious and charitable waqfa (endowments). ) A weak 

monarch , however, found it convenient not to interfere with 

the arrangements of his predecessor* A succession of weak 

mon&rcha of a weak dynasty gave to the continued possession of 

'an lqta a certain amount of sanctity and resemblance to private 

property. The power of ensuring the descent of an honour or

1* Compare W*U*2B*
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a revenue-asslgnment from the father to the son shows rather

the weakness of the central government than the recognition
1

of right of occupancy or right of private possession on the 
part of the Sultanate,

These assignments of revenue were very large and
sometimes comprised whole provinces of the Kingdom, Even

2
modest assignments were very remunerative. The huge totals 
of these assignments may be judged from the fact that when a 
valuation sheet was prepared under Fir&z Tughluq, the total
value of revenue-asslgnments came to more than 57 millions

3
of silver coins. The emoluments of the nobles of rank 
will be dealt with later.

As to the relative position of the various ranks 

of nobles: the Khans, as has been said occup&ed the highest 
rank. Next to them were the Malika who were usually raised 
from among the Amirs oh certain occasions, as for Instance the

installation of a new monarch, or on the discharge of some
4

very conspicuous services to the state. The Maliks shared

1. Compare the opinion of Sir Wolseley Haig in H.U.R.3170.
2. Compare the case of Ibn Batuta who by administering the 

lqta'of a noble in his absenee at Deoglr, gained about
5,000 Tankas (Vide K.R.II 8 ).

3. Moreland, Agrarian etc. 57; for e summary of Muqti^or 
the position of a revenue-asslgnment holder - ibid
Appx•B .pp•218-21•

4. Compare e.g.B.242 for those raised on the occasion of a 
new accession to the throne.
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with the Khans some of their ordinary privileges although

a difference of degree was always retained* They were
similarly entitled to he addressed by their title of Malik
and any additional titles of honour, a breach of the rule

1
being punishable at law* It was the san® with the last

rank of the Amirs♦ They had similar distinctions and
dignities, but the same difference of degree as compared

with the two higher ranks* To illustrate the point, in
using standards in public, the Khan was allowed to take
out nine standards but the Amir was not to take more than
three; or again, when a Khan was permitted to have ten
horses Led by hand in his procession, the Amir was allowed 

2
only two. When Sultan Iltutmish made a gift of an

elephant to Naslr-ud-din, who was a Malik, he gave a horse
3

to each of the Amirs.

However, all ranks of nobles were assigned 
sufficient funds to employ a large number of retainers and 
to maintain a big establishment commensurate with their 
position. These establishments sometimes swelled into

1. Compare the observation of Ibn Batuta. K.R*I 107*

2* Compare Notices etc. 190*
3* Raverty 728, 731.
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1

6noF&ou8 dimensions* Further their rank and status

duly considered in the state ceremonies and in the assignment
2

of their seats in all official functions* 
c* Minor distinctions# Apart from the nobles of rank, 
other subjects were 6ccaslonally rewarded with a robe of 
honour (khirat)made of brocade and a waist-band, or with a

horse and trappings, or with a grant of a piece of land, or
$

a cash gift or allowance* The horses so awarded were of

1* Compare, for instance, that Khusrav Khan had 40,000
persons in his establishment under Mubarak Shah Khaljl. 
Some of the Afghan nobles are reported to have employed 
as many as thirty to forty thousand paid men in their 
establishments. (Vide T.A.I 342). Compare for the 
nobility of Mewar (Rajputana) the description of Tod 
pp*I 167-8:- There is a three-fold division of Mewar 
chiefs as follows:-
First-class - w© have sixteen whose estates were from
10,000 to 50,000 rupees and upwards in yearly rent.
These appear In the presence only on special invitation, 
upon festivals and solemn ceremonies, and are heredi
tary councillors of the crown.
Second class - From five to fifty thousand rupees.
Thelrjduty is to be always in attendance. From these
chiefly, and military officers are selected*
Third class - is that of Gol holding lands, chiefly 
under 5,000 rupees, though by favour they may exceed 
this limit1•

2. Compare A.3&1-2.
3. Compare for instance the list of awards to fAla-ul-mulk.

B.271; compare ibid 377 for instances from the reign of
Mubarak Shah Khaljl.
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four grades as regards the quality of the animal and the 
1

trappings* The award of a robe of honour (khil'at) became 

so popular with all classes of people at the close of the

period that even the Sikh Guru Angad, is credited with
2

distributing two khilfets to his followers every year. The
system of khilrats as well as the nature of other rewards had

3
a distinctly Persian origin.

5. THE NOBILITY AND THE SULTANATE OF DELHI. 

In the early period of the Sultanate the Umara*
‘or nobles were its greatest, if not Its only, prop. Their 
significance was (duly recognised by Sultan Shams-ud-dln 
Iltutmish, who may be said to be the first to consolidate

1. Compare K.B.II 78
2. Compare Macanliffe II 40.
3. Compare Huart 148 for the Persian tradition:- ’’The gift

of a robe of honour from the King's wardrobe was a very 
ancient custom . . .  Sapor II gave the Armenian general 
'a royal garment, an ermine fur, 8 gold and silver 
pendant to attach to the eagle on his helmet, a diadem, 
breast ornaments, a tent, carpets and gold vessels.
To reward the grand Mobed who brought him some good news,
Ardashir I filled his mouth with rubies, gold coins, 
pearls and jewellery1”.
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the possessions of his predecessors as well as his own
1

considerable conquests. The establishment of the kingdom 
had only been possible because of the support and the devo
tion of these chiefs who came from the same class as other 

monarchs of the Slave dynasty, and had no particular 

reason to subordinate themselves like other common subjects 

of the state to the will of the Sultan. As a result, long 

before the reign of Sultan fAla-ud-dIn Khaljl, the power*of 

the nobles and their organisation began to develop. They 
organised themselves Into a corporate body of nobles which 
was better known as ”The Forty”. The behaviour of Its

members and its occasional conflicts with the administration
i

convinced Sultan Gh^as-ud-din Balban (who was one of them) 
that its existence waa a serious menace to the state.

1. Compare B.137 for the remarks attributed to Iltutmiah, 
how when the nobles honoured him by standing with 
folded hands in his presence, he on his Dart felt like 
stepping down from the throne and kissing their hands 
and even their feet.

2. Compare Barani B.28 for the organisation; also K.R.X 
130. Compare a few examples to realise the political 
power of the nobles. When Malik*Izz-ud-din Balban 
assumed the royal authority and was crowned as a 
Sultan, these nobles superseded him by placing ,Ala- 
ud-dln Masrud Shah on the throne, and the former had to 
submit to their decision. (Vide Raverty 622). Again 
when Ulugh Khan Balban was dismissed from his office 
by.the Sultan because of the machinations of Malik 
RayhSn, the protest and military demonstration of 
these nobles led to afmutual accommodation of affairs” 
between them and the Sultan, who had to reverse his 
earlier decision and turn out the rival of Balban
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and finally, to dissolve the organisation most ruthlessly* 

^Towever, even Balban did not forget to safeguard the 
privileges of the nobles* He warned his son that no

1
kingdom could prosper without the support of the nobility.

Thus the Sultsnate was not opposed to the growth or the
existence of the nobility, but only to its corporate
organisation. After this temporary set-back under Balban,
[the nobles established their political influence again,

/and became sufficiently powerful for the Sultans to court 
1 2 
their support in maintaining their throne.

When fAla-ud-dIn Khaljl c*me to the throne he

realised the menace of the foreign nobles, and met the

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

from the office (Ibid 830).. Similarly when one of 
the Forty, named Badr-ud-dln, was discovered plotting 
for the overthrow of the Sult&n, the latter merely 
called upon him 1 to give up his intentions1 and 
did nothing beyond sending the noble to his iqtar of 
Badaun (ibid 753)

1. Compare B.78.
2. Compare B. (ms) 70; compare how Bughra Khan felt

extremely satisfied that a strong faction of the 
nobles called the fKofcfalians• (that is, the sons and 
supporters if Fakhr-ud-dln, the Kbfew51 of Delhi under 
Balban) had Installed his son Sultan Kaiqnbad on the 
throne of Delhi and were warmly supporting him. 
Similarly, when Jalal-ud-dln Khaljl came to the throne, 
he had not the courage to enter his own capital city, 
because of the opposition of Turkish nobles.
(Ibid 180-1).
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situation by Incorporating an Indian element and by giving 
these Indian nobles position and power in the state. His 
successor also carried on this policy. Unfortunately,

however, the Indian party at the court overdid itself, and
the behaviour of Khusrav Khan and his friends antagonised the

I general Muslim opinion, which began to labour under the fear
of being submerged in the rising tide of Indian (or otherwise
Hindu) domination. This afforded an opportunity to the

ienterprising Gbjyas-ud-din Tughluq to supplant the usurper 
Khusrav Khan and establish his own kingdom. ’Mien Muhammad 

Tughluq came to the throne he calmly reviewed the whole 
position, in one of the scenes of which he had personally 

taken part. He found that the foreign Turkish nobles and 
their Indian successors had both been tried and found wanting. 

He, therefore, hit upon the Idea (In the earlier part of his 
I reign) of recruiting foreigners from the Muslim lands outside 

India. The claims of Indians and those of Turkish origin 

domiciled In Hindustan were systematically ignored and the 

monarch showed extreme anxiety in getting outsiders at any 

price. The Sultan went to the extent of offering the most 

responsible and distinguished offices of the kingdom - for * 
instance those of aWAzir, a Dablr, a military commander, a 
Judge, a professor of theology or a Shalkh-ul-Islam - to 

almost any foreigner of some learning. The foreigners coming
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P Into Hindustan were collectively known as »The Honourables*
| 1
(A'izza). If the foreigners did not make any use of theae 

opportunities, the fault lay entirely with them. They 

came to Hindustan avowedly to make their fortunes and to 
return to their own country as soon as they could. They 
did not care to accept a remunerative employment in the 
state, which necessitated a prolonged stay in Hindustan.
Even when some of them did choose to stay in Hindustan they 
were more anxious to amass wealth by whatever means they could 

than to carry out the administrative measures of the Sultan
for raising agricultural production, or for the greater

2
efficiency of the state machinery. After some experience

1. Compare the account of Ibn Batuta. K.R.II 3,78; compare 
also ibid 85, how when JSuhamrnad Tughluq started for 
the Ma f£bar expedition he lavished gift3 and rewards
on the foreigners, to the exclusion of the Indians.

2. Compare K.R.II 41 on the*profiteering character of the 
foreigners, and how Ibn Batuta attributes the ruin and 
misfortune of one of them, Shih&b-ud-dln, to the wrath 
of the Difrlne on his ill-gotten riches and wealth
from Hindustan.
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1

disappointed and reviewed his whole policy again. He had
« r

nothing to expect now from foreigners,1 even from those of 

foreign extraction; the previous monarchs had tried the 
/Turkish nobility and the Indians, he had tried the foreign 

Muslims; all had failed the Sultanate* The only course left 
| was to try the common people of Hindustan irrespective of 

creeds and religion* So, in the latter part of his reign,
| we find him Introducing principles of extreme democrstlsatlon 
in administration, whioh provoked the wrath of the contem

porary historian BaranI and other Muslim writers whose 

Interests were exposed to danger* The highest civil and 

military offices of the kingdom were thrown open to all 

classes of Indians, and the only qualification for recruitment 
was efficiency and talent* Only perhaps the lowest, were

1* Compare the remarks of Muhammad Tughluq 9*501, how he 
decided fto leave no foreigner alive on the face of 
the earth1.

2* Compare 9*505* Compare, that the list of persons he
recruited for the administration consists of all classes 
of low-born persons - musicians, brewers, dancers, 
barbers, cooks, vegetable sellers, weavers, gsrdsiers, 
petty shop-keepers, slaves and fall sorts of low scum 
(bad-asls)* Compare also, that some Hindu names that 
appear in the list - like Hanka, Lodha, Plra, Klshen - 
cannot be mistaken* Compare for a few distinguished 
Indians:-rImad-ul-mulk the muster-master of Sultan 
Balban (Vide B (ms) 61); rAin-ul-mulk the governor of 
Muhammad Tughluq in Kara* All foreigners (khqras&nls) 
were mortally afraid of the latter when he rebelled 
’because he was an Indian who resented the domination 
of the foreigners {(Vide K*R*n 64).



excluded from rising to the highest distinctions In the 
kingdom. under his successor w© come across the appointment 
of the first IndianWfczlr - the famous Khan-i-JahAn. This 
was the highest office In the gift of a Sultfin. The power 
 ̂and position of aWdLzIr was only second to that of the 

Sultan after the establishment of a strong administration.

The rulers who succeeded to the throne of the Tughluqsafter 

a brief Interval of the Invasion of Tlxri5r and the reign of 
the Sayylds, came from an essentially Indian stock.

Meanwhile, the social and cultural intercourse between the
/Vr

Hindus and the Muslims had gone^ahead, so that when Blbur
appeared on the scene he had to fight the combined force of

1
the Hindus and the Muslims. The last battle of the Afghlns
was fought under the command and the leadership of a Hindu

2
noble and general when the crown passed to Akbar.

1. Compare B.SU 28 where Babur speaks of a Hindu who bore 
the title of Khfin-i-Jahfin, creating trouble for the 
Mughuls In the neighbourhood of Owallor.

2. Some Idea may be gathered of the power and Influence of 
Hemu the Hindu General of the Afghans from the remarks 
of the author of Tirlkh-1-D&ffc3l f. 121-2. When Hemu 
returned to Sultan ^Adail after defeating the /fghins of 
the Karrlnl sept, the SultSn heaped many favours on him 
and conferred upon him the title of Vikram^aditya. Some 
time later the monarch banded over to him all power of 
the state. Matters went to such length?that hardly 
anything was left under the Sultan except his bare means 
of subsistence. The elephants and treasures all passed 
under the control of Hemu. Compare also Abtfl Fazl's 
appreciation of HemQ In AH.1.337.



4. PERSONAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE NOBLES
 aTO "THE SPCTnr-------------------

It Is somewhat difficult to determine the exact
nature of the private relations between a Sultan and hla nobles
When, at an earlier period of his life, a noble was a slave
of the Sultih , the position of the latter was that of a master;
their relations were frankly those of dependence and service,

were
as has been pointed out before. There m m m no personal rights
or privileges In that status of social life. But when the
slave, after being manumitted, ascended the social ladder,
expediency and convention compelled the sovereign to abstain
from interfering with his life too much. The position was by
no means very clear even now. The Sultfin persisted In
maintaining his £ » ■  ±gx former position which was never openly

disputed by the nobles. There was thus no border-line where

the domain of the monarch ceased to exist and the private life

of a noble began. In times of insecurity, the Sultfin actively
1

Interfered with the lives of the nobles. Under better and

1. The Sultfin conferred the children of a noble in marriage 
as a rule; in fact, Sultfin*AlS-ud-dIn Khaljl made it 
obligatory for the nobles to secure the permission of the 
Sultan before entering into any form of relationship among 
themselves. Similarly, *Ala-ud-d^ prohibited them from 
calling on one another or inviting one another to dinners 
or social parties without his approval. His orders were 
faithfully carried out (Vide B.286-7; compare Raverty 767
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more stable conditions, there was greater harmony between the
two. The Sultan usually acted as a patron and a friend, took
a sympathetic interest in the affairs of his nobles, and even
composed their mutual quarrels when they fell out with each
other. Under the later dynasties of the Sayylds and the

Afghans the original hold of the Sultan was relaxed, and the

nobles were left to themselves more or less completely, until
political reasons compelled the state to Interfere with their

1
llfe»

5. THE COMPOSITION OP THE NOBILITY.
It is difficult to give the exact number of nobles

2
of various ranksunder the Sultanate. In point of composition 
they were a heterogeneous body, being composed of all sorts 
of foreigners and Indians, whose character and number varied 

with every ruling dynasty. In the beginning of the Muslim

1. Compare A.411 how FlrSz Shah Tughluq treated his
nobles and composed their mutual quarrels; compare also 
T.S.S.57 for the action of Sher Shtfh against a governor 
of Bengal who married the daughter of a former king of 
Bengal and assumed am air of independence. Sher Shfih had 
him summarily punished and forbade all others under threat 
of severe punishment from entering into relations with a 
deposed royal family without previously securing his 
approval.

2. Compare A.109. 7,000 nobles followed Firuz Tughluq in his
Bengal invasion.
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rule almost all of them were of Turklah extraction. The 

Afgh&ns came to be Incorporated gradually at a later date.

They are said to have come to India from Roh, a territory
»

between Hasan Abdfil and Kabul, and claimed to be descended

from the Sultans of Ghdr. Firuz Shaft Tughluq was the first

monarch who extended his favours to the Afghans though the latter
1

had come and settled In Hindustan long before. The Mongol 
Invasions Introduced a small element of Mongols who accepted
Islam and were favoured by the state In the beginning. They

thewere given/appellation of Nau-Muslims or neo-converts to Isl&m.
rAla-ud-dln Khaljl massacred them wholesale on the rebellion of

2
some of them in Gujarat. The Tughluqs are supposed to be of 
a’mixed breed1 being originally the slaves of Sultan Balban who

1. Compare T.F.I. 412, 281. For earlier references Amir 
Khusrav who gives an estimate of their character in 
A.S.37; Ibn Batuta who describes them as a tribe of 
’AJatn (Vide K.R.I 241). Timur mentions that they used 
to live In the west of Kashmir (Vide Z.N.304).

2. Compare for details the account of BaranI in B.219.
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1
had Intermarried with the Jats in HIndtist&n. The later 
Mughul conquest of India introduced many Persians, Mongols 
and Turks to the existing classes of nobles. In coastal 
towns, especially on the coast of Gujarat, all sorts of Muslim 

foreigners - the Arabs, the Abyssinians, the Persians, the 
Afghans, the people of Java, the Iftirks, the Egyptians and still
others, came to be domiciled and added to the variety of the

2
racial stock of the Muslim upper olasses of Hindustah. More 
important among these classes were the Turks in the beginning, 
and the Afghans and the Mughuls at the close, of the period.

The relations between the Mughuls and the Afghans were not very 

pleasant for a while, until at last the passage of time healed

all rancours and reconciled the latter to the dominion of the
3

former. We may add to these classes the Rajput chiefs of 
Rfijputana who stoutly held to their ground in opposing the

1. Compare T.F,I. 230-1.
2. Compare Barbosa I 119-20; also Ross, Introduction to

Z.W.II XXXI.
3. Compare T.S.S.54 for an interesting story of an Afghan

noble named •Isa’ Khan who had once saved the life of
3airam Khfin when HumAyun was driven out of India by
the Afghans. When Bairam came to power as the regent of 
Akbar, the Afghan noble in spite of his want and poverty, 
refused to go to a Mughul for favour as too humiliating 
for the pride of an Afghan.
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Muslim domination, until at last the Sultanate recognised their

status* We meet these chiefs earlier in the period as vassals

at the Court of the Sultfin or occasionally at the Courts of

his viceroys in their own territory. At the close of the

period we find them on fairly good terms with the rulers of

Delhi and with the Sultfins of new provincial dynastiea, e.g.
1

Guje-rat and Malwa*

II. THE fULAMA AND THE RELIGIOUS CLASSES*

The religious class of Islam was composed of a number 
.of Important groups, namely, the theologians, the ascetics, 
the Sayyids, the Plrs and their descendants. Of these, the 

most Important were the theologians, whose functions and 
position in the state hasebeen dealt with previously. The 
theologians who occupied the judicial and religious offices in 

the kingdom, were collectively known as Dastar-bandan, or 

turban-wearers, because they wore their official head-dress, 

the turban. The Sayyids were recognised by their distinctive

head-dress of a poiaiffid cap or kulah and were known aa kulfih-
2

dfiran or cap-wearera. Both of these groups with their

1. Compare a very Interesting Instance of the personal 
relations between Salim Shah Stir and the Rajfi of Gwalior 
T.D.110-111• Compare T.P.I 128 for an early recognition 
of Hindu chiefs; compare ‘Alfi-ud-dln*s treatment of Raja 
of Deoglr T.P.I 206; for Flrtiz Shah B.587-8.

2. Raverty 705.
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distinctive head-dresses had a recognised status In the

! kingdom, being the exponents of orthodox Islam. Both of

them followed the Sunnite form of IslSm and the Hanaflte
school of Muslin Law. The other schools of Sunnite Law,

respect
though not prohibited, were not encouraged. The xamxt and 
reverence for fAlI as the fourth Caliph of Muhammad and for 

/all persons claiming descent from the Prophet was general; 

but the Shiahs were uniformly persecuted under various 
charges of religious heterodoxy and agnosticism* It was 

only at the close of the period, and mainly through Persian 
Influence and Mughul Emperors that this persecution of Shiaha 
ceased, though Sunnite Islam still held its official and 

predominant position. Other religious groups were not so 

well marked out as the theologians and the Sayyids* Let us 

speak of them in order.

1* THErULAMA.

The special favourites and associates of the 
Sultanate, as was mentioned In the first chapter, were the 
fUlama or the state theologians. As a rule they had undergone 
( a course of training In Muslim law, Logic, Arabic letters and 
the religious literature of Islam in general, namely Tafsir,
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1

Hadis, Kalam etc. Although the Quran emphasises their 
position in a general way as a separate class of Muslims,

I ’inviting people to the path of goodness', no special provision
2

was made for them in the Holy Book.Spurious traditions soon
began to be spread among the people. The Prophet was reported
to have aald: ’Honour the rUlama, for they are the successors
of the prophets; he who honours them, honours the Prophet of

Islam and Allah thereby’. Similar emphasis was laid on the
peculiar distinction that attaches to the acquirement of

3
religious education.

Under the special conditions of development of the 

Muslim Society in Hindustan, it was natural to expect that 

the rUlama would acquire an undue prominence. Before Sultfin 
'Ala-ud-din Khalji, no monarch had sufficient courage to

I
put an effective check to the growing influence of thecUlama,

1. The fact that they were nick-named 'turban-wearersTis 
probably because of their undergoing the prescribed 
academic course at the end of which a turban is conferred. 
This is equivalent to the conferment of an academic 
degree in a University convocation in modern times.

2. Holy Quran 3:103.
3. Compare T.M.(II) 82,3. The saying attributed to Muhammad 

incase of religious education and especially Muslim Law 
(Fiqh) runs:- 'Forget not to belong to one of the three 
categories; a teacher of Law, a student of Law, or at 
least one who listens patiently to its exposition; for 
verily, he who does not belong to any of the above 
categories, is foredoomed to perdition*.
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In spite of their sometimes acting in a manner contrary to
1

his interests. Sultan 1Ala-ud-din felt it necessary to 
define the exact functions of the 'Ulama under the Sultanate, 

and to compel them to confine all their activities strictly 
within these prescribed limits. These limits were:to decide
on Judicial cases and to arbitrate on purely religious matters;2
all other matters were put outside their scope. The Sultin, 

however, held all real power, and though he humoured the 
Sufis now and then, he ruled very strictly according to the 
demands of a situation, and religious considerations found no 
favour with him. Muhammad Tughluq wanted to go a step further 
in secularising the state. He put the'Ulama exactly on the

1. Compare the attitude of Muhammad bin Sam of Ohur and
Qutb-ud-dln Aibak in Hasan Nizami T.M.(I) 56, II 118,
IV 112,203; compare Raverty 629 for the gifts of Nfisir-ud-
dln immediately after the conquest of Bengal; compare 
Raverty 709, how therUlama of Delhi invited a faction of 
nobles headed by Qutlugh Khin and ‘Izz-ud-din to occupy 
Delhi under Sultan Naair-ud-dln Mahmud. Compare B.47 how 
Sultan Balban used to call on'Ulama in person, and to 
attend the burial ceremony if one of them died.
Similarly, he supported the families of deceased 
theologians•

2. Compare T.P.I 192.
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same footing as other employees of the state, and treated them 
1

accordingly. With the advent of Firuz Tughluq the tide 

(turned somewhat In favour of the rUlama and the growth of 

religious Influence in state counsels. The theologians took 
advantage of the numerous failures of Muhammad Tughluq, and
persuaded his successor to listen to their advice In matters

2
of state policy. A number of law-books were complied, new
Impetus was given to religious schools and other Institutions,

/ and the'Ulama had reassumed their earlier position and Influence

when the invasion of Timur took place. But meanwhile the
state was too well organised to admit the influence of the
religious class except in certain matters of comparative
insignificance. The Afghans, on coming to power, treated the

1 rUlama with marked respect but never admitted them to any
}rh*.

effective voice in^ administration. On the other hand, they

1. Compare K.R.II 54 for an interesting case in which some 
theologians of Sind were charged with misappropriation 
of state funds and were severely punished.

2. Compare B.580; compare J.A.S.B.XIX 280, for the offer of 
FirCLz Tughluq to the‘Ularaa of Bengal to add to their 
existing emoluments in the event of his victory over the 
ruler of Bengal.
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used the religious Influence of the theologians for
1

their own ends.

We have explained in an earlier chapter the reac

tion of the establishment of the Sultanate on the religious 

life of Muslims and the essentially useful service which 

the ‘Ulama performed by associating themselves very closely 

with the Sultanate. Let ua study here the reactions of 
this association on the moral and spiritual outlook of 
the'Ulama, who cannot be dissociated from their main 
function of the spiritual and religious leadership of the 
Muslims of India. The religion of Islam claiming as it 
does to provide a comprehensive code of life for its 
followers, the question of its leadership is intimately 
mixed up with the broader questions of public morals and 

the ethical outlook of the Muslim community, and as such 
deserves a careful consideration. It is reported that a 

recluse once explained to Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni that 
Muhammad had bequeathed two great legacies to his followers 

namely, his sword and his mantle, or otherwise the secular 
and the spiritual teachings of Islam. The warriors of

1* Compare the Instructive instance of Sher Shah
massacring Puran Mai and his four thousand warriors 
of Raiaen after bringing them out of their fortress 
under the most solemn pledges of security and after 
an oath on the Quriin to the same purpose. The 
rUlama issued a Fatwsf (legal precept) authorising this 
act, one of the ugliest and most dishonourable in
the whole history of India.
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Islam, according to this recluse, had snatched the one, the
theologians had appropriated the other and both of them had
misused their respective heritage^. We are not concerned with
the warriors at the moment, but the 'Ulama certainly abdicated
from their office of leading the Muslims In the path of virtue

^and piety. Sultan Balban complained of the want of truthfulness
1

and courage among the 'tJlama as a whole. It was with a certain 
amount of pain that Bughrl Khin discovered the fact that 

| Mop-Musllm* and godless theologians had dispensed his son 

Sultan Muizz-ud-din Kaiqubad from the observance of the 
obligatory fast of Ramazan, and had deliberately explained away 
the Qui*akjic injunctions, through sheer greed, of *the accursed 
gold1. He emphatically warned his son from trusting these 
1latter-day‘Ulema*, and asked him to keep away from these 
theologians, whom he described as * greedy rogues whose highest 

deity was this world and not the nextf. On the other hand,
Bughra Khan recommended to his son the association and company

2
of those who had renounced this world. Muhammad Tughluq held 

similar views. besides these royal estimates of the'Ulama,

1. Compare B94.
2. Compare ibid 154-5; compare also the Memoirs of Sultan

Muhammad Tughluq 317 for the considered opinion of the 
monarch. According to him the rUlama of his times were 
singularly irreligious. They were notorious for concealing 
the truth and their greed of money madelthem vicious and
godless. They had degraded themselves to the position of
petty 1 job-hunters1. In a word, the dignity of Islam
and religious integrity had disappeared from the face of 
the earth.
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let us see what Amir Khusrav, himself an orthodox Muslim
and a shrewd observer, has to say about the position. He

gives his considered opinion that the Qazls (or those of the

fUlama who occupied judicial offices) were thoroughly
ignorant of the principles of Muslim law and were otherwise

unfit to occupy any responsible position in the kingdom.
According to him they had neither learning nor virtue of
any kind to their credit. When a monarch was a tyrant, the

I‘Ulama were sure to support him. In their private lives
they exhibited a perfect disregard of religious injunctions
and were unscrupulously bold in committing sins and violating
all provisions of Islam. Amir Khusrav finds that the only

distinguishing feature of the theologians as a class was tfcfef&r
hypocrisy, lte=vanity and tot conceit. He sums up the whole

* position in a sentence, by declaring that the respect paid to

the'Ulami was purely through force of convention, and that
if intrinsic virtue were to decide the measure of social
honour fthe laity was a thousand times better than the 

1
priesthood1• These estimates are rather sweeping and too

1. Compare M.A. for a long discussion 55-60, 69; compare
In this connection BaranI (B.446) for an Interesting
personal confession of the historian who also belonged
to the class of learned theologians. He declares that
he himself along with others of his class had actively
tyelped the Sultans In openly violating the religious
Injunctions of Isllm, by delibeafcaly stretching the
meaning of the Quranic texts to carry out the desires
of the monarch. fI do not know’ says the repentant
scholar ’what will happen to others but my present
miseries and sufferings in my old age are larcelv the fruits of my sayings and doings*. -LargeJ.y tne
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strong, but since they corae from those whose interests were
r - *ht-not opposed to those of the Ulama, are worthy of^greatest 

cons i deration.

A. THF SAYYIDS.

A peculiar sanctity always attaches to a Sayyid in
Muslim society, probably becauso of his alleged descent from

the Prophet* The lus liras as a rule pay exaggerated honours
to the memory of their prophet, which comes to be shared in
some degree by every one who professes to be descended from 

1 rU't.
Muhammad, through his daughter Fitlma. The rise of^Abbaslda
and the spread of S h M t s  movements in Islam has greatly added
to the moral position of the Sayyids. The sentiment of
respect for Sayyids was very strong right from the beginning

of the Sultanate, though their numbers were not very large.
A large number of Sayyids came to seek shelter in Hindust&n
from the ravages of the Mongols in their own land and were

o
welcomed warmly by Sultan Balban. hike the brothers of

1. Compare Hasan Nizami T.tt.(Il) for early feelings towards 
a Sayyid. fHis ancestors were the pride of Yearlb and 
Botha (the holy land of iirabia) and his forefathers, the 
decoration of the Muslim pulpit and leaders of prayers1•

2. Compare 3.111.
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Joseph, other Sayyids were not alow In taking advantage
of these opportunities in the Muslim kingdom of Delhi.
It was not surprising to find in a land which had been used
to the priveleges of the Brahman hierarchy, an exaggerated
and Indiscriminate respect for these privileged visitors.
Every Sayyid, from the fact of his being descended from
the family of the Prophet, was supposed to be brave,

truthful, pious, and possessed of every other norble

quality. It was considered the height of impropriety, if
1

not an actual sin, to employ a Sayyid in a low position.
The Sayyids were similarly credited with possessing the 
knowledge of occult phenomena and of supernatural mysteries.
Even proud monarchs therefore did not hesitate to

2
themselves before them. After the invasion of Timur

1. Compare for instance T.M.S.431. Co pare also Amir 
Khusravfs apology to a Sayyid and his feelings towards 
the class. K.K.463; also Baranlvs estimate B.349.

flattering2. Compare the most bmsi-1 iat-lng honours Muhammad Tughluq 
paid to the Makhdum-zada or the descendant of the 
caliph who came to India (in Baranl’s account and in 
T.F.I 271-2)._ More interesting in some ways is the 
attitude of Timur towards the Sayyids. According to 
all accounts of Indian invasions he uniformly protected 
the lives of Sayyids and other Muslima of religious 
classes all along his march while making an indiscrim
inate and savage slaughter of all other human beings.
In fact It is soberly reported (Vide M.5) that when a 
chief of Trans-oxiana named rAbd-Ullah had certain 
scruples in offering prayers for the soul of Timur 
whom he considered an ungodly savage whose hands were 
red with human blood, the ProphetJrXllah himself came to 
assure him in a dream that his scruples were baseless
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In 1398 A.D., the Sayyids even succeeded for a while in
establishing a ruling dynasty on the throne of Delhi•

Unfortunately, they were not well qualified for this task

and their last king quietly renounced his throne, Ignominiously
resigning himself to the iqta^of Budaun. The loss of
political power, however, did not damage the social position
of the Sayyids as a class, and the Afgh&n successors

scrupulously, and even superstitiously, respected the
1

concessions and privileges of the Sayyids.

3. OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS.

We have mentioned in passing how Bughra Khan advised 

his son to seek the company of those who had renounced the 
world. We have similarly referred to the fact in the first

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

for had not Timur, while killing human beings in the 
service of the Lord, uniformly protected the lives of his 
descendants. TlmUr*s love of the religious class and 
his spiritual attitude in general has drawn from the pen 
of his Chronicler some very interesting verses which 
disclose the spiritual outlook of an average Muslim Sultan 
who believed in the power of the recluses and the ascetics 
and in the mediation of the •adepts* in religion, 
similarly in the blessings of the Sayyids (Vide xxtiteim Z.N.6).

1. Compare W.M. 26 for the interesting case of a Sayyid of
Koil who was accused of misappropriating state revenue on 
the basis of very strong evidence, and was tried before 
Sultan Sikander Lodi, who discharged the accused and even 
permitted him to keep his dishonest gains. Compare also 
■•T*1 391-2 for the feeling ofsallin shth sur who expressed his willingness to carry the shoes of a Sayyid, which was 
the mark of extreme humiliation.
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chapter that a class of Muslims adherer! to the original Ideals 
of Islam and took to asceticism and ’other-worldly1 occupations 
in general. While these Muslims persisted in living according 

to their ideals, they created a peculiar awe and solemn reverence 

for themselves among the followers of Islam for whom amidst their 

materialistic surroundings, this lure for the primitive had a 

special fascination. Hindustan was already familiar with the 

Hindu ideal of a Guru. This found its appropriate expression 
in the corresponding belief in a Plr or a Shaikh in Muslim 

society. If an ascetic had managed to scorn the world during 

his lifetime, his son and successor*were reaping a fruitful crop 
of worldly gains after his death. The Pirzadas and Makhdiimzadaa, 
or the descendants of Plra and Shaikhs respectively, began to 

occupy the position of spiritual preceptors, especially because of 
the growing moral decay among the'Ulama. They began to supersede
the theologians and in time came to occupy the position of ’the

1
Brahmans of Islam1 . Again the Hindu yogis and ascetics were not 

forgotten. If the Muslims believed in occult phenomena or mystic

1. Compare T.D.57 where an Afghan noble explains to a Hindu
noble that a Shaikhzada occupied the same status among the 
Muslims as a Brahmta in Hindu society. Compare Mf.M.45 for 
the opinion of some nobles of BafcLftl Lgdl who expressed their 
devotion to the son of their Pfr (or Plrzada) by offering 
their heads to him if he chose to sit there.
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elements, the yogis had an older tradition and a better 

professional equipment. Muslim Sufis mixed with the Hindu 

Sadhus and Sanyasls and Jogls for inspiration and guidance, 1
without, however, always acknowledging the source In public. 

The Muslim monarch too did not fail to approach the Hindu
ascetics along with Muslim saints, for aid in the fulfilment

2
of his inmost desires. The detailed treatment of this 
aspect of fllndu-Muslim inter-action, however, is a subject 
by itself.

III. DOMESTICS AND SLAVES.
In our enumeration of Muslim social classes, we 

might conveniently treat here the Important class of domestics 
and slaves who were a familiar feature of every respectable 

Muslim home, and as has been pointed out in the previous 
chapter, Incidentally added to the growing Muslim population

>. of.1. Compare some interesting references in Sahaaf/Shaikh 
Sadr-ud-din and Shhaaf-ut-tarlqa of Shaikh Baha-ud-dln 
Nathu (in B.M.) among other books. The subject of 
Indian Suflsm has not yet been carefully examined. The 
Muslim writers, swayed by their preconceived notions of 
Sufism usually dispute this opinion (Abdul-Majid - 
Tasawwuf-i-Islfim. Urdu. Arzam-garh).

2. Compare for instance an Interesting account of Jogis and 
their occult demonstrations before Muhammad Tughluq in 
Ibn Batuta. K.R.II 99; compare also B&bur's meeting with 
Nanpk in Sikh tradition and Macanliffe.
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of Hindustan. The liffc of a Muslim nobleman was so much
divided between war (razm) and pleasures (bazm) that he hardly 

found any time to attend to his personal and domestic work.

In course of time the code of social behaviour began to view 

domestic work as unworthy of a gentleman1s dignity and honour.

The most important section of these domestics was 
comprised of male and female slaves. Slaves were imported

I into India from many countries; those of Turkestan and India
2

had acquired a classical reputation all over the East. Among 
the slaves of Indian origin, those of Assam were especially 
valued because of their strong physique and their power# of

endurance, their price being many times that of slaves of other
3

nationalities. Other Indian slaves were not dear; their

skill In manv things was great; their only defect, if any, was
4

their strong sttachment to their ancient faith and culture.

1. Compare B.192 for the opinion of Sultan Jalal-ud-dln Khafkji
regarding the occupations of the nobles; also Ibid 226
under fAla-ud-dIn. Compare T.D.82 for the soldiers1
fondness for courtesanM quarters.

2. Compare K.R.I 240.
3. Ibid II 144.
4. Compare Notices etc. 200 for the skill of the Indian

slaves; Amir Khusravfs opinion of their defects in 
II I 169.
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A special class of slaves was employed for the care of the

female inmates of the harlm. '̂ liese slaves were usually

bought in childhood and castrated. Trade in eunuchs was
carried on in Bengal in the thirteenth century. They were

1
sometimes imported also from the farthest Malay islands.

A

Female slaves were of two kinds, those employed for 

domestic and menial work, and others who were bought for 

company and pleasure. The former, wanting in education and
skill, and bought expressly for rough domestic work, were

2
often subjected to all sorts of indignities; the latter had a 
more honourable and sometimes even a dominating position in

the household. Apart from the slave girls of India, female
3

slaves were also imported from China and Turkestan. On the 

whole the selection among the female slaves was made somewhat 

on the lines humowously suggested by a Mughul noble: ’Buy a 
khorasani woman for her work, a Hindu woman for her capacity for

nursing children, a Persian woman for the pleasures of her
a Transoxianlan brcompany and etateacâ acdan for thrashing^ as a warning for the
» 4

other three.

1. Compare Yule II 115; Barbosa II 147.
2. Compare the remarks of Amir Khusrav. Ik.IV 334,169-70;

F.F.47b.
3. Compare ibid I 166-7.
4. Compare Blockmann I 327.
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After some time the employment of slaves became

general and was by no means confined to the Muslims alone.

Hindu noblemen and chiefs began to employ slaves for military/
1

and domestic purposes. Even public women in the Deccan
2

began to employ slaves for attendance and service. As late
as the close of the last century slavery existed in the native

3
states of Rijputana as it did probably in earlier periods.
THE STATUS OF SLAVES.

It 1s usual to assume that slaves had no defined 

status or rights under Muslim rule in Hindastan. Such an

1. Compare T.M.S.459; Sircar 113.
2. Compare Major 29.
3. Compare Tod I 207-10 for a detailed discussion of slaves in

tfew&r. Apart from agricultural bondage (known as basil, 
which it redeemable) slavery existed ir/other forms, the 
slaves being usually known as golfts (probably an 
abbreviation of ghulam?) and dfises. The golas were the 
general body of slaves who had Tost their liberty and the 
daaes (literally ♦slaves1) the illegitimate sons of a 
ruling prince, who had no rank or legal position in the 
state, though they were liberally provided for by the Rftja.
The marriages of slaves (both golas and dases) were confined
to those of their own class. Their offspring wdre also
slaves, generally esteemed in public according to the
quality of the mother - if she was a Rajputnl, a Muslim or
one of the degraded tribes. With the familiar advantages 
or disadvantages of a caste, the slaves also formed a caste 
of their own, which took away part of the social stigma.
Tod bears testimony to the fact that they were well treated 
in Mewir and even held confidential positions about the 
chiefs fwhose body they were1. Their distinguishing mark 
was the wearing of a silver ring round the left ankle*
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opinion is not warranted by facts. Theoretically speaking,

since a slave was usually a convert to Islam he possessed the

• same rights as any other member of Muslim society which is

' still conspicuous for a certain amount of the feeling of

brotherhood and equality. Thus, his moral claims, thougjb

they might not receive due and full recognition, could never 
1

be denied. If he was originally a Hindu, and probably of

I a lower caste, the social change was decidedly for the better.

Even if he had belonged to a higher caste, he had lost his

status in Hindu society and could not go back to it except
with very humiliating conditions.

In practice, the position of a slave was very

different. he was usually a prisoner of war, and according
at

I to the military usage of the age, his life was/the mercy of 
his captor, who had full power of killing him or of otherwise 
disposing of him. This was clearly understood on both sides 
long before a military engagement commenced. So when a

1. Compare for instance Yus/uf Gad& (T.14b) and Saint
HamadanI (Z.M#77) both of whom Insist that according to 
the earlier traditions of Islam, the master of a slave 
should provide more or less the same conforts for his 
slave as he does for himself. HamadSnl specifically 
enumerates seven rights that accrue to a slave as 
against his master, which Include the right of religious 
education, of working for a fixed number of hours and 
of leave during hours of prayer, of being treated without 
indignity and contempt, and finally of refusing the 
performance of work opposed to Shari'at.
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conqueror (now master of the slave) chose to spare the life

of a slave and employ him for metal work, It was an act of
favour and of special benevolence on the part of the former.
Similarly, when the prisoner of war had been sold in the
market and bought by a purchaser, he was as much the property
of the buyer as any other commodity, and as such, could be

1
given away as a gift or disposed of in any other way. Ho 
3hrewd captor or buyer, however, neglected to take good care of 
his property which, given proper attention, could be converted 
into ready money, perhaps with a good deal of profit. Thia 
property in a slave was widely recognised and even finda 

expression in a legal precept where a Sultlrn is enjoined to
pay proper compensation if he desires to release a slave from

2
the cuitody of a roaster. In other respects, a slave was not
considered to be a free agent at law and could only be

1. Compare J.H.218 for a characteristic illustration to show 
that in relation to his roaster, a slave had nothing which 
he could claim as his own, even his name or identity. 
Everything depended on the absolute will of his master. 
Compare also the feeling of Muhammad Tughluq regarding 
his erstwhile slave Targhi on the occasion of the latterfa 
rebellion, in Baranl.

2. J.H. 105.
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punished In the presence of his master. His Identification 
with his master was so complete, that falling direct descendants,
the property of a deceased master went to a slave in preference

2
to indirect relatives. The obligations of a slave were

limited to the person of his master and to his adult children

but did not extend to a legatee or to a minor.

Under these conditions it is difficult to apply the
modern definitions of industrial slavery to the institution of 

4
that age. The slave of those days for instance was not on a 

lower level than the mass of the people. As has been pointed 

'out, he was decidedly in a better social position if he had 

originally belonged to a low Hindu caste. Again,if a slave 

found his way into the household of a monarch (as quite a number 

of them did) though he was nominally a slave, his condition of 
servitude was shared by the majority of courtiers and other royal

1. Compare P.P.186.
2. Ibid 353b.

ft. Ibid 360.
4. Compare for instance Nieboer's definition of a slave as a

person 'who is the property of another, politically and
socially, at a lower level than the mass of the people and 
performing compulsory labour (Vide 'Slavery as an Industrial 
System1 page 5).
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employees. In feet, when the liberty of an alleged free man

may sometimes have been conspicuously displayed in the doubtful
privilege of being allowed to starve, the slave was provided
with a secure and fairly comfortable livelihood. A slave in
the service of the Sultftn was usually manumitted after some time,

and was provided with an honourable position, even with rank
1

and an elevated social status. The political conditions and 
the general instability of life sometimes helped to raise a 

talented and enterprising slave to such heights of social 

eminence as were not ordinarily within reach of the highest and 
thefnoblest in the kingdom.

The reactions of the institution of slavery on the 
manners and the outlook of the age were, however, very different, 

and of a far-reaching character. ^ In a slave-holding society, 

as Nieboer finds, the ruling classes, having learned to command 

and domineer over their slaves, get used to highly undemocratic 
ways of life, which is prejudicial Ifco* the social well-being 
of a society. It creates in the long run an offensive and
brutal upper class on the one hand, and a bitter and vindictive
lower class on the other,) Similarly a long tradition of slavery

1. Compare for Instance the slaves of Flrdz Tughluq A.444.

2. Examples have been cited in previous chapters. Compare the
estimate of Lane|Poole 64; of Qibb 30, In their respective 
works.
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creates a aet of persons oorn to work that others may not

work, and another sot of persons to think that others may not

think. Another obvious inference from this unhealthy

division of clss8es is that manual labour becomes identified
with slave labour and therefore discredited. Among other

effects Niebor finds that slavery often engenders cruelty or

at least harshness, that slaves are demoralised because.of

the lack of proper education, and because of want of normal
family relations, and that slavery prevents the development
of the sense of human dignity which lies at the foundation 

1
of morals. All this gives to a slave-holding society the 
stamp of unprogressiveness and a socially unhealthy character 
These social consequences, though not so pronounced - are 

fairly well marked in the social development of mediaeval 
Indian soci^ty^^lh ero i s e-lav cry ln^tflndttatan tod^y but 
Irta- traces-'may still jĵe -̂d-leflovered Ln the tnstltutlb-n of 

*est.le servants "so unl-versally^popular amor^

IV. MUSLIM MASSES.

It was somewhat difficult to distinguish the lower 
classes of Muslims from the masses of Hindus. Most of them

1. Compare the observations and conclusions of Niebor 456. 
Compare the estimate of BaranI in F.J.72.
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were originally Hindu convert* to Islam, which had not materially

altered their social position, although It may have Improved

it In 9ome cases. The Sultins may have been somewhat

Indulgent to the Muslim masses, on certain occasions, but this
1

Is by no means certain. With his conversion to Islfcra the 
average Muslim did not change his old environment, which was 
deeply Influenced by caste distinctions and a general social 

exclusiveness. As a result Indian Islim slowly began to 

assimilate the broad features of Hinduism. The various classes 

of which the Muslim community was composed began to live in

aloofness from one another even in separate quarters in the
2

same city. In fact matters went so far that it came to be

accepted as a recognised and time-honoured rule of social

practice, that a Hanafite was not to offer his daughter in

marriage to a Shaf?ifite, or to any other Muslim class for that
3

matter, and vice versa. On the other hand the honour and 

respect paid to the foreign ruling and privileged classes gave

I* For instance the massacres of Timur were indiscriminately, 
without any regard for those of Muslim faith. The Sultans 
usually neglected the religious divisions of the people. 
Compare K.K.881 for instance, where fAla-ud-din spares the 
life of Muslim prisoners while he orders others to be 
trampled to death.

2. Compare for instance, the description of a new colony in 
Mukandram. Gupta, Bengal etc. pp.91-2.

3. Compare F.F.117 for a religious exposition.



^the foreign and non-Indian extraction of a Muslim, the 

highest claims to social distinction. People began to 1
discover for themselves as far as possible a foreign ancestry.

B. THE HINDU SOCIETY.

The distinctive feature of Hindu society was the
2

system of castes and sub-castes, as it is even today. A

Compare I.G.I.l 329 for modern conditions in Muslim society of 
India:- After emphasizing the democratic nature of the 
teachings of Islam, the writer proceeds:- "In India, however, 
caste is in the air; its contagion has spread even to the 
Mohammedans, and we find its evolution proceeding on character
istically Hindu lines. In both communities foreign descent 
forms the highest claim to social distinction; In both 
promotion cometh from the west. As the twice born Aryan is to 
the mass of Hindus, so is the Mohammedan of alleged Arab, 
Persian, Afghan, or Mughul origin to the rank and file of his 
co-religlonlsts• And just as in the traditional Hindu system 
men of the higher groups could marry women of the lower,while 
the converse process was vigorously condemned, so within the 
higher ranks of the Mohammedans, a Sayyid will marry a 
Sheikh1s daughter but will not give his daughter In return; 
and inter-marriage between the upper circle of sol-dlsfrant 
foreigners and the main body of Indian Mohammedans Is generally 
reprobated, except in parts of the country where the aristo
cratic element Is small and must arrange Its marriages as best 
it can. . • the lower functional groups • • are organised on 
the model of regular castes, with councils and officers which 
enforce the observance of caste rules by the time-honoured 
sanction of boycotting”. Compare also the estimate of 
Senart 219; of Have11^ History of Aryan rule 162-3.
Compare I.G.I. Vol. I/for a definition of caste:- fA caste may be defined as a collection of families or groups of 
families, bearing a common name which usually denotes or Is 
associated with a specific occupation; claiming common descent 
from a mythical ancestor, human or divine; professing to 
follow the same calling; and regarded by those who are 
competent to give an opinion as forming a single homogeneous 
community. A caste Is almost invariably endogamous in the
sense that a member of the large circle denoted by the common
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reference has already been made to the system of caste as a 
contributory factor In the establishment of the foreign Muslim 

rule* Let us make a note here of the fact that, as a result 

of Muslim impact, a number of old social and legal functions had 

passed outside the operation of caste rules* The position, and 

the legal and formal power# of the Brahman had undergone a 

considerable change with the fall of the old-time Kshatriyas or 
the ruling classes of Hinduism. On the other hand, with the 

elimination of the moral rivalry of the Kshatriyas, the authority 
and personal influence of Brahmans increased among the Hindu 
masses. This led to even more restrictions of caste rules and a 

wider caste jurisdiction in marriage and diet, and a few other 
spheres that were left to them*

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

name may not marry outside that circle; but within this 
circle, there are usually a|number of smaller circles, each 
of which is also endogamous1. Again - (ibid Vol. II 307) 
the writer explains the development:- ,The process by which 
the tribal divisions were split up may be seen at work In 
the present day. Under the attraction of the superior 
Hindu civilisation and the teaching of vagrant Brahmans or 
ascetics, the upper classes separated themselves from the 
lower, initiated Hindu modes of life, assumed the status of 
a caste, were supplied with a mythical geneology by the 
Brahmans and were recognised as an Integral part of some 
Hindu community. The process was repeated until the lowest 
alone were left, and they were reduced to the condition of 
serf. . . .  *
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It is difficult to give the exact number of castes

which existed in the early Muslim period* NIcolo Conti puts the

number of groups wherein fno man of one creed will driftk, eat or
1

marry with those of others’ at eighty-four. The orthodox 
and popular tradition of Hindustan counts thirty-six such castes 

which Includes, besides the sub-castes of the Br&hmfcns, the 
Kshatriyas and the Vaisyas, other separate occupational castes 
namely, those of brewers, goldsmiths, weavers, betel-leaf sellers, 

tin-workers, .shppherds, milkmen, carpenters, smiths, bh&ts, ahirs,

Kayasthas, dyers, flower-sellers, calico,painters, barbers,
2

oilmen, jugglers, mount&anks,musicians and still others. This,

however, does not exhaust the enumeration of the castes, for, In

some cases, the fact of residing in a certain locality gave the
5

features of a caste to a group of people; In others the mutual

contact of Hindus and Muslims led to the formation of separate
4

and new castes. Of the principal oastes, numerous sub-divisions
began to develop the leading features of a distinct caste. As

5
many as twenty sub-castes existed among the Rajputs alone.

1. Compare Major 16.
2. Compare Malik Muhammad Jaisi P.154,413.
3. Compare Gupta 174-5 for the fkulinsf of Bengal.
4. Compare ibid 171-2 for the sub-castes of the Bengal Brfchmtas

named Sher khanl, Pirali, Sreemantkh§nls.

5. A.A.II 56-7.



Below all theae castes which might be classed
comparatively as the higher castes of Hinduism, came the
millions of ’Untouchables’ who also divided into castes of their

own. Though the phenomenon of untouchablllty was not so acute

In the North as it was In the South, its existence, as well as
the existence of the exclusive feeling of the upper classes

1
towards ’Untouchables’ is undisputable. This feature of Indian
social life has by no means disappeared under the strain of

2
modern conditions.
Compare Shah 70,114-5 for the stratagem Kablr employed in 
forcing his Initiation Into the cult of RimAnand and other 
references to ’defilement’ in the Bijak of Kablr. Compare 
Sircar 126 for the meeting of Chaitanya with an ’untouchable* 
named Murarl who held two blades of grass between his teeth to 
mark his abject humiliation; when Chaitanya advanced towards him 
he stepped back shouting, ’Touch me not Lord, I am a sinner, 
my body is unworthy of touch’; ^compare also the feeling of Malik 
Muhammad Jalai. P.362. For untouchablllty In the Deccan, 
compare Barbosa II 69-70; Varthema 142; J.R.A.S.1896. Mahuan’s 
account 343.
Compare the remarks of the representative of Depressed classes 
at the plenary session of the Indian Round Table Conference, 
reported in the Times, London, December 1, 1931:- "The 
depressed classes live a completely isolated life from the rest 
of the Hindus. The Hindu priest will not officiate at the 
house of an Untouchable, and will not allow him to enter his 
temple. The Hindu barber will not shave him. The Hindu 
washerman will not wash his clothes. The Hindu will not eat 
with him much less inter-marry with him. We can conceive no 
greater social separation between any two communities than that 
which exists between the touchable and untouchable Hindus".
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A number of social and economic factors were operating 

to modify the rigidity of the caste system and to change the 
relative position and privileges of the old higher castes of 

Hinduism. Of these factors, one was the introduction of Islam 

into Hindustan. The essentially proselytising nature of the 
faith of Islam, and the professions of social equality and 
fraternity among its followers, opened its doors wide to receive 
the lower castes of Hindu society. Its offer had an additional 
force because it issued from those who ruled the destinies of 

India, and possessed £±3 unlimited resources. Some conspicuous 
examples of low class converts had already shown to the mass of 
Hindus how far a convert to Islam could climb the social ladder. 
Hinduism was thus faced with the ominous prospect of seeing its 
numbers being gradually absorbed into the growing fold of Islam. 

It tried to raise a bulwark against the rising tide by making
certain concessions in reclaiming the higher classes back to

1
Hinduism and to their old privileges. For a time, it had 
nothing to offer the lower classes, who began to develop a new

1. Compare Gupta, aspects of Bengali society 170. J.D.L.
about the new reformist outlook in Bengal. It was laid 

down that if a Brahmftn was forcibly converted to Isl&m, he 
may be taken back into the bosom of the Hindu society by 

performing appropriate expiatory ceremonies, for, as the 
reformers discovered, *the fire of Brahmanical spirit burns 
in a Brkhman up to six generations1.
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philosophy of life for themselves. A popular, liberal and

catholic religion began to spread in Hindustan, deriving its

inspiration from more democratic creeds of foreign extraction.
As against the older creeds of •Deeds1 and •Knowledge1 this new
creed based itself on the fBhaktif or devotion of man to the

Divine Being, and demolished, as it were, the whole view of
1

life centring round caste and the Aahrama. We are not concerned 
with the history of religious development in this thesis, but 

we should make a note of the reactions of this new creed of 
Bhaktl on the system of caste and social behaviour. In this 

respect, the followers of the new creed were given the name of 
avadhutas, or ’emancipated1, by an early teacher of the faith
which signified their comparative freedom from the bonds of

2
ancient prejudices. In other respeots, the alterations in the

1. Compare the view of Chaitanya Sircar 98.

2. Compare Carpenter 428. Compare Sircar 212 for the instance
of a follower of Chaitanya dining with another irrespective 
of caste rules. Compare ibid 317 for the story of Subudhi 
Ray whose caste had been destroyed by the reigning Sultin of 
Bengal through pouring the water of his own goblet down his 
throat. The orthodox BrAhmans of Beneirws counselled fthe 
ordeal of steaming ghee’. When Subudhi came to Chaitanya, 
the latter only asked him to chant the name of Krishna fas 
one utterance of the Xane would wash away all his sins'.
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economic position of the various classes went a long way to
modify the social position of the erstwhile higher and privileged

classes* Under the new conditions of life, the BrahmAns, whose
erstwhile privileges and occupations did not equip them for any

1
socially useful vocation were in a very unenviable position*
Some of them qualified as physicians and astrologers, and 
managed to earn a living, but on the whole they lived in a 

miserable plight, unless they migrated to the kingdom of a Hindu 
chief, where the old order existed in some sort of vigour. The 
lower classes of Hindustan, on the other hand, who lived under 

the Sultanate were no1»^§arhampered by the old restrictions, even 
when they did not accept the new faith of Islam; in some cases
they made notable material progress which reacted on their status

2
in Hindu society* However, as we have remarked, the introduc
tion of Islam was not a fundamental revolution in the basic 
conditions of Indian life. It effected a change of classes and 
of their relative position, but did not uproot the institution.
In fact, Islam also succumbed to the spirit of class division, 
and forgot all about the message of the Quran.

1* Compare Sircar 317 for the employment of Brahmans as cooks;
compare Barbosa II 37 for BrAhmans employed as couriers.
Compare Clrcar 201, how even when they were employed as 
cooks it was hot because of their excellence in cooking 
but because it was ’fit to be eaten’ by the orthodox Hindus.

2. Compare ibid 317 how Ramanand Ray,originally a low caste,
came to meet Chaitanya on the Godavari in a luxurious
litter, attended by music and followed by Vaidic Brahmans 
In his train.
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P A R T  T W O :  E C O N O M I C .

CHAPTER IV. URAL LIFE.

GENERAL REMARKS:
India is an essentially agricultural country even

today £nd its economic structure is very different from any
1

industrial country. In India, the source of production is
land, its power, the ploughing animal, and Its implements, the
wooden plough, the toothed harrow, the smoothing board, the

levelling beam, the sowing drill and a few others, for lnstanoe

the pick and the hoe, various contrivances for raising water, a

few mattocks, spades and rakes. The proportion of land which
is irrigated by canals is still not very large and the cropa

usually depend on the favourable monsoons at the appropriate 
2

seasons. There are no violent dislocations of economic life 
except for periodical famines, a locust pest or, as it used to 
be in olden times, a band of invaders. When these epidemics

1. Compare Indian year Book 1931 p.29 for the present 
classification of occupations:- "If we add the pastoral 
and hunting occupations, the percentage(of agricultural 
population) rises to 73, while a considerable portion of 
the unfortunately large number of persons in the category 
of vague and unclassiflable occupations are probably 
labourers closely connected with the occupations of the 
land •

2. The irrigated area was 12.1% of the total chopped area 
in 1931 (Vide T.Y.B.1931).
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have passed, life in the countryside resumes its usurt 
normal activity. The life is essentially stereotyped 

and unprogressive, but extremely simple and continuous. 

Usually a whole community of people claiming a common 

descent and bound by a number of common social and religious 

ties, inhabits a number of adjoining villages. The village 

is usually composed of a number of such communities (or 
fbaradarja*, fbrotherhoods1)• Given favourable monsoons 
and not too exacting an administration, the Indian peasant 

as a rule feels quite satisfied with his lot. He meets 

the ordinary demands of his everyday life with a cheerful 
heart and goes about his vocation with a feeling not very 

different from happiness and contentment. Under these 

conditions, if he finds suitable opportunity, he confers 
one of his many children in marriage and invites to the 
celebration practically all his community and friends, as 

far as his means permit him. In his leisure hours he sings 
his popular ballads and folk songs on the common village 
courtyard (chowpal). The younger ones gather round in 
another corner and recite their favourite ghost stories and 

other lore. Under unfavourable conditions, the peasant^ 

and particularly the women folk, resort more frequently to 

their gods, deities and the spirits of their forefathers and 
popular saints and in response to their prayers and offerings
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watch eagerly for clouds with a tearful eye. In the worst

extremities of life they are reconciled to the irresistible
workings of kismet and take misfortunes and disaster with

a superhuman calmness and passive resignation. Life has
very few good things to offer to stimulate their desires or
promise their fulfilment. This has been the basis of
Indian agricultural life for unknown centuries.in Hindustan.

that
The attitudes of mind and modes of thought/have 

grown out of these conditions have moulded the life of an 

Indian village community. We have referred to its 
political aspect in an earlier chapter. Economically 
speaking, the village is a self-sufficient unit with an 
organle and well developed economic structure, if by organic 

life we mean the team work of a community to supply the 
needs and to fulfil the desires of its members. In fact, if 

an Indian village community be Isolated physically from the 
rest of the world (as it is psychologically, in most cases) 
its economic organisation would remain more or less unaffected. 
The leading feature of an Indian village community is a 

harmonious co-ordination of the specialized functions of its 
various component groups of workers. Everyone has his 

special function assigned to him; in fact, he is also born 

and brought up to it. For instance, of the various social 
groups, the husbandman takes to the tilling and the harvesting
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of crops whloh provide food for *11 the members of a 
village community. The rest of the members contribute to 
the productive process In a subsidiary manner. The women 
folk lend a hand In the various forms of farm labour, and 

look after animals and stock, The carpenters errploy 

themselves In making and mending ploughs and other lmplements9 
the cultivator supplying them with wood. The blacksmiths 
supply the Iron parts of the Implements and repair them 

when necessary. The potters supply the household utensils, 

dhe cobblers make and mend the plough harness and shoes.

In fact, everyone has his contribution to uske, the 
washerman, the barber, the cow-herd, the milkman, the 

water-carrier, the scavenger, even the beggar, the priest, 

the astrologer and the popular dootor and magicians.
Again, the produce of the field feeds a number of rural 

Industries for Instance, the making of ropes and baskets 
and the manufacture of sugar, scents, oils. It finds 

occupation for a number of crafts namely, those of weaver 
leather-workers, dyers, wood-workers and calico-paInters,
A group of people Is set apart for the exchange of village 

produce. In one quarter of an Indian village, one comes 
across a tiny market where grain, cloth, sweets, meat, and 

other necessities of life are sold by petty shop-keepers• 

There is sometimes even a money-changer In a corner of the
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village market who changes coppers and cowries for silver and
makes a small fortune In the process of conversion.

Sometimes, the services of the local goldsmith come to his
aid in testing the purity of the metal of a coin. The
periodical fairs serve for bigger exchanges of commodities
and for the supply of what one might call the luxuries of
peasants, e,g, copper and mixed metal utensils, lead and
tinsel ornaments, children’s toys etc. The Indian village
Is not without its local politicians and even statesmen.

The chowpal Is full of discussions about individual quarrels
and questions of caste behaviour. Somebody Is even deeply
thinking of the dangers of commercial wealth of village
shop-keepers and expounds his political theories with all

1
the pretensions of a Demosthenes. But outiide their 

particular village or a group of neighbouring villages, the 
rest of the world is one big mystery for them. This has 
been the structure of an Indian village In Hindustan, though
signs of its decay are fast approaching under the strain2
of new economic forces.

1. Compare I.K.Ill 49; compare Gupta, Bengal etc. 158 
for the remarks of an old Bengali poet and writer on 
the wealth of the village petty s h o p - k e e p e r s " T h e y  
sell con* buy and in the process they draw to themselves 
the wealth of the people’•

2. Compare a description of a village organisation in 
X.G.I.IV 280-1; also Gupta, Bengal etc. 163.
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In the period under review, the village community was

a working institution in full vigour, and determined the

economic outlook of the vast majority of the population of

Hindustan* Its leading economic feature was production

mainly for purposes of local consumption* Industries on

a large scale were carried on in a few localised areas which
were as a rule situated at the mouth of certain navigable

rivers through which raw materials could be imported with

facility, or else in close vicinity to an area where raw
material was available in sufficient quantities to feed them*

Apart from a very few Inland centres of other provinces,
Bengal and Gujarat, because of their shipping facilities,
were the chief industrial provinces which worked certain
industries, collected the surplus of finished products from

the inland centres of other provinces and exported them
abroad* In this manner, while the vast majority ocoupled
itself with agricultural pursuits, a small proportion engaged

in trade and industry, and a few rich people lived on
1

commerce with foreign nations* This gave rise to a little 

urban life in a few big towns which also served as the seat 
of local or provincial administration. The towns were

1* Compare, the observations of Mahnan in Bengal* J.R.A*S* 
1895, p •530•
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usually walled and protected and also served as centres of

refuge to the neighbouring populace In times of danger and

insecurity. In times of peace, they served as centres of

distribution of agricultural produce and industrial goods.

In general we might say that though the towns led the country

In social and Intellectual culture, they were not of sufficient

economic Importance to modify the economic outlook of the
1

people as a whole.

An important factor in the economic life of the 

people was the administrative machinery. It shared the fruits 
of the peasant labour and employed Industrial labour on a 

small scale. In its turn, it gave some sort of security for 
the peaceful pursuit of agricultural vocations and incidentally 

gave certain facilities for the transport of goods from one 
part of the country to another. On the whole, any big 
Improvement in the method of production, a more equitable 
distribution of the economic wealth or a better adjustment of 

the economic position of the various social classes, was outside 

the policy of the state. On the other hand, as has been shown 
in an earlier chapter, the state was Interested in perpetuating

1. Compare the Indian Year Book (1931) p.22 for the ratio
of 10.2: 89.8 between the urban and the rural population 
of India. fThe progress of urbanisation in India - if 
there has been any progress at all - has been very slow 
during the past thirty years, the whole Increase being 
less than one per cent . p .21 ibid.
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the low standard of economic life oft the masses of the people. 

The economic framework of society worked as best It could 

/within the limits of Its productive capacity* It Involved 

division Into classes, disparity of Incomes and a general 
degradation of the status of the productive labourer, but 

all these social factors had been adjusted Into the system, 

over which a structure of culture and artistic developments 

was raised which still endears Itself to all sorts of social 

dreamers and political philosophers* There was no economic 

revolution, for none was wanted. The land was almost 

jlimitless In potential wealth and resources and equally vast 
in extent which set serious limits to administrative exactions 

and to the domination of the ruling classes as a whole* 

i Finally, there was no fixed standard of comfort, a fact which 

made matters easier for the ruling classes*

1* The produce of the land*

Nearly all cultivation was done on land which
1

furnished food for men and fodder for animals* It la difflcul 

to speak of the size of an average farm or even of the 

proportion of the population which took to active husbandry.

1. Compare A*A*I 79-80; Inld II 6 for the crops of slnghara,
salak, khus, kaseru, which are grown on the surface of
water and probably existed before Akbar, as they did under 
him, but their proportion to land crops was negligible.
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We can roughly state that leaving aside those who were 

engaged In domestic labour and crafts, all others took to 
the cultivation of the fields. There are no detailed 
references to the system of cultivation then In vogue, but

1
probably It was not very different from the present system.
The agricultural produce of the country as a whole could not 
have been very different from what it is today except for the 
newly introduced cultivation of tobacco, tea, coffee and the 
extension of jute cropff and the like. It appears, however, 

that medicinal herbs, spices and fragrant woods were grown in 

larger quantities, and found a market in and outside India. 
Pulses, wheat, barley, millet, peas, rice, sesame and oilseeds,

1. Compare K.K. 709 where Amir Khusrav, beyond praising the 
skill and ingenuity of Indian peasants in general terms, 
gives no details. Compare K.R.II 145 for the employment 
of Persian water-wheels on the Meghna in Bengal.
Compare for a parallel the use of Persian water-wheels in 
Samarkand in the 13th century. Brltschneider I 76; 
compare their use in Oudh (mentioned by Malik Muhammad 
Jaisi) under the name of Rahat p.52. Compare Babur*s 
account in B.N.249-50 for a more systematic survey. He 
refers to the use of Persian wheels in Lahore, Dlpalpur, 
Sirhind and thereabout^; the use of long leather^buokets 
(pur) drawn by a pair of bullocks in Agra, and Byana; and 
the use of what is now called a tphenkl^for a constant 
supply of water. For a description of dhenkll see
I.G.I. XXI 125-6. Compare also Macanllffe 1 22 for 
similar arrangements in other parts of Hindustan.
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1
sugar cane and cotton were the chief crops. The area round

about Kara and Manikpur (near Allahabad) was considered to be

exceptionally fertile and grew good quality rice, sugar cane,2
and wheat which were exported to Delhi in great quantities.

As a result of canal irrigation introduced under Flruz Sh&h 

Tughluq, the area of Hissar and Firuzabad added to the existing

cultivation of sesame and pulses^ the culture of wheat and sugar
3

cane. Among other improved crops, the rice of Sirsuti was
4

reputed for quality and found a ready market in Delhi. The

1. Compare, in connection with the growth of cotton, the 
cultivation of a kind of giant cotton plant (Deva kapas) 
growing full six paces in height and attaining fce an 
age of twenty years. Up to twelve years, the tree grew 
good spinning cotton. Vide Yule II 393, and note.

2. K.R. II 24.
3. B.568.
4. K.R.II 14.
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usual method of storing the stock of grain was in grain-pits
1

or khattees which preserved the grain for a very long time.

Among the fruits of the Gangetic plains, the mango was especially
popular. The mango was easily the best of all fruits, even

2
preferable to the melons of Isl&mic countries. This, however, 

is a delicate point, for Babur never forgets the melons of his 

country when he goes about Hindfcatfin. In fact, he had some of

the best musk melon plants of Kabul brought to India and pladted
3

in his garden at Agra. Even some time after Babur, the

1. Ik.V 66. For a description of Khattee, compare Tod III 
1563:- 1These pits or trenches are fixed on elevated
dry spots, their size being according to the nature of the 
soil. All the preparations they undergo are the 
incineration of certain vegetable substances and lining 
the iiides and bottom with wheat or barley stubble. The 
grain is then deposited in the pit, covered over with straw, 
and a terrace of earth, about eighteen inches in height, 
and projecting in front beyond the orifice of the pit, is 
raised over it. This is secured with a coating of clay 
and cow-dung which resists even the monsoon and is renewed 
as the torrents injure it. Thus the grain may remain for 
years without injury while the heat which is extricated 
checks germination, and deters rats and white ants*. 
Masfrllk-ul-absar. however, notes that the colour of the 
grain underwent a change through long storage.

2. Compare the estimate of Amir Khusrav. Q.S.166-7. Compare 
W.M.74 for an interesting discovery of the Tradition of 
the Prophet in support of the superiority of the mango.

3. B.N. 357.
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cultivation of these melons was not extensive In Hindustan. 
Among other fruits we may note the growth of a variety of 
grapes, dates, pomegranates, plantains, Indian melons,

peaches, apples, oranges,grape-fruit, figs, lemons, karna,
2

jhong, khlrnee, Jaman, jack fruits and numerous others.

Cocoanuts were abundant on the coasts.
The Sultans of Delhi and other rulers appear to

have taken pains to Improve the quality of Indian fruits and

fche system of gardening as a whole# Pfruz Tughluq carried

out a big programme of laying gardens, which led to a general

improvement in the quality of most of the fruits mentioned

above. According to his chronicler, he laid out 1200 gardens

In the neighbourhood and in the suburbs of Delhif} eighty on
4

the Salora embankment, and forty-four in Chitor. RajputAna

1. Compare the account of Hajl Babir who was provided with 
some melons in Delhi, but they were obviously not 
indigenous. Z.W.II 770.

2. Compare the account of Barani and 'Aflf. B.569-70,
A.128, in addition to Amir Khusrav in Q.S.166-7.

3. Compare also A.295-6 for these Improved varieties, 
especially seven different varieties of grapes.

4. Ibid.



maintained and even extended this tradition of laying gardens*
Apart from Chi tor 9 Dholpur, Oawlior and Jodhpur , w&L other
places also took up the improved methodsof fruit cultivation
and gardening* In Dholpur especially, gardens shaded the
route to the oity for a distance of seven krohs (about 14 

1
miles)* Speeial attention was paid to the culture of 
pomegranates in Jodhpur, and the Lodi Sultan, Slkamdar 
confidently declared that Persia could not produce pomegranates
vhlch would compare favourably with the Jodhpur variety in

2
flavour*

The culture of flowers is of K very ancient date in 
Hindustan* They have been remarkable for their charm, smell 
and variety* A number of them like the Tula! and the marigold 
have become partly sacred, being associated with many religious 
worships and offerings* The gift of flowers was a common 
courtesy among the Hindus* Important social occasions and 
domestic ceremonies were always accompanied with flowers and 
flower-garlands* For Instance, It was difficult to Imagine

1* Compare the fruits of Chitor in the time of Kallk
Muhammad Jilal. P*419-20; compare T.A.I 324 for the 
destruction of Jodhpur gardens by the soldiers of 
Slkandar Lodi*

2* Compare the account of Tarlkh-1-Daddi* f.45. Compare 
Amir Khusrav9s description of a ’smiling pomegranate1 
in Ik.IV 330*
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a newly wedded couple or their bed without wreaths of

flowers. Whole chapters of their books have been devoted

by Am£r Khusrav and Malik Muhammad Jaial to the description

of flowers of the land. We will revert to flowers at

the close of our thesis. It is worth while remembering

in this connection that Babur did not make any improvement

in the quality or the variety of Indian flowers in his

kingdom, beyond introducing a variety of Jtadlmm rose from
1

Gwalior into his garden at Agra,
Reference in this connection may be made to fragrant 

woods,for instance, sandal-wood and aloes, which were grown 
in Hindustan, Assam was specially reputed for a particular 

quality of aloe-wood which was sent as an offering to some 

of the most famous temples in the land, Bughri KhSn did not

forget to Include some of this wood among his gifts to his
2

son, Sultan Mifizz-ud-dln Kaiqubad. Similarly certain
medicinal herbs used as antidotes for poisons and for snake-

3
bites, were grown in the country. Among spices, pepper

and ginger and other spices were grown In some parts of
4

Gujarat in large quantities,

1. Compare T.P.I.391.
2. Q.S.101,

3. For instance 'Mukhlisa* E.D.II 239.

4. Compare Yule II 393.
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An ©numeration of domestic and wild animals and fowl 

la difficult, for their number la legion. In the absence of 

the present land communications and the measures of security 

which have led to the elimination of considerable numbers of 

wild animals, It la easy to picture the old landscape full of 

wild and domesticated animals. Outside Africa and Australia, 

India Is £111 one of the few countries which possess a great 

variety of wild animals. Among the species which have now 

become rare, if not extinct, were the rhinoceros, a variety of 
hunting falcons and the lion.

2. Village Manufactures and cottage industries.
On the basis of agricultural produce, a number of 

crafts and industries were carried on on a small scale in the 

village. The labour employed on these industries was 

hereditary; the implements and the method of work were both 

crude and the output meagre. But through generations of 

exclusive employment and inherited traditions of efficiency and 

skill, the quality of the products was excellent and their 

artistic value great. The social status and the limited 

opportunities of village craftsmen discouraged them from making 

progress beyond certain limits. Moreover, they were not
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adequately protected against administrative oppression.

The Introduction of Muslim craftsmen may have done something
towards removing the social disabilities of the class as a

whole, but in the long run Muslim Influence succumbed to the

older traditions. When Babur came to Hindustan no appreciable

modification in the social character of these vocations was

visible, for he finds all the craftsmen organised in rigid and
2

exclusive castes *
The more important manufactures based on agricultural 

produce were those of unrefined sugar, scents and spirits*

We will refer to sugar later on. Scents and scented waters 

were manufactured where facilities existed for the development 

of the industry. A whole class of scent merchants, for
3

instance, existed in Bengal and were known as G&ndfla Banlks.

1. Compare Amir Khusrav Ik.II 19-20 for oppressive regulations 
in the case of oil manufacturers of Delhi; compare also 
Gupta, Bengal etc. 158, for the position of betel-leaf 
sellers in the oolony of Bir in Bengal who in case of 
oppression could not offer any resistance beyond a wall
of despair, duhai.

2. Compare also P.19; Macauliffe I 284; K.K*740.

3. Gupta, Bengal etc. 163*
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Rosejkater was commonly uaed to sprinkle on friendly 

gatherings and social parties for its ooollng and refreshing 

effect* Among other scents, Malik Muhammad JalsI makes a 

particular mention of tvo strong scents or ottos named
1

Maldu and Chuval, but their specific variety Is not clear*

The manufacture of spirits and liquors is very old

in Hindustan* In very ancient days beers were manufactured
2

from unrefined sugar, mahua» barley cakes and rice* To

this Amir Khusrav also adds the use of sugar-cane in the
3

manufacture of drinks* Other varieties were made out of
4

Indian date-palm and cocoanut juice* In Bengal^where 
facilities for the manufacture of practically all varieties

1* P (hin) 143; compare also T*M*(II) 124 for a present of
an elephant load of white and red flowers and of a variety 
of scents 9the smell of which looked down upon the gardens 
of paradise9 which Qutb-ud-dln Albak presented to 
Muhammad bln S&m of Ghilr.

2* Compare J*A*S*B* 1906 J*C* Ray - 9Hlndu method of 
manufacturing spirits9*

3. K.K.740, 772; also B285.
4* Compare Mahuan, J*R*A*S*1895, 531; also Vambery 29*

For the variety manufactured from Mahua (Bassla Latlfolla) 
compare IbW Batuta K.R.II 11 who compares it to the taste 
of dates 9dfied in the sun9* Compare BIbur who finds 
this drink distasteful* B*N*26* For its strong 
intoxicating effect see P.329* Bibur considers the 
drink manufactured from the palm 9on the whole, good 
stuff9 and the other variety from cocoanut, quite strong 
and nice* B.N.262. Nlcolo Conti speaks of a cheap 
beer made of ground rice and mixed with water and some
'redd, colour.• .11 tempered with the Juice of *t.11i tre. 
Fr.mpton 137.  __
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of strong drinks existed, strong spirits were openly sold
1

In the markets*

Among other important manufactures, mention may

be made of a variety of oils, which were manufactured through
the familiar process of the oil-press (ghfcn) still in use

2
at the present day*

Among home industries, the most important were those
xU*.

of^weaving and spinning of cotton* The various processes of

weaving and spinning were the same as are employed in Indian
3

villages today* The finished piece of cloth was sold by 

the piece and even by weight for cash payment or in return for 

other goods. Other minor industries included cap-making, 

shoe-making and the making of arms of all kinds, especially 

bows and arrows* The better class of bow-makers used silk 

for bow-strings, cane for the arrows and steel for arrow-heads* 
The blacksmiths had a fairly busy time* The process of 
smelting iron ore was widely understood by blacksmiths.

Besides various agricultural implements and arms of iron,locks,

1* Compare Mahuan J.R.A.S.1895, 531.
2* Compare Gupta, Bengal etc. 158.

3. Compare two very interesting descriptions of the processes
given by Kablr, who was the son of a weaver (vide Shah 
125, 169, 102) and Lalkuof Kashmir (vide Temple 225)*
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keys I razors were articles of common use in Indian homes• 

Goldsmiths and silver-smiths had attained even greater skill 
in their work, to which reference will be made later. 

y Jarftau* or inlay work had become very popular and all classes

of women, rich and poor, were fond of using ornaments with
2

inlay-work. A class of craftsmen in Bengal also worked conch-

shell into various ornaments. Brass-workers similarly,

employed themselves in making Jugs, cups, large plates of brass,

cooking and other vessels, bells, idols, lamp stands, betel-leaf 
3

boxes etc. There was even a class of drum-makers and makers
4

of other musical instruments. Other modest industries 

consisted of the making of ropes and baskets, earthen pots, 
leather-buckets, fans, etc. etc.

1. Compare Ik.IV 47-9. B.365; K.K.744,749.

2. Compare Akhar&wat 25-6 for the <fondness of poor women-folk
for Jarftfiu work; also a.13 where A.S. Beveridge considers
1Jarfifl* as 1Jawahar* or jewels. The term is used even 
at the present day in the original sense of inlay work.

3. Compare Gupta, Bengal etc. 162-3.
4. Ibid 158
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3. Standard of economic life*

To complete the discussion of rural life, a word 
may be added as to the standard of economic life in the 

villages. Of the produce of the field, share went to

the state, In the form of the land-tax and various perquisites. 

Of the remainder, a customary share was fixed for various 

classes of domestic and other labourers. The peasant and 
his family kept the rest for their own use, gradually consuming 

the produce, and making special use of It on the great 

occasions of domestic life, namely, at birth, marriage and 
funeral celebrations. A certain proportion went to the share 

of the priest and the temple,and the rest was consumed by the 
peasant and his stock of domestic animals. In a certain

sense the menial and domestic labourers, for Instance tfce
carpenter, the smith, the potter, the washerman, the scavenger

etc., were better off, for no animals and not many respectable
priests encumbered their lives. Their despised Isolation
gave them some sort of security against external Interference.

Like the peasants they also spent their meagre resources on
domestic ceremonies and the upkeep of family customs, and lived

on a bare pittance, normally indebted to the local money-
1

lender like all other producing classes.

1. Compare Gupta, Bengal etc. 189 for a reference to 
money-lenders•
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It Is difficult to convert the possible grain surplus
of the peasant or of other labourers in the village into a

cash money-value, for the sake of comparison with other classes
whose standards of income we will discuss in a succeeding
chapter. As compared with them, the peasant usually worked

hard and unceasingly, almost day and night at some seasons of

the year. His exacting labour was shared by his wife and other
1

members of the family. In return for all this labour he was 

lucky if he could obtain a square meal every day. There are 
very few and very vague references to the life of the peasants, 

but it can be asserted with confidence that their lot was very
i

miserable and they lived constantly in a state of semi-starvation 
When you have said that people go nearly naked you have 

practically exhausted the topic of clothing and you can write 

little about furniture when the possessions of a family are 
limited to a couple of bedsteads and a scanty supply of cooking 
vessels* We shall refer to the subject again in a later 
chapter.

1. For woman*s share in the rural labour, Shah 87,170.

2. Compare an extreme case mentioned by Mukandram where the 
co-wife of a fowler lives on rioe soup and stale curry and 
sleeps on a straw bed. Vide J.D.L.1929, 223.

3. Moreland, India etx. 255. Compare also Amir Khusravfs 
opinion in KK.204-5 where he frankly declares that * every 
pearl in the^firown is nothing but the crystallised drop of 
blood which has fallen from the tearful eyes of the
P°or folki
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C H A P T E R  V.

I. INDUSTRIES.

There is ample evidence to show that many industries of 

considerable Importance were developed In Hindustan during this 

^period, the more Important of them being textiles, metal-work, 

stone-work, sugar, indigo and paper. A portion of the luxuries 
for the upper classes was supplied from outside* There were no 

factories or large-scale industrial enterprises In the modern 
sense of the term* Usually, the producers of a commodity in 
small towns arranged with dealers of those goods in a big city 

to supply them with finished goods for distribution inland or for 

export outside* Sometimes the producers also disposed of their 

stock at the periodical fairs* The large scale exporters of 

goods, usually living in coastal towns also arranged directly 

| with the manufacturers or through their agents, for the purchase 

and supply of finished goods* In some places enterprising 

business men engaged a number of craftsmen to manufacture articles 

under their own supervision. Of such organisations or factories, 

ythe best equipped and most efficiently organised were those of 
the Sultans of Delhi, or, at a later date, of the various minor
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rulers In provinces also. These factories were known as

|karkhanas or royal stores and have been referred to earlier.

The royal factories at Delhi sometimes employed as many as

4,000 weavers of silk alone besides manufacturers of other kinds
of goods for the royal supply. Some idea of the royal demand

may be gathered from the fact that Muhammad Tughluq used to

/ distribute 200,000 complete robes of honour twice every year,
in the spring and the autumn; those of/spring consisted chiefly

fAtof goods manufactured at Alexandria, while those of/autumn were
made of goods partly manufactured at Delhi and partly imported

from China and 'Iraq. Similarly, Muhammad Tughluq employed no

less than 4,000 manufacturers of golden tissues for brocades
used by ladles of the royal harlm or given away in presents to
amirs and their wives. Practically every article of royal use,
for instance caps, shoes, curtains, tapestry, waist-bands,

sashes, embroideries, saddles etc* was supplied by these 
1

Karkhanas. The Karkhanas similarly manufactured vast stores of

\ fine muslins and other goods for gifts and presents to other
2

monarchs in return for similar gifts from them. We have no

1. Compare the account of Masallk-ul-abaftr. E.D.III 578; and 
Notices etc. I have followed the figures of the French 
version.

2. Compare for instance the stores of Mandu. T.1.247; and the 
account of MxtamxxSxRxAx&xlMSqtxfiS&xxxxgaiiqpKxaxXxSxlxfXx 
SfifixX the embassy of Ibw Batdta to China for fine cloth.
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record of the wages of the workmen who were employed in these 

royal establishments until we come to the time of Akbar. On 

|the whole the state left the manufacture and distribution of 

all manufactured goods free of state control. ’Ala-ud-dln 

Khalji alone of all the Sultans of Delhi made a bold attempt to 
/ control the market of Delhi but his reasons were administrative 

and political rather than economic and do not help us to 

elucidate the various aspects of the industrial situation in 
the country.

1. TEXTILES.
The manufacture of textiles was the biggest industry 

of Hindustan. It included the manufacture of cottontfcloth,

Jwoollen cloth and silks. Cotton was extensively grown in the 
country. Wool could always be procured from mountainous

tracts, though sheep were also reared in the plains. The finer 
qualities of woollen stuffs and furs were largely imported from

outside and were almost exclusively worn by the aristocracy.
1

Silk-worms were reared in Bengal, though it is not clear if

1. Compare the account of Mahuan. J.R.A.S.1895, 552. Compare 
I.G.I.IV 206-7 on the history of the silk industry in 
India: - fIt is probably correct that the most ancient 
references to silk by Sanskrit authors denote one or other 

of the non-domesticated worms and not the true sllk-worm 
of modern commerce. All the passages that speak of the 
mulberry-worm in early Hindu literature refer to an imported 
and not a locally produced silk. Neither this worm nor the 
plant on which it feeds has ever been found in indigenous 
condition in India - certainly never in the parts of India 
where seri-culture exists1. The introduction of silk-worms
In Bengal may be due to Chinese Influence as the Introduction
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they were the true silk-worms (i.e. the mulberry-eating Insect). 

In any case a greater supply of silk yarn was Imported.

The allied Industries of embroidery, gold thread work and 
dyeing, were also carried on In many big cities of Hindustan.

On the whole the quality of Indian textile products was 

excellent, and the output was sufficient to meet the demands 
of Internal consumption. Bengal and Gujarat also exported 

very large quantities of cotton and other goods to various ‘ 

countries. The manufacture of fine stuffs was limited to the 

demands of a small class of well-to-do people. The poorer 

classes, as has been explained in the previous chapter, used 

the products of their own looms and only bought fine cloth for 
certain festivals and for marriages and other social occasions.

The stuff8 worn by the rich usually consisted of a
variety of silks, fine muslins, fine linen, brocade, satin and

1
a variety of furs - beaver, ermine, marten, sable. In cold

Continuation of foot-note on previous pages-

of Chinese paper, which will be described presently.
1. Compare the description of Khusrav. Q.S.32-3;_compare_also

B.311 for the prohibitions of SultSn *Ala-ud-dln Khalji 
which were designed to control the needs of the nobles end 
extended to the sale of brocade and gold-cloth, the finer 
silks of Delhi and piambayat (or Cambay), the Shuatarl, the 
Bhlriiln, the Deo girl and certain other varieties of cloth.
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weather while the rich used furs and fine wool, the poor wore

stuffed cotton and a variety of rough blankets. The manufacture

of fine cloth had attained an unusual degree of excellence. Of

this we have many poetic and fanciful descriptions from the pen of
Amir Khusrav who in spite of his enthusiastic exaggerations of

language, reveals to us a great deal of refinement and skill
1

among the workers. Deoglr and Uahadeva-nagarl in the Deccan 
were famous centres of cloth manufacture and gave their names to

the cloth of their make which was considered to be of exceptional2
fineness and beauty. Of the other well-known varieties of 

fine cloth, we read the names of Balramla, Salahlya, Shirin, 

kattan-i-Ruml, SlraJ, Qibab, to mention only a few, though their

1. Compare for Instance his description of Bengal muslin in one 
place: it was so fine and light that a hundred yards of this 
mu8lia could be wrapt round the head and one could still 
see the hair underneath. Vide Q.S.3 2 - 3 * In another place 
he compares the cloth of Deogir with the^r/ richly coloured 
pieces to ’tulips of the hills and roses of the garden’.
In one place he compares the Deogirl cloth to a drop of water 
in fineness and transparence. A hundred yards of this 
cloth could pass through the eye of a needle and yet it was 
so strong that the needle could not pierce through it.
A person, according to Khusrav, wearing this cloth looked 
like one uncovered, ’only smeared with pure water*. The 
author thinks that JBteoglr j cloth was good enough to tempt 
a fairy and was incomparably better than silk and brocade.
(Vide K.F.ll, K.K. 867 and Add. 25,807 folio 459).

2. Compare ibid K.F.ll.
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precise nature Is not clear. Probably these designations carry

local and particular associations which it is not easy to unravel
at present. Delhi was a great centre in the North, but it is

not clear if Its fame was due to its being a market of fine goods

or because of their manufacture. The price of a complete piece
1

of fine muslin of exceptional excellence went up to 100 Tankas.
Iq-T'ae

There was a^stock of fine muslin, silk and brocade in Delhi and
2

probably also in other large towns.

Bengal and Gujarat led the whole of Hindustan in the j 

manufacture and export of textile goods. The harbour facilities 

of these provinces and their commercial relations with the 

outside world, helped them in building up an extensive textile 

industry.

The accounts of Amir Khusrav, Mahnan, Varthewa and 

Barbosa all bear witness to the excellence of Bengal manufactures. 

Amir Khusrav is warm in the praise of stuffs which Bughra Khan,

the governor of Bengal, presented to his son Sultan Mtflzz-ud-dln
3

Kaiqtf^d. Mahuan,on his visit to Bengal, enumerates five or six

1. Compare Ibu Batuta. K.R.II 90-1.

2. Compare for instanoe Malfuzat 289 where Timur notes with
satisfaction that among other goods he collected silk and 
brocade in the sack of Delhi past *811 estimate, number,limit 
or calculation1.

3. Compare Q.S.100-1 where Khusrav describes a piece of cloth 
the texture of which was so fine that the body was visible 
through it^5 One could fold a whole piece of this cloth 
inside nail; yet it was large enough to cover the world 
when unfolded.
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varieties of fine muslins, gold embroidered caps and silk
1

handkerchiefs. The accounts of Varthema and Barbosa are in

substantial agreement, only the former finds more abundance

of cotton cloth in Bengal than anywhere else in the world.
He mentions a variety of fine cloth named Bairam, Hamone, Llzatl,

Caintar, Douzar, Sinabaff, the nature of which is not clear.

Barbosa observes that a kind of sash named Slrband^made in Bengal

was much esteemed by Europeans for the head-dress of ladles, and
by Persians and Arab merchants for use as turbans. Arab

merchants were similarly fond of using Bengal Sinabaffs for 
2 _ and

shirte, Among articles of Internal consumption, dhotis/ saris,
3

both of silk and cotton, were manufactured in large quantities.

1. Compare J.R.A.S.1895, 531-2.
2. For the account of Varthema 212, for Barbosa Vol II 145.
3. Mr. Gupta gives an interesting account of dhoti and sari

manufactures in Bengal in J.D.L.1929, 224-231. He tells 
us for instance that four distinct varieties of silk saris 
were made, namely Kale Pat Sadi, Agun Pat Sadi, Pater 
Bhuml and Kanchl Pat Sadi. Among other varieties of silks 
he mentions Neta, Tasar and Pater Pachhda. He gives 
numerous descriptions of the designs land texture of the 
saris, Similarly he mentions a variety of cotton and
silk"dhotis. The first muslins of Bengal, he tells us,
were usually made with a mixture of silk and cotton and 
were tastefully embroidered. Their descriptive names and 
the large variety of their range suggests a very advanced 
stage of refinement. It is, however, difficult to fix the

. exact period to which his account applies. Gupta in his 
'Bengal in the Sixteenth Century1 informs us that hundreds 
of pieces of dhotis were manufactured in the small colony 
of Bir in Bengal, which indicates the extensive output 
of cloth.
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Gujarat was similarly rich in the manufacture of clotl 

The silks of Cambay (Khambayat) were among the costly goods

which were controlled by Sultan fAli-ud-din Khalji in Delhi*
the 1Their use was confined to^ great nobles»of statu* Barbosa

tells us that Cambay was the centre of manufacture for all

kinds of fine and coarse and printed cotton cloth, besides othe:

cheap varieties of velvets, satins, taffetas and thick carpets*
Varieties of printed cloth and 'silk muslins1 were also

2
manufactured in other parts of Guje^at*

Apart from the manufacture of cloth, other

miscellaneous goods, carpets, cushions, coverlets, beddings
bed-

(durrles), prayer-carpets,/strings and several other articles 
were also manufactured*

Mention may well be made here of the dyeing industry 

of Hindustan* The land was rich in indigo, and the people, 

irrespective of sex or age, were fond of bright colours*

Various accounts refer to saris with dyed borders and to other 

silks and muslins with many coloured stripes* Thus the dyeing

1* Compare 3.311. Compare also the opinion of Varthema, who 
estimates that Khambayat (or Cambay) contributed to about 
half the total textile exports of India* We shall speak 
of it presently in connection with foreign trade*

2* Compare Barbosa I 141, 154-5*
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Industry and calico-painting went hand in hand with the 

manufacture of cloth. Barbosa and Varthema both refer to 

fpainted cloth*. The former also speaks of ’quilts and tasters
1

of beds finely worked and painted, and quilted articles of dress,

2. Metal-work.

Next in importance to textiles were a number of j 
industries based on metal worfc. Metal work has a very old 
tradition in India, to which many ancient idols and the Delhi 

pillar bear witness. It is only during the last century that
i

the position of the Indian metal workers has changed so completely, 

The mines of iron, mercury and lead existed in India and were

worked to a certain degree, though the output does not appear to
3

be very considerable. Abul Pazl definitely states that Indian

1. Ibid 142.
2. Compare LIKI.IV 128 on the decline of chemical industries 

fIn this respect India of today stands in contrast to the 
India of a century ago. The high quality of the native-made 
iron, the early anticipation of the process now employed in 
Europe for the manufacture of high-class steels and the 
artistic products in copper and brass gave the country a

prominent position in the ancient metallurgical world, while 
as a chief source of nitre India held a position of peculiar 
political importance until, less than forty years ago, the 
chemical manufacturer of Europe found, among his by-products, 
cheaper and more effective compounds for the manufacture of 
explosives *•

3. Compare the opinion of Mas&llk-ul-ab»fir. Notices etc.166-7. 
Compare Tod I 321 on the discovery of Tin (probably lead and 
zinc mines as explained by I.G.I. ’Rajputana1) and silver 
mines in Jawara (MewSr) at the close of the fourteenth century
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metal workers fully understood how to handle various metals,
namely iron, brass, silver, zinc (kansi), mixed metal (asht-dhat]

1
and mica |kol-pattar)• The Industry of sword-making was well 
established even in very ancient times, so that the Indian sword 

and dagger have passed into the classical terminology of Arabic « 
and Persian. Under the Sultans of Delhi the art of manufactur

ing fine steel was by no means dead; in fact, all conditions

point to a greater stimulus and increased activity in this
2

direction* • We have spoken of some articles of common use 
before. We can add to them the manufacture of 'basins, cups,
steel gunsj knives and scissors9 which was noticed by the Chinese

3
traveller Mahuan in Bengal.

We have already referred to the inlay work. We may 
add that refined work in metals in general and in gold and 
silver in particular had made great advances under the Sultans

1. A.A.I 35-6.

2. Compare Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shfchfs estimate (Vide A.M.77)
that of all the existing varieties of sword the Indian was 
the best and the finest in temper. Among other varieties 
of Indian swords he makes a special mention of one rare 
variety named Wan-gohar. Usually the armouries and
treasures of monarchs did not possess more than one of this 
kind for It required so much time, labour and wealth and 
exceptional skill to manufacture it. Among the leading 
sword manufacturers of his age, he mentions those of KurajO 
on the Indus•

3. J.R.A.S. 1895, 532. But 9guns1 probably is a mistranslatic 
since guns did not come into use before the end of the 
fifteenth century in Hindustan.
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of Delhi. By the time of Timur, gold and silver vessels, 

inlaid drnaments, embroidered and damascened work, making-ef 
ewers of Bidari alloy, crowns, embroidered belts, necklaces,
dishes, dish covers and other articles wasccommon in many big

2
cities. Barbosa bears testimony to the 1very fine work* of

3
•the very good goldsmiths’of Gujarat. This skill of the Indiai 
workman partly explains why Timur usually spared the lives of 

Indian craftsmen in his indiscriminate massacre of Indian people,

1. Of this there are several instances in Muslim chronicles. 
Early in the period, the son of Rai PithorA, governor of 
Aj/merjg sent to Qutb-ud-dln among other gifts four ’gold 
melons’ which were most exquisitely worked in gold and 
looked like real fruits. The General had them forwarded 
to Sultan Muhammad b5n Sam in Ghur as a rare piece of art. 
(Vide T.F.M. 22-3; also Tabaqat-l-Haslrl ms.f.91).
Compare also a reference to ’gold melons’ under Humayan in 
a succeeding chapter. The other favourite piece of metal 
work was the imitation garden worked with precious metals^ 
and jewellery. Compare for instance a description of Amir 
Khusrav in KK.772 in connection with the celebrations which 
Sultan Mubarak Shah Khaljl organised to mark the birth of 
his eldest son. He laid an imitation garden in which all 
the fruit trees were made of gold and their leaves of emeral 
The cypresses were made from rubies. The grass effect was 
produced by scattering emeralds in abundance on the floor*
A gold huma with a pearl in its beak was perching on a tree. 
On the whole, Amir Khusrav is of the opinion that the 
excellent results attained in the work of gold could with 
difficulty be Imagined with wax.

2. For Bidari alloy and damascened silver work, compare the 
catalogue of the Indian Museum London 19 for an ewer signed 
by a craftsman in the service of Timur and dated 803 A.H. 
(1400 A.D.): compare the list of presents of Plr Muhammad 
to Timur after the conquest of Multan. It took the clerks 
two days to make an Inventory of them.

3. Barbosa I 142.
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Timur also carrieiy a large number of them to enrich his capital,
1

Samarkand. Under Akbar, an even greater refinement was attained 

in the quality of metal work. Abu’l Fazl, his s t f i s  full 

of warm praise for the excellence of goldsmiths who made ornament] 

and were sometimes paid ten times the value of the metal they 

worked, for their wages. He enumerates a number of groups of 

goldsmiths9 who had specialised In making various ornaments.
They made chandeliers, sometimes weighing ten maunds and even 

more, Un a variety of patterns. He similarly refers to special
workers of enamel, inlay, damascened, embroidery, ornamental

2
and other delicate work.

3. Stone and brick work.
A still larger number of workers, perhaps, was engaged 

in stone, brick and other work In connection with house 
construction and buildings. It Is not only the buildings of

Hindustan, but even those of KSbul, Ghazni and Samarkand which
3

bear testimony to the skill of the Indian mason. Amir Khusrav

1. Compare, for instance M.289.
2. A.A.185-7; ibid 1,44.
3. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni after his capture and destruction of 

Muttra conscripted Indian builders to construct the famous 
mosque of GhamnI, ’The Bride of Heaven’. Similarly when 
Timur saw the fine work in the Ja,tm.r Masjid built by 
Muhammad Tughluq in Delhi, he decided to construct a similar 
structure in Samarkand and took the stone-workers of Delhi 
with him to his capital. (Vide T.F.I.287).
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proudly claimed that the masons and stone-cutters of Delhi

were superior to their fellow craftsmen of the whole Muslim 
1

world, One primary cause of these excellent results was the 

patronage of the state. We have noted before that Sultfcn 

’Ala-ud-din Khaljl employed 70,000 workers for the construction 
of state buildings. We have similarly noted that in spite of 
the existing number of skilled masons, Firuz Tughluq assigned
4,000 of his slaves to be trained in these crafts. Similarly 
Babur was very proud of the skill of Indian workmen and observes
that he employed 680 stone-cutters in the construction of his

2
buildings at Agra and 1491 in various other places. It Is 

unnecessary to add that Hindu chiefs patronised the masons and 
other workers even more than the Muslims. The Dilwara temples 
at Mount Abu, the buildings of Gwalior and Chltor all bear 

testimony to the fact that the ancient building traditions were 
scrupulously maintained and perhaps also improved in certain 
directions. It may be mentioned In this connection that 
enamelled tiles and bricks were also introduced into Hindustan

/not 3
and were worked with success in various parts,^excluding Bengal.

1. Compare K.F.13.
2. B.N.268-9.

3. Compare, a specimen of the 15th century from Gaur (Bengal)
In the Indian Museum, London (Vide Catalogue,19)•
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Other minor Industries;-
Mention may be made In this connection of some minor

Industries, for instance coral work, Ivory work, imitation
Jewellery. Coral work was done In GujXrat and Bengal. The

Cornelians of Gujarat were of great excellence and were even
1

exported outside India. A limited amount of ivory work was 

done Injcertain places. The ivory workers showed great skill In 

turning out inlaid and other plain articles, for Instance, 

bracelets, bangles, sword-hilts, dice, chessmen, chess boards,

bedsteads in black, yellow, red and blue and many other colours,
2

which were sent over to many cities in India. The making of
imitation pearls was becoming popular. Barbosa was particularly

3
impressed by those of Gujarat. Similarly many references are
found in Bengali literature to the manufacture of artificial

4
birds, plants and flowers. Wood-work of excellent quality was

1. Compare Barbosa I 155.
2. Ibid 142.
3. Ibid. Compare also many references in Chronicles to the 

ingenuity and mechanical skill of a famous Afghan nobleman 
named Ml%n Bahua who contrived many interesting ornaments 
and made' imitation pearls of grest excellence.

4. Compare J.D.L. 1929. 240.
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done throughout the country. It was necessary for various 
needs of the household, for Instance, doors, pegs, seats, toys, 
bedsteads and other implements and vessels.
4. Paper.

It is commonly believed that the Chinese discovered
the use of paper and that the Muslims borrowed the paper Industry

from them. Recent researches, however, have made it clear that

while the Chinese were acquainted with the manufacture of paper,

that was made from the mulberry tree, namely the Kfighadh or
Kok-dz* (usually referred to as made from fgrasses and plants1),
the credit of discovering pure rag-paper goes to the Arabs or

1
rather to the paper-makers of Samarkand. Of the original 
Chinese variety, reference is made to the fwhite paper1 of Bengal,

1. For other details on the subject of rag-paper compare R. 
Hoemlefs summary of the researches of Professors Wlesner 
and Karabacek of the Vienna University in J.R.A.S.1903,
"who was the inventor of rag paper?” pp.663-684. It is 
mad© clear that when Muslims first came into touch with 
the Chinese, the latter used besides 'grasses and plants9, 
more or les3 macerated rags and ropes (linen, hempen and 
others) in making paper. The Arab gradually Increased the 
substitution of rag-fibres, until at last they confined 
themselves to the use of woven or worked-up fibres, 
contained in rags, ropes, nets and such-like material, 
mostly linen. This improvement affected the surface of the 
paper, by extracting the fibres through a mechanical 
process and by sizing it with starch glue. It is the 
preparation of paper by this improved method, the credit of 
which goes to the Arabs, or more properly to the paper- 
makers of Samarkand. The Arabs had similarly taken over 
from the Chinese the processes of 1 sizing1 and 9loadingf of 
paper. By the close of the 8th century the whole process 
of making paper as it was substantially practised until the 
invention of paper-machines, had been completed. Compare
I.G.I. IV 206 for the older theory.
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which is reported to have been made from the bark of a tree
1

and was’smooth and glossy like a deer’s akin’* Nicolo Conti 

refers to the use of paper in Gujarat without specifying its

quality, but probably the Gujarat paper was made aocording to
2

the improved method* Amir Khusrav mentions the use of what he |

calls Shaml (Syrian) paper in Delhi* Of this paper (which

probably borrowed its name from Damascus and was of the improved

type) he mentions two varieties, the plain and the silk, the

latter probably being a kind of felt, although the point has not

been made clear. The large number of plain and illuminated

manuscripts and other documents that have come down to us from

the period leave no doubt as to the existence of a paper industry.

Mention is even made of a regular market of book-sellers in

Delhi. It appears, however, that the quantity of the paper was
not sufficient to cope with the demand, and people had to

4
exercise great economy in the use of paper.

1* Compare Mahuan, J*R*A*S. 1895, 532.

2. Frampton 143.

3. Q.S. 173 where the process of manufacture is also described.

4. Compare the amusing instance in which the royal fdnnans 
were literally washed off under Balban. §64. References to 
the book-sellers of Delhi are made in Amir Khusravfs 
Fjaz-i-khusravI and Barahl’s chronicle.
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5, Sugar.

The cultivation of sugar-cane was fairly extensive inj

Hindustan. Sugar was generally made from sugar cane. The

usual process of manufacture was as follows:- They cut the

sugar cane into then pressed them in the mill; the juice

was then heated in big iron pans until it crystallised into

unrefined sugar, when it was either turned Into cakes of Gurh,

or with a little more refining made into soft sugar (kh&nd).
The most refined and esteemed form of sugsr was the crystallised 

1
white Wand. The manufacture of sugar was carried on on a 

fairly large scale in Hindustan. In Bengal, sufficient was 

produced to leave a good surplus for export after local and 

internal consumption. They packed the sugar for export in 

parcels of untanned and sewn leather and carried a great store oj 
this to many lands. Besides these varieties of sugar, they

manufactured granulated sugar in Bengal and prepared various
2

candied and preserved fruits. That sugar was universally used 

all over the country is shown by numerous descriptions of sweets 

and sweet dishes and can be gathered from the mention of the 

sale of sugar and sugared drinks, in contemporary literature.

1. Compare a description in Amir Khusrav.K.K.740.
2. Compare Mahuan, J.R.A.S.1895, 531, who considers this 

trade in the export of sugar very remunerative.
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Honey was collected all over the country from boo-hives» but
was neither commonly used, nor exported*

6* Leather-work*

A fairly large group of workers lived by leather-work
and still remains as a separate caste of Cham&rs (or leather- 

1
workers)* The demand for leather goods, though not heavy,  ̂

can be presumed to be general. . For Instance, of the 10,000 
and odd horses which the Sultan of Delhi gave in gifts to hia

2
nobles, many were accompanied by saddles and bridles of leather. 
The saabbards of swords, covers of books and shoes, which were 

articles of common use among ell upper classes, were usually 
made of leather* The use of leather in packing sugar parcels 
for export in Bengal has already been referred to. The average 
peasant, similarly, could not do without a water-bucket made of 
leather, some sort of shoes for the cold season, and several 
other smaller articles of agricultural va*lue, all of which were 

made of leather. Besides these goods, certain articles of g rea t  

excellence were made out of leather. In Ghijecr&t, they made red  

and blue leather mats fexquisitely inlsid with figures of b ird s  

and beasts and skilfully embroidered with gold and silver w ir e 1. 

They also dressed great numbers of skins of various kinds nam ely,

1. Compare I.K. for references to the guilds of leather workers 
in many places.

2. Compare the Masallk-ul-abaar*8 account.E.D.Ill 578.
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goat-skins, ox-skins, buffalo and wild ox-skins as well as those

of/rhinoceros and other animals* In fact, so many skins were

dressed every year in Gujarat that they exported many ship-loads
1

to Arabia and other countries*

CHARACTER OF IlfDUSTRIAL LABOUR*

After the enumeration of these chief industries of 
Hindustan, let us add a word on the nature and organisation of 

Industrial labour* In their main features the industrial workers 

did not differ greatly from rural craftsmen and shared all their 

advantages and disadvantages* (The industrial guilds were based 

on castes and were hereditary; their implements ahd the technique c 

their work was crude, and the output meagre though of excellent 

quality* Except to those who worked in royal Karkhftnas or were 

employed by the government, no adequate state protection waa given 

to safeguard their interests. The supply of industrial goods was 
restricted by the needs of a small upper class which was content 
with a few varieties of textile goods, a few articles of metal-worh 

or woodwork, specified forms of architecture, and a very limited 

number of other things* The workmen did not think of/broader 

needs of a whole community. It may be admitted without hesitatlor 

that the artistic value of these goods was considerable and the

1* Compare the opinion of Marco Polo who considered these mats 
marvellously beautiful. Yule II 393-4#
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skill of the Indian workman developed to an extraordinary
1

degree in the long course of his work* Unfortunately, the

traditions of guilds and crafts created a rigid exclusiveness

and in some cases the secrets of skilled workers died with them
2 )and were lost to the future generations* s

II. TRADE AND COMMERCE*

(k succession of favourable crops always left a dlsposab 

surplus of corn in the village which was usually carried to the 

neighbouring towns or transported to a mandl (or market*-tbwh) for 
distribution over the country* Industrial goods were usually 

made or manufactured expressly for sale in a suitable market*)

The aristocracy of Hindustan was always In want of such goods 

which could only be imported from abroad* The Sultan was always 
on the lookout to replenish his stock of horses by Importing them 

from neighbouring countries. All these and other similar demand 
stimulated the exchange and transport of goods within and without 

the country* In fact both inland and foreign trade had a very 

long and continuous history In India* The problem of carriage 

and transport was solved fairly well for the merchants and carrie

1* Compare ,3arbosa I 142 who considers that Khambayat (Cambay)
had^^e workmen of every kind. Compare Varthema 286 who
declared the Indians to be *the greatest and most expert
workers1 throughout the world.

2. Compare Barbosa II 146; Varthema 214 how women were excluded 
from the spinning and weaTing of fine cloth in Bengal.
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of goods. For communication on land, there were a number of 

roads and pathways running all over the country which were kept y 

in good condition by the state for its administrative requirements 

especially for the movement of big armies with their heavy baggage 

^trains. The traders were allowed to make use of all these 

facilities on land. In the absence of modern nautical appliances 

and the use of steam-ships, a voyage on the sea was obviously full 

of real dangers, not the least from the sea pirates. But in 

spite of ail dangers, j^astal trading was popular with the Indians, 

and Arabs and other foreign merchants carried on trade with many 

countries. The dangers of loss or destruction on the sea were 
more than compensated by the amount of^profit one successful 

voyage brought with it. Some of the foreign traders even 

maintained their establishments and organisations on an interna
tional scale. Inside the country the carriers of goods were 

very well organised. All these conditions led to a fairly 

extensive activity both in internal trade and foreign commerce*

A. INTERNAL TRADK.

India has a very ancient business tradition, as has been 

pointed out, and the system of castes assigns a separate and major 

caste of valsyas expressly for the purpose of trading. The old 

trading classes of the Gujgrata (or MSrwarls) of the North and the

££?***■■ of the South still occupy their ancient and honoured
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occupation and carry on their commercial activities. Until tha
last century, the old class of grain carriers known as Bsnjaraa

of Rajput&na, still employed hundreds of thousands of oxen In

their trade* Some of their caravans amounted to as many as
1

40,000 heads of oxen.
I have made a reference to the tiny market of the 

village. The city market will be described in another place* 
Besides business in the regular shops of the market, petty 

shop-keepers and dealers also carried on their business in movabl
stalls end on pack horses. Pedlars and itinerary dealers were

2
common. Bigger ^eala In commodities were made In specialised

market towns or ttancls which also served as convenient media of

exchange for the surplus of corn or goods produced in the vloinit
Administrative centres like Multan and Lahore or capital cities

like Delhi sometimes served as. big clearing houses for whole

provinces. At the annual or periodical fairs of a neighbouring

town, the retail merchants and petty sbop-koepers of the surround
places obtained! their new stock of goods or replenished the old
one. Special cattle fairs on a very large scale wore held in

well-known places for the sale of all kinds of cattle* e.g. horsei
and

oxen, camels, cow?/ buffaloes, and people came long distances to
e

1. Compare Tod II 1117.
2. Compare salzmann 244 for trade conditions In mediaeval Englan
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1
buy or dispose of their animals. Large scale business was a 

preserve of special classes or particular communities. The 

petty business of a town was similarly in the hands of professions 

merchants. Certain classes of craftsmen preferred to sell their 
finished goods direct to the customer or to the dealer of those 

goods. All of them were guided by Immemorial customs. There

was no ethical code to regulate the nature of their commercial
2

enterprise beyond what the state thought fit to lay down. The

most important business communities of Hindustan were the Multanis

in the North and the Gujarati Banias on the west coast; the latter

dealt in both Indian and foreign goods and had even spread out

into Malabar and Cochin where they dealt with goods ’of every

kind from many lands'. Foreign Muslim merchants were usually

known as Khorasanla. They traded all over the country, and 
several
XBsnri other Muslim groups carried on their business in coastal

_towns. Some of the CSravanls or Banjaras also carried^business
3

on their own account. The rulers of the coastal kingdoms in the 

Deccan accorded to foreign merchants certain extra-territorial

1. Compare Tod II iili-12 for a parallel from Marwar.
2. Compare T13b how orthodox Muslim opinion forbade trading in 

slaves and hoarding of corn, which was persistently Ignored 
byycommercial classes.

3. Compare Barbosa II 73 for Gujarati Banias; many references In
I.K. and Ibn Batuta for Khflrfisanls; B.385 for Multlnls and • 
Banjaras. Compare also Le Bon (Vide Urdu Translation 91-2) 
who identifies both Multcuils and Banjaras with two classes of 
the «Sat community, which ia now predominantly agricultural.
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rights and special concessions, in consideration for the heavy
taxes these communities paid to their treasury* The merchants

of Hindustan who carried on their business in the South enjoyed

all these immunities and facilities*

Among the classes whoKdid not actively participate in
Internal and foreign trade, but depended upon it for their living

we may mention the class of carriers of goods and the class of
brokers, The Banjaras, whom we have mentioned earlier, carried
on the business of conveying agricultural and other produce

from one part of the country to another on a very extensive scale
Their migratory habits, their large stock of bullocks and b&llool

cart8 and wagons and pack horses and their intimate knowledge of
1

the roads of the country specially fitted them for their task* 

The BhSts of Rajputana took up the guiding of caravans on the roi
in the dangerous and insecure countryside of Guj«trat and 

2
Rajputana.

Big business on the coast and inside the country was 

Jusually done with the aid of an organised class of brokers who 
^•skilfully raised the price of commodities by charging their 
commission to both parties of n deal*. When Sultan fAla-ud-dIn 

Khalji decided to control the demand and the supply of his 
kingdom, particularly of Delhi, he had to suppress the class of

1. Compare the opinion of Malik Muhammad Jals£ P484.

2* Compare many references in Tod; also in Sij^di *Ali Rela.
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brokers in hi a rough and ready manner. But as soon as the

commercial activities were released from the control of the state

the brokers resumed their normal functions. By the time Af

Sultan FirUz Tughluq the business rules and practice of brokers
were sufficiently important to find a place in the legal

2
compendium of the reign. The system of agency was similarly 
known and practised. Legal agents (vakils) were regularly

3
employed by principals to conduct business on their behalf.
The native bankers discharged some of the commonly accepted

functions of the present-day banking. They used to give loans
M 4

and receive deposits or hundls. Among other facilities for 

trading we may note the system of lending money on interest.

Bonds known as Tamassuks were regularly executed; and the law 

provided elaborate rules for the production and the examination 
of evidence and for fixing the rate of stipulated interest. All

1. Compare Barani B (ms) 155.
2. Compare F.F. 340b that if a broker had negotiated the sale o:

a commodity between two parties and the transaction later 
fell through, without any fault on the part of the broker am 
after the terms of the deal had been agreed to, the broker
was not bound to refund his commission, for it was to be
considered his wages.

3. Compare an illustration in \V.M.3lb.
4. Compare Encyclopedia Britannica 1929 Edition Vol. Ill 44, 

howflmgnf other functions* banking provides. 1. Safe keeping 
for peoplefs money. 2. A temporary investment for money 
paying interest so long as the money is retained and repaying 
the principal on its being claimed in accordance with the 
contract. 3. The provision of a means of payment - in
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these rules were enforced by the judicial authorities in the 
1

kingdom.
We shall treat the question of money lenders separately 

from other business customs and practices. fA whole class of 

people from both communities began to thrive on the business of 

lending money. They advanced loans to support commercial 

undertakings, but their principal business was to lend money at 

the most profitable rate of interest. These Sfehus and Mahajans, 

as money-lenders and bankers were called,/were extremely popular 
with all the upper classes whose extravagance and constant 

demand for money proverbial• It is difficult to ascertain 
the rate of interest, but by comparing a number of stray state

ments of Amir Khusrav, we will put it for a rough calculation at

Continuation of foot-note on previous pagej-

credit money, Bank Notes and cheques etc; compare also 
Jain 10, for a definition of indigenous banking of India:- 
•Any individual or private firm, which in addition to 
making loans, either receives deposits or deals In hundls 
or both1; also illustration In W.M. 3lb*from the reign o? th 
Lodls. Compare the opinion of Barani, how sometimes the 
indebted nobles transferred to these native bankers the 
right of holding a revenue-assignment or lqtar, for a money 
consideration or a cash payment In advance (Vide B.63). 
Similarly Jain 10 for Itlaa or the system of fcash-cardsf 
which developed under Sultan Flruz Tughluq. The soldiers 
were paid these cash-cards by the state in outlying places 
and the financiers of Delhi discounted them at a fixed rate 
of commission.

1. Compare T.F.I. 166 for an illustration.
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10 per cent per annum on big suma and 20 per cent on small
1

or petty sums# The system of these usurious loans and 

compound rates of Interest led to the heavy Indebtedness of thd 

poorer people who borrowed small sums but could hardly pay baok#

while the greater resources of a noble and In the last resort
2

his power and influence, came to his rescue. Let us note in

this connection, that people usually carried about their cash or

valuables in hlmyanla or hollow belts of tough cloth, whloh
3

they usually wore around their waist on a journey.

1. Compare M.A.150 for the Muslim money lenders. Compare for 
the rates of interest K.K.312 where Amir Khusrav mentions 
the rate of interest at one Jltal per month for the 
principal sum of one Tanka or about 20 per cent per annum. 
In Pjaz-l-khusravl Vol. I 174 he definitely speaks of 10 
per cent per annum which probably applies to big sums. In 
Matla1-ul-anw&r k50, he makes a similar reference to the 
system of montHly payment of interest.

2. Compare the despairing wail of Lalla of going to a country 
where there was no system of ’debts nor anyone that lends1. 
Vide Temple 185; also T15 on the evils of borrowing.

3. Compare B.130-1.
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As to the standards of commercial morality, let us

remember that the moral standards of mediaeval merchants were 

usually low in every country, as is quite natural to expect in 

the absence of present organisation and control. There were 
few means of earning a dishonest penny that the tradesmen did 

not try. Attempts at adulteration and fraudulent weights were 
quite common and no amount of sermon»sA was effective in correcting

punishments and a very rigid control over their dealings, 

Special market officials and spies were appointed to supervise

them, and sometimes the Sultan even sent out young children in 

various disguises to detect their malpractices. When the Sultan 

had finally succeeded in suppressing or at least in temporarily 

retarding commercial dishonesty and business frauds, he was 

acclaimed all over the kingdom and all his cruelties, even his
2

want of faith, were forgotten in the enthusiasm of the moment.

1. Compare Salzmann 73 for an estimate of England; also ibid 
241-2 for the sermon of B^erthold of Ratisbon, on the dis
honest ways of shop-keepers; compare Ik.I 174; also Kablr 
Shah 162; especially the opinion and observations of Barani 
who warmly supports the measures of Sultan fAla-ud-dIn 
Khalji, and in a description of the commercial classes, by 
no means the strongest, call* them fthe biggest liars and the 
meanest of the seventy two races'. Vide 8.316-17,343

2. Compare for Instance the compliment paid to the Sultan by a 
famous theologian named Shams-ud-din, who came to India to 
advance the cause of Muslim religion but returned because o$
his disgust at the personal religion of the Sultan and the
callous disregard of the latter for Muslim injunctions. 
According to him the success of »Ala-ud-din in suppressing 
commercial fraud was a unique achievement ’since the awe

1
them Sultan fAle-ud-dIn Khalji instituted very severe
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It la a matter of satisfaction, hdwever, that In spite of the

!insecurities of maritime trade and more or less complete freedoi

from government control, a very different moral atmosphere

prevailed In coastal towns, where the Indian merchants dealt

with foreign traders* The foreign travellers uniformly bear

witness to the integrity and truthfulness of Indian merchants,

to their honest methods of business, to their acuteness and to
their measures and weights fthat will turn by a hair of the 

1
head1*

•*4 k . . % ,

It is not possible to form any accurate or eren

tentative estimate of the volume of Internal trade of HindQstin«

The villages together with their mandls were probably areas of

comparatively brisk exchanges of commodities under ordinary

peaceful conditions* We may say with confidence that Delhi an<!

other provincial capitals were the focus of the internal trade
of their respective territories and displayed considerable
commercial activity. As a whole, the volume of internal trade

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:- 

Adamf. (Vide B.298)

1. Compare Varthema 168.
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was large except when thwarted by the monopoly of the state 
I 1
I or rigid administrative control* Various references are made 1

individual fortunes amassed through commercial enterprise by
many business men. How far such estimates reflect upon the

• currents of the Internal trade or Its volume is extremely 
2

uncertain*

B* FOREIGH TRADE*

India had always, even In the ancient past, substantia]

commercial relations with the outside world* In the period und<
♦

review the rise of Islam and the Moorish supremacy over the seas 
had cut off India from direct commercial relations with Europe. 

This, however, did not affect the volume of Indian commerce or

1. Compare Tod II 1110 for an illustration of the effect of 
monopoly on the internal trade of Rajputana: - fCsnnmerce ha* 
been almost extinguished within these last twenty years; 
and paradoxical as it may appear, there was tenfold more 
activity and enterprise In the midst of that predatory 
warfare, which rendered India one wide arena of conflict hh< 
in these days of universal pacification* The torpedo toucl 
of monopoly has had more effect on the kltars (i.e. rows of 
caravans) than the spear of the desert Saharij4ya.

2. Compare for Instance Frampton 135; Major 22 where Nicolo 
Conti mentions that the merchants between fIndo and Gange1 
were so rich that one of them owned forty ships which he 
employed for the shipment of his own goods. All of them 
were estimated to be worth 50,000 duckets (gold pieces) eacl 
Compare Jain 10 for another Instance of two bankers of the 
Jain community who built the finest Jain temple of Dilwara 
on Mount Abu at their own expense in the 12th century.
According to Jain, the undertaking must have cost them fan enormous sum of money*.
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or the distribution of Indian goods in western countries.

Indian goods were carried by the Arabs to the Red Sea and from 

there found their way to Damascus and Alexandria whence they 

were distributed all over the Mediterranean countries and 

beyond. ‘fhese Indian goods reached the East African coast, the 

Malay£ islands and China in the Far East and other countries on 
the Pacific Ocean through the agencies of the Moorish merchants. 
India was similarly connected on the mainland with central Asia, 

Afghanistan and Persia through the Multan-Quetta route, the 

Khyber Pass and the Kashmir routes. Caravans of merchants, 

familiar with these beaten tracks since ancient days, were 

frequently passing between India, Baekhara, rIraq, and even as far 

as Damascus.

I. THE SEA-BORNE TRADE.

One great advantage of the sea-board was its 
comparative safety until the coming of the Portuguese about the 

middle of the 16th century. The land frontiers on the other 

hand were constantly menaced by the Mongol invaders. The sea- 
routes were in the hands of the Moorish merchants who had a 

more or less complete monopoly of the sea-borne trade of India, 

the volume of which was considerable. The chief articles of 

import were certain articles of luxury for the use of the upper 

classes and a general supply of all kinds of horses and mules.
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Among articles of luxury mention may be made of silks,
ayuJL

velvets/ embroidered curtains together with other furnishings
and decorations* We have already mentioned how brocade and silk

stuffs were partly imported from Alexandria, rIra\| and China

under Sultan Muhammad Tughluq. Similarly, we are informed by a

chronicler that the royal stores of Gujarat were always provided
1

with articles of luxury made in western countries. By the time
of Humayan these foreign goods were generally popular with the

2
nobility and the royal families of Hindustan. With the 
manufacture of guns, gun-powder and other mechanical weapons, a

new stimulus was given to the import trade of Hindustan. Gold,

silver, copper and Tutla were also imported in small quantities
There was a great demand for the supply of horses in

Hindustan. Besides the enormous military demand for the supply 

of horses, the animal was also commonly employed for conveyance, 

pleasure* riding and for racing. The choice animals found a 

ready market in Hindustan. The fondness for horses was by no

1. Compare T.A.I 198 (Lucknow Edition).

2. Compare, the use of Italian and Portuguese articles of 
decorations in the royal banquets of HumSy&n, described in 
a later chapter; compare, ibid 423 for the use of gorgeous 
canopies with linings of European velvets and embroideries 
of Portugal, by Sultfin Ibrahim Sur.

3. Compare Yule II 398.



means limited to the Muslims* Hindus were equally anxious to
revise their old-time ideas of military equipment and were slowly

substituting horses for elephants. Thus there was a great deman<

for the supply of horses in Hindu states of Rajputana and the

Deccan, especially in the latter, where climatic and other

conditions discouraged the breeding of horses and the stock had

to be replenished from the outside from time to time* For the

annual gifts of the Sultan, special arrangements were made to
procure the best horses from every country, and a very good price 

1
was given. Horses were also regularly purchased for the supply 

of the royal stables* We shall mention the import of horses 

through the land frontier later. Let us note here that some 

thoroughbreds were bought from Dhofar (on the extremity of Yemen)

others from Kis, Hormuz and Aden, and others still together with
2

mules from Persia.
The exports of Hindustan were numerous and included a

variety of indigenous products, especially grain and cotton cloth,
Some of the countries round the Persian Gulf depended on India foi

3
their entire food supply* The Islands in the Pacific Ocean,

k* Compare E*D. Ill 578*

2. Compare the acoount of Marco Polo (who calls the mules 9asses
in Yule I 83-4; ibid Vol. II 340; the account of IbuiBatuta,
K.R.I 156; compare a description of the invading army of 
Sultan fAla-ud-din Khalji at Chitor by Malik Muhammad Jaial 
who speaks of horses of many countries, 'Iraq, Turkestan, 
Balkh, Bhutan etc. Vide P (hin) 227*

3. Compare for instance the account of ibn Batuta, K.R.I 157
that the inhabitant of Qalhat lived almost entirely on



the Malayi Islands and the East Coast of Africa were fairly

extensive markets for Indian goods. The export trade of Hinddst&n

was carried on mainly through the ports of Gujarat and Bengal* The

principal exports of Gujarat consisted of precious stones, indigo,

cotton, hides and 'many other kinds of merchandise too tedious to

mention*• The cotton cloth and other textiles were especially
1

important items of export* Other minor exports consisted of 
cornelians, gingelly oil, southernwood, spikenard, tutenag, opium,

indigo-cakes, and certain other drugs unknown to Europeans, but
2greatly esteemed by^people of Malacca and China* The exports in 

agricultural produce consisted of large quantities of wheat, millet, 

rice, pulses, oilseeds, scents and other similar articles* This 

list is, however, by no means exhaustive* According to Varthema,

Continuation of foot-note on previous pagej-
Indiah goods, grain, cloth etc*; ibid 156, that rice, 
the staple food of Yemen, was imported from India*

1* Compare Yule II 398; Major 9; Frampton 127. Compare
the account of Barbosa that *many cotton muslins for 
veils and other white and coarse cloth of the same* 
were sent to many countries on the Persian Gulf and th 
Malay^i Islands in ships* Among exports of-Gujor§t, 
he mentions a variety of printed cloths, silks and 
muslins. (Vide following). Nikitin includes 
blankets among Gujarat exports (Vide, Major 19)*

2. Compare Barbosa I 154-6.



Bengal was the richest country In the world for cotton, ginger, 

sugar, grain and flesh of every kind. Barbosa considers sugar
the chief article of export from Bengal, and In other respects

1
substantially agrees with the statement of Varthema. Barros 

observes that the wealth of Bengal before the rise of Sher Shah
to power, was considered equal in amount to the joint wealth

CL 2
of Gujarat and Vi^anagar. How far It depended on Its export 
trade Is not clear.

It Is almost impossible to determine the volume of 
foreign trade of Hindustan, as no statistics were ever kept of 

the imports and exports. Compared to the huge and growing 
figures of today, the volume of foreign trade was probably very 
small. Khambayat (Cambay) In Gujarat and Bangala In Bengal

3
were the two Important ports In the North for foreign trade. 
According to Varthema, these two ports supplied all 1 Persia, 
Tartary, Turkey, Syria, Barbary, that is Africa, Arabia Felix

1. Ibid Vol. II 145-7.
2. Compare Barbosa II. Appendix 246.

3. For •Bangala1 - See Appendix, Moreland, India at the
death of Akbar.
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Ethopia, India1, and a multitude of other inhabited island®

with silk end cotton stuffs. He speaks of about three hundred

sMps of different countries visiting Khambayat every year. His

estimate of the output of cotton and silk for Bengal comes to
1

fifty ship-loads. The average tonnage and the loading capacity 

of a ship is totally uncertain, and except for a general statement 

the whole Information is very vague. It shows that India had 

considerable markets round the Persian Gulf and in the countries 
bordering on the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean; but we know nothing 
about the demands of those countries and their capacity for the 
consumption of these goods. We can only say that the carrying 

trade of India, its potential wealth and the opportunities for 

development and finally, the Indian market itself, were sufficient
vast to attract the Portuguese King who could safely expect to be

2
the richest king of the world in the event of conquering India.

The share of Indians in the over-sea carrying trade 
was not very considerable. The trade and shipping on the Indian 

coast were mainly In the hands of the foreigners, chiefly Arabs.
A small community of Indian traders composed of Gujarati Banlas, 

the Chettis of the South, and some Moors who were domiciled In 

India had some share in foreign trade and mercantile marine. Now

1. Compare Varthema 111,212.
2. Compare the concluding remarks of Varthema addressed to the 

King of Portugal 296.
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and then a few other Indians were attracted towards these
1

profitable enterprises. But on the whole the Indians never 
took to sea-faring and maritime activities on a big scale. 
Their manners and customs and the whole of their outlook 

discouraged any such venture on a national scale.

B, TRADE THROUGH THE HAND FRONTIERS,

The trade of India through its land frontiers is, as

we have said, very old. In spite of the Mongol menace during
mo3t of our period, the caravans of merchants never ceased to
come. In fact, the inhabitants of Turkdst§n and the Mongols
themselves, whenever they found a respite from their more

profitable occupation of raiding the territories of their
neighbours, themselves carried on an extensive trade in musk,

2
furs, arms, falcons, camels and horses. We have already 

referred to the merchants of Khttrasan, the Turkish and Chinese 
slaves and a kind of cloth named Shuatarl, probably from Shustar, 

After the Mongols had ceased to be a menace, probably greater 
commercial activity was displayed through the land frontiers. 

Under Bfibur and HumSyun, when the trade conditions could not be

1, Compare for Instance the observation of Mahuan, on a class 
or rich people in Bengal who built ships and took to commerc 
with foreign nations. He even reports that a Sultan of 
Bengal fitted out ships and sent them out for foreign trade, 
(Vide J,H,A,S, 1895, 535); compare also I.G.I. for some 
notes on some districts in the Bombay Presidency, e.g,
Thfina, Ratnagiri, Surat, etc*

2. Compare the account of Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak shah T.P.M.38.
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called normal or stable as far as these frontiers are considered,
we find caravans coming to India from outside, and other

1
references of contact • Under Akbar and for a long time 

afterwards,^more peaceful conditions must have affected the 
trading activities in this part of India very favourably*

Horses were the principal article of import, though
other articles of luxuries and especially furs and arms were also2
In demand* Horses were imported into India in very large 
numbers even in periods of the Mongol menace, and their 
comparatively cheaper prices secured a ready market in Delhi* 

People of fAzaqf in Turkestan specially bred horses tor export 
to Hindustan and developed an elaborate organisation for their3
safe carriage and attendance on the way* On entering the

1, Compare for Babur, Macaullffe I 51 where trade relations
between Delhi, Multan and Kfibul appear to be a familiar
feature of commercial life In the Punjab; compare (A.N.I 207
the account of Abul Fazl for the items of royal entertain
ments and the menu of banquets and food supply for Humfcyun 
in Persia, which includes the preparations of many Indian 
sweets and foods* For the frequent visits of caravans, 
compare Ibid I 242, 299*

2* Compare. K.R.I 239 for the import of silk and velvet garments 
from N^shapur,rone of the four capitals of Khorfisanf; also 
Marco Polo* Yule I 90 for the manufacture of steel for 
Indian swords In Kerman*

3* Compare the account of Ibn Batuta K*H*I. 199-200* The peopl
of Azaq exported horses to India In droves of 6,000 or
thereabouts* Various merchants had a share of about 200 
horses each in these herds. For each fifty horses, they
engaged the services of a keeper called Qaahi who looked aft. 
them and their feeding on the way. -----
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Indian territory these animals were usually taxed to a quarter of 

their value• Under Sultan Muhammad Tughluq, these import duties
9

were reduced and the owners of the horses had to pay a fixed tax
of seven Tankas per horse on entering the border of Sind and a

1
further duty at Multan, all of which came cheaper than before.

It is not possible to give even a vague estimate of the volume of
trade carried on over the land frontiers.

FOREIGN MERCHANTS IN HINDUSTAN.

The contemporary chroniclers sometimes complain of the 

profiteering character of the foreign merchants in India and their 
utter want of sympathy with Hindustfcn end its people. We have 

already mentioned the instance of foreigners under Muhammad Tughluq

Sft Ibid.
ty

2. Compare, a petition given Is* Amir Ehusrav (Vide I.K.II 319).
It is addressed to a highly placed administrative official
of Delhi on behalf of a citizen, and solicits his intervention
against a foreign merchant. The petitioner summarises In a 
sentence his main Indictment. fSince the stream of gold 
flows through our majestic city of Delhi1 writes the indignant 
Amir Khusrav, fthe tribe of foreign merchants pretend to be 
on terms of best friendship with us, only to ruin the
foundations of our prosperity In the long run1.
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Many others may be added to Justify the validity andforce of

the accusation* It is usually forgotten that the foreign

traders who came to India had no particular attachment to any

country and went wherever the prospects of big prdfits attracted

them. Some of them might have been interested in spreading the
1

religion of Islam; others may have married and settled down and
4i

thus cultivated some sympathy towards the land of their domicile* 
But on the whole, the foreign traders as a community were onl̂ ; 
Interested in carrying on their business and making orofits* '
It should not be forgotten, however, that the contact of foreigner 
Incidentally contributed to the Improvement of certain unhealthy j 
social traditions, and raised the standard of life of certain 

localities. The coastal towns of India and inland centres such 

as Multan, Lahore, Delhi and Gaur, which were favourite haunts | 
of foreign merchants, stand out as the ipost progressive centres 

of Hindustan in many respects.

1. Ibid.
2. Compare Macauliffe I 146-7 for an interesting case of a 

newly converted Sikh merchant who goes to Ceylon for 
purposes of trade and preaching the mission of Guru Nfinak. 
The Moors, like most of the Muslims, were well known for 
their proselytising tendencies.
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C H A P T E R  V I

STANDARDS OF LIFE*

I* The Standards of life of different social classes*

It will help the better understanding of the subject 

if we examine some items of expenditure and income and the earning 

of the different social classes we have mentioned earlier*

A. The Sultan. We have already said something about the 

establishments of the Sultans of Delhi. Let us consider here 
some Items of their permanent and extraordinary expenditure*

To take an Instance, SultSn Muhammad Tughluq used to

present two robes of honour, one in the cold and the other In
Kot 1the warm season to each of his nobles. The number of these

robes, according to the account of Mas&llk-ul-absar (which we

have quoted earlier), comes to 200,000. Even a modest estimate

of the expense of a dress of honour in which brocade, velvet and
costly material wave.used, would come to an enormous sum in this

case. Take similarly, some items of the supply of royal stores

or karkhfinaa. In the reign of Sultan Firuz Tughluq there were

56 different stores full of choice and rare goods. The

1. Compare K.R. II 69-70 for corroboration.
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The superintendents of the stores were instructed to buy every

rare and exquisitely finished article wherever and at whatever
1

price it was available. A single pair of royal shoes, for
2

example, onoe cost the treasury 70,000 Tankas. Most of the 

articles of royal use were worked in gold and silver, costly 

embroidery and Jewels. Consider again, the annual estimate of 

expenditure of various departments in the Karkhanaa. The

fodder and provisions of the royal stables cost the state from 

sixty to one hundred thousand Tankas, without including in this 

sum the pay of the permanent staff or the expenditure incurred 
over the equipments of the establishment. The replenishing of 
these provisions from time to time cost a similar amount. The 
expense incurred on the royal wardrobe came to 600,000 Tankas 
for the cold weather alone. Similarly the royal standards and 

ensigns cost 80,000 Tankas, and the carpeting and furnishings
200,000 Tankas annually. These are only a few and by no means

3
the most burdensome items of permanent expenditure. It is 
easy to guess what the harim, the slaves, the body-guards, the

1. A.99.

2. Ibid 401.

3. Compare A.337-8.
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establishment of domestics and skilled workmen, the building of

palaces, the costly jewels and precious stones would have cost

the state. We may Include in this enumeration a very negligible

but amusing minor item of domestic provisions, from the records of

the last Sur Sultan named rAdall. It Is reported that His Majesty

was very delicate and sensitive to bad smell, so that two or three

loads of camphor were daily picked up by scavengers from the royal 
1

lavatories.

Let us now consider some items of extraordinary 

expenditure, which however, ware a regular feature of the Sultanate. 
Take for instance the expense Incurred on royal gifts every year. 

Every Sultan gave away something to somebody for almost any excuse 
and almost every day. A royal gift, moreover, was distinguished 
by Its quality and value. We will explain elsewhere the utility 
and the value of these royal gifts. Let us examine here certain 

characteristic cases. Sultan fAla-ud-din Khaljl is not particular! 

famous for his liberality, but his gifts, when he ascended the
throne were enormous. On other occasions too, he was not quite

2
what one may call frugal or economising. The name of Muhammad

1. Compare M.T.X 435.
2 . Compare for instance his reward to his kotwal of an embroidered

robe of honour, 10,000 Tankas in cash, two horses with trappingi
and a gift of two rent-free villages, in return for common-sens< 
advice (Vide B.271).
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Tughluq is a classic example for fabulous gifts of money*

To put it in the figurative language of th? contemporary

chronicler, •he was anxious to bestow the treasures of Qmrdn
l 'h e

on one and the hoards of^Kayanis on the other, all in a single 

gift* His indiscriminate liberality did not stop to different 

tiate between the deserving and the undeserving, between an 

acquaintance and a stranger, between a new and an old friend, 

between a fcltizen and a foreigner, or between the rich and the 

poor* All of them appeared to him Just the same* Nay more, 

the gift of the monarch preceded the request and the amount or 

the valuo of the donation exceeded the wildest expectations of 

the receiver; so that the latter was literally confounded*

The recipients of the royal bounty numbered thousands and were 
scattered over many countries* In giving his gifts, it appears 

he did not tako into consideration a lower unit than a lie 

(hundred thousand) and a kroir (ten millions) of Tankas or a less 
measure than a maund of gold, silver or valuables1* The 

chronicler then goes on to explain that the high-minded Sultan
disdained to look upon gold, silver, pearls snd emeralds except

1
as po^taherds and atones* Many of the administrative 
measures of this monarch can be better appreciated in the light 

of these propensities* It is true that an unfortunate

1* Compare the estimate of Barani S.460*
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successor of a great Sultan had to be content with some sort

of economy as a virtue of necessity. But it was only Just so

long as the necessary funds were not forthcoming. These

examples always left a glorious precedent for the successors

to follow; and if their means did not permit them, the fault
1

was not theirs. Besides these occasional gifts, some occasions 

were particularly marked out for a lavish expenditure, the I 

accession of a monarch being one of them. On the accession of 

fAla-ud-dIn Khaljl, gold and silver were showered for the crowds 

from catapults; gifts of gold were given to nobles by weight; 

one gift did not debar the recipient from receiving another.
As a result, his homicidal crime was completely forgotten and

instead of discontent and disapprobation, there was a general
2

spirit of rejoicing throughout the country. The gifts of

1. Compare M.T.1^418 for a very amusing example of the last Sur 
monarch,rAdali who wanted to go down in history as a second 
Muhammad Tughluq. On coming to the throne, he elaborated
a novel idea of making himself conspicuous for his royal 
gifts. He had special arrows made for himself which he use 
to shoot out indiscriminately in all directions. The lucky 
person who chanced to pick up one of these arrows was entitl 
to draw 500 Tankas from the royal treasury. Unfortunately 
the meagre resources of his kingdom did not permit even such 
a modest amount of expenditure and the plan had to be 
abandoned, perhaps not without genuine grief on the part of 
the monarch and his admirers.

2. Compare the comments of BaranI B.248. Beranl gives a vivid 
description of these catapults which ‘Ala-ud-din used on 
every stage in his march towards Delhi. He scattered 5 
maunds of gold coins in basketfuls (or Jhawwas) and before I 
arrived in Delhi, he had gathered round him from 50,000 to
60,000 adherents on ^ e  way* Every noble who deserted to 
him received 2o to 50 maunds of gold, and in some cases ever
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’Ala-ud-dln Khaljl though somewhat exaggerated In volume, were
a rule and not an exception. Sultan Muhammad Tughluq, Sultan

Firuz Tughluq, the latter in spite of a depleted treasury, and

the Mughul emperors, all made it a point to spend huge sums of
1

money in their own way In coming to the throne.

Besides such occasional expenditure, minor occasions 

also cost the treasury a large amount. For instance if the

Sultan went to a place for the first time, his august visit was
2

celebrated with suitable gifts and entertainments. For the
state, the Sultan and his vast entourage was a very great drain

3
of public money. Unfortunately his requirements did not cease

Continuation of foot-note on previous pages-
50 maunds. Every soldier who came oyer to him received 
300 Tankas (ibid 243-4). Like Barsnl, Amir Khusrav also 
uses the term Jhawwaa (Vide K.F.6 ,8 ) which has been confusi 
with akhtar and translated golden •stars* instead of 
•basketfuls* (Vide E.D.III 158). The terra in its origins! 
meaning is still used in the United Provinces.

1. Compare the account of Baranl for the accession of
Muhammad Tughluq-when the royal procession passed the stre 
in Delhi, handfuls of gold and silver coins were scattered 
to the crowdd throughout, in obscure lanes, on the roofs 
of houses and into the arms of passers-oy. When the roya 
procession entered the palace the nobles and high official 
scattered platefuls of gold and silver as an offering to 
the health of the SultSn (Nlsftr). In short, according to 
the chronicler, the city of Delhi looked like a garden 
strewn with *red and white flowers’ enhancing its glory. 
(Vide B.456-7). Similarly when Firuz Tughluq came to the 
throne, six triumphal arches were constructed to welcome 
him at the capital, each one costing a lac of Tankas (Vide 
A •88)• At the royal banquet in honour of the coronation o 
Humayun 10 ,000 ftaras, to speak only of one item, were 
awarded to the nobles, besides excellent horses and robes 
honour (Vide T.A.I 194.Lucknow edition)*
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with this earthly existence, and were looked after by the state

even in the next world. 'nrhen a monarch died, a big

establishment with a special staff was created to look after

his spiritual assistance in the next workd; a costly mausoleum

was constructed ovtr his grave; charity houses were opened

around it; and special reciters of the Holy Book were constantly
busy offering prayers for the benefit of the royal soul. An

immense quantity of food was spent in charitable feeding which

attracted an unusually large crowd of professional beggars
1

to the capital.

Foot-notes continued from orevious page:-

2. Compare M.T.I 409-10 for the visit of Salim Stir to KalpI,
when he ordered the universal distribution of sweetmeats
and mangoes of Bayana to the cost of 2 lacs of rupees, to 
celebrate the royal visit among the people of Bsnthambhor.

3. Compare for instance Q.S. 77 how when the Sultan Kalqubad
and his entourage halted at Jaipur fthe earth was denuded
of all grass and the river dried of vater and thanks to the 
compulsory requisitions of the royal party the people were 
left without any food for themselves or grass and fodder 
for their animals.

1. Compare K.K.864 for beggars in Delhi. Compare the account 
of Ibtt Batuts for the establishment of the mausoleum of 
Sultan Qutb-ud-dln Aibak in Delhi. Muhammad Tughluq 
assigned for it an allowance of 100,000 maunds of wheat an<! 
rice. The rations for the poor and needy were fixed at 1J2 
maunds of flour and a similar quantity of corn per day.
In times of scarcity Ibsa Batuta (who was supervising the 
arrangements) raised the allowance to 35 maunds of wheat 
and flour.with a proportionate addition to the quantity of 
sugar, ghef and betel-leaves. (Vide K.R.II 85); also G.25~< 
Compare also Macauliffe I 181 for the offer of Guru Nanak 
to his famous minstrel, Mardana, to raise a mausoleum over 
his grave after the death of the latter.
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We have already said something about the resources of 

the Sultan of Delhi and the royal hoards of silver and gold.

It remains to add that over and above the heavy land taxes,
CCS5CS

the perqulflltoo (abwabs) and special taxes, import duties and
tributes, the whole kingdom and its resources was at the command

of the Sultan, He had absolute power to confiscate and
1

appropriate the property of others. If the recources of his 
kingdom failed to meet his demands, there was no international 

law or moral opinion to stop him from Invading a neighbouring 

kingdom and converting his conquest into a profitable financial 
proposition,

B, The bureaucracy and state employees.

With an obvious difference of degree, the state nobles 

followed the royal traditions. The Idea of a family budget or 
of domestic economy was as foreign to their scheme of life as it 
was to the monarch's. One of the main reasons for the develop
ment of this peculiar outlook, as has been pointed out before, 

was the fact that all their honours and emoluments were personal,
There was thus no Incentive for saving or economising and no rooi 
' 2 
for the development of social virtues which oouid foster it.

1, Compare B.250-1 for an illustration from the reigii of Sultai 
•Ala-ud-din Khaljl.

2, Compare an exposition of Sher Khan T.F.I 416,
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The noble, In his turn played the part of a Sultan (or of a Raja 
in a Hindu State). He must have as big an establishment as 

possible. He must have his musicians and poets and he must give 
them thousands of Tankas and beautiful horses and dresses in 

reward*. The marriage of his children, as of the royal princes 
and princesses, must be celebrated with conspicuous display and 
distinction; and he should also provide for the spiritual care 
of the next world by creating suitable establishments of charity 
and by appointing a goodly number of Quran-reciters during his 
lifetime. The amount of expenses which the nobles incurred is ,

1 I
almost staggering in modern money values.

1. Compare the remarks of Tod regarding Rajput vassals. fThe 
court and the household economy of a great chieftain is a
miniature representation of the sovereigns 1 the same 
officers, from the pradhan, or minister, to the cup-bearer 
(paniyari) as well as the seme domestic arrangement. He 
must have his shlsh-mahall, his barl-mahall, and his mandir 
like his prince. lie enters the Pari-sala or carpet-hatl, 
the minstrel preceding him rehearsing"the "praises of his 
family; and he takes hie seat on his throne, while the 
assembled retainers marshalled in lines on the right and lef 
simultaneously exclaim, ’’Health to our chief! ” (Vide Tod I 
199-200). For the establishments of the nobles see Chapter
III. Compare B 115 for the gift of all his horses and
10,000 Tankas to poets and minstrels by Kishll Khan, a noble 
of Balban; compare Ibid 197 (ms 220) for Sultan Jalal-ud-dln 
maintaining many poets even when he was a muster-master.
He used to pay 1200 Tankas a year to the father of Amir 
Khusrav. Compare K.R.II 56 for a noble of Muhammad Tughluq 
named Mir Qabul*spending three and a half million Tafekas on 
his personal establishment. Compare B 118 for a noble of 
Balban named Malik rAli who never gave a horse to anyone 
without a purse of silver and always gave a gold or silver 
coin to a beggar. Compare ibid 202 how Malik Qn£b-ud-dln 
•Alawi a noble of Jal51-ud-dln Khalji spent 200,000 Tankas 
In days of scarcity on the marriage of his eldest son. He 
further distributed 100 horses with trappings and one
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Let us now consider some facts about the pay and the 

emoluments of the nobles, for a better appreciation of their 
expenditures and general extravagance, V5 e have spoken of their 
revenue - assignments in an earlier chapter. We have also had 

occasion to mention the emoluments of certain officials. The 

pay and emoluments of officials were personal and not in virtue 

of* their office* It is therefore difficult to lay down a 

uniform rule of incomes. However, the few facts we have 

gathered will give some idea* Sultan Jalal-ud-dln Khalji was 

pleased to appoint an old friend as his vakll-l-dar and assigned1 Ifor him the sum of 100,000 Jitals* Under Kuhammad Tughluq, 
the Nalb of the Sultan enjoyed the income of a province as large 

as rIraq; theWdizir was paid a similar amount; the four minister* 
received from 20,000 to 40,000 Tankas each every year; the chief

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

thousand robes to celebrate the event. Similarly the 
nephew of Jalal-ud-dln Ahmadlchap once invited the royal 
musicians to sing at his hou'se and gave them 100,000 Tankas 
100 horses and 320 dresses (vide ibid 203)* Compare also 
the example of Fakhr-ud-dln Kotwal a noble of Balban who 
used to maintain 12,000 Quran reciters and provided 1,000 
dowries for poor girls every year. He is reported never t 
have slept on the same bed twice or worn the same suit of 
clothes a second time. (Vide B*117-8). Compare also the 
instance o f rImad-ul-mulk, the muster-master of Balban,who 
entertained all his staff once a year^hen he gave them
20,000 Tankas collectively and a dreeift^He further provide 
hia ataff every day with a mid-day meal when no leas than 
50 trayfula of choicest dishes were served (vide ibid B* 
115-7)*

1* 3,195*
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secretary was paid a sum as large as the income of a big town; 

the secretarial staff, of about 300 persons, received the 

minimum salary of 10,000 Tankas per year, some of them getting 

as much as 50,000 Tankas; the Sadr-l~Jahan and the Shalkh-ul-

Islam were paid 60,000 a year; even the Vuhtasib or the Public
1

Censor had a whole village assigned to him. Now, let us

examine some figures from the reign of Sultan Firuz Tughluq.

The Wtitzir of the Sultan, the famous Khan-1-Jahan was paid a
million and a half Tankas on the revenue-assignment and a
separate personal allowance. He had a few thousand females in

his harim and was quite profillc in children. The state
assigned separate allowances to all his sons and sor^-ln-law^

2
whose number was unusually large. Let us now give some idea 

of the individual wealth of certain nobles. Among the nobles of 

Firuz Tughluq, Malik Shahin bequeathed a fortune of 50,000
3

Tankas, exclusive of valuables, jewels and other property;

Bashir, another noble of Firuz, accumulated the vast sum of

1. Compare E.D.III 578-9 for the account of Masallk-ul-absSr

2. Compare A.297, 400.

3. A.297.
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1 y160 millions. At a later date, an Afgh&n noble named Mĵ fin

Muhammad KSlapahar la reported to have possessed 300 maunds of
2

gold. The Hindu nobles of the Sultans of Bengal were not
very far behind. Hiranya amd Govardhan Das owned seven villages

3
and more than a million Tankas in cash. We have already

referred to a minister of Malwa and to Hemu, the Hindu General

of the last Afghan monarch. The emoluments of other high officii
4

and nobles of the kingdom can be imagined accordingly. For the 

lesser nobility and for retired officials, a general rule was lai<!

down that they were to be paid sufficient funds by the state to
5

maintain them in dignity and honour. Among other employees of 

the state the more important were minor military officers, the 

soldiers and the revenue agents or Muqaddams. We are not able 

to trace the pay of the various grades of military ranks. In 

one important case we know that when some aged military officers

1. Ibid 440.
2. T.S.S. 34 b.

3. Sircar 196.

4. Compare B.294.

5. Compare Barani, B.292.
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were dismissed by Sultan dalban, he assigned for them a pension
1

or a monthly allowance of 40 to 50 Tankas. The pay of the

soldier was fixed by Sultan fAla-ud-din at 234 Tankas per year
or 194 Tankas per month with an extra annual allowance of 78

tht 2
Tankas in^case of a do-aspa soldier for the additional horse.

The soldier was always paid in cash, annually or in periodical
3

instalments. The Muqaddaflfr the village headman or the revemu

agent occupied a semi-official position. He realised the land

revenue for the government from his village and was paid a

certain percentage of commission on the realised amount. He

was also allowed oertain other privileges in matters of persona]

cultivation. The gains of the Muqaddams could not be

controlled by the administration. His clandestine and open

appropriation of realised revenue in times of trouble, his

realisation of unjust and excessive taxes and perquisites and

his financial gain from every period of administrative
4

disorganisation brought him a respectable fortune. Sultan 
fAla-ud-din was greatly annoyed because like other big nobles 
the village headman had slso cultivated a fondness for

1. B.62-3.
2. Ibid 303.
3. Ibid 319.

4. B.291 for an estimate of Barani.
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beautiful dresses, for Persian bows and arrows, and for going to 

the chase riding on a beautiful horse. In the interest of a 
strong and stable administration, the oppressive and dishonest 

tendencies of this class had to be curbed with a strong hand.
But even when fAla-ud-din Khaljl was anything but Indulgent 
and kind towards them, he did not forget to fix the minimum 

standard of their life at a much higher level than that of 

the most prosperous among the peasants. He permitted them to

retain "four bullocks for purposes of cultivation, two buffalos^
1

two milking cows and 12 goats".
It would be advisable to give some idea of the life 

of a domestic servant or a slave in this place, as most of them 
were employed by government officials. We have already 

emphasized the fact that the amount of labour expended in the 
performance of personal services is an outstanding economic 

fact of the period. To illustrate the life of the highest 

officials, we will give the example of the Muster-master of
Sultafl Balban who employed 60 to 60 domestics for the service of

2
betel-leaves alone. In on^e case, Amir Khusrav informs us

5
that a wet nurse was paid 10 Tankas for suckling a child.

1. Compare Firlshta 191.
2. Compare B.117 referred in a previous paragraph. Compare 

the remarks of Moreland for conditions under Akbar. India 
etc. 87.

3. Ik.II 152
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We are better Informed regarding the lives of domestic slaves.

The slave of an ordinary person did not require any wages or

payment whatsoever, as will appear from the discussion of the
torlrtr .

status of a slave loter on . The Sultan alone gave his slaves

a recognised status and fixed their wages. Sultan Muhammad

Tughluq is reported to have paid his slaves a daily ration of

three seers of meat together with other Ingredients and spices

and a monthly ration of 2 maunds of wheat and rice. Besides
these allowances they were paid 10 Tankas per month and four

1
suits of clothes every year. Firuz Tughluq who was more 

solicitous for the welfare of his slaves paid them from 10 to
100 Tankas per month from the royal treasury according to

2
arrangement/.

C. Trades and skilled professions.

We have spoken about the traders In the previous 
chapter. We will only observe In this connection that the 
state carefully protected the property and the rights of 

^tradesmen within certain limits. It also appears that while 
the private property of the nobles was looked upon with 

Isuspicion, the possessions of the traders were adequately

1. Compare the version of Masallk-ul-absar« E.D.III 577.

2. Compare rAfiffa accounts. A.270.
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ponpcheft&eil. In fact Sultan Firuz Tughluq severely reprimanded 

the vile Informers who maliciously directed the attention of !
the Sultan towards the growing wealth of some trader or banker

1
with a view to appropriate It In part or whole. It Is no

wonder then, that the class of merchants (valsyas) as a whole ' 
were literate and prosperous, and held much land free of rent.

Among skilled professions, that of the physician was fairly we
3

established In all big towns and capital cities of Hindustan.

Some of them who w£re employed In the royal household have been

mentioned earlier. Any new discovery In medical treatment
•X >.v •> . '‘0 - ’ v ’ ' ' -"P ' • V>., ' ^  ;'v ''' *• ^  K i 1

1. Compare Firuz Shah1a own declaration to this effect F.15. 
Compare for Instance B 283 for the measures of confiscation of Sultfin fAla-ud-dln Khaljl which definitely
excluded the property and wealth of the Hindu bankers 
and Multanls from their sphere of operation. , Compare 
also the case of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq who transported 
the whole population of Delhi en masse to Deogir and paid 
suitable compensation to people who sold their houses and 
property. The officials In this instance did not require 
any compensation. We believe these measures were 
designed in part to compensate people for the loss of 
independent professions and trades. Compare also Raverty 
729 for an armourer who offers his slave for sale (and not 
as a gift) to Sultan Iltutmish; Ik.272 Amir Khusravfs 
advice to his son on the choice of a career; P.B.123-6 on 
the prospects of profit In trading. Compare also 
Macauliffe I 23, 30 for the advice of Kalu the father of 
Nanak who insists that his son should take to trade.

g. Compare Gupta, Bengal etc. 157 for a characteristic prayerof the Valsyas to sarswati the goddess of prosperity:fTne
goddess Vanl is bountiful to us all, we can all read and
write. We are the ornaments of a town. Decide to give us
the best lands and houses and make them rent free1.

3. Compare B.M.ms of Basatln-ul-uni for an Interesting and
detailed description of a Muslim physician of Delhi.
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or the Introduction of an improved method brought fame and a
1

fair measure of wealth tq the enterprising physicians.
We have already dealt with skilled workers In the previous 

chapter and noted the fact that information about their 
wages fcnd the standard df their life is not available.

Among minor workmen, we know the wages of some 

who were employed in conveying people between Delhi and 

Piruzabad (a distance of 5 krohs or about 10 miles). The 

charge of riding a carriage caye to 4 Jitals, of mules 6
Jitals, on horseback 12 Jitals and in a palanquin (palkl)

2
25 Jitals. It is not clear how much the animals cost to 
keep, or how many persons hired them on an average every 

month. Very low figures, which are clearly unreliable, are 

quoted from Bengal for such religious services among Muslims^

as the butchering of fowl or goats, the performing of nikah
3

or marriage ceremony.
’

B. Prices of commodities.

After enumerating some facts about the standards of 

earnings, it would be worth while to consider some facts about

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
Compare also Macauliffe I 26 for the attendance of a 
physician when Hanak was supposed to be suffering from 
an ailment.1. Compare Sircar 157 how some Hindu physicians had become 
famous by introducing the 1mercurial treatment prescribed 
In the Tantras1•

2* 1?oo6; also Axn̂ r Khusrav of tearners of honestwages M«A.12o.
3. Compare Gupta,Bengal etc.91. T>»e eoutvalenta 1*
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the prices of necessities. We have numerous references to 

prices of commodities in the accounts of contemporary chronicles 

and other writers who speak of prices in times of famine and 
scarcity as well as those of the periods of over-production and 

therefore of exceptional cheapness. We will try to form some 

idea of normal prices by a comparison of rates from the reigns 
of a few monarchs which are not marked by any violent dislocation 

of economic life. However, one has to guard against emphasising 
the accuracy of the results so obtained or the inferences based 

on them. The means of communications and transport had a great* 

influence on the variation of prices between years of good and bjai 

harvests. The fact that a certain district was physically 

Isolated and found no outlet for its surplus produce in times of 

plenty or facilities for supply in times of scarcity and famine, 

produced a standard of prices which were either much lower (in 

case of abundance of harvests) or much higher (in searcity and 

famine) than can be reached under modem conditions. There is 
a second consideration which is still more important. When 

prices are expressed, as is the Indian custom, in terms of the
or

numbers of the seers sold for a Tanka, it should not be forgotten 

that while money prices vary Inversely with quantity prices, the

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

money values, as given by the author,do not give any 
correct idea of wages of those times.
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percentage of the rise or fall of prices according to the two 

methods of notation is quite different* •Thus1 as the 
Imperial Gazetteer of India (Vol* III 457) explains fif the 

number of seers obtainable for a rupee (otherwise, the Tanka) 

is halved, i*e* decreased by 50 per cent, the money price is 

doubled, i*e* rises 100 per oent; but If the quantity price 
becomes 50 per cent more, that is cheaper, the corresponding 

money price la 33 per cent lower1• After these considerations! 
we may further add that our results only answer for Delhi with 

any confidence and for a small adjoining area. But it is

worth while considering the question even with these limitations

Let us begin with famine prices. Under Jalal~ud~

din Khaljl when there was a famine,corn was sold at one Jital 
1

per seer. Uhder Muhammad Tughluq in exceptionally severe

conditions, the price of corn rose to 16 and 17 Jltals per seer.
2

As a result, people began to die of starvation. Similarly

when Firuz Tughluq attacked Sind and scarcity followed as a

result, the price of corn rose to 2 and 3 Tankas per maund (or
3

3.2 and 4.8 Jltals respectively per seer). On his subsequent 

attack on the same province the corn rose to 8 and 10 Jltals 
per 5 seers and the pulses to 4 and 5 Tatdcas per maund (or 6.4

1. Compare 3.212.

2. Compare ibid 482.

3 # Compare A.200.
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1
and 8 Jitals per seer respectively).

Let us now consider some records of exceptionally
tow

eheafr prices. The reign of Ibrahim Lodi is an extreme but 

typical case in this respect. One Bahloll bought 10 maunds^/ 

of corn, 5 seers of oil and 10 yards of coarse cloth. The 

same coin (which was 1,6 Jltal in value) was sufficient to 
convey a person together with a horse and an attendant and to 

feed them on the way between Delhi and Agra. According to 

the chronicler 5 Tankas in those days were sufficient for the 

maintenance of a whole family and its retainers (who were 

quite a few then) for a whole month. Even then, the pay of,
\s

the soldier ranged from 20 to 30 Tankas. The fall in food

prices reacted unfavourably on gold and silver, which could be
2 1

procured only with the greatest difficulty. Gupta similarly
gives instances of exceptionally low prices from Bengal,

er ✓without, however, appreciating the necessary influence that 

they either indicate over-production or a decrease of outside 
demand and are certainly not normal. For instance, the whole 
marriage ceremony of 6haitanya was performed for a few cowries

and the event was 1referred to as a magnificent Instance of
3

costly marriage by the poets who described it1.

1. ibid 232-3.
2. Elliot 292. Compare text T.D.63.
3. Compare the account in J.D.L. 1929, 247-8*
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Barring these cases of an abnormal rise or fall
in prices, let us examine the prices under ’Ala-ud-din KhaJJi

1
which have been considered to represent the norm, a

comparison between the reigns of fAla-ud-din, Muhammad 
Tughluq and Firuz Tughluq will show that as a whole the 

prices of most of these articles as probably of all other 

goods in proportion, went up under Muhammad Tughluq, but ! 

again dropped to the previous level of fAla-ud-dIn under h^s

successor. Sugar, for some special reasons, does not follow
2

this movement of prices.

1. Compare the opinion of Thomas 159.
2. Compare for figures Thomas 160, 260 and 283 respectively.

Also Barani and •Aflf.

Commodities. rAla-ud-din. Muhammad Firuz
Tughluq. Tughluq.

(Prices in Jltals per maund)

1. Wheat. 7& 12 8
2 . Barley, 4 8 4
3. Paddy• 6 . 14 -
4. Pulses, 5 • 4
5. Lentils* 3 4 4
6. Sugar (white)100 80 -
7, Sugar (soft) 60 64 120,140.
8. Sheep(mutton) 10 64 •
9. Gh*£ (butter) 16 - 100
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Let us now examine the prices under fAla-ud-din whic
as

we have roughly considered^normal. We give them under three

heads:- corn and articles of common use, cloth, and domestic 

slaves*

Corn etc* (Prices are given per maund)*
Wheat, Jltals; Barley, 4 Jltals; Paddy (or rice) 5 Jltals; 

Vetch, 5 Jitals; Pulses, 5 Jltals; Lentils, 3 Jltals;
Sugar - white, 100 Jltals, soft, 60 Jltals, unrefined, 20 

Jitals* Among other articles:- mutton, cost 10 to 12 

Jitals per maund; Qhif* (clarified butter) from 16 fco 26*3 

Jitals; sesamum, about 14 Jitals; salt, 2 Jltals. Among 

animals:- camels could be purchased in two qualities at 12 
and 24 Tankas each respectively; the mating bull, at 3 Tankasj 

beef cows, at lj to 2 Tankas each; milking cows, from 3 to 4 

Tankas; and buffaloes from 10 to 12 Tankas; those for beef

from 5 to 6 Tankas. Prices of other articles of consumption
1

may be judged accordingly*

(b) Cloth: 1* Muslins - of Delhi, cost 17 Tankas a piece,

of Koil (Aligarh) 6 Tankas. The finest quality muslin cost
2 i/

2 Tankas a yard. Another variety called Mushrfif cost 3 

Tankas per piece.

1. Compare Thomas 159.
2. Compare the estimate of Amir Khusrav Ik.IV 174.



2, Woollen stuffs. - Blankets of coarse quality (usually with 
red borders) cost 6 Jitals and those of finer quality 36 Jltals 
each (Vide B.Ms.153).

3. Among other costly materials - Shirln was sold in three 

varieties at 5,3 and 2 Tankas per piece respectively; similarly 
SalAfelya at 6,4 and 2 Tankas *
4* Linen - Ordinary linen was sold at 20 yards for a Tanka and

another of a coarser quality at 40 yards a Tafctaa. A chadar or
an over-all sheet was sold for 10 Jitals a piece.

(C) DOMESTICS AND SLAVES. The prices of slaves and concubines
were uncertain, fluctuating according to the fortunes of wars

and famines. A skilled slave may have cost anything. No
rule could be laid down in these cases. Under rAla-ud-din

slaves of rare skill cost 120 Tankas. Badr-chach, the poet,

claims to have bought a slave named Gul-chehra (Rose Face) for
900 Tankas (Vide Q.39). Masallk-ul-absar is of opinion that

in exceptional cases, slaves even cost as much as 20,000 Tankas

and even bigger sums. (Vide E.D.III 580). For domestic

service, under fAla-ud-din a female cost from 5 to 12 Tankas, a

concubine from 10 to 15 Tankas, apd a becoming male slave, from
1

20 to 40 Tankas. Later, in the reign of Muhammad Tughluq, a 
female domestic cost 8 Tankas and a concubine 15 Tankas.

1. Compare B.314.
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We have very few references to the normal prices 

in outlying provinces. The prices of those regions depended 

upon local conditions and were not likely to be affected as a 

rule by the conditions prevailing in the Doab area or the 

surroundings of Delhi. It is therefore very difficult to 
establish a relation between the prices of Delhi market and 

those of the province, Ibw Batuta who went to Bengal from 

Delhi quotes the prices as followsr-
1 chicken at 1 j£tal 
15 pigeons for 8 Jitals.
1 ram " 16 Jitals.

Excellent 
30 cubits

cloth)
long ) for 2 Tankas.

Rice for 8 Jitals per maund.
Goats * 3 Tankas each.
Sugar " 32 Jitals per maund

Refined Sugar " 1 Tanka " "

Unrefined Sugar " 16 Jitals " "

Slaves w 8 Tankas•

It was a popular proverb among the foreign Muslim merchants
f«ju

(the Kharasanis) that fBengal is a hell of good things1, whicl 

pointed out the extremely cheap cost of living and the unheal*

1. Compare E.D.581.
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1

climate of the province. Gulbadan Begum considered life y*

very cheap at Amarkot in Rajputana, Considering that one
2

rupee fetched four goats there.

C. COST OF LIVING.

There is almost no evidence from which to estimate 

the average cost of living. For one reason, among others, the 
standard of living differed so much from one class to another 
that it is impossible to work out an average, We have already 
observed the difference between the lives of the peasants and 
those of the upper classes, which wets almost antipodal. Still 
it will help us to form even a vague and tentative idea. 

Masalik-ul-absar, on the authority of his informants cites the 

case of a person named Khujand!. Along with three other friends
Khojend! was served with a meal consisting of roast beef, bread

3
and butter, the total cost of which came to one Jital. If we 
calculate on this basis, and take two meals a day as the diet of 
an average person it will work out at 15 Jitals per month. | 

Putting 5 Jitals extra for the morning breakfast, the average 

dietary expenses of one person would come to 20 Jitals per month. 

If we make a similar allowance for clothes and other expenses,

1. K.R. II 142-3. 2. G.58.
3. Compare Notices etc. 210-11.
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the maximum coat would not exceed one Tanka per month,

A family consisting of a man, his wife, a servant, and
one or two children could thus live on 5 Tankas for a
whole month. This however, does not allow for social

1
and economic variability and is a rough calcutatlon.

1. We have discussed the Purchasing price of the 
Tanka in the Appendix,
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P A R T  T H R E E :  S O C I A L .

CHAPTER VII.

DOMESTIC LIFE.

1. THE JOINT FAMILY.
In rural countries, the family is the major Institution 

of domestic life; it ranks even above the church and the state.
The Indians in this respect are still a 'family oommunity1.
For an Indian peasant his family has a special economic signlflcan 

Apart from serving as a home for his wife and his numerous ,

children, his aged parents and his other relations, his family is 

an indispensable factor in his farm economy. Every single member 

of hie family contributes in some measure to the process of 
agricultural production. We have dealt with this subject in an 

earlier chapter. The family tradition in Hindustan has been a 

primary factor in carrying on the work of organised social life 
almost since the dawn of history. In course of time it has

1
developed into what is commonly known as the Joint Hindu family.
To describe its broad features : there is no individual property 
within the family, but only a right of maintenance from the 
co-parcenary property which extends to aiythe male members of the

1. Compare Mulla, Hindu Law 15, fThe Joint and undivided Hindu 
family is the normal condition of Hindu society. An 
undivided Hindu family is ordinarily Joint, not only in estate 
but in food and worship. The Joint family system comes flrsl
in historical order. The law of inheritance ia of later growth; iater
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1
family, their wives and children. On marriage, the daughter 

becomes a member of her husband1s .family. If a male is adopted >/
into the family, which is permissible and even encouraged under 

certain conditions, it has the effect1of transferring the adopted 

boy from his natural family into the adoptive family1. And 

while he acquires all the rights of a son in the new family,! 

he renounces all his rights in his natural family, including 

the right of claiming any share in the estate of his natural
i

father or other natural relations or any share in the co-
2

parcenary property of his natural family. This gives a fairly 

accurate view of an Indian family of Hindustan today, as probably 

it does of the past# The development of the Joint family

arises naturally from the conditions of life and production in ar
3

Indian village. The Muslims brought with them their different 

laws of Inheritance and divorce and an entirely different 

conception of family life. These laws are still practised among 
the urban Muslim population, but the vast masses of Muslims who

1. Ibid 428.
2. Mulla, Hindu Law 398.
3. Compare the Russian parallel of verv or Joint familyt-

1 . . a verv possessing its own territorial possession, 
exactly corresponds to a house-community, in which several 
persons, living under the same roof and owning land in 
common, are Jointly answerable for the crimes and misdem
eanours committed within the limits of their possessions1• 
Kovalevstop 51.
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live in villages adhere to their ancestral Hindu traditions. In

fact, some Muslim communities of India are now legally outside the
1

operation of Muslim personal law in certain matters. The urban

Muslim population has also assimilated something from its Hindu
2

environment.
In one respect Hindultaua and IslSm agree, that is in 

giving a distinct preference to a male over a female. A son is /

always preferred to a daughter, and among the sons, a preference
3

goes to the first-born. Another common feature of both social

1. Compare Mulla, Muhammadan Law 9-10,e.g. In Gujarat, the khoj-aSj 
the cutcdai Memons, Sunnip Bohras and MusalmMn Girfials.

2. Compare the Muslim Review, Calcutta, Vol. I ,3, for Fida 
All-Khan, fHindu customs adopted by the Muslims of India1.

3* The one supreme aim of Hindu life is the procreation of a male 
who alone is spiritually qualified to minister to his cares 
in the next world and save him from hell. The Qurfcn lay* 
down (Vide Holy Qur&n 4:34) that 1Males are the guardians of 
femalesf. (Rodwell, Quran 416 fMen are superior to women on 
account of the qualities which God has gifted the one above 
the other1). The eldest male member of the Hindu family is 
the Karti or the manager of the Joint property. The Kanwar 
or the eldest son of a Rfijput chief usually Inherits tTie 
family distinctions. In this connection it may be remembered 
that on the death of Mi^h Hasan, the father of Sher Khfin, one 
of his younger half-brothers named Sulaiman put on the head
dress of the deceased, whereupon one of his cousins snatched 
it from his head, warning him that his relations would not 
tolerate this appropriation of the privilege of the eldest 
son of a family.
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systems Is a certain love and regard for parents which 1a ^
reciprocal; for the parents in their turn are very solicitous

1
and unduly affectionate. On the whole, the Indian family 

tradition develops the feeling of mutual dependence and Joint j 

relationship to a far larger extent than the small families of 
western countries. Possessing, as the Indians do, no other 

but common property, and having an equal share in all the materia] 

enjoyments of fortune, the members of a joint family escape the 
disheartening influence of economic competition. The conditions 

of their life necessarily develop among them all the consciousnesj 

of mutual responsibility and the conviction that without one

another they cannot overcome the dangers and difficulties of
2

life. On the other hand the Joint family militates against 

the development of individuality. It curbs the spirit of

enterprise and the feeling of self-reliance, so essential for the
3

progress of a country in the modern sense of the term.

2. THE POSITION OF WOMEN.
The functions and position of a woman were distinctly 

subordinate and in the long run came to be understood as the

1. For the love of mother and father compare ft*.A.119-21, the 
sentiments of Hfinak, Macauliffe I 97-8.

2. Compare the estimate of Kovalevsky on the Russian Joint 
Family 60.

3. Compare a modern criticism of the institution, K.M.Pannikar, 
•Joint family and social progress1. Visva-Bharati^ April 1925. 
Also Kablr’s opposition to it for different reasons.
Shah 89-90.
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service of the male and dependence upon him In every stage of

life. As a daughter, a woman lived under the wardship of her

father, as a wife under the tutelage of her husband, and as a

widow (that is, if she was permitted to survive her husband)
1

under the care of her eldest son. In a word her life was a 

state of perpetual wardship, and the social laws and customs ha< 

stamped her with a sort of mental deficiency. When she was 

born, a girl appeared as an intruder on the scene, for, speaking 

from the religious viewpoint of the Hindus, the luckless

daughter might not "expiate the guilt fathers piled uo in
2

forgotten hours". She was therefore killed among.some tribes
3

even in infancy. If she was permitted to live she was given 

away to a husband in an indissoluble tie. If she died in 
pregnancy, she sometimes turned into the most dreaded of evil 
spirits, known as the churel, and haunted the neighbourhood. 
Death or self-immolation alone consigned her to oblivion. Thus, 
from her birth to her death, the position of a woman was very

1. Compare Hulls, Hindu Law 371 for the position of a wife 
In Hindu system of marriage. Divorce is unknown to the 
general Hindu law, for a Hindu marriage is an indissoluble 
tie between the husband and the wife.

2. Compare Lalla, Temple 230; compare Tod II 739-40 for female 
infanticide among the RSjputs.

3. Compare, Crooke, Popular Religion 194.
-4t Qempaofe the interesting caae~ufyiilra 3ai w 

by tyh Oosaln of irlndaban to Vnter his 
Ma^fullffe VI 3 5 ^ — Other references la 
wl%h Suttee.

yo was notvallewc 
l^esence. 
r In connect I ran
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unpleasant. Religion and other ameliorating spiritual movements 

gave her all the consolation they could in reconciling her to her

fate; but they too carefully excluded her from every position of
1

power and from a place in their inner hierarchy.

The main function of a woman, according to Hindu ideas, 

was to bring forth a male, and If she happened to give birth to 

a son, people ' honoured and looked after her. I have spoken 

of the love of children for parents •- This was very real and a 

great consolation to the Indian mother. In other respects, the 
Indian woman was strictly confined to home and to domestic cares.
All her dreams were concentrated on proving herself a devoted

2
wife to her husband and in trying to please him. The male, on 

the other hand began to look upon her as a person of feeble brain 

and not to be trusted too far or in those things that matter.
He welcomed and appreciated her help in domestic affairs. There 
may have been a few,exceptional women, but on the whole this

estimate of the position of women holds good for Hindu society
3

of the times.

1. Compare the interesting case of Mir§ 8§I who was not allowed
by the Gosfiln of Brindftban to enter his presence. Vide 
Macauliffe VI 353. Other references later in connection with 
Suttee.

2. Compare W.A.192, 117 for her function of child-bearing and
the respect paid to her.

3. Compare an estimate of women In P.256; P.B. for a characterist
confession of Radhfi about her own sex. fI, a weak girl of
scanty wisdom’ •
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The Muslim tradition with regard to women varied

the Muslima followed the older traditions of the ancient Persians,

which put the woman in a very inferior position, not very different

indulgence, an unhealthy attitude developed on all sides* People 

began to put a very exaggerated value on the chastity of woman, 

probably in the same measure as they encouraged its absence among

1* Compare an estimate of Tod about Rajput women Vol. II 744:- 
fTo the fair of other lands the fate of the Rajputni must 
appear one of appalling hardship. In each stage of life death 
is ready to claim her; by the poppy at its dawn; by the flames 
in riper years; while the safety of the interval depending on 
the uncertainty of tefce war, at no period is her existence
worth a twelve-months1 purchase1• Compare also ibid I 540 for
the tragedy of Krishna Kunwarl where in one place the princess 
summarises the feminine position as follows. fWe are marked 
out for sacrifice from our birth; we scarcely enter the world 
but to be sent out again; let me thank my father that I have 
lived so long • • * Also Pero Tefur 90 for an opinion afid 
illustration. Compare K.R.200-201 for Ibn Batutafs observa
tions on the position of women among Turks.

2. Compare ibid K.R.I.121 how ladies of Shlr&z met thrice a week
to listen to the preacher in the principal mosque. Ibtt 
Batuta thinks he never saw a greater assemoly of women; 
compare Bretschneider II 287-8 for the women of Herit who 
observed Purdah but were otherwise free. Similar estimate of 
Batuta about women in Medina and in other places.

3 . Compare Fflwlinson,Five etc.Ill 222 on ancient Persians. *It Is 
particularly noticeable in the Persian sculptures and 
inscriptions that they carry to excess the reserve which 
Orientals have awd always maintained with regard to women.
The inscriptions are wholly devoid of ©11 references to the 
softer sex and the sculptures give us no representation of 
the female1. Compare A352 for the popular Persian tradition 
as reported in the name of PirdansI the classical Persian

women a fair measure of freedom The Persian woman was Improving

her position as compared with her Indian sister

3
from the Hindu With growth of general sensuality and sexualA
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1
men. Even In the Muslim Law of inheritance, certain changes
were affected which brought it in line with the new social 

2
outlook.

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

poet, that woman and dragon are dangerous creatures fit oily 
to be destroyed. So that if a woman could not find her way 
to the grave yard, she was to be strictly confined to the 
four walls of a house. Compare J.H. (f.321) for a whole 
chapter illustrating the vices of the female sex. She was 
not only weak mentally but positively wicked In nature 
(Vide B.245; A.254). Compare A.H.67 for practical wisdom.
A wife was not to be trusted In matters of consequence; and 
if It was unavoidable to consult her, the best course was to 
act contrary to her advice. Compare T.S.S.15 where the 
reader Is advised not to let his wife know of his property 
and his valuables. Compare D.R.121 for the only valuable 
quality of a woman, as the Instrument of sexual satisfaction, 
However, this unhappy human failing did not please the 
ascetic, who Insisted that females were born and meant for 
hell and ’females for heaven. (Vide T.26b where comparative 
figures of population in hell and heaven are also given).
The mystics went further and determined the sex of the 
power8 of Good and Evil, which were of course male and female 
respectively (Vide S.S.S.87-8).

1. For sensuality see chapter on * Mannersf. Here it will
suffice to give a characteristic Illustration. An extremely 
charming girl was once captured by the soldiers of Sher Shah 
and presented to him. fTake away this personification of 
evil1, cried the monarch in horror, fand send her to the 
camp of my enemy, Humfiyun*. This was done. Then Sher Shah 
explained to his soldiers that if he kept such a pretty 
damsel with him he could do nothing except debauch himself, 
which could only ruin his political fortune. It is reported 
that when the girl was taken to HumMytin, the Sultan was so 
much occupied with her and became so utterly indifferent to 
military operations that it led to his defeat by the wily 
Sher Sh§h and cost him his throne (Vide T.D.75). For insis
tence on female chastity, compare the observations of Amir 
Khusrav which may be summarised as follows. A girl who had 
any reflections cast on her chastity could never expect to 
find any respectable person to marry her, even though the
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These general facts will help to elucidate the 
background of feminine culture and traditions in IIlndGstan.

On the whole the women .suffered from want of contact with the
/

male* As a daughter, the only associates of a girl were her
1

girl playmates and the brother from among the men* When she
was married and became a wife, she lived in the company of

her husband; but the presence of the members of the joint

family and perhaps a few other co-wives, discouraged the

development of healthy love and feelings of companionship

between the married couple* Once the personality of the woman
$JX

was suppressed, disagreement between the two sexes disappeared; 
the domestic life became happy and harmonious, and children 
were brought up with tenderness, care and love* People never

Continuation of foetnotes on previous page:-

accusations were proved to be absolutely groundless.
The poet therefore advises every honest girl to die rather 
than submit to the amours of a lover not her husband 
(Vide M.A.198). For a contrast compare the women of the 
Deccan. Barbosa II 54, ibid 216 for Devadaal*

2. Compare for instance the provision of FIqh-1 - f irfiz-shahi
If a person bequeathed his property to his children without 
specifically mentioning the daughters or other females, 
the latter were not to be included in the definition of 
children or legatees* F.F.83*

1. Compare the characteristic utterance of Lalla, fSaid I, no 
relation like a brother1 Temple 232.

ft* Compare /Tod II 711 for/the deference ind respect paid to a
of Sh erf Shah towards the ladles of t/ne Mughul harim after 
the defeat of Humayunf at Chansa*
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failed to be courteous and chivalrous to a woman because of her
1

weaker sex and her dependence on the male, although it is doubtful

if the same tenderness was shown in their dealings with domestic
2

females and slaves* In every case shedding of female blood I
5

was considered a heinous crime*
The intellectual culture of women varied according to j 

class* In villages where a woman was a part of rural economy, 

there was no room for mental growth in the ordinary sense. We 

have pointed out earlier how in Bengal, women were debarred from 

taking part in certain processes of weaving, although such 

restrictions did not apply to every-day work. On the other hand, 
the poorer class of peasant woman had unfortunately to be too much7 
occupied with domestic and farm work and with her children to 

leave any leisure for intellectual occupations or even recreation. 
Their mental culture thus did not proceed beyond a very backward 
stage, with which students of folk-lore are quite familiar.

1. Compare Tod II 711 for the deference and respect paid to a
woman among the Rfijputs; compare T.S.S. 57 for the chivalry 
of Sher Shfth towards the ladies of the Mughul harim after 
the defeat of Humay£n at Chausa.

2. Compare instances of ill-treatment of domestics in P.F.170.
3* Compare J.A.S.B.1923, 279 for an interesting case of Firuz

Tughluq who finds an excuse for invading the Kingdom of Sultan
Ilyfts Shfth of Bengal. According to him, among other crimes 
the latter was guilty of shedding female blood; whereas, as 
Flrdz Tughluq piously postulates, 1according to all creeds and 
usages, no woman, even an infidel, can be slain1.
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The upper classes lived a life of adventure and Insecurity which
1

stimulated the attainment of many arts and sciences* Devtelrani, 

Rupfimati, Padum&vat and Mlr& B&i are good examples of Hindu 

culture* It Is reported by Hajl Dablr that one of the reasons 

why Muhammad Tughluq attacked the Qarajal hills (Kumaon) was 

the desire to possess the women of those parts, who were famous

the throne of Delhi proves that the Muslim aristocracy and 

royalty did not neglect to give their daughters an excellent 

education and training* Under the Mughuls a healthier tradition
came to prevail among the Indian aristocracy. We learn from

the .
Gulbadan Begum that the ladies of the royal harlm of/femperor j

Hum&yun used to mix in the society of male friends and visito»a. 

They sometimes went out in male garments, played polo, and applies

1. For the Ksat^riya woman, the story of the love and adventurei 
of Padum&vat in Jaial*s famous book. Compare two instances 
of the courage and valour of Afghan women. On one occasion 
they successfully defended the fort of Delhi in male custamei 
and faced constant showers of arrows from the enemy. They 
stubbornly resisted until their husbands and male relations 
came to the rescue. (Vide T.D. 9 b  for details). When the 
NJĵ &zIs were reduced to extremities in^Kashmlr hills, their 
women folk glirded themselves with bows and arrows, swords 
and lances and fougjat their enemies, the hill-men of Kashmir, 
until at last they were buried under the hail of stones that 
were showered on them from above. (Vide M.T.I.388).

2
for their accomplishments That Sultana Raziyya could occupy

2. Compare Z.W.III 877.



themselves to music. They were also 1 versed In the use of
1

pellet bow and other practical arts. Comparative freedom
gave Mughul women a greater sense of their dignity and honour

and the mothers of the famous Mughul emperors were as great in
2

their own sphere as their son* vere in theirs. There is 

almost no information about women in the lower walks of life, 

but probably they approximated to the standards of women higher 

than themselves in status# We have already referred to the 

fact that some of the concubines were very talented and skilled.

3. THE PURDAH AND SOCIAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN THE SEXES.

We will refer now to the institution of Purdah in 

Hindustan and try to elucidate its development. The term

yPurdaft1 means a curtain or something to screen off; popularly,

it applies to the •veil*. When applied to a woman, the term *
signifies her seclusion in a separate building or in a segregated 
apartment or part of the building, otherwise called the Harlm.

The term harlm, as we pointed out earlier, apart from being

1. Compare the account of Gulbadan.
2. Compare for instance the story of Hamida Banii, the mother of

Akbar. It is reported that when Humfiyun offered to marry
her, the lady refused to consider the proposal of a monarch
or in fact, of anyone who occupied too elevated a social 
position for her own rank. fI would rather marry a man1 
she said vwhose lapel 1 can hold than one whose pedestal I 
cannot reach1, meaning that she insisted on equality of 
treatment. (Vide G.53). For other examples, NGrjahan, 
Mumt&z Mahal etc. are familiar.
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applied to the place of residence, also signifies the totality 
of the female.Inmates who are thus excluded from the view of the 

public* A girl begins to observe this seclusion when she . 

approaches the age of puberty, or slightly earlier, and she 

adheres to the custom throughout the prime of her life, until 
she Is past the age of child-bearing* When she grows old, she j 
need not continue this seclusion, but by that time, an age-long 

observance of this practice makes It more comfortable for her to 
live In the familiar surroundings of the harlm than to go out In 
public* It should be noted that the term Harim, during our

period, Includes the female slaves, the eunuchs and other attendant,

who were charged with the servloe of supervision of the female 
quarters.

A number of contrary theories have been advanced as to 

the origin of Purdah* It Is held by some that Muslims are
responsible for the growth of the custom, and that before Islam,

1
the women of Hindustan went about freely* Others hold that the^ 

custom of veil (meaning Purdah) is of Immemorial antiquity* and the
theory has been supported by many Illustrations from aAclent

2
Hindu social history. These opinions are not quite so contrary

1* Compare Miss Cooper 102.
2* Compare the opinion of Mr. Mehta in an article on Purdah in

The Leader, Allahabad, May 1928.



as they appear at first sight* In fact, they are supplementary*
There was a partial exclusion of women in ancient India and the/
women observed a certain •veil* (or what even now goes under the

name of ghoonghat) but the present elaborate and Institutionalised
form of Purdah dates from the time of the Muslim rule* Many

factors have made possible the development of the present form of
the Purdah, the most important being the status of a woman in i

II
Hindu society, her functions and the ideas on sexual morality#

We know that the exclusion of women from masculine society was/
general in Hindu India and their sphere was the home. Muslims

brought very exaggerated ideas of class and racial exclusion and /
of aristocratic and royal behaviour, which took root in a
congenial soil* To all these was added a practical reason - the^ 

of I
growing sense/insecurity which attended the inroads of invaders,-

especially the Mongols, which lasted for more than two centuries.
Thus the position has always remained somewhat as follows during

the Muslim period:- the vast masses of peasant women do not wear  _
any shrouds or specially made veil and do not live in seclusion;
they move the lapel of their sArl or other head-dress slightly over

1. Among other minor factors compare the raids of the neighbouring 
Muslims on Hindu women* There are numerous examples, such as 
the romance of KapAmatl and BAs BahAdur* See also Tod II 952. 
There was also the fear of the ruler or official demanding 
a girl for a wife as in the instance of Firttz Tughluqfs father. 
Compare also Tod II 966*
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their face when they pass a stranger; their arms and their face 
otherwise

are/quite exposed* The Indian peasant of our age could not

afford to marry many wives and his wife usually had no rivals in

her home. She was physically well built and morally strong and
gave no cause for jealousy or undue care on the part of her

husband* In short, a monogamous, healthy and free life is the /
1

only life a peasant has learnt to live In HinddstAn. The 
higher classes observe Purdah as far as their means allow them, I 

for their women can dispense with domestic work* Purdah is a 
measure of respectability among higher classes so that the
higher the rank,1the smaller and higher are windows and the more

2
secluded the women*. It Is needless to add that conditions in 
India are swiftly changing under the force of new circumstances.

We have numerous historical records of the Purdah 

during our period. The custom of *ghoonghat1 among Hindus and 
the lower classes of Muslims is described by Malik Muhammad I

Jaisl, Vldypati and others who write about the life of common 
3

people. The other, more developed form of Purdah with its

1. Compare the opinion of F.^. Thomas 72. ’The seclusion of 
women has been copied from the Muhammadans, but only by 
the richer classes. Among the poor it is quite unknown*. 
Compare Abul Fazl. A.A.II 182. *Except when the wife is 
barren, the husband (among Hindu masses) does not marry 
again. Similarly a man does not marry when he is past 
fifty years of age*.

2. Compare Cooper, 121.
3. Compare P.B. LIX; Macauliffe VI 347.
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elaborate code of rules, came Into existence almost from the
beginning of the Muslim rule in Hindustan* Fakhr-ud-dln Mubarak

Shah relates the amusing story of the Hindu slave girl of Bahrain

Shah, the Ohaznawld ruler of Lahore* She fell ill and had to be
treated by a physician who insisted on examining her person and

feeling her pulse* Ihis was reported to the monarch who was very

much upset at the situation, and only after many convincing argument

did he agree to the physician’s viewing her face and arms ’if they
1

were not too far exposed to his view1* The example of Razlyya is
well-known and we mention it only to prove the existence of Purdah

2
in the royal harim. Before the time of Flrdz Sh&h Tughluq no

attempt was made to enforce the purdah on the subjects of the klngdoa

Firdz Sh&h was the first monarch to forbid the visit of Muslim (

women to mausoleums outside the city of Delhi, as, according to him,
Muslim Law (Shariat) forbade such outdoor movement* Nothing is

said about the movement of women within the city; probably no
restriction was put on them within these bounds* By this time the f

4 I
custom had spread into outlying provinces* A respectable lady

therefore went about in closed litters (dolls) and accompanied by

1. A.H.20.
2. Compare the references in Tabaqat-i-Nfisirl and Amir Khusrav 

about Sultfina Razlyya. Raverty 638,643; D*R*49. Raziyya broke 
the custom when she laid aside her female dress and ’issued 
from the seclusion1. Amir Khusrav does not altogether approve 
of her indelicate boldness*

3* Compare Firuz Sh&h’s own estimate of his measure F.8-9.
4. Compare A118 for the ’veiled’ and ’shrouded* women inside the

t-lB Ben«al wailing for mercy in front of the besieein army of Pirn* Tnehluo. J*
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1
male attendants. Poorer or non-aristocratlc women probably \

* XTwent about ’wrapped up In long garments covering their heads' sr
2

what Is now known as Burqa. Heavily covered and even locked
3 ?

litters were used by the ruling chiefs and the higher nobles for
their women. The Hindu nobility was not slow in adopting the way

4
of the Muslim rulers.

Mention may be made in this connection of the relation 
of Purdah to rules of marriage in Hindu and Muslim society. While 

a woman is guarded only in a general way against social intercourse 

with those men with whom matrimony is forbidden, greater force is 
used where the degree of relationship between the man and the 
woman can warrant a possibility of future matr lmonjW:»ralmt 1i:inilitp. 
The original spirit of the Hindu and Muslim laws offers a wide 
field of choice and implies a very great degree of liberty in the) 

relations of the parties to a marriage. A Hindu usually marries
outside his own sub-caste but within the larger caste. So that

socialwhile there is no liberty in/intercourse with the girls of the

1. Compare T.P.I. 422.

2. Compare Barbosa I 114 for the women of the GujHrati Bania clasi

3. Compare the instances of: slave girls of Tatar Khan being
conveyed in closed and locked conveyances. Vide A.393-4;
Timflr carrying about his harim in covered litters. Vide 
M.289.

4. For Hindu nobility, compare Sircar 190 for the wives of RAja
Rudra PratAp of Puri (Orissa) coming to visit Chaitanya in 
'covered litters'.
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same sub-caste, there is greater liberty outside this limit. 
Intermarriage with other major castes is forbidden so strongly that 
it reacts rather favourably than otherwise on the relations of 
persons of different castes and sexes. Muslim marriage similarly 
was originally designed as essentially a civil contract between 
the parties to a marriage. Beyond a few specified degrees of 
prohibition namely consanguinity and affinity, fosterage and some 
other special cases, the Quran gave perfect liberty in choosing a 
husband or a wife. Persona within these prohibited degrees are 
called Mahram or •Forbidden* to one another. All others are 
called Na-mahrams or those with whom marriage is not forbidden.
We have referred to what was known as the doctrine of Kufw- or 
•status* which made it compulsory to marry persons of the same/ 
social status, even of the same school of religious thought. 
Similar ideas and customs soon began to circumscribe the sphere 
of liberty. We have referred to the power of the master of a 
slave whiah extended to the right of conferring a slave in 
marriage. These powers of the head of an establishment 
in varying degrees over its members. The patriarchal idea 
permeated the whole social system and superseded the original 
spirit of the laws and customs of matrimony. The master of a 
slave had his prototype in the Sultan in relation to his household 
(which we have described earlier) and in a father in relation to
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his children. Under* these conditions entirely new meanings 
were given to the marriage laws. The original liberty of choico
began to react in adverse proportion to the degree of relationship,

social
until finally the/intercourse of the sexes came to be confined 
purely to those who were Mahrama or of the same Ootra, i.e. who 
could never marry under any circumstances.

We consider this digression helpful in appreciating 
the exact character of the restrictions which were put on the 
intercourse of the two sexes. The underlying idea behind the 
institution of Purdah is the exclusion of ni»mahrams (or those 
who can legally marry) from each other. The fear always lurked 
in the minds of elderly patriarchs th£ people of opposite sexes 
outside the degrees of prohibition might go wrong through mutual 
contact, and it might further lead to their contracting a marriage 
tie Independent of the will of the elders and perhaps prejudicial^ 
to the bigger interests of the joint family and the village 
community or the aristocratic family. We will speak of the 
morals and manners of the people of the age in a different place, 
but it may be noted here that much emphasis was put on the 
spotless moral character of a woman, and what was of still greater 
importance, the public reputation of a girl for chastity. This
was identified in the long run with living in Purdah and inside 
the harim, that is, without any possibility of meeting a 
Na-mahram. Under the prevailing social conditions a husband



was far from giving any liberty of social intercourse to Vila
wife, and was most unlikely to marry one who had enjoyed such1
liberty, thereby damaging her moral reputation.

No attempts were made at reforming the Purdah until
the close of the period, under the force of new religious
movements. Some coastal towns in Gujarat were not affected byX
this popular custom and in any case not to the same degree as the
inland towns. This healthy influence was obviously due to

/  2contact with foreign people through international commerce.

1. Compare for the object of protecting Nft-mahrama from one 
another in the following. Nuhammad fughluq was very 
scrupulous when he entered his harlm that his eye did not 
fall on a ’Na-mahram* (B•506)• Compare A.393-4 that the 
slave-glrls of Tatar Khan, a noble of Sultfin FlrQz Tughluq 
were carried in closed and locked conveyances 9lest the eye 
of a Nfi-mahram fell on them*•
Compare Z.M. 69 how Saint Hamadfinl fears the places where 
people of both sexes can meet together. Compare F.A.195 
for an advio# of Amir Khusrav who argues as follows. If a 
woman does not want to expose herself to the criticism of 
people she had better abstain from the company of a Nfi- 
Mahram. If she wanted to be perfectly free from any 
suspicion or criticism, she had better observe Purdah.
In another place, he concludes that female chastity can onlj 
exist with a total absence of relations with the outer worl<! 
(Vide Ik.317). Compare the remarks of Barbosa on the 
jealousy of V-ualitr husbands, Vol. I 121.

2. Compare the protest of Saint Pipa (born 1425 A.D.) against 
the veiling of wives of a certain Raja of Toda (on the 
Indian frontier) named Sur Sen when they visited the saint 
(Vide Kacaullffe VI 347). Compare for the comparative 
freedom of social intercourse in Gujarat the account of 
Barbosa. In one place he says that the wos*n of Render wei 
about during the day doing all their Indoor and outdoor 
business *with their faces uncovered as among Europeans9•
In Khambfiyat he finds that though the women observed Purdah 
they frequently visited their friends and acquaintances in 
luxurious coaches and were given ample freedom of social 
Intercourse within the limits of the Purdah. (V1d* -Serosa
II. 148.1411
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4. DOMESTIC EVENTS.
The most conspicuous events of domestic life, 

particularly in a rural community, were naturally the various 
stages of growth in the life of a person,namely birth, adolesceno 
puberty and death, together irith the various customs elaborated 
around them. All these customs had been elaborated with 
scrupulous regard to every detail. Religious emotion found its 
best expression in them. Society even judged of the respectabil 
ity of a person by the amount of care and attention he gave to 
the fulfilment of these social and religious rites.

To begin with: the birth of a child in the family 
was an event of great importance. Wise and sophisticated 
persons may have given greater importance to the mysteries of
death and the next life, but for healthier minds a new arrival

1
in this world alone deserved to be celebrated. A number of
tiny cradles were usually prepared in advance to receive the

2
small guest. If it was a male child there was a great stir 
in a Hindu home. The father rushed to wash himself with fresh
water and to offer prayers to the spirits of his forefathers

1. Compare the view of Akbar M.T.II 305-6.
2. Compare the description of Amir Khusrav in K.K. 756.
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gnd the guardian deities of the family. After that he took
out a gold ring, dipped it in butter and honey and nut it in

1
the mouth of the infant. The all-wise Pandit was, meanwhile, 
recording the hour and other details about the birth of the 
child with a view to oast a horoseope (Janmapotra). In ease he 
forgot to record the precise moment of birth, he carefully
scrutinised the body-marks of the child to infer the particular

2
stellar conjunction (lagun) under which it was born. After
these preliminaries were finished, rejoicings and festivities
started, the women of course leading them. An offering (nleftr,
utarft) was made for the health of the infant, and handsome gifts
were distributed among all and sundry, rich and poor, nobles and 5
commoners. After the period of ceremonial impurity (sotak) was
over among the f*uslitns, the rite of 'Aqiqah or sacrifice was per- 

4
formed. Then the eventful question of giving a name to the 
child was considered. Due consideration was paid to the horos
cope of the child and the first letters of the favourite stars.
The auspicious names were usually considered to be those which

5
did not exceed four letters. Among Muslims, care was taken

1. Compare A.A.II 188.
2. Compare a description of Halik Muhammad J&lsl in P.26,118.
3. Compare various descriptions. K.K.657-8, Tabaqat-l-NSalrj

tnxtx (ms) 196.
4. Compare Ross, Feasts 98 for the modern observance.
6. Compare A.A.II 188; ibid 282 for an Illustration of theAson

of Abul Fazl who was named by Akbar.
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(as by the ancient Persians) to avoid the names used by idolatori
1

simple names such as 'Ahmad* and 1Abd being recommended. To 
avoid fascination or the attack of an evil spirit on the child, 

the date, the hour of birth and the original name based on the
. calculations of the horoscope were kept a guarded secret,

2
especially in royal families• After the expiry of the third
month, but not before, the child was allowed to be exposed to
the full gaze of the sun. It was not yet safe to take It out
of the house. In the fifth month, the right lobe of the child
was bored. In the sixth month, if the child was a male, they
surrounded him with sweets and fruits and left him to choose

for himself. All this, of course, had a secret meaning and
divined his future destiny in the world. Sometimes later, in
accordance with the period prescribed by family tradition, the

3
ceremony of tonsure (now called mundan) was celebrated. There

were other ceremonies which were peculiar to various races,
4

classes or castes.

1. Compare Huart 162 for ancient Persians; T.llb.
2. Compare Crooke, Popular Religion 281 and Illustrations.
3. Compare A.A.II 188; compare T.llb for Muslim disapproval of

leaving a lock of hair unshaved on the head; compare Ross, 
Festivals 109 for a modern description.

4. Compare for Instance a ceremony described by Abul Fazl
peculiar to the Mughuls• When the child had just begun to
stand on his legs, the father or the eldest male guardian 
was asked to strike him with his turban, so that the child 
fell down. Vide A.N.I 194.
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The education of the child received particular

attention. He was put to school or rather under a tutor

with picturesque ceremonies* At the age of five the Hindu
child was placed in the charge of a Guru or spiritual preceptor

1
who looked after him until he entered the next stage of life. 

The Muslim tradition was more precise in fixing the day of 
completion of four years 4 months and 4 days, for the inaugura

tion of Blsmlllah khvanl or otherwise the ceremony of putting
to school (maktab). At an hour fixed in consultation with an

2
astrologer, the child took his first lesson from the teacher.
Usually in the seventh year, a Muslim child was circumcised
and the occasion was celebrated with great rejoicings and

3
entertainments, according to the means of a family. The 

last important ceremony in the life of a Hindu child, if he 

belonged to the three upper castes of the •twice-born1, was 
that of Upaaayana or the tying of the triple sacred thread.

This was usually performed at the completion of the ninth year

1. Compare A.A.II 188.
2. For the Muslim tradition compare A.H.I 270; Ross, Feasts

99 for a present-day description.
3. Compare T.27b for the view of Ax*. Yusuf Gada; compare

A.N.I 248 for the circumcision of Akbar and the attendant
rejoicings; compare Blochmann I 207 how Akbar prohibited 
circumcising before the age of 12 and even then left it 
to the option of the grown up boy.
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1

and symbolised the passing of childhood. Both daughter and 

son were now preparing for the next stage of marriage and 

entering life. While the son usually welcomed the prospect, 
It was very depressing for the daughter, for whom the days of 
freedom were numbered. She therefore made the best- of her 

time by playing with other maidens and enjoying the hospltallt 

of the paternal roof, Hla or her birthday continued to be
celebrated annually by the tying of the picturesque knot In si

2
the ceremony of sal-glrah.
(a) Marriage,

There was no fixed limit for the age of marriage,
i>%Both Hindus and Muslims favoured an early age for boys and girl

1, Compare A.A.II 188; compare Macaullffe I 16-17 for Nanak* 
investment. Compare Ross, Feasts 61 for the sacred 
thread. fThe sacrificial thread or yajnopavitfcm consist 
of three strands of cotton, each strand formed by three 
or nine threads, the cotton gathered from the plant by 
the hand of a Brahman/ and carded and spun by persons of 
the same caste. It is hung on the left shoulder and 
falls on the right hip.’

2, Compare Ross ibid III for a modern description. Compare
P.96 for some characteristic sentiments of a girl on the 
prospect of marriage; ibid 171, the reception of the news
of Gauna by Padumavat.

5. Compare Macaullffe I 18-19. Nana^was 14 when he was 
married. The Hindu girl was not^below eight years on 
marriage. For Muslim parallel: compare Huart 161 for 
ancient Persian tradition of marrying boys at fifteen. 
Compare D.R.93 how Prince Khizr KhSn and DewabradJi were 
married when they were 10 and 8 respectively. Compare al
A.180 for early marriages In Muslim families under Firuz 
Tughluq, Compare F.F.135 where the legal compendium lays 
down the age for marrying girls at 9. Compare for Inter-
eating mediaeval English parallels, Salzmann 264; »it WP3
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Akbar wished to interfere with these conditions and fixed the
minimum age limit at 16 years for boys and 14 for girls. It

1
is difficult to say how far his enactments were carried out. 

Conferring their children in marriage and supervising the
attendant customs and ceremonies was the privilege of the

2
parents, especially the father. The marriage of their 

children involved many delicate and complicated problems, for 
instance, those of family status, ancestral rites and tradition 

and the social honour of the parties. The parents usually 
carried out their responsibilities most scrupulously in every 

detail. Marriage was more a family question than a personal 

concern of the marrying couple.

It Is difficult to give a comprehensive description 
of marriage ceremonies, considering that so many weighty social 

considerations made it the most conspicuous event of domestla

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
not unusual for parents to arrange marriages for their 
children while they were still infants; even the actual 
marriage ceremony was sometimes performed when the 
bride and bridegroom were so young that they had to be 
carried to the church and could not repeat all the 
words of the service*.

1. Compare AAI 201, Blochmann I 195.
2. Compare ancient parallel tradition in Persia, Huart 163.



1
life. A stage was reached In marriage negotiations when the 
parties had agreed to the wedding of two children, the future 
bride and bridegroom. This agreement was celebrated with suitable 
ceremonies and was called Tllaka or manggtni, that Is, betrothal 

ceremony. After this formal recognition, a date was fixed for 
marriage (the lagun) and elaborate preparatibns began. Invita

tions were sent out through the local barber or through special
messengers to friends and relations. A mandapa was constructed

1
in the house of the bride. Wedding wreaths of flowers or 

festoons of mango leaves were hung before the doors. Kindly 
neighbours also decorated their door-ways with these wreaths 

(or banderwars) to express their Joy and good will. The evenings 
became more lively because the whole population of a village 
(or in the case of towns, of quarters or mohallas) began to Join 
the suhag songs at the house of the bride or started singing 
these popular wedding songs In their own homes on their own 

account. All sorts of sober and humorous rites and numerous 

superstitious ceremonies filled the programme of the bride and 
bridegroom, who on his part was making preparations to start for

1. A mandapa in rural areas at present Is usually a tree-trunk. 
Compare flrierson for present conditions In Behar. Behar 
peasant Life 394-86. In the description of Malik Muhammad 
JaisI; the usual tree-trunk studded with valuable stones and 
covered with green twigs Is surrounded by pillars of sandal
wood and covered with a roof from which globes of talc were 
hung, and a scarlet cloth was spread on the floor. Probably 
a platform was raised under thidjstructure.
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the wedding ceremony. Similar arrangements (except the

erection of a mandapa) marked the house of the bridegroom.
When all the members of a party had gathered and other neces*

ary preparations were finished, the bridegroom started for
the bride's home accompanied by a band and music and a gay
riotous crowd intent on making Itself cheerful and agreeable.

They undertook this journey in their newly polished, covered

and decorated conveyances and wore their brightest costumes.
Their rows of carriages and horsemen were often recognised by
wayside Inhabitants by the light of the torches that preceded
them at night or the cloud of dust that followed them by day.

When they arrived within hail of the bride's village or town,
they were greeted by the bride's people and conducted to her

house. Betel-leaf and sweet drinks were offered to them,
and they were taken to the main hall of the building to take

rest on rich carpets in cool and beautiftil surroundings
after a tiresome journey. Meanwhile, finishing touches were

being given to the preparations for the wedding. Du&r Pdja
(door worship) and other ceremonies were performed. The 

Hft,
mark of^Swastika and other figures were put on the floor; the 

wedding robe was sent to the bridegroom; clothes, money and 
other gifts were kept in readiness for the impending ceremony. 

At a pre-arranged hour, the blushing bridegroom and the shy 

maiden appeared on the scene and sat on the newly raised
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platform within the mandapa. It was the signal for the commence

ment of the wedding ceremonies. Probably the father of the brid€ 

performed a ceremony signifying the formal gift of his daughter 
to the bridegroom, known as the ceremony of kanyadan. The 

couple had the hems of their garments knotted together by the 
women to signify their perpetual and inseparable union, this 

being the ceremony of fGanth| At the end of these came the final 

ceremony of the 9seven steps9 in circumambulation round the sacred 
fire. The Purohits started the chanting of sacred texts and the 

womenfolk their wedding songs, while the couple and the bride1s 
nearest relations were completing their rounds. The final and 
the eventful step made the bridegroom and the bride husband and 
wife before God and man in perpetuity. The rest of the ceremonls 

were of a propitiatory and secongF^ature. Nanchavar or nlsar 

was offered for the health of the married couple. Among the 

Muslims it consisted sometimes of almonds and sugar-candy and the 
crowd carried home this token of good fortune. The ceremonies 
may have differed in details with localities and provinces but in

substance the above outline holds good for any marriage ceremony 
1

of Hindustan. The wedding festivities lasted for any number of

1. Compare Jaisi9s description ifi P (hin) 124-6; Shah 120 and
Grierson for modern parallel. For provincial peculiarities, 
compare Barbosa I 116-17 how in Gujarat the married couple 
were taken to the temple j/rhere both of them fasted all day
before the Idol of Mahavlra(?). Other people kept on enter
taining them with fireworks, songs and other amusements. 
Compare also, for Muslim marriage D.F.160 and especially for 
Nauohavar ceremony, Fiqh Firuz Shahi 203 and Grierson - 3ihai
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days according to the means of the bride1s people and according 
to their mutual arrangements. The minimum stay for the bride

groom^ party was fixed for a day and the maximum for ten days*

On the eve of departure of the bridegroom and his bride, many 
other ceremonies were performed which appear to be Interesting 
survivals of an ea-iier date* The bridegroom and his friends 

h8d to fight their way to capture the bride; in some places the 
bridegroom had to bribe the maidens to restore a stolen article 

or to let him pass the gates with his bride. A big dowry was 

provided for the bride, which accompanied her^. It was customer; 
in some cases to give to the bridegroom a few maids who became 
his property* After some more picturesque ceremonies and

humorous and lively songs, the party was allowed to depart with 
1

the bride. If the bride was too young for the consummation of

marriage, she returned to her parents after a short time and the
2

final Hukhsat or Gaunft was deferred to a later date. Various

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
Peas&nt Life, where it appears that except for the substitu
tion of popular Muslim saints and the ceremony of Klk&h,the 
Muslim marriage does not differ from the Hindu Institution. 
Compare also Ibra Batuta’s account K.R. II 47-9, where it 
clearly appears that Muslims borrowed almost all ceremonies 
and customs from Hindus* Compare the estimate of F.W.Thomas 
77, for Hindu influence on Muslim marriages: ’Whereas the 
law permits to the faithful as many as four wives, and 
provides facilities for divorce on easy terms, monogamy Is in 
India the prevailing rule and divorce is almost unknown. A 
second trace of Hindu Influence Is to be found in the rarity 
of the re-marriage of widows’*

1. Compare Itsa Batuta II 47-9. For the gift of maids compare 
K*_K*370; compare also Tod II 730-1 for the dower of 
Devadharls in RSjasthan, the handmaids who often become the
2 ° W ^ I P I r ° L ^ hH-«2lde6I*0?m Alao 1927,2-3.Evenfrlboaf bride was Included among some nntmt^ive
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rites, ceremonies, and courtesies continued to be observed for
a very long time afterwards, but the great event of domestic
importance was over, the daughter had formally and legally

passed into another family and she was no more a part of her

parental family or even master of herself. She belonged to

her husband and abided by his will. If she we* married into
an aristocratic family, she was probably confined to a harlm,
where her intercourse with the rest of the world was severely

1
curtailed for the rest of her life.

(b) loath and after.
A person1s death was the turning point of this life, 

when, although he did not cease to exist, ;hi passed from one 

life into another. Picturesque rites attended his death, to 
be followed by posthumous ceremonies. ^hen a Hindu was about t 

die, people hastened to lay his body on the floor, the priests 

began chanting mantras and the near relations distributing gifts

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

2. Compare P (hin) 281 for an illustration.

1. Compare for instance the description of a harlm in 
T.D.37 where it is reported that a message sent to a 
lady inside the harim, had to pass at least three 
intermediaries before it reached her.
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to the poor and the needy, to ease the passage of his soul 

into the next world* The floor had been plastered with cow-
dung and covered with kusa grass, over which the corpse was

the the
laid, with/head resting in a northerly and/feet in a southerly

direction, the face downwards* If sacred Ganges-water was

available, some drops were poured over the corpse; a cow was

offered as a gift to a 3rahman; some leaves of Tula! were put

over the dead manfs chest and the oaate-mark on his forehead*
After these preparations, the body was put on a bier and was
ready for disposal. The orthodox theory recommended the
throwing of the body of a Brahman into water, the cremation of

1
a Kabateriya and the burial of a Sudra* 3ut during our

period, the burning of Hindu dead bodies appears to be
universally popular* In fact, if e person had expired at a
distance froir his home and relations, a commemoration cremation
was held, In which a deer hide, a bamboo, some flour, a few
leaves and - cocoanut wore consigned to the flames symbolising

2
probably the remain® of the deceased* The sons, brothers, 

friends and pupils of the deceased shaved their heads and 

beards and conveyed the aoi*pse, which was sometimes dressed in

1* Compare t/faeauliffe I 181; also Grierson, 3ehar Peasant
Life 596.

2. Compare the account of Ibn Batuta quoted later.
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the usual costuise the deceased had been fond of wearing, to
the crematorium where it was burned with appropriate ceremonies

After the cremation, the bones were collected in a ewer or a

deer-skin and sent to be thrown if possible into the Ganges,
Many superstitious rites were performed before and after the

removal of the corpse from the house, to make sure that the
1

spirit of the dead man did not rdturn, For about ten days 

(the exact number varying according to caste rules) the house wa 

considered to be ceremonially impure. No food was cooked or 

fire burnt in the hearth and the relations provided the family 

with subsistence. The family slept on the floor on a bed of 
leaves. The dead man was not neglected; in fact, during 

this period many ceremonies were performed to help the disembo
died spirit in obtaining a spirit form or preta-body which 

carried it to its further destination. For this purpose, the 
nearest relation, who had lighted the fire for the cremation 
of the dead body, lived only on rice pudding these ten and two 

succeeding days, thus imparting vigour and strength to *the new 
spirit body of the deceased. At the end of this period, on

1 Compare for instance, the usual practice of opening a
window in a wall to allow the soul to go out and closing 
it immediately after, so that the soul may not .1 ' ra t 
way back. Crooke, Popular Religion 236-7 and illustration 
also Macaullffe VI, 385,
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the thirteenth day, the soul was sufficiently Invigorated to
undertake the journey. At different intervals during the course
of one year, Sraddha ceremonies helped to provide it with further

sustenance until at last the soul of the deceased had assumed
another body and was re-lncarnated in the world according to

1
Karma, the ’Law of the Deed1. The Muslim family slowly 

assimilated the Hindu ideas on after-life, the details of which, 
however, belong more to the religious beliefs of the people than 
to their social life.

The occasion of death was generally used for the 
demonstration of grief by mourning friends and relations. We 
have already spoken of the deep-seated love of a mother in 
Hindustan. If the father or the head of a family died, the 
grief was perhaps even more violent and real, for in most cases, 
the whole of a big joint family depended on him for sustenance 

and support. Thus on occasions of funerals, the pent-up emotlom 
of the whole family and particularly the grief of the women 
expressed itself in wild outbursts, and the wailing cries created 
quite an uproar. The ceremonies of mourning went on for days,

1. Compare A.A.II 192 for an account; also Foss, Feasts 53
for modern survivals. Compare also Grierson’s description 
of dudhi, diyabati and tllanjar deb in the same connection. 
Behar Peasant Life 393-TI
Compare Frampton 139 for the Fuslim custom of abstaining from 
cooking In the home of the deceased.
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even for months and In exceptional cases for a whole year.

Men were not alow in demonstrating their grief, especially
1

if the deceased was the head of the state. The death of a 

Sultan was officially mourned for three days in the kingdom. 
His successor appeared in a mourning dress, usually blue in
colour, and the royal parasol (chatr) was carried half-bent

2
over the royal funeral. We have already said something 

about the charitable endowments for the spiritual benefit of 

deceased Sultans and the appointment of the reciters of Quran. 
We may add in this connection that the grave of the Sultan 

was no less an object of awe and reverence than his throne In 
his lifetime. It reflects curiously 6n the religious 
beliefs of the period but the fact remains that the state 
officially recognised certain animist practices. For 

instance the personal guards, the elephants and the stallions 

of the late Sultan were brought to pay homage to his tomb, 
exactly as was done in his life-time. His shoes were placed

1. Compare D.R. 285 how the wife of the deceased threw off 
her veil and dishevelled her hair in utter misery; for 
the length and the demonstrative ftatuhd of mourning,
Frampton 139; also K.R.II 26. On the death of Sultan 
Balban all Kh§ns and Maliks walked behind the funeral 
in torn clothes with dust on their heads. His kotwal 
ra aniFakhr-ud-dfn, slept on the floor for six months 
and other notables did the same for forty days. Compare
B.122-3. When rImad-ul-Mulk,the muster-master of Sultan 
Balban died, Hindu Rais joined with bare heads in 
mourning ceremonies. (Vide K.K.48).

2. For the official period of mourning see T.M.S.384; for 
the mourning dress of the successor, A.47,B.109; for 
the bent chatr T.M.S.399.



near the grave and the visitors paid their homage to these
1

shoes 8s the symbols of his late Majesty.
Among other posthumous ceremonies for the dead, the

Muslims gave a particular importance to Siyum or the Ceremony

of fthe third day*. On the third day silk and other decorativ

cloths were spread around the grave of the deceased. Over the

grave were put various sweet-smelling flowers with lemons and
iforanges together with their green leaves; these fruits

were not available, their seeds and their leaves were placed as

substitutes. Friends and relations gathered in large numbers
to recite the Quran for the benefit of the departed soul. At

the close of the ceremony, rose-water was sprinkled over those
present, and betel-leaves and sherbet (sweet-drink) were

distributed as in a regular feast, and people returned to their 
2

homes. It was a very expensive rite,for a very large number
of persons had to be invited. Buhlil Lodi, therefore excused
the Afghans (who had to invite fcte whole tribes to a man) from
the gift of betel-leaves and sherbet or other articles and
confined it to the gift of flowers and the sprinkling of rose- 

S
water. Other ceremonies which are now usually observed

1. Compare the observations of IOra Batuta K.R.II 86,74.
2. Compare K.R. II 74.

3* Compare T.D.8b.



among the Muslims of Hindustan do not appear to have come int
1

prominence by the close of our period*
1* SUTTEE.

We shall refer in this connection to the custom of 
widow-burning which was stopped by law not very long ago*

The act of burning of a Hindu wife under certain conditions
2

after the death of her husband was called Suttee* The woman 
who burnt herself was called a Satl* On the whole the custoi 

was confined to the upper classes of Hindu society and was 
especially favoured by the martial tribes of the Rajputs*

The women of the lower classes did not even follow the biers
3

of their husbands to the cremation ground. The obligation
of self-immolation is not reciprocal in as much as it did not

4
apply to the husband when his wife died before he did.

1. For other ceremonies compare the accounts in Herklotfs 
Islam (Crookefs edition).

2. Compare Barbosa I 222 how a woman was sometimes immured 
alive in the Deccan.

3* Compare Shah 130 (shabda 73) how a woman, probably of 
lower classes, followed the corpse of her husband only 
fup to the threshold1 beyond which only male relations 
could go; also Macaullffe I 381.

4. Compare a modern apology. fThe human spirit* says
Coomaraswami 1 demands of men and of women two different 
devotions. It asks of women devotion to men, of men 
devotion to Ideas*. Sati 8.
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The rite was probably based on some primitive customs of Indian
tribes and was Incorporated by the Aryan and other Invaders Into 

1
their system. In any case, It dates back to very ancient times,

The act of burning or Suttee was performed both with th<
dead body of the husband and without It. If the corpse of
the deceased husband was available, the wife was burnt with It.

This was called Saha-marana or fdylng In company with1. If the
husband died at a distance from his wife or In certain cases, as

for Instance when the wife was pregnant, she was burnt later with

some article that belonged to her husband or some other objects
that symbolised the deceased person. This was called Anumarana

or ’dying In accordance with’. These terms are sometimes also
called Sahagamana, ’going along with’ a*id Anugamana ’going in

3
accordance with’ respectively. In case of more wives than one,

1. Compare a few facts on record for the inference. A copper 
piece was put in the mouth of the corpse wherewith to pay 
the ferryman on the waters of the vaitarani, the Styx of 
the Hindus, for the passage of the spirit over the river. 
Temple 222. Similarly a lamp was kept burning In the house 
to light the way of the departed soul in the darkness of 
the next world. Macaullffe I 349; the act of feeding on 
rice and milk for the vigour of the disembodied soul has 
been referred to. Abul Fazl makes it clear that the belle: 
that the spirit of the husband needed a female attendant in 
the next world was widely prevalent. A.A.II 1919-2, also 
Pero Tefur 90-1; also Crooke, Popular Religion 153. The 
Satittforms a link in a line of thought of similar animistic 
character.

2. Compare Thompson 19 how the soldiers of Alexander found it 
prevalent in the Punjib.

3. Compare Thompson 15.
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the privilege of being burnt with the corpse of the husband
was exercised the chief favourite and others were burnt In

1
separate fires, In very exceptional cases co-wives 
reconciled their life-long differences and Ill-will and
arranged to be burnt together with their husband in the same

2
fire*

The account of a wife burning herself with the 

corpse of her husband is somewhat prosaic and may be Imagined* 

She followed the bier and was burnt with it* Sometimes it 

was more elaborate and picturesque, and greater courage and 

coolness were required* Ibn Batuta has given a description 
of both varieties* We will summarise his account of the 

Suttee of three women whose husbands had fallen in a battle 

far away* The Sati in this case, on hearing the news of her 
husband*s death, first took a bath and put on her best clothes 
and jewels* A procession was soon formed to conduct her to 
the place of cremation* The Brahmans and other relations 
joined the procession and showered their profuse greetings 
on the widow on the glorious fortune that attended her*

1. Compare Frampton 127 how among several wives the 
favourite spouse was allowed to put her neck in her 
husband*a arm when she was burnt*

2. Compare the story of the two co-wives of Raja Ratan Sen 
of Chitor, who sank their mutual life-long bitterness 
and quarrels in the last act of sacrifice* They sat 
one on each side of the corpse In perfect amity and were 
quietly consumed in the flames* Compare P (hin) 295*
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The woman took a cocoanut In her right hand and a mirror In 

her left and rode on a horse. The procession started with 

music and drums towards a shady grove. There was a pool of 

water in this grove and a stone idol (probably the idol of Sjrfiva 
although the Moorish traveller does not specify it). Near the 
pool was a huge fire, constantly fed with sesamum oil and 
screened from public view; • the whole surrounding* wearing an 

appearance of hell, God save us from it1. Approaching the 

shady grove, the Sati first washed herself in this pool of water 
and then began making a gift of her fine clothes and jewels one 

by one. At the end of it she borrowed a coarse unsewn cloth 
and put it over her body. Then, with calm boldness she 
advanced to the enclosure, until now screened from her sight; 
she joined her hands in salutations and prayers to the goddess 
of fire, Agni; she meditated for a while; then suddenly, with 
a firm resolution, she cast herself into the flames. Just at 

this moment, from another quarter, a clamorous noise was raised 
with trumpets, drums and other vessels - obviously to distract 
the attention of the people from the horror of the scene.

Others who were closely watching the movements of the Sati, 
immediately pushed heavy logs of wood over the body of the 

burning woman to prevent her escaping or struggling. Ibtn 
Batuta, our informant, swooned at the sight and was carried away



from the scene. So his description does not give us further 
1

details. This account is more or less a complete and faithful 
description of what happened in Suttee. We gather from other

itsources what corroborates the account of Ibui Batuta and 

emphasises the religious element and the eloquent persuasions of 
the Brfihman priest, who did not miss this exceptionally suitable 

opportunity of explaining to the widow the essentially transient 
and deceptive character of this life and the reality of the life 
beyond. Once she was burnt, so the priest assured her, a Sati 
was sure to find awaiting her the company of her husband for all 

eternity, riches, apparel, honour and happiness beyond measure. 

The widow was led to believe, in this manner, that her self- 
immolation in fire was even more auspicious than the day of her
nuptials, for it promised the company of her husband for all

2
times without a break or Interruption. In case she pursued
a contrary course, she was sure to wander as a discontented

3
ghost in the region of unhallowed spirits. There was no other 
choice. For the people in general it was an amusement and 
almost a pleasure to watch the spectacle of a widow burning

r«1. Compare K.R.II 13-14 for the description of Ibw Batuta.
2. Compare the account of Hicolo Conti; Frampton 139; Pero

Tefur 90.

3. Compare Tod II 723 for the sentiment and belief of the
wives of Indal and Udal who fought for Prithlraj.
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herself. Others who were a little more far-sighted and
practical treated her as something of a free courier for the
other world. They sent through her all sorts of messages to

2
those on the other side.

Attempts have been made to look upon this relic of a 
primitive age and of a barbarous past as fthe last proof of 
perfect unity1 in body and soul between a Hindu wife and her 
husband. Apart from the glaring defect that the burning was 
not mutual but only rested upon the wife, other considerations 
show the unhlstoric character of such 6 posteriori morallsings. 
The custom of widow-burning as is shown by all the details of 
its observance and other animistic practices which we have 
referred to in this chapter, descended to the people of our 
age from earlier and more primitive times when spirit-worship 
and animistic cults were probably prevalent in the land.
There were certain other social factors which made its 
continuance possible. One of the factors which encouraged 
the practice of Suttee was the degraded position of a widow 
in Hindu society. There are facts on record which show that 
the burning of a widow was on the whole better for her than

1. Compare|the observation of T.£.57b how common people looked 
upon the spectacle asf a tamasha, also K.R. II 13.

2. Compare Pero Tefur 90-1.
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the life of bitterness and shame which awaited her refusal to
1

submit to this ordeal* Allied to this was the question of
status of a family. Public opinion and carefully cultivated
religious beliefs had succeeded in inculcating in the minds of
people that Suttee was the highest and the most praiseworthy
female virtue. The failure of a widow to burn herself with her
deceased husband was a sure index of want of fidelity and

2
truthfulness on her part. In some cases financial pressure was 
also brought to bear on the woman when she was offered in 
marriage. Nicolo Conti tells us of cases where a bride was 

offered to choose between Satfceor the surrender of her dowry.

1. Widowhood, according to Hindu religious philosophy was in 
rigorous justice the result of Karina, or the deeds in a 
previous life, and as such,an experience which the widow 
amply deserved. Compare for instance Barbosa I 219-20; 
K.R.I£ 13 how a woman renounced every happiness and pleasure 
on the death of her husband, e.g. she broke her bangles
and removed all her ornaments. Compare Pero Tefur 91 how 
a Hindu widow escaped to Babylonia because of the social 
persecution that followed her refusal to burn herself; 
also A.A.II 192 for the opinion of Abul Fazl who makes it 
abundantly clear that if widows refused to burn themselves, 
the Hindu public harrassed them so much that death through 
fire appeared to be^better course to choose.

2. Compare Yule II 341 how the widow who offered to burn 
herself had •great praise from all1J her family acquired a 
great social prestige and a reputation for fidelity and 
truthfulness.
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In the latter case, the dowry went to the male relations of her
1

husband to the exclusion of her own children. With the Rajput 
warrior, Sat4r or even the slaughter of women and children was a 
point of honour. He only resorted to thiseactsof desperation 
when he was facing a certain defeat and there was every likeli

hood of his family falling Into the hands of a not very kind 

enemy. Ordinarily, wives and favourite concubines committed 
Suttee on the death of a Rajput chief, but bigger and more
spectacular holocausts were reserved for the scenes of a losing

2
fight. We do not affirm that the devotion of a Hindu wife was 
uniformly absent in every case of Suttee. There are cases 
on record which somewhat encourage the belief^ held by the

1. Compare Pero Tefur 91 who also tells us that in this case 
In the absence of a widow, her head-dress was laid beside 
the corpse and burnt.

2. For ordinary widow-burning on the death of a Rajput chief, 
there are numerous examples in Tod and Thompson. Other 
conspicuous examples of widow-burning or slaughter will
be mentioned presently in connection with Jauhar. Compare 
A.A.II 5 for a typical illustration, which reminds one of 
the scenes related in the ’Count of MontqlSristo’ by the 
Albanian princess. In a few worids, when the Rajputs found 
they were losing a fight, they ordered their mansions to be 
surrounded with oil and hay. The women were locked in and 
a man was appointed to watch the fate of the battle. If he 
was sure that defeat and disaster were unavoidable, he 
exercised his authority and lighted the fatal pile. Compare 
P.P. 13 how on the death of Hanyflr Deva, his women deliber
ately offered themselves for Suttee asran act befitting true 
women’. Compare also the account of Tfirikh Muzaffar ShAhl 
35 for the voluntary self-iftriholation of the wives of a 
Raja on the advance of Muzaffar Shah of Gujarat.
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adralrera of Suttee, but such examples are too few to affect1
our general analysis. On the whole, we find ourselves in
agreement with Abu’l Fazl who divides the Satis into a number of
categories namely, those who were compelled by the relatives to
burn themselves; those who deliberately and with a cheerful
countenance accepted the ordeal owing to their devotion for

their dead husbands; those who out of regard for public opinion

surrendered themselves; others who were swayed by considerations
of family traditions and customs; and finally, those who were

2
actually dragged into the fire against their will*

We will describe here the attitude of the Muslim state 

towards this honoured Hindu custom. lb* Betuta tells us that 
the Sultans of Delhi had enacted a law, whereby a license had to 
be procured before burning a widow within the kingdom.

Probably the law was designed to discourage the use of compulsior 
or social pressure to force a widow to burn herself, but In the 
absence of very strong reasons to the contrary, the license

1. Compare, for instance, the sentiment of Rdpfimatl as express
ed by Ahmad-al-Cfcmar£. Crump 82; or the story of Dewalranl 
as given in the pages of Amir Khusrav; or the account given 
in the pages of Musht&qi of a lover who saved his sweet
heart Iwhom he had not married) from a snake who bit him 
instead, causing his immediate death, whereupon without 
legal or social obligation the girl decided to be burnt 
with his corpse.

2. Compare A.A.II 191-2.
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1
was Issued as a matter of course. Beyond instituting a system 
of official permits, the state took no further steps until the 
reign of Humayan. The Vughul Emperor Humiyun was the first 
monarch to think of extending an absolute prohibition to all

W P S
cases where a widow/past the age of child-bearing, even if she
offered herself willingly. It was a bold step of social

reform and there were no violent protests or demonstrations on

the part of the Hindu priesthood or laity. But the credulous
monarch was persuaded to believe that this interference in the
religious practices of another people and the forcible

prevention of a hallowed custom was sure to arouse the wrath 
/3er«y of his dynasty

of the Divine/ana result in the downfall/and perhaps in his own
death. These weighty considerations led the religious and
God-fearing monarch to cancel his orders. The ordinary rules$

however, remained in force; for it is reported that the officers

of the Sultana were always present on the scene of widow-burning
to prevent any violence and compulsion being brought to bear on

2
the reluctant or refusing widow. Akbar is reported to have 
interfered personally in oertain famous cases and stopped the 
widows burning themselves. It is very difficult, however, to 

infer from these few cases, in which the monarch was interested 
for personal reasons, that any general prohibition was enforced 
or contemplated.

1. Compare K.R.II 13.
2. Compare the account of sifiai '*11 Reis, Vambery 60.
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It was difficult for Muslims to remain long without 
being influenced by the custom of Suttee or the attitude 
which fostered it, though the cases are not sufficiently 

numerous or general to emphasize the point. On the whole 
these tendencies are limited to those who had an aristocratic

CL* 1
Hindu origin or lived in^HIndu environment. IslSm must have
gofae a long way to modify the intensity and the operation of
the custom in northern India. Among other direct influences
we may note in this place, the latter day popularity of
Krishna and R&ma cults which gradually changed the religious

2
outlook of the people.

2. JAUHAR.
The account of funeral and posthumous rites would be

incomplete without a reference to the custom of Jauhar which
3

can be explained better than defined. The custom of Jauhar

1. Compare the account of the defeat of rAin-ul-mulk when he 
rebelled against Sultin Muhammad Tughluq.On the field
of battle when his army was scattered and it was rumoured 
that he was killed, his wife refused to be saved and stayc 
there to share the fate of her husband and if possible to 
be burnt like a Hindu widow (Vide K.R.II 66). Compare 
also die opinion of Amir Khusrav and his profound 
admiration for the Hindu wife. Q.S.31.

2. Compare Tod II 620 on their effect over the Bajputs.
3. Compare Tod I 310-11 (note) for Grierson. The term *Jauhai 

is derived from Jatu-grlha fa house built of lac or other 
combustibles1 in allusion to the story In the Mahabharata 
(i chap. 141-51) of the attempted destruction of the 
Pandavas by setting such a building on fire
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was more or less confined to the RAJputs, though other cases

1
are not wanting* When a Rfijput chief and his warriors were
reduced to despair in an engagement, they usually killed their
women and children or locked them inside an underground
enclosure and set fire to the building* Then, sword in hand,
they sallied forth to court a certain but heroic death* The
code of KaJput warfare did not know of surrender, and could not 

them
reconcile/to a defeat. It guided only to victory or annihil
ation* There are many well-known examples of Jauhar during 
our period. The example of Ham/ftlr Deva the Chauh&n warrior of 

Ranthambor^ is well known* hen facing the overwhelming

numbers of Sultan •Alfi-ud-dln Khaljl he committed Jauhar after
2

putting up a sturdy resistance for a long time. However, we 
have more graphic details of the Jauhar committed by the RSJS 
of Kampila when his fortress was besieged by Sultan Muhammad 
Tughluq to punish him for sheltering a state rebel named Bahft- 
ud-dln Gushtasp. The Raja first managed to smuggle the refugee

1. Compare for instance the account of the Jauhar of the 
Hindu assassins who killed the Sayyid monarch named 
Mubfirak Shah. T.M.S.462* Compare also Malfuzat-l-Tlmfirl 
289 for the Jauhar of many Hindus during the sack of Delhi 
by Timur*

2. Compare the account of Amir Khusrav in K.P.24.
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out of the fortress and arranged for his (the rebel's) shelter 
in another place of security* He then ordered a great fire 
to be lighted and approached the members of his own family 
with the following words* 'I have made up my mind to die.

Such of you who choose to follow me do the same'. All the 
ladies washed themselves, rubbed their bodies with sandal

wood paste, then made their solemn obeisance to their master 
and quietly threw themselves into the fire. The families of
the ministers and other nobles joined them in this supreme 
sacrifice. The F&j§ and his warriors in their turn similarly 
washed and rubbed themselves with sandal-wood paste, girded 

themselves with their arms but discarded the protective breast

plate* The heroic band then proceeded to fight the besiegers
1

until every single one of them was killed. The rite of 
Jauhar sometimes assumed an even more desperate and tragic 
form. We have a very graphic account from the pen of 
Emperor Babur of the defeat and the Jauhar of Mednl Rai of 
Chanderi. After their defeat the warriors of Medni Rai 

killed all their women and children in obedience to the custom 
and issued forth with naked sword to fight to the bitter end. 

Soon, however, they realised that it was not possible to fight

1. Compare the account of IbJQ Batuta K.R. II 58-9.
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and became apprehensive of being captured alive. To
avoid such a humiliating fate they decided to commit suicide.
It was arranged to put one of their men on an elevated spot
with a sharp drawn sword. All others then advanced below
him one by one, their heads falling at regular intervals

1
until all of them perished. There is reason to believe 
that the course these proud warriors adopted was not altoge
ther rash or ill-chosen. In warfare of those days there 

were no agreements on humane treatment or covenants to 

regulate the treatment of the captives of war and the 

wounded. Everything depended on the will of the victorious 
conqueror. Proud Rajputs would not submit to such a 
humiliating position even in their own inter-tribal wars, 

which were not Infrequent. When they were opposed to the 
Muslim invaders they frankly expected the worst from their 
enemies. There are historic examples to illustrate that 
in quite a number of cases the brutality of the Muslim
warriors was quite exceptional even in the records of

2
barbarity and brutality of that age.

Compare the account of 3&bur-n5ma 312.
2. Compare for an illustration of extreme brutality and

compete want of chivalry and fine feelings,the case of 
Bhayya Puran Mai of Chanderi. Sher Shfth persuaded the 
Rfijput chief and his men to come out of the fortress 
under the most sacred pledges of security and upon the 
oath of the Qur'&n. When they were brought out, they 
were treacherously surrounded by the soldiers of Sher 
Shah and attacked in the darkness of the night. The 
Rajputs killed their women and children and died fightin, 
to a man. A son and daughter of Bhayya Puran Mai who 
somehow escaped being killed, fell into the hands of
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It is natural to expect a certain amount of 
assimilation of the custom of Jauhar by the Muslim warriors 
whose traditions of fighting were quite as strong as those of 
the Rfijputs. Sometimes they took more or less the same 
position as their enemies did against them, as for Instance, 
when Timur invaded India. Mercy was neither sought nor given 
and the certainty^almost ef brutal slaughter persuaded many a 
warrior to adopt the course of Rfijput Jauhur. The Deccan,
however, does not appear to be a very fruitful soil for the

2
growth of such martial traditions.

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
8her Shah and met a worse fate. The Afghfin monarch took 
his impotent and brutal revenge by castrating the son and 
turning over the daughter to professional dancing in the 
streets. For the inter-tribal wars and Jauhars of the 
Rajputs, Compare Tod II 744.

1. Compare for instance the example of Kam§l-ud-din, the
Governor of Bhatnair and his retainers who burned their
women and their property and then proceeded to fight Timtir 
like •blood-thirsty devils*. Vide Z.N. 452, M.277. 
Compare also the feeling of Humayun when one of the ladies 
of the royal harlm named 'Aqlqa Blbi fell into the hands of 
Sher Shah after the defeat of Kanauj• The Mughul Emperor 
felt sorry that he did not kill her before the impending 
disaster. Vide G.46.

2. Compare K.F.40 how the Raja of Tellngana hesitated to
commit Jauhar on the attack of fAlfi-ud-dIn Khaljl though a
number of his officers volunteered to do so.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I .

SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC COMFORTS.

OKKERAL REMARKS. THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE.
We have pointed out in an earlier chapter the dieparit; 

between the incomes of various social classes and the almost 

antipodal difference which existed between the highest and lowe:? 

classes. We have also expressed there our agreement with the 

opinion of Mr. Moreland. We will add here a few words in 

support of those statements, by Illustrating the domestic 

comforts of the masses of the people, most of whom inhabited the 

villages as they do now. The Moghul Emperor Bftbur was 

particularly struck with the meagre requirements of/^fndian rural 

population. The colonisation or the devastation of a peasant 

village according to him, took an amazingly short time as so fen 

things were required to give shape to a rural habitation.

•People disappear completely from a place where they have been 

living for many years in about a day and a half* says Babur, an* 

leave absolutely no traces of their existence behind. Similar] 

when they colonise a new place, they are content with some sort 
of bored well or a pool or tank of water for their needs, 

without requiring elaborate constructions like canals and bridg* 

A few tree trunks and a quantity of straw for thatches is all
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that they want for the construction of their dwellings. H g

mansions or a town with circurovallatioiB do not enter their

scheme of- corporate life. You turn and see them commencing to

build a rural village and in an unbelievably short time, you

turn again to find it finished and now there stands before you
1

a regular rural village of Hindftstan. This is a fairly 

correct general estimate of the rural village.

To take a somewhat closer view, the site for a rural 

habitation was usually chosen on raised ground on a high hill,

preferably under the protective arms of a mighty man, a SultAn
2

or a noble in the neighbourhood. There was a supply of water
a

near by and land for cultivation all round. This village was 

composed of cottages adjoining one another, for the various 

classes, those of the untouchables and low classes lying on

the outskirts. An average cottage in the Dofib area was

somewhat like the following, though no definite account has conn 

down to us from contemporary sources. It represented the 

minimum that a human being wants for protection from cold, rain 
or tropical sun. Pour low mud walls probably enclosed a small 

space with a roof of thatch supported by a few wooden logs and 

resting on wooden stands or rough pillars. A small opening

1. Compare B.N. 250.
2. Compare the view of NSnak. Shah 187. Compare the account

of IbRL Battita for the water supDly of the village.
K.R.II 94.
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In the front wall was left out for entrance which might or
might not be fitted with a door* There were perhaps no smaller

openings in the side walls to admit light. The floor was of
1

trodden earth, sometimes plastered with cow-dung. The houses
of better-class peasants or of the head-men of the village were
more spacious and commodious. They had a platform (chabutra)

outside the houses together with an entrance chamber and an

inner room, a spacious courtyard, a verandah and even a second 
estoijy. The apartments for the members of the joint family 

were built around the central courtyard within. The walls were

of mud, and the roof, as usual, of thatch with perhaps a few
2

wooden beams. The houses in the lower (gangetic valley, if we 
may infer from the houses of the rich people, were not built 

close to one another but stood in their own orchards of fruit 

or palm trees. They were erected on mud plinths around a 
courtyard with wooden or bamboo posts, and were interlaced with 

walls of split bamboos, the thatched roof resting on a bamboo 
framework. All this was encircled by a moat, a fence, some

sort of hedge or a well-manured patch of castor or some other
3

crop, for protection.

1. Compare Salzmann 88 for a description of mediaeval English
poor.

2. Compare some terms of village housing in Orierson, Behar
Peasant Life 332-3; also 1.0.1. XXIV 174-5.

3. Compare also I.O.I. VII 239-40.
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As to their furniture, the enumeration for poorer 

peasants need not detain ua long. Like the handy thatch and 

the easily available wooden beams and logs, their utenalls for

every day were made of baked earth which could be procured
1

In the village Itself. The better class peasants, as we 

have noted before, may have also bought e few brass and 

mixed metal utensils. Refinements of dress and toilet^ or 

delicacies of cooking and dining equipment did not enter 
their scheme of life. They usually slept on the bare floor 
and went about covered in a loin-cloth and an over-all sheet 

of coarse cloth which was used almost for every convenience 
of clothing and even bedding. A cake of millet, rice and
pulses and if possible a little clarified butter and a relish

2
of onions and chillies has been their familiar diet. The 
usual rule is two meals a day, unless some stale food is left

over from the previous evening. In some cases they are, as
3

probably thejr were, content with one square meal. Their 

usual drink is cool and fresh water; and they do not forget to 
ask every wayfarer or passing traveller to share this beverage, 
particularly in the hot season. Tobacco had not come into use

1. Compare the account of Pirishta T.F.II 787.
2. Compare Crooke*s Herklot’s Islam 317.
3. Compare I.0.VIII 308; Vol. 327; XX 292-3; XXIV 174.
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during our period and the use of opium was confined to a few

regions. Betel-leaves and areoa nuts were consumed by urban

people of all classes. On special festivals, toddy or some
1

cheap country spirit was drunk by the peasants. We may 

similarly conclude that it was usual for all the members of a 
family, especially the females, to sleep in a single chamber 
during cold weather, or in the open courtyard during summer. 
There were no separate kitchens or bath-rooms in the house. 

People went to wells or rivers for bathing. There was little 
privacy in the life of the people and very few refinements, 

though there was plenty of fellow-feeling and humanity and 

strict and intricate rules of behaviour governed by a well 

known and well understood custom. So, we may imagine, lived 
the vast mass of the Indian population in rural village 

communities.

I. TOWN- PLANNING.

The Indian tradition of architecture, including that 

of town-planning, is a very ancient one. Regular books were 

compiled on the science of architecture, otherwise called the 

silgasftstras,and archaeological remains of ancient towns and 

buildings amply testify to the architectural richness of the

1. Compare Ibid VIII 308-9.
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1

ancient Hindu mind. The distinctive features of a typical

Hindu city were the choice of its site and two wide streets

running through the city, intersecting at right angles. The
Hindu buildings were conspicuous for their vastness and 

2
durability. There was a profuse display of gold plate 
among the royal houses. The houses were built many stordys

In height, the two upper stoiWyw sometimes measuring as many
in height.as fifty yards/ Green tile work was used for roofs, and the 

encircling walls of a fortress or the circumvallation of a city 

w h s marked with towers, massive gates and statues of elephants 
or men at the entrance. Where it was available, stone was 

used in construction. Among other features of Hindu buildings, 

we may note the construction of Mrkea? aqueducts, the exquisite
carvings of the doors and windows and the fine workmanship

3
displayed in building temples and idols. When Muslims first

1. Compare Y.V. Dutta’s *Town-planning in ancient India*for 
details•

2. Compare for instance a description of Jaipur, *The plan of 
the city of Jaipur is especially Interesting . • for this 
city is one of those which have not grown up irregularly 
by gradual accretion: it was laid down at its foundation 
on a scientific plan according to the traditions of Hindu 
city-builders and the direction of their canonical books 
called the Silpasastras . . • The city leans upon the 
neighbouring hill, defended by the Nahargarh Port, its 
main streets running approximately from East to West and 
Worth to south, following the directions laid down in the 
SllpasastraWL*. Havell, Indian Architecture 217. For the 
durability of Hindu buildings compare the account of Timur 
who bears testimony to the fact that they lasted from five 
to seven huhdred years. Vide M.304-5. Also see E.D.1.329 
for an ancient fire temple of unburnt bricks, two yards 
long and broad and one span thick, in Sind, which existed 
intact in the time of the author of the narrative.
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came on the scene, and for a long time afterwards, they made 

skilful use of Hindu architectural talents for their own 

buildings and towns. They borrowed most of the old features 
of Hindu cities, though they left very few of the native 

master-pieces intact. Probably the Muslims added to the 

outstanding features of a Hindu town, namely the palaces,
A

tanks, temples, the broad and open spaces and the height and 

massiveness of their buildings, some distinguishing features
0 0 • • *  • • *...................................

of- their owxv, thus evolving a city as it stood under the
• * • * i *

Mughuls. Among the contribution of Muslims towards Indian 
town-planning may be noted their beautiful and spacious

Continuation of foot-notes on previous page:-
Compare also Tod III 1313 (note) for ancient burnt 
bricks of SehwSn in Sind.

3. For gold display compare P.23-4. For the account of
storeys of houses compare the account of Timur (ibid) 
that the wooden houses of Kashmir were sometimes four 
and five storeys high in the 14th century. Compare 
also Jaisl for seven-storied buildings of Slmrhala. 
Compare B*burfs account of Gwalior (8.N.317,320)•
The royal buildings of Gwalior were four storfey$ in 
height, the twtr upper stories measuring about 50 
yards. They were conspicuous for towers, gates, 
statues, and green tile work.

1. Compare the account of cities like Delhi, Budaun, Sikrl,
Agra, Ajflner/d and others in the Pecords of the Archaeolog
ical Department of India. Compare B.N.312 for the 
extensive and universal use of stone in Chanderi •

0
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mosques, their gate-ways, probably the use of fountains, domes,
a new arch and an improved style of walls around a city with
watch-towers and other military equipment of a more efficient

pattern. Their buildings, their mausoleums, their roofed

tanks and baths and their beautiful gardens all went to enrich
an Indian city.

An average city of contemporary Hindustan may be
described somewhat as follows:- It was situated on the bank
of a river or on the converging point of many trade routes,

usually on a higher level than the surrounding country, for
1

reasons of defence and security* A high massive wall ran 

round the city, intercepted by gates which were heavily guarded

day and night under the direct supervision of a special officer
2

known as the KotwAI#. On entering the city enclosure, the 

principal mosque or temple usually struck the visitor by its

1* Compare T.D.92-3 for the account of the foundation of
Patna and the reasons for the chouce of the site, as Sher 
ShAh formulated them.

2. For the office of KotwAl, B.279 and other authorities*
For this wall-building,we have an Interesting account of 
Jahfin PanAh, and the surrounding wall of Delhi begun by 
Muhammad Tughluq. It was 11 cubits in thickness and a 
man on horseback could ride on it all round the city*
Regular chambers were constructed inside it for night- 
watches and other guards. There wire other similar chambers 
for stores of provisions of corn and father military weapons 
like mangonals and heavy apparatus used in defending cities 
against besiegers. It had 28 gates and many bastions at 
close intervals. Compare K.R.II 16. Compare the evidence 
of Timur that this city-wall from Sir! to old Fort was 
made of stone. (Vide M.290, Z.N. 476)#
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unusual height and conspicuous site* The principal mosque
ofwas within measurable distance every port of the city and

was big enough to accommodate a very large gathering of men
1

on Fridays and on other occasions for public prayers* Big 
reservoirs were laid within or very near the city for the

supply of water especially in case of siege or scarcity of
2

rain. These watw aqueducts were particularly important for
3

hilly fortresses. Two main roads running at rlght-angles 
Intersected in the middle of the city and were connected with 

the main gates of the outer wall* On both sides of these main 

roads were the four wings of the city bazaar with rows of shops 

facing each other* These wings of the bazaar were occupied by

1* Compare A*135. The mosque of FirGzab&d designed under Flr̂
Tughluq was provided with accommodation for 10,000 people*
The fact should also be remembered that the present Qutb
Minar of Delhi was originally designed as the minaret of a 
mosque named 1Quwwat-u1-ga1tm 1 (’the strength of Islam’)• 
Sultan ’Ala-ud-<5in Khalj£, wfio later designed another 
minaret five times the dimensions of the Qutb, appears 
to have forgotten the original object*

2* Compare K.R. II 17-18 for an account of Hauz-1-ShamsI of
Delhi which was 2 miles in length and half a mile in 
width.

3. Compare ibid 93 for Ibu Batuta’s account of what is called
a Badli or water-reservoir - a tank with stone casing on
the side8 and steps running to the edge of the water.
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1
special classes of tradesmen and guilds of craftsmen. For
their own amusements and comfort, rronarchs sometimes built

2
oazaars inside and outside their palaces# Bridges sometimes

3
added to the charms of a city.

The city was divided into separate quarters for 
various social groups. In keeping with the social ideas of 

the day some classes of people, for instance, the scavengers, 
the leather-dressers and the very poorest beggars and 

wretches, were segregated from the rest of the population and 

were made to live on the outskirts of the towns. The rest ol 

the population divided itself into religious, racial and even 
occupational groups. For instance, Muslims and Hindus had

1. Compare the account of Tarikh-l-Paudl 40b. Compare also
Sayyid Ahmad,Chap. II 24 for the account of Flruzabad 
atf the city of Flruz Shah. It was 5 krohs (or about 10 
miles) in diameter; ibid 52. Delhi of ShAhjahan had a 
bazaar 1500 yards long snd 30 yards wide known as Faiz 
Bazaar and lying in front of the Delhi Gate; also A.135.

2. The Mina Bazaars of Akbar will be referred to elsewhere.
The harim bazaar of Mandu has been mentioned earlier.
It will be worth while observing here that the Mughul 
Kmperor Humayun built a floating bazaar. Many huge 
boats were joined together, and over them rows of stalls 
were built, so that if the royal party went for a pleasu 
trip on the Jumna all sorts of supplies were available 
for the^&ompany and their retainers. Compare K.138-9.

3. Compare references to the construction of bridges inrAfi
Compare the account of Timur (M.304-5) for thirty bridge
over the Jhelum in the city of Nagar (Srinagar?)
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separate quarters; nobles and common people lived in distinct
parts of the city; among the common people various trades and

castes lived in their own quarters. All these quarters were
designed to be as complete and self-sufficient as possible;

in fact, some of them developed all the features of a big town

and were provided with all the social amenities of a city on
1

a smaller scale,

THK ROYAL QUARTER.

The capital city of the kingdom added to the list 
of these quarters one of its own and the most magnificent of 

them all, one in which the palaces for the Sultan and the 
houses for his establishment were built. We have already 

said something about the palaces and establishments of the 

Sultan. It should be observed here that the palaces and 
other staff buildings were not the only Important features of 
the royal quarter, which was a magnificent town in itself. 

Besides the elephant and horse stables, army quarters and 
parade grounds, the royal quarter was concplcuous for its 
spacious and beautiful gardens, extensive play-grounds, 
mosques, baths, colleges and mausoleums. The foundation of a

1, For the Muslim quarters, compare an illustration in 
Gupta, Bengal, etc. 90-1; compare the account of Ibw> 
BattXta,1 Tarabfibfid1 or the Musicians1 quarter of Delhi 
was provided with its own market and mosques. It had 
even a Jatai' mosque of its own. Vide K.R.II 18.
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royal building was carried out with great solemnity amidst

a scene of splendour* The hour was fixed, as usual, after
consulting the astrologers. The Sayyids and the religious

dignitaries of the state accompanied the monarch and even

assisted sometimes in collecting the stone and mortar and

other necessary material for building. When the inauguration
ceremony began, His Majesty laid the first brick in the

1
foundation with his own hands. The work of construction began 

afterwards. If the building was a palace for the residence of 
the Sultan himself, many secret doors and concealed passages
were designed inside it to help the escape of the monarch in

2
times of danger, or for other uses. There were no defined 

regulations for the design of the royal buildings. Everything
depended on the pleasure and whims of the monarch. The

Mughul Emperor Humayun, for instance, built himself a floating
palace, the ’Mystery House1, and among other novelties, the

3
•floating bazaarf. Among other usual features of the royal

1. Compare the account of Khvand mtr 146. Humayun also
believed in taking omens from the Quran besides consulting
astrologers in selecting an auspicious moment; also 
Macauliffe II 34.

2. Compare B.403.
3. Compare K.139-40 for the Floating Palace. It was modelled

onafter the Floating Bazaar and was fitted on ter*huge boats.
The wood-carvers, metal-workers, decorators and furnishers 
of the capital had spent all their ingenuity and talent 
for design to give this palace a most exquisite appearance. 
The Floating Palace had three storeys. Compare ibid 144 
for a detailed description of the ’Mystery House1. It was
built on the bank of the Jumna in Agra and was composed of
three rooms on the ground floor adjoining one another.
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palace was the use of chronometers and the announcement of 

the hour.* In fact, time was announced In every official 
residence in the kingdom, the morning hour in particular being 

announced with trumpet and drums and, as usual in Muslim cities

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
The central room was designed in an octagonal shape and 
fitted with a large water tank. Over thife tank was 
constructed an alcove from which a secret passage led lntc 
adjoining chambers. Care was taken that the water from 
the tank, even when it was over-full, did not escape into 
these adjoining rooms. A person on entering the tank, 
went into the alcove, and passing through its revolving * 
doors, went into one of these chambers where, to his 
agreeable surprise, he found himself in most magnificent 
halls provided with refreshments, music and songs.

1. Compare for the use of chronometer (ghar^^al) a previous 
reference in chapter II, where it is mentioned that Suita 
llruz Tughluq maintained a separate department for it; 
also Macauliffe VI 400. This gharifal or water-clock was 
kind of depfcydra used in India from V  very ancient date 
(Compare J.R.A.S. 1915. Fleet !The ancient Indian water- 
clock*. Compare also ibid 702 where Mr. Pargiter explair 
that both dundi wOl and water-clock were used in ancient 
days to determine the hour of day and night. The longer 
measure of •half-watch* wb3 determined by •gnomon' and 
the nadlka by the latter). In one place Malik Muhammad 
JaisI tells us that hours, halves and quarters were 
determined by the •filling in1 of the vessel. (Vide P.6' 
The announcement of time was made by striking a gong of 
mixed metal, about the thickness of two finger breadths^ 
at every Pahar (Vide B.N.265). Outside India, Muslima 
were familiar with more advanced models of clocks and 
chronometers (Compare Siddiql, I.C. Vol. I ’Use of clock 
in Muslim lands*). In India they adopted the old Hindu 
system. Babur made certain improvements in the marking 
time. He began the announcement of gharls in addition t 
Pahars. (Vide B.N.517). Bdsides water-clocks, Humayun 
also used astrolabes to fix a particular hour. (Vide G.5 
In general gharlfel (in Hindu clepsydra) was used in the 
kingdom. ^
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1
by the call of the Muazzin to prayer. At night, the royal

palace was heavily guarded under the personal superviaion of

a special officer. As s rule, nobody was allowed to enter
the precincts after the first watch of the night except thost

on night duty or others who had special permission from the

monarch to stay inside the ouilding. A special officer kept
the record of events at the palace during the night and

2
submitted it to the monarch in the morning.

Tent life was popular equally with the poor and
3

the rich. The King made use of tents of a great variety To

1. Compare the account of Ibw BatSts K.R.II 6. Compare
also K.156 how Humayun a-leo introduced the system of 
announcing time by beat of drums several times a day,
namely at dawn, after sun-rise, at sunset and on the 
night of the first and the fourteenth of the lunar 
month. Akbar, his successor, however, reverted to the 
old system of gharvSl; and the gong and the clepsydra 
accompanied the monarch wherever his camp moved. Vide 
A.A.II 9.

2. Compare B.406 for the night watch and other regulations.
Compare A*. 127 for the record officer. *Afif occupied
this office for some time; also T.y.S. 376 for another 
reference to the record officer.

3. Compare the interesting experience of Amir Khusrav when
his house collapsed in the rainy season and he lived in 
a tent. Ik. V 61. Compare T.V .125b how the royal camp 
consisted of tents for the King and other officials and 
of thatched cottages for common soldiers. Compare B.N. 
353 for Baburfs experiences of the rainy season in India 
and his life in tents.
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pleasure and for official tours outside the capitfil. There
were not many elegant and spacious tents and ShSmyanas in the

beginning of the Sultanate. Elaboration and refinement came

by degrees, until at last the Mughul Emperor Humayfin designed

small and big Shamĵ ffnas and tents of a great variety which
dded credit to his genius and refinement. Finally, Akbar
and his successors moved about in big cities of canvas, so
that the variety of royal tents became bigger and their

1
comforts and decorations greater. The familiar furniture
inside a tent or a Shfimyana was carpets and mattresses made ol
silk and big pillows (caiied=t3±wana) along with other 2 ------
requisites•

1. Compare an early reference in QS. 40 to royal tents
(bSrgehs) before Miftzz-ud-dln KaiqubBd, Before him the
bargfeTi or Shlmtfsna was small enough to be supported 
by only two poles. The Sultan doubted its dimensions 
and the number of supports. Compare 0.69 for the royal 
canopy. It was circular in shape. Comnare the descrip
tions of Khvandmlr 140-1 ebe*t*fthe royal tents of 
Humayun. The Mughul Emperor designed one Shffm^ana which 
was so big that many frame-works of pillars were 
required to support it. He ordered another tent to be 
made on wooden frame-work which (like his Floating 
Palace) could be detached and folded in parts and was
easy to move from one halting place to another. By the
time of Akbar (compare A.A.I 51) refinements had 
advanced still further and Abul Fazl mentions a great 
variety of tents in royal use ranging from modest 
rawatls and darweshfs to ‘double storeyed1 and 'eight- 
pillared shan^anas'•'

2. For furnishings ibid A.A.I 51.
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Before we close the description of royal dwellings, we 
shall consider a few other features of the residential palace.

The royal residence occupied a conspicuous site, on *e= arersy an 
if possible

elevated spot/. It was generally built by the side of a river

so that the beauty of the building was enhanced by the stream
1

which reflected it by day and threw Its shadows by night. It

is difficult to convey in words what one feels on a visit to the

royal buildings of Agra and Delhi or Lahore .and llfindft.

Beautiful gardens and other open spaces lay near the palace.

We have seen how stone was used in places like Chanderi where it

was available. Bed stone was used in large quantities. It was
rubbed and polished to such fineness that in the words of Amir

one 1 sKhuarav, one could see M m  reflection in the stone walls of the
2

palace of Delhi. Little is said about the flooring of palaces
until we come to the time of Babur, who is credited with using

red stones for the flooring of his retiring rooms and drawing

rooms, probably for the first time in Hindustan, though the point
5

seems open to doubt. How far marble was used is not clear but 
the existing remains show that the extensive use of fine marble 

was deferred till the later days of Mughul glory. The palace

1. Compere Q.S.42-5.
2. Ibid.
3. Compare the account of Gulbadan 14-15.
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of the Sultan had numerous apartments, namely, a JSmkhana or 
drawing room, dressing rooms, bathrooms, retiring rooms opening 

Into enclosed courtyards, and the female apartments. The 

palace walls were decorated with silk hangings and velvet 

tapestries fringed with brocade and worked with precious stones 
The usual articles of decoration were arms and weapons with 

gold, ebony and damascened work, candle-sticks, candelabras, 

carpets, ewers, scent boxes, writing cases, chess boards, 

book-cases and covers etc. Candles were used to light the

used on occasions. ^ number of additions were made to the usual 

features of the old palaces by Babur, of which a summer house
(chau-khandi), flower beds, marble baths and the B&oll and

3
fountains at Agra are the more Important. For a long time

the mansions of nobles of rank and dignitaries of state do not 
have been

appear to y& built within the royal quarter, though probably 
they were not situated at a very long distance from it. A mor<

1. For the apartments and decorations compare the accounts 
in 'Afif 100-101; Q.534; K.K.472.

2. For the chandeliers etc., see Q.S.123-4, 127; N.409.

3. Compare G.14-15 where small cabinets in towers (or Burjees 
are also mentioned, but the polnt/f w ^ e  open to doubt,
as burjees are mentioned in M&lwa and^other places.

chambers by night Torches and portable also
2
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unfettered and intimate social intercourse began to prevail 
among the noble classes only after the establishment of the 

Mughul dynasty and with the growth of a thoroughly Indian outlooh 
among all the ruling classes. So that the houses of Blrbal and 

Faizi at Sikrl remind the visitor of the frequent interchange of 

visits between the monarch and his favourite nobles and their 

mutual care and devotion.

We have noted in an earlier chapter that the present
that

Belhi is composed of numerous older cities and/this consummation

was natural * aest-ves- -have- -explained1. We shall only note here

that by the time of Muhammad Tughluq four separate royal cities

had come into existence, namely, the Old City or the City proper,

Siri, Tughluq&bfid and Jah&n PanRh built by the monarch himself.

Muhammad Tughldq wanted to circumvallate all of them by a big
wall which has already been described, but the plan had to be

1
abandoned owing to its immense cost.

THE HOUSES OF NOBLES.

There is comparatively little information about the 

manions (havallis) of the nobility. It appears, however, that 

they were built on the plan of the royal buildings. There was 

comparatively more security for the nobles than for the monarchs, 
which was reflected in better repose and composure in the homes

1. Compare K.R. II 15-16.
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of the former. The mansions of the nobles were big buildings

with spacious apartments. There were drawing rooms, baths,

sometimes a water-tank, a spacious courtyard, and even a library.

Separate apartments were assigned for the use of the ladles of the

harim. The drawing^ rooms were sometimes decorated with costly
1

hangings and beautiful curtains. The walls oil the houses of the

richer Hindu classes were probably painted and white-washed and
2

the doors were of ornamental wood-work. Some references are 

found to the houses of upper classes in Bengal and Gujarat. The 

Bengal houses were conspicuous for the construction of a tank on
one side of the house, an orchard on the other, bamboo groves

3
on the third side, and open spaces on the fourth. The houses

of Orissa were spacious and tall structures with orchards of
4

fruit trees and plots of land for purposes of cultivation.

Gujarat was similarly a very advanced country in respect of house- 

construction. Cambay was fa most excellent cityff People of 
Khambayat had fmany vegetable and fruit gardens and orchards which 
they used for their pleasures'. Champ&nlr and Ahmedabfiid came

1. Compare a description of the house of a noble named Khalifa
in Koil (Aligarh) where Gulbadan was received by the Mughul
Emperor. The house in this case was furnished with rich 
Gujarat curtains fringed with gold-threads. Separate apart
ments were assigned for Gulbadah and other ladies. Vide G.18, 
20-23. Compare Amir Khusrav's description of the house of a 
noble, Ik.V 58,87-88. Compare Bfibur-n&ma 234 for the account 
of the library in the house of GhfizI Khfin, an Afghfin noble of
Mllwat. Babur bears testimony to the enormous number of
•theological books1 which he found there.

2. Compare Macauliffe I 275 for a reference,
ompare J.D.L.1927,116;alao Barbosa n  147 for iarge water.3*



into prominence at the close of our period. There were fine 

houses with big courtyards, tanks and wellsi of sweet water, all

days were very fond of bathing and constructed many water-tanks
2

in their houses in addition to the usual orchards and gardens.

It has been suggested by the author of the TSr/Ikh-i- 

Firishta that the people of Hindustan as a whole did not know how 

to enjoy their beautiful rivers and wide expanses of water. 
According to him, the people of the Deccan were fond of building

their houses near running streams; while in the North, * if a perse

pitched his tent on the bank of a river, he screened it from the 

stream1. They displayed the same want of good taste in the 

construction of their houses. As a result, observes Firishta,

their mansions look like prison houses and their towns and cities
3

are flat. We are not in a position to judge of the correctness

Continuation of foot-notes on previous page:- 

tanks inside Muslim houses in Bengal.

4. Compare A.165.

1. Compare for Khambfiyat, Varthema 106, Barbosa I 161. Compare
Barbosa I 125 for ChAmpAnlr and Ahmedabfid.

2. Compare ibid I 113.
3. Compare T.F. II 787.

1
MarwAri merchants ofmade of stone In both the cities. those
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of these remarks, but in any case they do not apply to the royal 

buildings or even to the houses and cities of the Hindus^most 

of which are situated on the rivers,

II, FURNITURE,
We have made several references to the articles of use 

in the royal palaces. No comprehensive account is available 
but some idea may be gathered from what follows. Among general 

furniture, we may mention beds and chairs. The bedsteads, as 

they are even today, were made 6f four cross-pieces of wood 
resting on four legs and were woven with braids of cotton or silk 

(niwarjA), Other kinds of light and easily portable beds were 
also used, so that a person of ten carried his bedstead with him 

on a journey. Among articles of bedding, we may include two 

mattresses, pillows and coverlets which were sometimes made of 

silk for the nobility and rich people. Cotton or linen slips 
were used for the mattresses and pillows and were changed very
frequently. The common term for all these articles of bedding,

1
including the bed, was chaparkhat. In some cases, rich people

used bedsteadsfcrnamented with gold and silver and fitted with
2

silk mattresses. The rich Hindus sometimes used beautiful mats 
known as Sltal-pfitls for mattresses and filled their pillows with

1, Compare B,117 fol> the term; compare K.R. II 73 for other 
details•

2, Compare Frampton 137; Major 22,
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mustard seeds. Mosquito curtains were also used in some malario
1

parts of Bengal.
The aristocracy used long chairs with seats made of sil 

Other people used Pidls or seats made of jackwood and coral and 2
interlaced with cotton strings. Mflndas of reed were also used.

Poorer classes were satisfied with iron stools and the rich had
^ \a/olsdiwans and cushions. A variety of fans were used by the common

4
people. The rich used fly-whisks of many kinds.

It appears from a prohibition of SultSn FlrGz Tughluq 

that the use of silver and gold plate, of golden ornamented 

sword-belts, quivers and cups, ewers and goblets, and of other 

articles the use of which the monarch considered against Islfcm, 

was fairly common among the nobility. Among other luxuries 

which were similarly prohibited mention is made of the pictures 

of men, houses and scenery which appeared on curtains, tents 

and chairs. It is, moreover, made quite clear that all rich

homes were furnished with many rich bedsteads, articles of bedding
5

and all other kinds of furniture.

1. Compare J.D.L. 1927, 241-2.

2. Compare X.K. I 216 for ebony chairs; for other articles
B.273; J.D.L. 1927, 243.

3. M.T.I. 125.
4. For fly-whisks see P (hin) 269; J.D.L.1927,223-4.
5. Compare A 100 for furniture in aristocratic homes. Compare

the account of the Sultfin in Futuhat-i-Flrdz ShfthI for 
prohibitions, vide F.lO-11. " —
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Reference may be made in this connection to domestic
pets. Of all domestic animals, the Indian parrot is by far

the most popular. It is credited with possessing all the wisdom
of ancient sages and all the affection of a brother and a friend.
It can repeat a number of phrases and other suitable worfla in

an intelligent manner. Thus the parrot was a familiar pet in
1

the houses of both rich and poor, even in royal palaces. The
parrot’s cage was a piece of elegant furniture, according to the

2
means of a family. Mention Is also made of monkeys among

domestic pets, but the animal is always looked upon as anything
3

but harmless, sweet or innocent. Dogs of / great variety were 

popular and were employed for the chase and for the security 
and guarding of homes.

The subject of conveyances is also Interesting, since 
people usually had to provide for themselves. For an ordinary 
journey, people went on horse-back or travelled in glitifcuap. or

1. Compare the account of Hiramani, the famous parrot of 
Padumftvat in the work of Mailk Muhammad Jaial. Compare also 
the account of Timur (M.290) for the present of a parrot by 
Nfihar. This parrot had enjoyed the company of many kings 
and rulers. Compare also Muhammad Husain Az§d*s account of 
the parrot’s condemnation of ROmi Khfin’s treachery in 
Gujetrfit on the invasion of Humfiyun in his History of Urdu 
Language, Ab-l-Hayfit (Urdu) Lahore 1883,pp.18-19.

2. Compare a description of a parrot’s cage by Chandl Dffs, the 
Bengali Poet. The stands for the bird, the cups and vases, 
the bells tied to the feet of the bird, were aLl made of gold; 
so that the cage shone like ’the chariot of the sun-god*.
Vide J.D.L.1930, 276-7.

3. Compare Amir Khusrav’s reference to monkeys Ik.I 179.
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wheeled carriages of great variety. In Khambfiyat, it is

reported, coaches and chariots of great beauty ware used. They

were closed and covered like rooms of a house; their windows wers

adorned with gilded leather or silk hangings; their mattresses

were made of silk. Their quilts and cushions were similarly 
1

very rich. Women moved about in covered conveyances. For 

small distances they usually hired a Dola for women, which was a 
palt^uln-like structure supported on bamboos and conveyed by 
special porters in batches of eight* who worked In shifts.
Th$re was also a diminutive form known as Dolt which has already 

been referred to. Palkts (pal^uins) were used by richer classe 
of people especially for long distances. The halting stages

were provided with inns (sarSis) and shops, and with relays of
2

men and animals, and even spare conveyances.
We may form some idea of the domestic comforts of the 

nobles and richer classes from the fact that when some nobles 
of Sultan Husain of Jafcnpur fell into the hands of his enemy

Sultan Sikandar Lodi, the latter assigned for each one of them

one double-tent and canopy, one ordinary single tent, one bath

1. Compare the account of Barbosa I 141.
2. Compare the account of Ibm Batuta K.R. II 75; also reference!

in Amir Khusrav Ik.V 93. Compare also, the long Journey of 
Khusrav Khan from Deogir to Delhi in 8 day*/Palkl when he 
was charged with conspiring to dethrone Ifubarik ghfth Khalji 
(Vide B.400).
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room, two horses, 10 camels (probably for transport) 10 servants,
1

a bedstead and bedding, when they stayed In his camp. The

traders on the western coast had the most refined tastes in
2

matters of furnishing.

III. DRESSES AND CLOTHES.

the various social and religious groups of Hindustan. There was 
a certain uniformity among the peasants and lower classes which 
mainly consisted in reducing their clothing to a minimum. We 

have referred to the state dress and other equipment^ of a 

monarch. In private, the monarch did not differ very much from 

other distinguished nobles in his dress, except for the quality 

of the material and the frequency with which he changed it.

For their head-dress, the earlier Sultans of Delhi usually wore a

have worn a turban. For coating they used tight-fitting tunics 
or qabfi, made of muslin or fine wool according to the season.
The later day Peahw&z and Angfi were modelled on it. In cold 
weather, the monarch sometimes wore an overcoat over the tunic, 

called the Doglft, which was like a loose gown stuffed with 

carded cotton or some other material. O n  closer contact with
1. Compare the account of TftrIkh-i-D6ftdI f. 29.
2. Compare the account of Barbosa (Vol.I 147-8) how the traders

of Gujarat used porcelain. The people of Render had many 
shelves^full of beautiful porcelain crockery in many 
designs.

In matters of dressing, there was no uniformity among

kulah Jalal-ud-din is reported to
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western countries, Far-ghul or fur-coats began to be used by

the monarchs. The Mughul Emperor HumAyun Introduced a new

design of overcoat which was cut at the waist and was open in

front. Humayun wore it over the q&ba, in many colours according

to his astrological fancies. This coat was also presented as

Khirat to the nobles and other people on various occasions.

Ordinary shirts, shalw&r|f (a kind of loose drawers) and light

and beautiful shoes were in use. Separate suits of clothes
1

were worn for the night.

The nobles wore a khirat suit on public occasions, if 
they belonged to the rank of Sultan1s peers. This official 

dress consisted of a kulah for head-dress, a tunic worked in 
brocade and velvet and a white belt. A noble of rank usually

rode on a fine Tartar stallion with costly trappings and a few2
retainers walking before and after him. In private, the noble 

usually wore the short Hindu turban (pag), a tunic of some fine 

texture and the ordinary shirt and drawers. Underwear of 

muslin or of some other fine material was used. Sleeping suits, 

as has been noticed, were used and were commonly changed every

1. Compare Raverty 643 for an early reference to qabfi; A.A.I 
102,103 for materials; compare B.273 for a reference to 
daglfi; compare khwandinlr 141-2 for Hum&yunfs new design of 
an overcoat. Compare A.N.I 325 for ordinary wear and night 
suits. A pattern of the ordinary light shoes are still 
known as 3allm-Shahi shoes in Delhi.

2. Compare B (ms) 73. Compare K.K.774 for Kulahs made of brocad 
and studded with tiaras and pearls.
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1

week. The dress of the lesser nobility and other people 

may be judged accordingly.

Special classes of people had their own distinctive
dresses. There was no special uniform for a soldier, whose

2
arms alone distinguished him from other people. The royal 

slaves were conspicuous for the use of a waist-band, a

handkerchief in their pocket, red shoes and the ordinary
kulfch. The government officials usually wore signet rings

3
of silver or gold on their fingers.

The variety of dresses is nowhere so striking as 

among the religious classes of the Muslims, The ordinary 

orthodox Muslim was only anxious to wear clothes of simple 

material like linen and to avoid silks, velvets, brocade or 

furs and coloured garments, in accordance with the spirit of 

the Shariat, His turban was usually of the standard size of

1. Compare \VM,37 for the ordinary clothes of a noble. Compare 
also D.R.301 for tunics made of silk and velvet and shirts 
and underwear of fine muslins. Reference to the Hindu 
turban (pag) has been made by Amir Khusrav in a famous 
verse. Vide Ab-l-Hayat, Lahore Edition (Urdu) of Muhammad 
Husain Azfid, p.SS.

2. Compare W.M.32-3 for an illustration. Compare M.T.I.459 
how heavy turbans marked the head-dress of the Mughul 
Cavalry in the beginning.

3. Compare T,12 for the official signet; A.268 for the dress 
of a slave. For dresses of other classes, J.R.A.S,1895,
532 for the account of Mahuan. The mountebank of Bengal 
(as probably of Delhi) fastened his waist with a scarf of 
Coloured silk and wore a tunic embroidered with black 
thread. A string of coloured stones and coral beads hung 
from his shoulders and a bracelet of dark red stones was 
worn round his w*ist. Compare the account of Amir Khusrav 
how^ a mlrasl or a professional musician was known by his Immense-and'loose drawers. Vide Ik.IV.48.

i.nmtsxLse nv.a
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seven yards, and if there were any ends, they were thrown at

the back. He wore the ordinary shirt and drawers. An

orthodox Muslim was very particular in wearing socks and shoes

to maintain the ritual purity of his ablutions and did not

forget to recite the proper Quranic verse (The Qadr. Chap.
XCVII) when he washed them. He would not wear any except

1
perhaps an iron ring. The ascetics were not a class, but

individuals, in matters of dressing. Some wore a tall darwlsl
cap, the Qalansmwat on their head and wooden sandals on their

2
feet and wrapped just a sheet of unsewn cloth round themselves .

The Sufis, as other men of letters, chose to wear loose gowns
3

made of woollen material.

Bengal and Oujerat though not very different from the 

rest of the country had a few distinguishing features. For 

instance the Muslim aristocracy of Bengal wore the usual small 

turban of white cloth, a long tunic with a oollar, pointed 
leather shoes, a broad and coloured waistband and the usual
shirt and drawers. At other times they used a cap<rof ten

» 4 pieces as a head-dress. In Ouj^rat, where Moorish influence

1. Compare T.12-13.
2. Compare references in B.112; A.S.12.
3. Compare K.F.II 90.
4. Compare Notices etc. 313*
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prevailed, heavy Moorish turbans and loose drawers, long shoes 

of leather going up to the knees, and finger-rings were popular*
The servants usually carried the daggers or other arms behind

1
tftar master*

Coming to Hindu dresses, we have already remarked that 

the Hindu turban was becoming popular among Muslims of the upper 

classes. The Hindu aristocracy as a rule followed the Muslim 

nobility in their dresses. If one removed the caste-mark or some 

distinctive ornament of the Hindu upper classes (for instance, the

ear-ring among the Rajputs) there was very little to distinguish
2

a Hindu from o Muslim nobleman* Among the various other social 

classes, the Brahmans and ascetics were conspicuous for their 

public appearance and dress. The upper country Brfchman put a 

caste-mark (tilaka) on his forehead and a dhoti if possible 

trimmed with gold lace. He put a forked stick or bals&khi in his 

hand and sandals, probably studded with pegs of rich metal, on 

his feet and thus went about the town bestowing his blessings on

1. Compare Barbosa II 147; also I 120.

2. Compare for instance the description of Rajput dress in Tod 
II 759. Compare also Tod*s description of dress in 
Jaisalmer State. fThe dress of the Bhattis consists of a 
Jajna or tunic of white cloth or chintz reaching to the 
knee; the kamarband, or cetnture, tied so high as to present
no appearance of waist; trousers very loose, and in many 
folds, drawn tight at the ankle, and a turban, generally of 
a scarlet colour, rising canonically full a foot from the 
head. A dagger is stuck in the waist-band; a shield is 
suspended by a thong of deer-skin from the left shoulder, 
and the sword is girt by a belt of the same material1.
Vide II 1253-4. Compare also Grierson, Behar Peasant Life 
143-5 for some old terms for dresses and dresses still In 
vogue. ________________ _
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1
all and sundry* There was no uniform dress for ascetics (sachu 

jogls)of either sex* The more demonstrative carried a deer

skin for a robe, but the nobler spirits disdained such oaten-
a

tations and vanity. Some of the ascetics contented themselves

with a simple loin-cloth (langotfi) and a dried gourd to supply
3

all their needs of clothing end other necessities* Others

who conformed to the rules of their order usually shewed their

heads, put heavy rings round their ears, carried a deer horn

and besmeared themselves with ashes* A few added to their
equipment such prescribed articles as an ochre robe, a chakra*

a trident, a rosary, a necklace of jujubes, wooden sendals, an
4

umbrella, a deer skin, a begging bowl* The followers of 

Nanak discarded these characteristics of ascetics and wore 

ordinary dress like other people* Other general features of

1* Compare P*176*

2. Compare Sircar 114*
3* Compare ibid 64; compare Temple 173 for Lallafs supreme

contempt for the human weakness of clothing* She> chose to
wander about clothed fby the sir, clad in the sky*.
See also another reference to naked Sadhus* P.238*

4. Compare descriptions in Sircar III; P.273; J.I>*L.1927,35; 
Shah 164; Macauliffe I 30-1, 94,102,162*
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Hindu dressing;w«w tenet they usually went bare-headed and

bare-footed. A dhoti or a single sheet of long cloth below
1

the wflfist was a sufficient and respectable dress, In Gujarat
2

some people used a red handkerchief for head-dress. Some

of the Gujarati Banias wore long shirts of silk or cotton and
pointed shoes with short coat3 of silk, even of brocade. The
Brahman of Gujarat wore a dhoti and usually went bare above his

3
waist, just throwing a triple sacred thread over the body.

There is very little to describe about woman's

garments. There were usually only two varieties. One consist€

of a long chadar or fine sheet of muslin (not unlike the modern

sari) and a bodice or chola with short sleeves, going down the

back to the waist, with an additional Anglya or brassiere of a
dark colour for grown up maidens or married women. This dress

had the advantage of leaving their arms free and their heads
4

just slightly covered by the hem of the Sari. The other

1. Compare Varthema 109.

2. Compare Barbosa I 113,116.

3. Compare Barbosa I 113-4; also P.B.V.
4. Compare Frampton 136.
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variety, which was more popular in the Do§b, consisted of a

lahanga or a long and very loose skirt, a chola and an angiya

as in the former case with a rupatlfi or a long scarf which was
1

sometimes thrown over to cover the head. Ladies of Gujarat
2

wore leather shoes with gold trimmings. Nothing Is known

about other provinces, but the prcbebility Is that more women 
wore shoes than men. The Muslim ladies of/upper classes 

usually wore loose drawers, a shirt and a long scarf, together 

with the usual veil or shroud?. These features of female 
dress are still more or less prevalent in Hindustan. It may

be added that blue was the colour of mourning and except under
avoided

specified cases, women/wearing dresses of that colour for every
3

day use. In other respects women were fond of bright colour*
4

and of prints or drawings on the cloth.

Considering that the diversity of Indian dress still 
engages the mind of some people who would very much like to

1. Compare the account of Padumavat 214; A.A. II 183;
Sudama £haritra 10.

2. Compare Frampton 136.
3. Compare A. N. I 155; A.A. II 171-2.

4. Compare the estimate of Amir Khusrav. Ik.IV 274. A referenc
to ’painted cloth’ has already been made in connection witl

. the manufacture of cloth.
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e\dve a common dress for all Indians, It may be added here that 
Guru Nanak appears to have given considerable time and attention 
to the problem. He is reported in the Sikh tradition to have 
himself used a number of combinations of Hindu and Muslim

dresses, without really succeeding in harmonising the various
1

distinctive features of each. The nobility, as we have pointed 
out, slowly evolved a common dress for themselves; and the poor 

people agreed in going about almost naked. Very few records 

show the characteristic vanity of theologians so well as their 

attempts to safeguard their exclusive dresq.ee. It has even 

been suggested by the legal compendium compiled under Flruz 

Tughluq that the State should take active measures in prohibiting
the Hindus from wearing the distinctive dress of the Muslim

2
theologians. We have never come across a single attempt on

1. Compare a description of the dress of Nanak-Panthfs in the
South during the last century. They used to put coloured 
strings (sell) round their necks, a spot of lamp black in 
the centre of their foreheads; smeared their faces with 
sandal-wood paste; carried small Qurans as an amulet; and 
wore necklaces of conch-shell. Vide Crooke’s Herklot1* 
Islam 179. For the various combinations of dresses worn 
by Guru Nanak, compare Macauliffe I 58, 135, 174, 163.

2. Compare the discussion of the question In F.F. 418b*m which
exposes Its purely theoretic character.
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the part of the Hindus to justify these insertions of the 

Flgh-l-Plruzshghl. It is extremely doubtful if such a change 

was comfortable or even desirable. Although dresses are under

going modifications in Hindustan, the older male and female
1

dresses have survived to a large extent.

IV. COSMKTICS, TOILETS AKD ORNAMENTS.

The leisured classes had special facilities for 

cultivating physical attractiveness among both sexes. The 

orthodox Muslim and the Sufi influences both encouraged a greatei 

care of physical adornments. The beard of the theologian and 

his long and flowing locks of hair were greater fields for

diversion than the feminine faces of the nobles and other rich
2

people, of which the Prophet had once disapproved. The

combing of beards and the use of acents and rich dresses were
3

considered to be signs of respectability and good breeding.

1. Compare how recently the Muslim drawers have been adopted 
by Hindu women in the Punjfib. Vide l.C.I.XX 293. Other

dresses are more or less the same as at an earlier period, 
for Instance, the loose skirt (lahanga) is used by upper class 
ladies of R§jput§na (Vide Tod II V68-9, 1253-4); the aari 
is universally worn in Bengal and Bombay (&<&£ XXIV 174,
XX,293). Among masculine garments, the dhoti and the
turban (both large and small) are universally used*
Compare also Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life 147-9 for the 
names of dresses still in use.

2. Compare for instance, Gupta. Bengal etc. 91. The luxuriant 
beards of the Muslims sometimes grew down to their chests. 
Compare 8.248 for the Instructions of Nizam-ud-din Awliys th 
famous Sftfi Saint of Delhi to his followers to use hair 
combs and tooth-cleaners.

3. Compare B.137, where the historian BaranI finds fault with 
the common people, the ^obidies1, because they also combed 
their beards, used scents and wore beautiful dresses.
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It was a popular craze to wear young looks, even though youth

had receded beyond recall. Respectable persons used all kinds
1

of devices to succeed in this. Elaborate arrangements were

made for the bath toilet. The Hindus usually applied sesamum
oil to their head^ and washed tikia with fuller’s earth before a
bath. After the bath, vvhich was usually taken in running water,

scented, powderthe Hindus applied scents to their bodies and e kind of in.cen.ae / 

to their heir. Instead of soap mynobalans were used. Musk 

and sandal-wood paste were used by both sexes, though women were

partial to kumkum, Agaru (ligmi® aloes) and a variety of scented
2

oils. In Gujmrat they anointed themselves with sweet-smelling

unguents, sometimes with white sandal-wood paste mixed with
3

saffron and other scents. In the South they used an elaborate
preparation of white sandal-wood, lignum aloes, camphor, musk

4
and saffron all finely mixed and kneaded with rose-water.

1. Compare Amir Khusrav*s ridicule of the dyeing of hair, 
M.A.173; and of the use of antimony by night, ibid 186.
The middle-aged women struggled hard to retain her diminish
ing charms. She painted her eye-brows, powdered her face 
and put antimony on her eyes, but perhaps without very 
happy results, for Amir Khusrav ironically advises her to 
cultivate beauty in pious deeds rather than in physical 
looks (Vide ibid 186,194).

2. Compare for the bath arrangements, K.R. I 233; also the grief 
of Mukandram at the want of oil for baths. Gupta, Bengal 
etc. 63; also J.D.L. 1927,39.

3. Compare for Guj®rat, Barbosa I 141,113.
4. Ibid 205.
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Aloe-wood (Aqualaria Agalocha) was usually burnt in houses on
1

all occasions of public gathering. If a person went out to
meet anyone, he usually put a 111aka mark on his forehead, some

2
flowers or other scent in his hair and chewed a bettfl-leaf.

There was less excuse for women. They spent most of

their time, If not the whole of It, in cultivating physical
3

charms and graceful looks, not without successful results.

The dressing of hair was carefully attended to, though not with
4

such elaboration perhaps as in 3urina. Among articles of

physical decoration we may mention the use of antimony for the

eyes, vermillion for marking the parting of the hair, musk for

the breast and betel-loaves for the lips, dentifrice for the
teeth, a certain black powder for the eye-brows and the caste-

5
mark for a Hindu maiden. Henna (Lawsonia Alba) had timely come

1. Compare for Instance I.K.II 314.
2. Compare Barbosa I 205.

3. Compare for instance, a description of/Hindu woman in M.A.
200 for the dark hue of her eye-brows, her gorgeous flowing
hair, the large eyes with black pupils and olive complexion.

4. Compare C.H.I. Ill 549, how a maid of honour to the Queen of
Ava is reported to have enumerated no less than 55 various
styles in hair dressing used at the Ava Palace.

5. Compare P.B. CXXXII, CXVII, Crump 41-43.
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1

to their aid and it3 use soon became universal and popular.
In the South women went still further and started using false

2
hair* In the North natural long hair was common among both 

sexes•

V* ORNAMKttTS AND PUBLIC APPEARANCE*
Ornament3 were quite an important item for the

decoration of the body, whether masculine or feminine. It

was considered a sign of noble birth to wear ear-rings. The

Rajput warrior distinguished himself by his turned-up side
3

whiskers and his ear-rings. The Gujarati BaniSs were fond oi

wearing ear-rings of gold set with many precious stones, some

other rings over their fingers and a golden girdle over their 
4

clothes. The rest of the men's ornaments, if they may be so 

termed, consisted of beautiful swords, daggers and other arms. 
The wearing of ornaments oh almost every linrb from head to 

foot, was a special weakness of the feminine sex in Hindustan,

1. Compare Faverty 1124 for the discovery o^lftnna plant in 
Sistfin. For the use of henna there are numerous referen
ces in Amir Khusrav and Malik Muhammad JSlsI

2. Compare Frampton 138, Major 23, for the South. Some women
covered their heads with painted leaves, others v?ore false
hair, black in colour. For the North, compare Frampton 
138, how the women grow rich, long and flowing hair, made 
it into plaits and dressed them 'like unto a pear1 over 
their heads. Over this knot they set a gold pin from whic 
issued some gold threads. The tradition of growing long 
hair was quite popular with the men. J.r.L.1927,9. The 
GujerfitI Banias grew long hair and wore it in plaits and 
knots under the turban. Vide Barbosa I 113.

3. Compare P.619.
4. Compare the account of Barbosa i lls.
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1

as it is even now to a certain extent. In matters of decorative 

ornaments, bulk and profusion, rather than quality and elegance, 

seem to have determined the female choice.In these matters.

Woman has been extremely slow to listen to the advocates of
natural charms who wanted to dispense with all or with most of

2
the ornaments. To a woman in Hindustan, Suhag or married life

th*'signified the use of ornaments all over the body. In/case of

widowhood alone, she threw away her ornaments and jewellery and
3

wiped out the scarlet line of vermillion from her head. In 

fact, it was a part of general renunciation of all comforts and 

happiness, even of her life. It is difficult to enumerate the
variety of ornaments which were used for the head, arms, nose,

4
ears, fingers, neck, waist, thighs and feet. We shall ’therefore

1. Compare, The Observer, London, January 3, 1932, for a summary
of Mr. Joseph Kitchin^ report to the Royal Institute of
International Affairs wherein he estimates that India 
absorbed over £600,000,000 worth of gold in less than a 
century, chiefly in the form of jewellery and ornaments - 
!ear-ringd, nose-rings, bracelets, and toe-rings, or anything
which a woman can place on her body1.

2. Compare the remarks of Amir Khusrav, D.R.223, how a naturally
beautiful woman needs no ornaments or artificial decorations. 
He did not approve of any except a few light jewelled 
ornaments for the ear and the neck, jfrii. ftXXtX.

3. Compare P.B. CXVII.
4. Compare the account of Timur M.289. In the sack of Delhi,he

collected among other things, gold ornaments especially 
inlaid in vast quantities. For an enumeration of various 
ornaments see A.A.II 183-5; J.D.L. 1927, 41-6$ K.R.I.236-7. 
For present-day ornaments compare Grierson, Behar Peasant 
Life 151-6, where almost identical names and terms occur.
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conclude after mentioning the following sixteen items of 
female toilet which AbifL Fazl considers as the minimum for 

a respectable lady: a bath, an oil massage, the dressing of

her hair, putting an^ ornament^ on her forehead together 
with sandal-wood paste, a suitable dross, a caste-mark, 

antimony for the eyes, pendants for the ears, a pearl or a 
gold nose-ring, some ornament for her neck otherwise a 
garland, henna for the hands, a girdle for the waist 

preferably with tiny bells, some ornament for the feet, the
1

chewing of betel-leaf and finally a studied grace of manners*
A similar list of male decorations is given as follows: a 
properly kept beard, a clean and properly washed body, the 
tilaka mark on the forehead, rubbing of scents and scented oil 
over the body, gold ear-rings, a suitable tunic (qaba) with 
bands on the left side, the golden ends of a turban or a 
niukuta (kara) tucked up in front, a sheathed sword which was

carried in the hand, a dagger tied to the waist, a finger ring,
2

proper foot-wear, and finally the chewing of betel-leaf*
VI* FOOD*

We shall conclude this discussion with some general 

remarks about food and table manners* Great care was taken

I* Compare /WA.II 183.
2. Ibid.
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1
in preparing food of a great variety. The laity was

conepicuous for its love of flesh, but the priest too was

far from what is commonly associated with the life of an

ascetic. The 3r6hman and the Muslim theologian^ were both

well known for their greedy appetite.. Ascetics who persisted
in living a simple life and in eating sparingly, were very 

2
few. Even the offerings to the gods were sometimes choice

3
articles of food, for instance Pdrls and Gunjas. The

people, especially those of the upper classes, displayed

magnificent hospitality It has already

been related that <imad-ul-mulk, the muster-ma3tor of Bultfin

Balban used to feed a whole secretariat every day at mid-day
4

with fifty big trays full of choice dishes. We shall revert 

to the subject of hospitality again in a later chapter, when 

we deal with the subject of manners. Let us observe here

1. We have omitted a detailed description of feasts and 
banquets or the enumeration of popular and choice dishes 
which may be consulted in the work of Malik Muhammad 
JSlsI, the account of Ibm. Bat-flta and especially in the 
Kitab-1-Nifriat-khand.-l-Nsslr-ShghI (1.0. ms).

2. Compare the account of 3arbosa I 217 for the typical
Brahman who starts on a six days* journey in the prospect
of fa good belly-full*. Compare Macauliffe VI,III for a 
saint who prays to God for * dffl (pulses) flour, ghl 
(clarified butter), shoes, good clothes, the seven sorts
of corn, milch cows, buffaloes, a good wife* - even a
TurkistSni mare.

3. Compare the description of Malik Muhammad Jaisi. P(hin) 
4g9. Puris are like patties of fine flour fried in butter,
2.4211? are like pies of minced meat,fried in butter.

4. Compare Be 116.
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that the royal kitchen permanently catered for a vast number

of people at the palace. There were two separate menus -

the khas, for the Sult§n and those who dined with him; and the

* am for a numerous crowd of theologians and other religious

dignitaries, members of the royal family, and some other nobles
whom we noticed in the royal establishments in an earlier 

1
chapter.

There was a great fondness for mushy dishes and 

everything was ground, minced, braised or fried. Spices and 

butter were used in large quantities. A3 if the soices were 
not enough to ’whip up the action of the stomach1, a great 

number of achars (pickles) and relishes were used. For

desserts and sweets halwas of a variety, sweet sambosas,
2

sherbet (sweet drink) and dried fruits were taken. Fresh 

water was ordinarily drunk, at a lster date in goblets. Iced 

water w&a a rarity even for the Sultans. Akbar was more

fortunate In this respect, for his kitches was regularly suppli
3

with provisions of ice In summer. At the close of meals^

1. Compare K.H. II 38-9.
2. Compare K.R.II 87 for desserts; also G.18, T.W.131. For 

achars and relishes, compare I.K.I.180 for the provision o 
green mangoes in season for pickles; K.R.II 10 for the use
of ginger and chillies in pickles.

3. FIruz Tughluq is reported to have secured a few blocks of
ice when he went t(?/TSIrmiir Hills. He celebrated the 
occasion by offering prayers for the soul of the late 
Sultan Muhammad Tughluq. For Akbar, compare the account c 
Abul Fazl in A.A.II 6. Khvandmlr credits Humaylki with the 
introduction of goblets in Hindustan. Vide K.156.
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betel-leaves and areca nuts were usually taken, sometimes 
1

scented. On an average, three meals were taken among the
meawell-to-do classes, namely, the morning breakfast, the mid-day/

2
and the early evening dinner. There Is no record of a 

supper late In the evening. For the breakfast In the morning,

the Hindus usually took khlchrl or boiled rice and pulses.
3

The Muslims preferred to eat fried bread and kabafrs. The

ordinary Muslim meal consisted of wheat bread, fried bread and 
4

chicken. Hindus, as a rule, were vegetarians.

The banquets and feasts of our forefathers were

conspicuous for their Gargantuan measures of every food and
other requirements. On an average, one guest was served with

5
twenty to fifty dishes. Making full allowance for their huge 

appetites and greedy stomachs, It cannot be denied that there

1. Compare K.R.II 39; T.S.S.66.
2. Compare K.R. ibid.

3. Compare ibid 1.12; T.D.101.
4. Compare an interesting discussion in F.F.158 which lays

down that in o&ee ac»C:h Leva n t - separation, the wife of a 
respectable person was entitled to a maintenance allowance 
which was estimated in accordance with the above standard 
of diet, that is, fried bread, ordinary white bread and 
chicken.

5. Compare an interesting account of a banquet at Koil (Aligarl 
given in honour of Gulbadan Begum by her host, a nobleman. 
For a small party no less than fifty goats were slaughtered 
for the rations of meat alone. Vide G.18. References to 
the provisions of the royal kitchen have been made earlier.
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was a terrible waste of good food, and this can only be 

explained in the light of their of social respectability.

The abundance of the dining table was the measure of hospitality 
and/waste was of no consequence, for a crowd of menials, domestics

and beggars was always at hand to share in the leavings*

One feature of social life which has comparatively gone out of

use, was.the number of public bakeries, where almost every

variety of cooked food and uncooked victuals could be bought
1

at a reasonable price. This was, however, in general 

opposed to the Hindu ideas of cooking and eating.

We will make a passing reference in this connection 

to the manners of eating and cooking. The Muslims as a rule
abided by the prohibitions of their religion in relation to

and some other Flesh Foods 
food, for instance, it is forbidden to take pork/or eat the

flesh of an animal not properly slaughtered. Beyond these
limits they were free to cook and eat whatever and wherever

they liked. They had very few objections to eating from the
2

hands of another person, except perhaps from the lowest.

1. Compare the account of Barani, B.318-9; also T.D.33.
2, Some examples, especially from among the Afghan religious 

enthusiasts, have come down to us which show that they 
had adopted the exclusive manners and the patent 
prejudices of the Hindus. The Samarras of Sind are 
similarly reported to eat or dine with none but those of 
their own clan.
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The Hindus on the other hand stuck to their Intricate
arrangements of cooking and eating (chauka). They generally
believed that purity of thought could only be attained by not

1
being seen by others when eating food. Among the Rajputs, 

a special significance attached to the dauna or the custom of 

sending the dish from which a chief had partaken to somebody 
whom he chose to favour and honour. In Mewar, the custom of
daunfi was understood to determine or validate the legitimacy

2
and the royal blood of a person who was thus favoured.
For the preparation of a meal the whole of the kitchen floor 

and a part of the enclosing walls, or if the operations had to 

be performed in the open, as much of the space as was required 

for cooking and eating purposes, had to be plastered with 

cow-dung and earth. A Hindu stripped himself of clothes 

except his dhoti or loin cloth, before eating. If the Hindu 

belonged to the Brahman caste, especially of the sub-caste of

1. Compare Macaullffe I 344, VI 98.

2. Compare the account of Tod I 370#
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Agnlhotrls and a few others, he or his wife cooked their

food personally and the cooking, as well as the eating,
1

was concealed from public view.

1. Compare Macauliffe I 132 for a description; also
A.A.II 172-3 for Hindu manners in eating. It is worth 
while recalling in this connection that last year 
the correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph", London, 
reported as follows on the departure of a famous 
Br&hman Congress Leader from Bombay to attend the 
Round Table Conference in London (Vide, Daily 
Telegraph 4th September 1931):-
*In addition to (120 quarts of ritualistic pasteurised 
milk for consumption on the Journey) he has brought 
twenty gallons of water from the sacred Ganges river 
for ablution and drinking purposes . • • Oddest of 
all the luggage is a consignment of nearly half a 
ton of mud from the Ganges which the Pundit is bringing 
with him. Belonging to the highest priestly caste, 
the Pundit, it is explained, converts the sacred mud 
into miniature gods for worshipping purposes*• The 
last item of the news was later contradicted by his 
son from London,
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C H A P T E R  IX.

AMUSEMENTS AND RECREATIONS.

On the whole, the period under review is marked by its
joys and pleasures. Everybody appears to have an extraordinary

sense of repose and leisure except when disturbed by an invading

army which, however, was not a very long interruption, or on the

whole a very unpleasant one. People used to carry about swords
like walking sticks and made skilful use of them when occasion

arode. In fact, military exercises began to occupy a sacred

place in the scheme of life, not very dissimilar to what at other
1

times was occupied by religious worship and prayers. It was 

the pride and the dream of a warrior not to be captured alive 

by an enemy in open fight. He either came out with full honours 
of victory and with numerous scars or lay dead on the field of

1. Compare for Instance Hldayat-ur-raml f.5, where the author 
Insists that the bow should only be used in a state of 
canonical purity of body and after the performance of 
ablutions. The Ad&b-ul-Harb similarly explains that it is 
wrong to Imagine that the gifts of God are confined to soul, 
wisdom and Intelligence alone. They also extend to the use 
of weapons of wood and iron (Vide A.H.55). The author 
explains in another connection that every person should 
learn fearlessness, pride, tenacity of purpose, keenness, 
aggressiveness in attack, Industry, perseverance, patience, 
loyalty and watchfulness from various wild and domestic 
animals. The various forms of amusements and sports were 
designed to cultivate all these virtues of an ideal soldier. 
Every gentleman, so the author emphasizes, should know 
swordsmanship, wrestling, polo, stick-fencing, the handling 
of the pellet-bow and even the Hindu chakra (disc) (Ibid 
153-4) Compare also the indulgence of young Akbar in all
kinds of amusements, as for Instance camel-riding, horse-racing, nouna-raclng, polo ana pigeon-flying, ana Abul Fazl»
comments thereon. A.N.II 317-8.
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battle In a atate of greater glory. These conditions 

radically changed with the introduction of guns and gun-powder, 

for the latter rendered the old-time crude weapons almost 

ineffective* We have mentioned these facts to emphasize thst 

the amusements and pleasures of the age were strongly influenced 
by its military characteristics. All the writers emphasize 

the two aspects of social life which were complementary to one 

another - the razm or warfare and bazm or social pleasures.

The average respectable man was something of an active soldier, 

which entailed great exertion. After the fighting was over,

he made up for his physical exertion by Indulgence in physical
2

pleasures and ether recreative games. The common people, 
whose occupation was anything but exciting, enjoyed themselves 

with periodical festivals and occasional pilgrimages to 

religious places.

I. MILITARY AND PHYSICAL SPORTS.

To begin with military sports, polo, fencing, wrestling, 

horse-racing, dog-racing, arrow-shooting, and a variety of other 

games were popular all over the country. In the Deccan and 
among the Rajputs, offended honour never failed to challenge

1. Compare the typical sentiments of a warrior of the age 
in P (hin) 289.

2. Compare for a parallel, Salzmann 29 on the character of 
English mediaeval pleasures.



the offender to a duel. In the dominions of the Sult&n there

existed an organised system of administration which prevented

the recognition df private vengeance as an honourable and
1

legitimate form of redress. The place of duels was usually 

taken by physical feats to decide the claims of superiority 
between two contending rivals. Wrestling (kushtl, dangal) 

was a favourite form of diversion* In fact every nobleman and 

commoner received some sort of instruction In this art. The 

monarchs and even the religious saints encouraged wrestling,

employed famous wrestlers, watched the matches, and even Joined
2

in person in feats of wrestling.

1. Compare Tod I 413 for an illustration from Rajput history. 
Compare Barbosa I 190-1 for a description of duel arrange
ments in the Deccan, A challenge was duly sent to the 
offender, and after it was accepted, royal permission to 
fight a duel was sought and usually granted. The day and 
the hour were then fixed by mutual arrangement. Seconds 
were chosen who selected the weapon with which the comba
tants were to engage in the duel, that of the one being of 
•the same length as that of the other1. When the duel 
was fought, the King and the court also watched the 
spectacle. The traveller further adds that such duels 
were almost a daily feature of life in the South.

2. Compare W.M. 35b for instruction in wrestling. Compare the 
interesting account of Prince Akbar and his cousin, the son 
of Mlrza Kamran in A.N.I 248. They quarrelled ovefc the 
possession of a drum and the matter was decided by their 
engaging in wrestling when Akbar subdued his cousin. Mfrzfi 
Kamran watched the spectacle all the time. Similarly on 
the occasion of cirCumcising young Akbar, Humayun gave 
entertainments and feasts. He further asked his nobles
to choose their rivals for a wrestling match and himself 
Joined the match, wrestling with one named Imam Qull. 
Compare B.N. 339 for the favourite wrestler of Babur named 
Sadiq who beat another famous champion named Kalal,
*o‘SSS'rSJii msui
of 3,000 Tankas. Compare Macauliffe II 15 tor Sikh
t.radition.
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Archery was everywhere popular. We have referred In 

another connection to the manufacture of pellet bowa and arrows. 

Let ua make a note of the fact here that spectacular feats of

shooting arrows were staged from time to time, and the champions
1

of shooting became famous and honoured in the land. Sword 

play; throwing of discs (chakra) and javelins were similarly 

popular. Swimming was generally encouraged and Baburfs feats 

of swimming are well known. Among minor games, we may mention

the popularity of a sort of hockey in Kashmir and of ball
2

throwing (geru) in Bengal.

1. Compare K.149^for the *Trd displays of^mperor HumSydn. On 
arrival at therId Maldan the monarch was greeted by his 
guard with a show of marksmanship. At some height they 
used to fit gold and silver targets made in the form of melor 
Then advancing in military formation they used to shoot 
their arrows. Instantly the targets were shattered into 
bits through their excellent marksmanship. Rumftyun 
rewarded the display with handsome gifts of horses and of 
dresses of honour. Compare also the account of Tarlkh 
DfiudI 9-10 for a famous Afghan marksman named Sikandar Sher- 
wanl. He was a young man of exceptionally robust build.
He could fit an arrow 11 fists in length (i.e. more than 
4 feet) to his bow and shoot it up to a distance of 800 
steps (about 800 yards).

2. Compare the account in J.D.L. 1925, 52. Compare Temple 208 
for hockey. Sir Denison Ross has a painting of the reign 
of Jahangir, the Mughul Emperor which depicts a game of 
hockey in progress, played by polo sticks, while the 
Emperor is watching it. The game of polo had, it appears, 
a direct influence on the development of hockey.
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POLO AND HORSE RACING ETC.

The most aristocratic of outdoor games was folo, and

of amusements horse-racing. The precise origin of polo is still
difficult to fix. The game has been traced as far back as the

1
reign of the founder of the Sassanian dynasty in Persia, It

was introduced by the Muslims %nto Hindustan, where it soon

became popular among all classes. In fact, the first Sultfin

of Delhi, Qutb-ud-dln Aibak died of an accident in playing polo 
2

at Lahore* The Turks were very fond of the game; one of the

emblems of court offices was represented by a polo-stick end ball

of gold. The popularity of the game did not suffer when at a
3

later date the kingdom passed into the hands of the Afghans.
4

The Rajput skill in playing polo was similarly very high.

1. Compare Sykes I 466. Harum-iy-Rashld was the first Abbasid
Caliph who played polo. Mutasim Improved upon it in 
certain directions. Marwan was also fond of it. Vide 
Springer 25. Compre T.I. 455 for the skill of tBljaitu, the 
Mongol Sultan of Persia in polo playing.

2. Compare the account in T.M. 84-5; Raverty 528.
3. Compare for Afghans M.T.I. 321,323, also T.D.3 when an

Afghfin nobleman carries his unsportive spirit beyond the 
limits of propriety and fairness.

4. Compare P (hin) 285 for Rajput skiy., compare also Barbosa
1.119, for the skill of the Onjarfttis (or the people of 
Gujvfft) in polo playing: with them polo was as popular as 
the freed game1 in Portugal.
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Horse racing was just as popular* It hart the additional

advantage of the blessings of the Prophet who had prohibited

other amusements and gambling in no uncertain terms, but was

indulgent towards betting on horse racing. A regular

literature soon sprang up on the study of the habits, the food,

the nourishment, the care and the training*of horses, which
1

does credit to the scientific methods of the age. It Is

quite reasonable to infer from these facts that the number of

pedigree horses was quite large In the studs 6f the Sultan and
the nobles. .Special Arab horses were imported for racing

purposes from Yemen, Oman, Pars. Each animal is reported to
2

have cost from one thousand to four thousand Tankas. The
3

game of polo was played substantially as it is today. For 

horse racing, the skill of Rajputs and Gujaratis, among others,

1. Compare for instance Adfib-ul-Harb for chapters on horse 
breeding. Compare T.26 for religious prohibition of dog 
racing which positively spoiled all the good deeds of a man

2. Compare K.R.I 200.

3. Compare Encyclopedia Britannica (1929 Edition) JOTIII 175 fo 
the modern game. 1 Polo is played with four players on 
each side, on exactly the same principles as hockey or 
assdclatlon football. A match lasts about one hour, 
divided into periods of play; during the Intervals ponies 
are changed. . . So there are two forwards and two backs. 
But during the course of the game as the players pass the 
ball to one another these places are being constantly 
changed. The modern game is a most elastic one, but 
there should always be one player in each place, (i.e. at 
No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 or half-back and No. 4 or back).
Compare the account of Amir Khusrav in his Kulllyat folios
777-8 wherein he described the two opposing teams of four 
players, the Intervals of play scoring with the
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1

was praiseworthy. We shall not be wrong in inferring that the 
Turks and Afghfins and in fact all ruling classes of Hindustan had 

attained a very high degree of skill in horsemanship.

The elephants of the royal stables used to be trained in 

paying homage to the monarch with ceremony. At a given signal from 

their keeper, the animals used to put their foreheads on the ground 

and then raised their trunks and trumpet*#. They were also trained 

to pick up an article from the ground, keeping it in their mouths or 

handing It over to the keeper as they were directed. There could 

hardly be any other use of these costly military accessories during

the time of peace. At times, they were also taken out for riding
2

or for conveying heavy loads.
SEIKAK (the chase).

All other amusements and exercises, however, gave way to 

the chase in excitement and stimulation. Voluminous literature
was compiled by the Arabs on the study and breeding of hunting

w e nanimals and birds, long before the ftuallirsestablished in

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
ball which determined the issue of the game. He described the 
movement of the team of Sultan Qutb-ud-dln Jftibarak Shfih (in- 
cludlngj.the Sult&n) as a man fsltting in a crescent1. It may be 
added incidentally that the account of the introduction and 
historical development of Polo in India as given in the 
Encyclopedia Britannlca Is incorrect.

1. Compare P (hin) 285 for Bajput skill in horsemanship; also 
Barbosa I 119 for Gujaratis.

2. Compare the account of Timur M.288; compare Vlrza 147 for a 
reference from Khusrav. Oil cans were put under the feet.of 
the elephants to smooth .the roughness of their feet.
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Hindustan. The Muslims brought all these 
advanced traditions of the chase with them to our country 

together with the memories df the Sassanian monarchs, who 

were famous hunters of their age. In other parts of Asia, the
same ruling passion for the chase and the same elaborate

2
equipment had gone still further ahead. Almost every 

important monarch from the time of the founder of the^dynasty, 

Qutb-ud-dln Aibak, to the reign of Akbar,was fond of the chase 

and spent as much time over it as he could spare from his royal 

duties and other pleasures. Even when the Sultans were not 
very fond of hunting they maintained large establishments for

1. Compare J.A.S.B. 1907. Phillots on the 1Kitab-ul- 
Bayzarah* composed in the 10th century; compare also 
rererenaes to the breeding of hunting animals and birds 
in I.K. II 60.

2. Compare Huart 146 for the Persian tradition. Compare 
the account of Marco Polo for the chase of Kublai KhSn 
and his personal impressions. Yule I 397-403. Compare 
Major 4 for the presents of hunting animals to the Great 
Khan an illustration.

!
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Shikar. The Rajput were similarly fond of the chase; in fact 
the famous spring hunt, known as the ’Aheria’ was sacred to 
Gaurl, and no means were neglected for slaying boar on this

1. Compare the accounts of the chase of the Sultans of Delhi;
T.M. I 66 for the description of the chase of Qutb-ud-dln 
Aibak; also K.K. 740-1 where Amir Khusrav speaks of his 
occupations: ’He bagged both the fowls of the air and the 
animals of the ground1. Compare B.54-5 for Sultan Balban.
His favourite season was winter when he used to start very 
early in the morning towards RevgrI and returned next day 
at midnight. He was accompanied by a thousand horsemen whom 
he knew individually and a thousand troopers who were fed 
from the royal kitchen. His return to the capital was 
announced by beat of drums. Compare B.272-3^; also MLT.I 
148 for 8n account of the chase of ’Ala-ud-din Khalji.
His favourite method was Narga or the formation of a beaters’ 
circle (which by the way is the predecessor of the Mughul 
Qamragha), which assembled about aunrise when they were 
joined by the Sultan. Compare E.B.III 579-80 for an account 
of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq’s shikar equipment. He employed 
10,000 falconers who rode on horseback in the chase, 3,000 
beaters, 3,000 provision dealers, and others. Four 
collapsible double-storied houses were carried in his train 
by 200 camels, together with tents and canopies and a variety 
of pavilions. Compare A.178-9 for Sultan Flruz Tughluq, 
whose only hobbies werex^onstruction of buildings and going 
to the chase, when he thoroughly enjoyed himself. ’He 
brought devastation and ruin in the animal kingdom through 
shooting one with arrow, chasing another on horseback and 
releasing his falcon_for the third on its wings’. Compare 
the account of Barani to the same purport. (Vide B.599-600). 
Slkandar Lodi spent roost of his time in the chase and the 
game of polo. Vide T.A.I 322. Babur and his men did not 
forget the pleasure of the chase even while they were 
marching towards Lahore. Vide T.F.I. 378. With Akbar, g* 
Shikar was a favourite sport.
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historic occasion in the month of Fhelguna. The hour of 
sallying forth was fixed in all solemnity by the astrologers;

and the success or failure of the occasion determined the fortune
1

for the rest of the year. The Muslim theologians on the whole
C Asisae, 2

reconciled themselves to the position .
We may add here some remarks on the royal establishment

for the chase. Every Sultan had very large establishments

which included vast numbers of animals trained specially for
large.the chase^ and very Wrg areas reserved as royal preserves. Under 

Firuz Tughluq the Shikffr department was considered as one of the
 5

•pillars of the state1. The Shikar department was organised 

under an Amlr-l-shlkfir who was usually a noble of rank, together

1. Compare Tod II 660.
2. The employment of dogs and hounds and fal confer eates many 

intricate and complex problems in relation t£/5religious 
validity of the game and, further, its suitability for 
eating by a Muslim. The r01*ma on the whole reconciled 
themselves to the employment of falcons and hawks and even 
of dogs, •provided they were trained in hunting the game 
and did not spoil too much of the flesh by gnawing1.
Vide T.20.

3* Compare A.316. Compare for confirmation, the fact that
two distinguished nobles of the rank of Maliks supervised
the Shikar department of Sultan Firuz Tughluq.
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with other officials of similar status• Under these senior

officials came a staff of people for the care and keeping of

royal falcons and other hunting animals and birds, known as

‘Arlzan-1-Shlkar, Khas3a-daran and Mthtaran respectively*
Under them came a numerous staff of Shlkra-dars who carried the
animals and birds on the day of the chase* The services of
practically all the big game hunters and watchers of the kingdom
were secured by this department. All kinds of hunting animals
and birds - elephants, hounds, trained ’cheetahs1, lynxes,

1
falcons, and hawks were collected in large numbers. It was

an old Persian tradition to build great walled enclosures as
and 2

royal preserves for wil<ydomestic animals. A large piece of
land extending to about twelve krohs (about 24 miles) was securee

3
near Delhi to serve as a state preserve. It may be remembered

regulations were strlcl
in this connection that the Shikar/w** probably very /

4
and small defaults were severely dealt with.

1. Compare B.600; T.F.287. Compare tho account of cAfif for 
details. A.317-9.

2. Compare Huart 146 for Persian tradition. ’(Hunting) was don 
in great walled parks, formerly called ’Paradises’ in which
lions, boars and bears were preserved. Theophanes tells us
that the soldiers of the Roman Emperor Hersclius found, in 
the gardens abandoned by Chosroes II, ostriches, gazelles, 
wild asses, peacocks, pheasants, end even lions and tigers.

3. Compare the account of the royal preserve at Delhi in B.54.
4. Compare the account of Abul Fazl in this connection. In his

youth Akbar was so fond of the chase that when on one 
occasion the hound-keepero were somewhat negligent in their 
duties, the prince put them in halters like common hounds
and ordered them to be paraded round the camp in this
condition. When^mperor Humayun came to know of this, he w«

Ple?»ed at this exhibition of tact and authorit on the p£rt of the Prince, vide A.N.I, 318.
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Deer, nilgai and common fowl were the popular game;
1

rhinoceroijta and wolves were found in the hills of the Punjab,

It was the privilege of the monarch to hunt a lion whenever the

animal was found. Fishing was popular with some monarchs.

Others probably considered it very unexciting in comparison

with the pleasures of the chase.
M/e shall conclude this account of the chase with a few 

more remarks on royal hunting. Though the facts of the reign of 
Firuz Tughluq may not have a very close bearing on the reigns of 
his predecessors and successors, they will give us a fair idea of 
the royal Shikar equipment. ‘Aflf, his chronicler, informs us thi 

when Firuz Tughluq used to go out for the chase, a big procession 

was formed. Forty or fifty special standards and two specially 

designed emblems, adorned with peacock festhers, accompanied him. 

The emblems were carried in front of the Sultan on two sides.

Just behind them were four trained wild animals and birds of prey1 
to the left and right of the monarch respectively. A vast 

number of other animals, namely, cheetahs, panthers, lynxes.

1. Compare for Instance T.F.I. 378, also T.W.S.410; 8.H.229;
A.243. The term *Karkadan9 occurs in the text, which, as
Abul Fazl makes clear by Tils description (Vide A.A.II 58), 
applies to the rhinocero^s.

2. Compare A.324.
3. Compare for Instance, the account of rAflf for Firuz Shah

Tughluq. A.328. Compare B.N.355 for Baburfs own account of 
fishing In the Gogra by candle light.
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hounds, eagles and falcons with their keepers on horseback followed

the Sultan. Iba Batuta Informs us that a great many nobles used to

go with the Sultan to the chase with their tents and canopies and a
big crowd of porters and attendants. The chase of Sultan Firuz

Tughluq sometimes lasted for seventeen and eighteen days at a 
1

stretch.

II. INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.

1. JASHlf, or social parties.
The popular term for social parties and entertainments

was Jashni. When they spoke of organising a Jashm, it usually

brought to the mind of the hearer such items of entertainments as

vocal and instrumental music, dainty wines, dried fruits and indoor

games such as chess, chaupar etc. It was usual to decorate the

rooms where the guests assembled with rich carpets. Aloe-wood and 
0

incense were constantly burning there. Fose-water was frequently 
sprinkled over the party for its refreshing and cooling effect. 
Fruits were neatly served in silver and golden fruit-trays. But 
the most entertaining item was the wine which was served by very

1. Compare the account of rkfif. A.317-19; also K.R.II, 82.
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handsome cup-bearers together with some spiced and seasoned 

dishes (like kab&bs)for relish. So that, as a result, 1 the
covers of the goblets of wine* (to borrow the figurative language

1
of Amir Khuarav) ’looked holier than a prayer carpet*.

The serious business commenced after sunset when the 

musicians and dancers began their performance, and the wine cups 

went round* When the performers had stirred the emotions of the 

audience to fever heat, gold and silver were frequently showered 

on them at intervals. In the small hours of the morning the

whole scene began to fade away before the weary eyes, and people
2

dropped into sleep through sheer exhaustion. Entertainments on 

these broad lines were a regular feature of official celebrations. 

Certain festival days were fixed for public Jashtis. When state 
envoys or any distinguished guest arrived, similar celebrations 

were held. The Mughul Emperor Akbar added to the number of

existing official celebrations a dozen more days from the Persian
3

Calendar*

1. Compare the descriptions of parties and items of entertainmen 
ik. II 241-2, 271; Q.S.129-30. The royal parties are usually 
described as Mat11is-is-Jashnf Jashti Durb&rs have been 
referred to earlier.

2. Compare B.N. 330b.
3. Compare A.278 for the days of official celebrations under 

SultSn Firuz Sh&h Tughluq. Jashyi parties were fixed for the 
two rIds,the Shab Barat, the Nau-roz, the entertainment of 
distinguished state guests, ♦anci in connection with the recep
tion of envoys and other state functions. Compare A.A.I 200 
for official Jashms under Akbar.
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We have a connected record of the numerous banquets and 

festivities arising out of these royal Jashps. There is an almo 

tiresome repetition of the familiar features, namely fthe fairy- 

faced dancers’, the 1 musk-smelling winesf, the drinking cups made 
of marble, the flower-carpets and other rich decorations, and .

the abundance of everything. Sometimes roysl poets add to the

liveliness of the occasion by their laudatory verses; at others,

the courtiers enhance/ the gaiety and cheerfulness by their wit 
1

and humour. In some respects these pleasure parties were very

1. Compare an account of Jashns in various^chronicles. Hasan
Nizami describes the parties of Qutb-ud^Xibak and Iltutmish. 
In one place the author, by no means a man of secular outloo 
becomes so enthusiastic in describing wines ’the source of 
happiness and the treasure of gaiety’ that he parts with his 
orthodox professions for the moment and frankly avows that 
drinking is quite legitimate and permissible (halal) for 
every sensible man and is prohibitedonly in the case of 
fools who are obsessed with the Qharifet. Iltutmish used to g« 
out for the chase and polo after tViese Jashw parties. Vide 
T.M. (II) 63-5. Compare the account of BaranI for the Jashms 
of the austere Sultan Balban. Like Sultan SanjCr and 
Khvarazim Shah, the parties of Balban were organised on a 
gigantic scale. Flower carpets and curtains of brocade were 
used to decorate the halls; the service was gold and silver 
and there was abundance of all kinds of fruits, sweets, 
drinks and betel-lesves. The guests attended in gorgeous 
costumes. The court poets recited their poems. Vide B.32. 
Mubfirak Shah Khaljl was a gay monarch st his best. To 
celebrate the birth of his eldest son. he organised a Jashu, 
to some decorations of which we have already referred. 
Triumphal arches were constructed in the city and decorated 
with velvet and brocade curtains, after being lined with 
silks. 'Ihe royal band was playing in the small cabinet at 
the top of this arch. All round the place,Persian and Indian 
musicians and dancers were performing. The Sultan also held i 
durbar on the occasion and distributed lavish gifts in honou: 
of the event. Vide K.K.768-72. On the return of Humayun from
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different from the official public durb&r we have described 

elswehere. In contrast to the dignity and the fearful 

appearance of a monarch in durbar, he was anything but convention

al and ceremonial in these private parties. If there were a 

few chosen people in the party, he ’left off the vanity that 

appertains to kingship’. The courtiers and guests were permitted 
to take off their heavy overcoats and to be generally at their

ease. There was no particular reserve in conversation and
matters of high policy of the state as well as amaller affairs

1
were discussed with perfect geniality and ample freedom.

Continuation of foot-note on previous pages-

the Bchar campaign, his mother organised a grand banquet 
in his honour. The soldiers and.the market people were 
especially commanded to decorate their lodgings and shops, 
which gave the thoroughfares of the city a beautiful 
appearance. A special throne was constructed in the 
banquet hall, to receive the Emperor. It was furnished with 
cushions and pillows of brocade. The state canopy used on 
this occasion was lined with English brocade and Portuguese 
velvet and was supported on gilded poles. Other articles of 
furniture, namely, candle-stands, ewers, wash basins, 
goblets, rose-water sprinklers, etc. were all worked in gold 
and enamel. 7®00 dresses of honour and 12 rows of mules and 
pack camels, 100 pack horses, and 70 fine stallions were 
distributed in honour of the occasion. Vide G.28-9.
Similar entertainments under Akbar lasted sometimes for 
eighteen days when thousands of male and female singers and 
dancers were engaged to perform. Vide A.A.II 309. *

1. Compare B (ms) 107 for a description of the parties of Jalal- 
ud-din Khaljl; also Vamtiery 55 for the conversation of the 
Turkish admiral Si/dl rA\% Reis with Humayun.
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Similar parties or Jashns on a very large scale were 

held on certain official occasions by the Sultans. We have 

mentioned the festivities and lavish gifts in connection with 

royal coronations. Big parties of an Informal character 

followed the official celebrations and a great many officials 

and dignitaries were invited. Similarly other occasions served 

for inviting large numbers of officials and even common people 

to share in the happiness of the monarch.
We shall describe in this connection certain new 

additions that were made by Mughul emperors to the existing 

features of a royal Jashn. We have mentioned earlier that

Humfiyun introduced the system of river picnics on the Jumna and
*'•v v *  . r ..•* .'ti -‘V *  ■ v v  • * • •.*

built for that purpose a double-storeyed building of wood on

four giant boats containing all sorts of provisions for a pleasure 
party. The Emperor used to go out with chosen favourite nobles 
and ladies on the Jumna to enjoy himself with music and dancing. 

The 'mystery House1 to which a reference has already been made 

was sometimes converted to serve for a social party. In such cu 

case, the water of the octagonal tank was emptied and the floor 
was spread with rich Persian carpets. An elevated seat was 

raised for the monarch and the visitorSj and musicians made 

themselves comfortable on the floor. The whole building was

tastefully decorated with brocade and embroidered cloth. The
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two side rooms on the ground floor were furnished with the 

necessary number of bedsteads, betel-leaf boxes, goblets, drink

ing vessels and other furniture for lodging the monarch. The 

top floor was decorated with weapons and armour, prayer-carpets, 

books and ink-stands and specimens of callgraphy and paintings, 

probably tto serve as the retiring room for the royal party. 

Fruits, drinks, and all necessities, were provided in the build- 

ing. Sometimes, the water reservoir was used for bathing and

people entered It, after taking preventives for cold, to stay
1

and enjoy themselves all day long. Humayun similarly 
instituted the system of what came to be known as Mina Bazaars

under his son and successor. Theae were not separate and 

elaborate bazaars; only six stalls were constructed in the 

double-storeyed building on the boats to which we referred abov<
ovt

A miniature orchard was laid^on the boat and pots of flowers 

were provided, to give the whole place a most pleasant 
appearance. The stalls were supervised by ladies of rank and

position who were chosen to act as saleswomen, while the
2

Emperor went about bargaining and buying. Under Akbar
1. Compare K.135-7 for details.
2. Compare the account of Gulbadan G.31 for details.



this system of bazaars was greatly elaborated. Instead of

modest stalls there was • now two bazaar#, where the ladles and

the Emperor In turn acted as customers and salesmen. This ‘

was a regular market and all sorts of merchandise was sold.

In fact, a regular treasurer and auditor were appointed to look
after this section of the royal activity. We know very little

about these intriguing affairs beyond what Abul Fazl chooses to
tell us. According to him the purchases of the Emperor were

nothing but fan excuse for acquainting himself with information

of all kind1 through his fair dealers. There was a great degree

of freedom and accessibility in these Mina Bazaars. For

Instance, when the Emperor acted as salesman and dealer, the

ladies and other persons approached his stall without any

interference or interruption on the part ofthe royal guards and

ushers. So that apart from bargaining over an article, people

used the opportunity to tell him all their grievances and 
1

sorrows.

2. INDOOR QAMES.

For lighter amusement, a variety of indoor games was 

played, both with and without stakes. Chess, chaupar, nard 

(Persian backgammon) and cards were all popular with every

1. Compare A.A.I 200-1.
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class of the people. A fierce controversy went on in 

orthodox circles over the religious validity of these 

amusements. Orthodox opinion was unanimous in condemning 

gambling of all kinds. Some clever theologian* even discover 
ed a Tradition of the Prophet purporting to declare that the 

playing of Nard was a sin. A similar weighty exposition of 

their case was attributed to the wise rAli, who was reported 

to have considered chess as detrimental to proper Intellectual 

development. The case of the opposition was simple and was 

based entirely on common sense and personal experience.
They considered both chess and Persian backgammon as two 

excellent aristocratic recreations which were quite harmless
and refined. They warmly defended the wide popularity of 

1
these games. The authority of sacred injunctions could 

hardly influence them to change this estimate of their 

amusements•

a. Chess. Chess, according to all accounts, was considered

to be the aristocrat of all indoor games. fIt is impossible

to live without some kind of recreation1 said the wise

Harun-ur-Rashld, *and for a monarch, I can suggest no better
2

diversion than chess.1 Such wes the position the game had

1. Compare the details of the controversy in T.1.171.
2. Compare ibid 163*
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occupied in India since ancient times• Our period was 
especially happy in the progress of the game and a famous Indian

chess player named A W l  Fath Hindi occupied an international
1

position and fame for his proficiency in the game. Hasan
Nizami, Amir Khusrav and Malik Muhammad JaisI make numerous

references to the game of chess which reflects its wide popularity

among all classes. JaisI in particular depicts a realistic

scene in which Sultan rAld,-ud-din Khaljl and Raja Ratan Sen engage
2

to play a game of chess inside the Rajput fortress of Chitor.

The Indian origin of chess has sometimes been disputed on 
insufficient grounds. The point was not so much in dispute in 

the timer of Amir Khusrav who is an enthusiastic advooate of the
Indian origin of chess. Historical evidence is not wanting to

3
prove that the claim of India is indisputable. Besides the

1. Compare Bland 17.
2. Compare T.M. 12 for a description of Hasan NizSmI in meta

phors _borrowed from the game of chess. Similar descriptions 
of Amir Khusrav in I^az-1-khusravI and other works. Compare 
the account of Ma 1 i k Muhamma6 J5isI in P (hin) 257.

3. Compare the opinion of Amir Khusrav f.709. Mr. Bland is an
advocate of the Persian origin. Irwin, in his book on chess 
claims to have successfully traced the origin of chess to 
China, the home of many inventions. He bases his opinion on 
some very ancient Chinese ms (which he did not examine for 
himself) and attributes the discovery to the talents of a
Chinese general who wanted to engage his soldiers in a game,
to keep them away from politics. Macdonnel in J.R.A.S.1898 
’Origin and early history of Chess1 has made it clear that 
there is positive evidence of an Indian embassy visiting 
Chosran. AnusharvSn towards the end of the sixth century and 
of the introduction of chess in Persia through thk embassy 
at about the same time. The story of the Indian embassy to



present game of chess, another variety referred to as
Shat ranJ-1-kaml1 or ’quadruple chess1 was also played during
this period*

(b) Chaupar, playing cards, etc* The Indian origin of

Chaupar has never been disputed* It is an ancient game which 

is played even nowadays under three different names - Pachisi, 

Chausar and Chaupar, the difference consisting not in the rules

of the game or in the manner of playing but in minor and
2

negligible respects. The game of Chaupar was played, as it i

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
Persia is found in every important Muslim history that dea 
with the subject. Hard is claimed to have been introduced 
into Hindustan from Persia on the return of this embassy.

1. This ’Quadruple chess’ (Chaturaji, ’the four king game’) 
according to Macdonnel is referred to by a Sanskrit writer 
of the late 15th and early 16th century, though it existed 
much earlier. This game was played by four persons with 
two dice, each piece moving according to the number of the 
throw. A board of 64 squares was used for this game, with 
32 figures forming four groups of eight, each group consis 
ting of a king, elephant, horse and chariot in the first 
row and four foot soldiers in front of them in the second. 
It was so arranged that the eharlot always occupied the 
left-hand corner of the side facing the player. Thus ther 
were four kings, each attended by figures representing the 
four members of the army, while the minister was absent, 
(ibid 140). It Is difficult to account for the origin and 
development of this game, but Bland aaupportfet^ the Persia 
claim. This ’quadruple chess’ was played by Timur and is 
supposed to be the parent of the ordinary chess, which, 
according to this theory, is its abridged form. See Bland 
5-6.

2. Compare Crooke1s Perklot etc. 333-5 for modern chaupar.
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today, with sixteen pieces in four sets each of a different

colour. The game is generally played by four players in

teams of two each. Each player has four pieces with him
which he moves on the diagram of chaupar according to the

throw of the dice (or nowadays of cowries). The diagram

of chaupar may be described as follows:- take two sets of
two parallel lines crossing one another at right angles in
the middle. This intersection of the four lines forms a

square in the centre and four rectangles adjoining the four
lines of this square. Leaving the central square as it is

the four rectangles are divided into 24 squares in three rows
1

of eight squares each. The playing of chaupar was especiall 

popular among the Hindus, particularly among the Rajputs.

The Mughul Emperor Akbar later substituted human figures for
the pieces of chaupar and turned it into the amusing game

2
of Chandal-mandal.

1. Compare A.A.I 218-9 for a diagram of chaupar; also P.22 
for a game in progress. Note that the Kshatriyas still 
retained their reputation of ’being without equals in 
swordsmanship, the virtue of generosity* and of course 
in gambling by throwing the dice of chaupar. Compare 
the interesting observations of Macdonnel on the rela
tions of chaupar with the ancient Chaturanga, J.R.A.S* 
1898,140. Compare the_popularity of chaupar with religiot 
Hindu saints. Mira Bai plays a game of chaupar with her 
favourite god Girdhar (Vide Macauliffe 348). Compare
P (hin) 141 for a whole description of Malik Muhammad 
Jaisi in metaphors borrowed from chaupar.

2. Compare A.A.219 for a description of Chandal~Mandal•
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Mention may be made in this connection of the game 

of Nard or the Persian backgammon, which was introduced into

Hindustan very early in the Muslim period. All kinds of
1

refinements were introduced in making its board and pieces.

Nard was played on a wooden board, square in shape and divided 
into 24 squares of equal size. It was played with thirty

2pieces in two sets of fifteen, each set of one distinct colour.
It was on the lines of Nard that fjumfiyun introduced a game in

3
which human pieces were set in motion. The tradition 
mentions the popular fact that Nard was brought to India from 

Persia in return for chess which was introduced there from 

our country.
The playing of cards (Ganjafa) appears to have been

4
first introduced into Hindustan by the Mughul Emperor Babur. 

Akbar seems to have made certain improvements in the game which 

became widely popular during his reign. The old Mughul pack

1. Compare M.T.I.174 for Turi a kind of nard played by Malik 
Kftfur. piere are many references to nard in r j f e - i -  
Khusravi.

2. Compare T.I.(II) 164.
3. Compare the description of this game in Khvandfrnir 155-6.
4. Compare the account of Baburnama 307.
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of cards was made up of eight suits of twelve cards each, the

Queen and the Jack of the present pack being replaced by one

WAzir or Premier• The old Mughul cards have not gone out
1

of use altogether, even now.

In all Indoor games there Is an "imperceptible 
temptation to play with stakes. The Indian tradition of 

gambling was a very ancient and a hallowed one. In the 

ordinary game of Chaupar, as has been mentioned, a dice or 
pansa was used. It was a four-sided piece usually made of 

ivory, the sides marked with one, two five and six dots

respectively. Three such sets were used In playing with
2

stakes. Gambling was by no means confined to the lower

classes. Gulbadan relates that when the royal family was in
Kabul, Humayun used to play games for stakes. He used to
distribute twenty gold pieces each among the players, both
gentlemen and ladies, which served as a deposit for the 

5
stakes•

Among dther minor amusements we may mention pigeon
flying and cock-fighting. The orthodox Muslims did not objed

1. Compare A.A.I 220; also Crooke’s Herklotfs Islam etc. 335.
2. Compare the account of Aln-i-Akbari II 190 for the

prevalence of gambling in Hindustan; P.P. 148 for the 
use of dice.

3. Compare G.77.
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to pigeon flying so strongly as to the •accursed1 cock fighting,
People in general, however, sought their advice and guidance

1
neither in the one nor the other amusement* Sultan •Ala-ud- 
din Khalji maintained a regular pigeon-house which appears to 
have descended to him from his predecessors* With Akbar, 

especially in his younger days, pigeon-flying became a passion.
The young Prince used to feed his own birds and used to call the

2
amusement by the romantic term 'Ishq-baz! (love-making).

Ill* POPULAR AMUSEMENTS.

There was a great variety of popular amusements;

religious festivals and periodical pilgrimages to holy shrines

provided some of these; public receptions and official

celebrations provided others. Polk-dances, songs, jugglers1
tricks, were the share of common people in every-day life, and/ 

lift
hard labour and its exacting toil were forgotten from time to

3
time in these innocent recreations.
1* Compare the attitude of Muslim orthodoxy to pigeon flying 

and cock-fighting in T.20; also I.K. I 179.
2. ForrAla-ud-dinfs pAgeon-house, an indirect reference in 

3.318; A.N.II 317-8 for Akbar.
3. Compare the estimate of Tarikh-1-Tahir! regarding the peopl 

of Thatta (Sind) fOther nations possess greater wealth and 
greater skill, but such light-heartedness and contentment a 
to labour for one day and to repose for the rest of the 
week, to have but moderate desires and enjoy boundless ease 
this has been reserved for the people of Thatta alone1.
Vide E.D.I 274.
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1. HINDU FESTIVALS#

In comparison with the Muslim festivals, the religion 

and social festivals of the Hindus are to be noted for the 

manner of their celebration and the appropriate seasons in 

which they occur. They usually synchronise with the seasons 
of comparative leisure for the peasantry and are as a rule 

enjoyed with dances and popular times. Ruling dynasties have 
come and gone; calamities and disasters have occurred and have 

been forgotten; people have suffered and groaned. But the 

local and general festivals have abided and have always been 

observed with enthusiasm and gaiety. The introduction of new 

cults and religious faiths has not changed the character of 

these popular festivals. On the other hand, the newcomers 
have only added to their richness and variety. Though these 

festivals cater for the religious emotions of a few, the vast 

majority is supremely indifferent to their religious significan 
For them they are popular occasions of universal social 

enjoyment and intercourse.
It is difficult to describe all the local and general

festivals. A few of these sprang Into a special prominence
1

which they maintain even today. The most popular festivals
1. Compare Ross, Feasts etc., for an account of Hindu 

festivals, pp.17-18,35,75-6,77.



were those of Basant Panchami, Holl, Dlvapall (or popularly 

pivail), Slvar&trl, and others connected with the various 

incidents of the life of Rama and Krishna. The Basant 

festival was the harbinger of spring and occurred In the month 

of Magha. It wes conspicuous for the singing of songs, folk- 

dances and the scattering of red powder. In some ways Holl 
was efmore important festival, at any rate for the Sudras or th 

lower classes of Hindus. It was celebrated by huge bon-fires 
by popular songs and by the usual scattering of red powder 

(gulal). The H61I wes observed in the month of Fhalguna.
The night of the 29th of Magha was the festival of Slvaratfrl, 

which was observed by the religious minded with f night vigil
and prayers. The 25th of the Karttika was the festival of

1
rivali or Divapall.

All the festivals were celebrated in their own 
way. For instance the worship of Mahadeva figures 
prominently in the Basant Panchaml festival. Vermillion and 
red powder were scattered in such abundance that, to borrow 
the figure of speech from Malik Muhammad JalsI, ’everything 
was red from the earth to the sky*. The young maidens did 
not forget to take their offerings of fruits.and flowers to

1. Compare A.A.II 188-91 for an account of Hindu festivals.
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the temple of S^iva where after washing the emblem of Ŝ ilva 

with sandal and aloe-wood paste and painting it with vermillion, 

they prayed for the fulfilment of their most intimate wishes, 
which of course included the wish for a loving husband. Then, 

probably^fter the promise of a second offering to the god, on

condition of fulfilment, they returned home. Similarly, for
tbt

three days on the occasion of/Holi festival, Hindus of all caste 

and classes drenched everybody, including passers-by, with 

saffron and coloured water. On the third day, in the evening, 

probably the whole population crowded round a huge bon-fire
2

and took omens from it for the prospects of the next harvest.

The SlvarStri festival was celebrated with fire-works by the

common people, while the more sober and religious minded kept

the night vigil. After the customary worship of the goddess
round

Laksh^mi, people used to whirl/torches round and burning sticks
3

or'fire-brands•• Divali, in some respects was most delightful 
and pleasing. It is appropriately designated as fthe festival 

of lights’. Once in a year the spirits of the sainted dead 
were permitted to return to their earthly homes and familiar

1. Compare the account of a characteristic celebration of 
Basant Panchami, in Padumavet 417-27.

2. Compare for the celebration of Holi festival, Crooke, 
Popular Religion 343; also Frampton 42 for a description 
of Nicolo Conti which most probably applies to this 
festival.

3. Compare P.P.135 for a celebration of Sivaratri by the 
soldiers of Raja Lakshamana} also Carpenter 306 for a
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surroundings to fraternise with the mortals of this earth.

The relations were naturally happy ito give the spirits of *

their forefathers a cheerful welcome. ^ick lamps were

lighted in vast numbers everywhere, inside and outside their

homes and all over the temples and public buildings. The
1

whole place looked like a flood of illumination. It was 

the most popular festival of the Vaisyas or bankers and 

other commercial classes. Everybody was anxious to divine 

his luck for the coming year. Gambling was therefore 

universally resorted to as a magical means of tracing e«e te 

fortune. DaaehraVas very popular with the Kshatrlyas and dL’ 

agricultural classes. The festival occurred on the 10th of 

Jaistha (also called VIJay Dasmi) and the favourite Baivite 

goddess Durga was worshipped by the above-mentioned classes. 

The other prominent feature was the worship of the respective

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-

description of a •fire-brand*. It was an ancient and
familiaiy^ame of boys who played 44 by whirling a
burning stick swiftly through the air, thus producing fefceimpression of a circle or fire.

1. Compare Crooke, Popular Religion etc. 346 for an analy
sis of Divall. Compare Frampton 42 for a description 
of illuminations.

2. Compare A.A.II 188-91 for gambling on the occasion of tbt, 
Divall festival*
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implements of the trade,profession or occupation. The Rajput
brought his horse after decorating its forehead with green

sprouts of barley; the peasants and craftsmen brought their
1

tools and worshipped them. Puran^-maahi occurred on the 
full moon of the month of Sravama and was the favourite 

festival of the Brahmans. Rakhis (or strings made of silk 

thread and tinsel) were put as wristlets on the hands of the 

young men by the maidens for good luck and affection. Among 
the festivals of social importance are chiefly those which

celebrate the births of Rama, Krishna, Parasurama and 

Narasingha. Krishna was the most popular of all the gods 

during our period and his cult was fast spreading. At Purl, 

Lord Jagannatha was brought out in his car with great 

pageantry at various times in the year. People behaved 

towards this idol of Krishna exactly as they would to a living 

god. He embodied all the purest and the finest emotions of . 
the popular mind. In the land of Braj (round about Muttra 

in the United Provinces) where the God was born and played 

with his mates and milkmaids, every incident of his life was

celebrated with intense devotion. We shall refer later to
2

Krlahna-lilas .gggfes.
1. Compare A.A. II 188-91 for gambling on the occasion ofthe 

Dlvali festival.
2. Compare the account of Chaitanyafs biography, Sircar 164 

and Chaitanya’s visit to Brindaban.
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Among pilgrimages, there were several that beo&me
popular- Some of them were made to the shrines or relics of

popular saints, others probably to sacred cities as they are

today. The important pilgrimages during this period were more

or less confined to the Ganges, especially on the first of a

lunar month. Large parties of pilgrims travelled together for

convenience and safety and took ample provisions to last them

on their long Journey, On the whole, these pilgrimages must

have been pleasant and romantic in those days of arduous
1

travelling and dangers on the road,

2. MUSLIM FESTIVALS,

Speaking from the orthodox viewpoint, Muslim life as

a whole has little room for any kind of pleasures, still less

for organised social festivals. There are * few religious

congregations outside the prescribed prayers. Large numbers
others

make the pilgrimage to Mecca and attend: the
<Id prayer3. But in every case, the atmosphere of these 
religious gatherings is too sombre and austere to call them 

social festivals. However, Indian environment and tradition 

were bound to react in the course of time on this rigidity of 

Muslim ritual. As a result, although the form of the=£*w 

orthodox religious congregations remained, their nature and

1. Compare E.D.I 273; also Ross, Feasts for Hindu pilgrimages.
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purpose underwent a great deal of modification in the environment

of Hindustan. Other new festivals were super-imposed on the

Muslim Calendar which were predominantly social and indigenous.

Thus after some time, the practical form of Islam developed more

in line with Hindu thought and Indian tradition than according to
1

the ideas and practices of the land of its origin. It is 

outside the scope of the present work to discuss these modifica

tions of the Muslin creed in Hindustan, but it may be observed 

that practical Islam in Hindustan bears a distinctly Indian 

stamp and is very different from the original creed of the Prophet 

or fpoa-the Muslim practices in other Muslim lands.
Ks we have excluded from the present survey the study of 

modifications in the Muslim rituals and prayers, we shall confine 

ourselves to the enumeration only of those festivals which were 

Introduced into the orthodox Muslim Calendar. Among the festivals 

that were officially recognised by the State was the popular 

Persian festival of Nau-rog,to which we had occasion to refer 

earlier in our treatment. The Nau-roz was a spring festival.

It was usually celebrated in large gardens and riverside parks
2

with wine* and music and flowers. On the whole Its observance

1. Compare for Instance, how the religious festival of'Id-ul-Fitr 
was turned into a festival for social greetings and the 
eating of sweets. Vide I.K.I 198,IV 326-7.

2. Compare I.K.IV 330 for a description; also K.K. 18 for 
verses on the occasion.
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was confined to the upper classes of Muslims who were very

closely associated with the Sultan, It has more or less died
1

out: now in hindustan. The Mughul Emperor Humayun was the 

first monarch to forbid its observance, professedly under

religious influence. The usual state banquet on the day of
8

Nau-roz was, however, retained.
The other Important festival was that of Shab Barat

3
(fthe night of record1) which fell on the 14th day of Shaban.

It has been aptly described as the fGuy Fawkes Bay of Islam1 
although its associations are totally different from the parallel 
English festival. It professes to commemorate an appropriate 

legend of Islam, but this Is not the whole truth. It Is 

difficult to make a positive assertion, but the Shab Barat 

festival is probably copied from the Hindu festival of Sivaratri.

1. Compare Ross, Feasts 110 for the survival of the Nau-roz 
festival in Murshidabad (Bengal).

2. K.150•
5. Note that the Shab Barat festival is very different from 

another religious observance called La11at*al-Qadr (fNight 
of power1) which falls on the 27th night of the month of 
Romafcan. Compare Ross, Feasts etc. 111-2 for the modern 
observance of Shab Barat. For further details, see Mrs.
Mir Hassan All’s book.

4. The night vigil and fire-works ere elements common to both 
festivals. Fire-works were also used in the Hindu festival 
of Mahanadi In the South. Vide Major.
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Some religious enthusiasts spent the whole night of Shab Barat
In offering special prayers and reading the Holy Book and other 

1
formulae* Common people spent their time in making merry*
The distinguishing features of popular celebration were the
extensive use of fire-works and the Illumination of homes and

2
mosques* After the festival became generally prevalent, 

the Sultans were not alow to join In the celebrations. It is 

reported, for instance, that Sultan Firuz Shah Tughluq cele

brated the festival for four days* On the approach of Shab 

Barat, he used to collect loads of fire-works and crackers.

Four giant piles of these materials were reserved for the

Sultan; one was assigned to his brother, the Barbak; * .̂ fchlrd one
c - anotherwas given to Malik All and to Malik Yaqub. Some idea

may be formed of these fire-works from the fact that thirty 
ass-loads of crackers alone were collected. On the successive 
nights of the 13th, the 14th and the 15th Shaban, these fire

works were lighted. The effect of the illumination, as the 

chronicler describes it, gave to the nights the look of broad 

daylight* Four boats-full of these fire-works, accompanied by

1. Compare an illustration in T*D.104-5.

2. Compare the account of Amir Xhusrav who finds young urchins 
of Delhi playing with fire-works and making the city a 
virtual ’blazing hell of Abraham’s legend!’. He further 
states that everybody sent a few wick-lamps to illuminate 
the local mosque. Vide I.K. 324. Compare also the 
corroborative account of Amir Hasan in Diwan-i-Hasan-1- 
Dehlavl 32.
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musicians, were set afloat on the Jumna to entertain the

crowds of people who gathered to watch the spectacle in

Firuzabad. During the night of the 15th Shaban, gifts

were sent to houses of charity and other charitable institu- 
1

tions.

The festival of Muharram was observed ifa modest 

proportions. Whatever be the truth in ascribing the 
introduction of Ta'zj/as (or imitation mausoleums of the martyrs

of Karbala) to Timur, his Influence was not felt in this
2

direction in Hindustan. It is not difficult, however, to 

appreciate the introduction of elaborate Muharrum preparations 

at a later date in a land like Hindustan. Orthodox and 

religious-minded Muslims spent the first ten days of Muharram

1. Compare for details, A.365-7.
2. Compare a detailed account of Muharram celebrations in Mrs

MirHassan All's book; also Crooke's Herklots Islam etc. 
164 and Havell's History of Aryan rule 168 for an early 
notice of B\|dhist image processions in Hindustan by 
Fa-hian the Chinese traveller.

3. Tho various elements of thê  present day Muharrum 
celebration, namely, the Tazl/as or miniature models of 
the mausoleums of the martyrs of Karbala, the relics of 
the heroes and the numerous wailings ant demonstrations wer 
all present in Hindustan. Relic worship was common 
among Muslims, who worshipped the supposed footprints of 
Adam and Muhammad quite as zealously as the Hindus did 
their relics. The Jagannath car and the Kriahnalilas and
their processions were almost Identical with Muharram
processions.
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In reading the account of the martyrdom of the heroes of

Karbala and in offering special prayers for their spiritual 
1

benefit. They did not proceed beyond these limits under the 
Suitfins.

The popular Muslim pilgrimages were confined to the
graves of reputed saints, the most important of whom was Masud

2
Salar Ghazi of Bahraich (U.P.). TherUrs or annual anniver
saries of reputed saints were only beginning to come into public 

prominence. Some Sufis and other followers of famous saints 

used to congregate over the graves of saints once a year, but 

this observance was confined to a very small number of people. 

Visits to the tombs of saints were becoming more popular. We 
Have already mentioned the prohibition of Sultan Firuz Tughluq 

which forbade women going to the tombs outside the city of Delhi. 

Similarly in Sind, great crowds of men and women used to flock to 

the Makll mountain on the first Friday of every lunar month to 
visit the grave of some reputed saint. There is a record of 
similar visits to other shrines on the first Monday of every

1. Compare I.K. IV 328 for some references. The growing Shi& 
feeling and influence is well illustrated in Sayyid 
Jahangir Ashrafh(B. Museum Ms.)Maktubat.

2. It should be remembered in this connection that in India as 
in other countries of Islam (cf. Stein’s account of Turkes
tan) many present Muslin shrines are situated on the older 
sites of Kafir remains - Buddhists and Hindus. The tomb of 
Sayyid Salar is possibly on a temple of the sun. (Compare 
I.G.I. ’Bahraich’ for Buddhist remains in the district).
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month in Sind, where about a dozen such places existed. Such

vast crowds of people assembled that there was hardly any room
to stand. The visitors spent the day In amusement and merry-

making and returned late in the evening. The orthodox people,
and the theologians in particular, were naturally

annoyed at this freedom of social intercourse between the two
sexes and the whole atmosphere of light-heartedness and

joviality that characterised these congregations. Common sense,

however, was very slow to listen to these wiseacres and as the

author of Tarlkh-l-Tahlrl remarks, ’the custom has so long

prevailed among these people and what time has sanctioned, they
1

never relinquish’. Thus the sanctity of usage over-rode
all other considerations.

3. OFFICIAL RECEPTIONS AND STATE CELEBRATIONS.
Mention may be made in this connection of certain

official celebrations in which everybody was invited to share,
irrespective of social status or class considerations. Such
occasions were many, for instance the reception of a Sultan on
his return to the capital after some memorable event, the
celebration of a victory, the marriage of a prinwe or princess,
the birth of the first son of a Sultan and so on. The

celebrations were carried out on a more or less uniform pattern
large

under both Hindu and Muslim contemporary rulers. In a

1. Compare E.D.I. 273-4.
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open maidan, triumphal arches were constructed and adorned with

rich cloth and embroidered curtains. Carpets were spread on

the floor. Sometimes a band played at the top of these arches
and big chandeliers were W g  under them for light and decoration,

Dancing girls and musicians gave their performances; and sweet

drink (sherbet) and betel-leaves were freely distributed to the 
1

visitors. Hindu princes sometimes added festal knots and festa!

1. Compare an early reference to these arches In T.M.(III)
87-8. The arches were decorated with military weapons to 
receive Qutb-ud-dln Aibak on his return from Ghazni after 
his marriage with the daughter of Ylldlz. Compare an accoun' 
of the public reception of Ulugh Khan Balban after his 
suppression of the Ran§s of Sirmur Hills. Sultan Nasir-ud- 
din and people gathered on the Hau*-i-RanI. According to 
the chronicler the plain looked like fa multi-coloured 
flower garden1 through the effect of the rich dresses and 
other paraphernalia of decoration. (Vide Raverty 834-5 for 
details). Compare B.106 for the reception of Sultan Balban 
on his return to Delhi after suppressing the Bengal rebellio] 
When Mulzz-ud-din Kaiqubad returned to Delhi after meeting 
his father Bughrfc Khan, liquors and wines were stored in big 
jars and distributed free to the gathering of people (Vide 
B.164). Compare the account of Amir Khusrav for the public 
reception of Khusrav Khan in Delhi by Mubarak Shah Khaljl 
in Kulllyat 700. Ibwi Batuta gives two separate accouhts of 
public receptions under Sultin Muhammad Tughluq. In one 
case, when the emissary of the Caliph entered the city of 
Delhi with the robes of the Abbasid Caliph and the letters 
of recognition, a huge processioh was formed to welcome him. 
Eleven four-storeyed arches of solid structure were built ir 
Delhi to celebrate the event. All of them were decorated 
with embroidered silks and provided with male and female 
dancers and musicians to entertain the crowds of common 
people. Big jars of sweet drink (sherbet) were placed in 
them. Betel-leaves and sherbet were distributed free to all 
who joined the celebrations^ T^lde K.R.I 92 for details).
The other account is about one of the usual receptions givei 
to the Sultan himself on his return to Delhi from numerous 
successful campaigns. Sixteen elephants decorated with 
gilded trappings and royal parasols were taken out for the
royal procession and the royal route through the city of
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urns or strings of mango sprouts to the decoration of these
arches and announced the arrival of the guest of honour by a

1
flourish of trumpets. This opportunity of advertisement and 
display sometimes attracted a crowd of enterprising athletes, 
jugglers and various other showmen who exhibited their skill

and amused the people, earning a modest sum of money into the
2

bargain. With more or less similar features of entertainment, 

these celebrations continued to be observed under the Mughul 

Emperors•

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
Delhi was decorated with silks and the walls^jsSorned with 
rich hangings. (Vide K.R.II 38). Under the Mughuls the 
city of Delhi was ordered to be decorated under official 
supervision (Vide G.28) but in other respects the celebra
tions were not very different. For instance, under Akbar 
when public entertainments were organised, the bazaars of 
Agra and Sikri were decorated, and thousands of male and 
female musicians were employed to entertain people with 
their performances. The state reception rooms (the 
Dlwan- 1 -Am and the Diwan-l-Khas^were decorated with costly 
furniture mostly of European make and with excellent paint
ings. Grand pavilions and canopies were set up for official 
durbar. (Compare A.A.II 309 for details). It may be 
mentioned in this connection that triumphal arches also were 
sometimes constructed to proclaim the news of a victory of 
the royal forces. Thus both the announcements - from the 
pulpit of the principal mosque and from these arches, were 
made simultaneously (Vide B.249). For an independent and 

indirect version of receptions see T.1.367.
1. Compare P.B. CXXVII. Among the Sultans of Delhi the usual 

mode of receiving a guest was to advance a few miles and 
then conduct him through these triumphal arches along with 
the procession. Compare B.60 for an Illustration.

2. Compare an interesting account of public reception in 
D.R.153-5.
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4. DANCING AND SINGING*
Among other amusements and recreations, dancing and 

singing were quite popular with the common people. A visitor 
to an Indian village in Hindustan still finds peasants and other 

folks gathering in their common chowpala fchrthe Holl celebration 

to sing their popular ballads and dance. In some places,

especially in the Boab, the popular annals of Alhakhand and the

story of Nala and Dan^ranti are still recited in the evenings.

We can quite imagine that the stirring episode of Raja Ratan 

Sen1s escape from the royal prison of Delhi and the fight of 
Hajrtmir Deva may have inspired the village minstrels and 
versifiers to sing of them. The Savan (Sravana) songs (for 

which special melodies of •Hindola1 and fSavanIf were composed
during our period) were universally popular and were probably

1
sung in communities and on the swings, as they are today.

Dancing was much more popular than it Is today. The
cult of Krishna had greatly stimulated It, and men and women

2
danced together, sometimes with bells tied to their feet.
Among others, the popular Gujarati dance (what Is now known as

the Garbha) was prevalent on the west coast and was particularly
3

pleasing to the eyes of the western visitors. The Afghans of

1. Compare Shah 182,183 for new melodies.
2. Compare P.B. LXXXII for illustration.
3. Compare the account of Nicolo Conti in Frampton 142,

Major 29. The traveller was particularly fascinated by 
this dance which he compares to a contemporary European
dance. The people danced round'following one another in
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Hindustan had not yet forgotten their folk dances, and usually 

celebrated events of national Importance by dancing their

customary dances with great enthusiasm and gusto, sometimes for
1

days together. The popular dramatic art was degenerating Into 
the mimicries of the mountebanks and the vulgar tricks of buffoons 

and professional jesters, when it was rescued to some extent by 
the new stimulus of the Krishna cult. Various events from the 

life of the popular hero-god were dramatised. The Krlshnite 

forms were better suited to the needs of dramatic art, since they 

were so much more erotic than Ramite. Krlshnalllas, as these 

performances were called, were staged in certain parts of the 

country. Herein were enacted the familiar and popular events of 

the life of Krishna and his various exploits , such as his loves

and the pranks he played on the milkmaids, the separation and
2

grief of Radha, the killing of the tyrant Kans etc. etc.

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
order, and two of them carrying painted wands in their hands 
and as they do meet, they do change sticks or wands*. This 
dance is popular all over Gujarat and is being revived 
nowadays. A similar dance is prevalent in the United Provlncei 
where it is performed in villages on the occasion of certain 
festivals tocj.chattas in Aligarh district.

1. Compare T.S.S. 48b for the celebrations of the Afghans on the 
assumption of regal powers by Sher Shfih.

2. Compare Macauliffe I 58. Compare also Ross, Feasts 36-7, 41 foi 
a few Hindu festivals; celebrating the waking of Hari or 
Vishnu on the 11th or 12th lunar day in the first half of 
Karttika after a long sleep of four months, the nativity of 
Krishna or JanamastamI and the Bol&yabra when the god is 
being swung.
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The RamaIllsa of a later date, which came into vogue with the 

popularity of the Rama cult and the poems of Tulsi Das and are 
still celebrated, were modelled on the lines of the Kriahnalllas. 

This stimulus, however, was not sufficient to revive the ancient 
glory of Hindu Drama. Dancing and music also began to degenerate 
mainly through assigning a special caste for them and by confining 

the scope of their development to the amusement of the upper 

classes and the service of religion.

5. ACROBATS, JUGGLERS, MOUNTEBANKS ETC.

There was a great variety of acrobats and jugglers who 
performed their tricks both with and without the aid of animals. 

Acrobats had a very old tradition in Hindustan and appear to have

acquired a very high degree of skill in their art. Every ruler
1

employed a few acrobats to amuse himself and his guests. The 
common and lowly performers earned a modest living by making rams

dance*in market places, or by dancing their monkeys to various
2

measures. The tight-rope walker and the puppet showman were
3

familiar figures of fairs and other crowds. The snake-charmer
   .  -------   2T53---—     ---------- -    - ......  ■... ■ —   ........... - ......

1. Compare P (hin)/for an illustration.
2. Compare P.P. 151 for an illustration of ram dancing; Shah 176,

193, for the monkey dance.
3. Compare Shah 22 for the tight-rope walker; an illustration of

puppet shows in P.59.
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was occupied with his work as he is today* In Bengal a man 

sometimes went about the street with a collared tiger. When he 

began his performance, he unfastened the animal and started pulling 

knocking and kicking the animal about until it was in an 

apparently furious rage and sprang upon him. Both man and animal 

then rolled down for a minute and the performer ostentatiously 
thrust his bare arms into the throat of the animal who dared not

bite him. Then he collected money and gifts from the crowd of
2

amused spectators and thus maintained himself and the animal. 

Sometimes, in the South, an elephant was made to dance in
3

accompaniment to music and raised his trunk to mark time.

Among famous performances of acrobats and jugglers were 
those of Morchal (the peacock gait), the display of two acrobats 

resting on*: on eaoh other, and the 1 Rope-Trick1. The Mughul 
Emperor Babur describes the Morchal, somewhat as follows:- The 

acrobat arranged seven rings, namely, one on his forehead, two on

1. I.K. IV 270.
2. For details see J.R.A.S. 1895, 533.
3. Compare Major 38.
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his knees, two of the remaining four on his fingers and the last 

two on his toes, and set them all revolving, rapidly together. 

Sometimes two acrobats went on turning over three or four times. 

One acrobat would a3bato set the end of a pole upright on his knee
or thigh while the other climbed up the pole and performed his

In yettricks from above. a third case, one dwarfish acrobat
climbed up the head of a big one and stood there upright.

While the big one was moving about quickly from side to side

and showing his tricks, the little one was showing his own on
the big one’s head without being affected by the letter’s

1
movements in the slightest degree. The most remarkable 

exhibition was what is popularly known as the ’Rope Trick* which 

has engaged and baffled many minds until now. We have very good
evidence from reliable sources of the fact of its performance and

2
the attitude of utter amazement and puzzle it created. The

trick was carried out in the following way —  am acrobat 

appeared before the audience with a woman whom he addressed as hit 

wife. He jokingly suggested for himself a journey into the 
heavens to look into the records of good and bad deeds of his

1. Compare B.N.330.

2. Compare for instance, the observations of Amir Khusrav
in Defcê L B*xx± 155. Abul Fazl frankly admits that if these 
jugglers exhibited their performances to common crowds, 
people would easily mistake them for the miracles of 
prophets•
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audience* Nobody disagreeing with his proposal, the acrobat 

took out a knotted rope from his pocket and holding one end in 

his hand threw the other into the air, which ascended and to 

all appearance, disappeared above* He climbed up this suspended 

rope as one does a ladder and soon vanished out of sight.
After a while the various limbs of his body began to drop down 
one after another* The wife collected them together and 

cremated them in the Hindu fashion, burning herself with them 

like a Sati* Some time after this the acrobat suddenly 

appeared and asked for his wife. The whole story was repeated 

to him, which he pretended not to believe. He accused his 

host or the distinguished man under whose patronage the trick 
was performed, of confining his wife wrongfully in his house 

and proceeded to call her from the door of the man*s house, 
whence she came beaming 5ife=̂ 8ftii&Sr; The acrobats used to 

perform another amazing trick. They used to kill a man in

front of the audience and cut him in forty pieces, which were 
concealed under a shroud. The dead man then came out alive 

at their bidding. Among other tricks, mention may be made of 
the ’Mango Trick*. A seedling of mango was put in a vessel

1. Compare A A.II 57 for details.
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with mud and other things, and in a few hours passed through all

the processes of sprouting, blossoming and bearing fruits which
1

the spectators verified by tasting the fruits themselves*
Other demonstrations included the providing of fruits out of

season, the swallowing of swords and other exhibitions which in
2

ordinary conditions would strike one as marvellous*

In concluding this discussion of amusements and 

recreations, reference may be made to mountebanks and profess

ional jesters* They employed all sorts of trickd and antics, 
witticisms and repartees to provoke laughter and to amuse their 

audience* Some of these Jesters wore masks and

gave amusing surprises to the party. At other times they 

caricatured the popular courtiers and contemptible flatterers

and suffered indignities and beating or snubbing, to create an
5

effect. On the whole, the standard of humour as displayed 

by these Jesters and clowns was not very high and their 
behaviour was very scandalous in the eyes of the punctilious

1. Ibid 58.

2. Compare ibid for details. Also D.F. ante. A comparatively
modern account of the 1 Mango-Trick1 and other marvellous
performances occurs in the work "Occult Science in India" 
by the French writer, Jacolliat, who witnessed them 
personally.

5. Compare amusing illustrations of masks in I.K.V 60, 132, 
165. The Bahrupifca still carry on these old traditions.
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theologians, — mq/ the Sultan and Hindu rulers who
maintained buffoons and clowns, the Hindu and Muslim nobility
employed professional jesters and mountebanks on their staff of 

$ «attendants.

1, Compare for instance the observations in Z.M.149.

2. Compare illustrations in P.59,
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C H A P T E R  X.

M A N N E R S .

The analysis of the manners of a people or an age is an 
task

extremely difficult/ Very few generalisations are so misleading 

as those which relate to national characteristics, for the obvious 

reason that they do not take account of social and individual 

variability. In Indian society, as we have so often pointed 

out, these variations from one class to another, and even from 

one Individual to another, were very wide. However, in comparisor 

with the modern complex of society and social manners, the age 

with which we deal was simpler and more uniform, sssd= more compact 

and homogeneous. Pharma - a Hindu term of very wide and 

comprehensive meaning and very difficult to render in English, 

language^ purports to assign the respective duties of various 
classes and castes towards each other. Stripped of its spiritual 

character, the term is an attempt to fix the moral attitudes of 

a social group. Its existence similarly reflects a very 

developed form of group behaviour and moral attitudes. It 

cannot be denied that people as a whole led a very prosaic life 
and did not succeed in developing more than a few physical and
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moral capacities and very limited forms of human relationships. 

Thus the virtues and vices of the age as a whole were very few. 

But on the other hand these characteristics were well developed 

and deep rooted. Custom and religion, which fostered these 

manners in many respects, were stronger forces than the 

intellectual and ethical convictions of the present age. On 

the whole, th^led to social solidarity and well being. When it 

was realised that the forefathers had behaved in a certain 

manner in a certain situation, the direction for the living 

descendant was clear and the force of this sanction was absolute.

I. VIRTUES.
Let us begin first with an examination of the virtues 

of the age. We must make it clear at the start that except for 

a certain amount of freshness and vigour, the Muslims as a class 

were not substantially very different from their Hindu 
countrymen. The former, in some places, emphasized certain 

points in which they differed-from the latter. But, as it 

would appear from the discussion, the underlying outlook of 

both communities was similar.

To put it in two words, we may describe the strong 

points of Hindu character as Loyalty and Charity in their widest

sense. Abu’l Pazl has given for our guidance a longer catalogue
however

of Hindu virtues bwt which may/be resolved into these two basic
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1

categories. The list of conventional Muslim virtues of an 

early date recommends the cultivation of a number of pious

virtues which, however, are not different from this estimate
2

in any substantial degree. As a rule the Muslims over
emphasise fcfcpa: loyalty to the state, treating it as one of the 

cardinal virtues, but the reasons for this are obvious. In

any case, this emphasis does not change the character of the
3

quality which is sought to be inculcated. Loyalty and

1. Compare A.A.II 4-5 for an analysis of Abul Fazl.

2. Compare J.H. 490 for Muslim virtues. The writer expects
every good iMuslim to cultivate the following: devotion
to God, kindness to fellow beings, loyalty to friends, 
malice towards enemies, respect for the wise and forbear
ance for fools, respect and service for superiors, 
affection and regard for inferiors, obedience to the 
Sultan, end finally, opposition to all forms of resistance 
towards the State.

3. Compare the observations of Amir Khusrav. In Qlranuf-s-
Safraln 79 he emphasises the point that the slave (I.e.
the subject of the Sultan) was committing a grevious sin 
if he ever thought of evil against the Sultan. In 
another place he asks his son to be grateful to the 
Sultan. For, says Khusrav, let alone human beings, even 
a dog knows how to watch the property of his master; and 
It would be a perfect shame if human beings degraded 
themselves lower than animals in this respect. Vide 
K.K.678; also 123.



Charity may thus be taken as the characteristic national

virtues of the Indians of our period. We shall take up the

discussion of loyalty first, as it appears to have been the

religion of Hindustan throughout the ages. For the sake of

convenience, we shall discuss It In three different aspects,
was

in relation to the objects for which it/brought into play, 

namely, loyalty to a master or superior, loyalty to a friend 
or an equal, and loyalty to a form of conduct (or chivalry). 

The relations with a person of inferior status may better be 

discussed under Charity1.
A. LOYALTY TO A MASTER OH SUPERIOR.

One of the paths to spiritual salvation recommended 
by Hindu religious philosophy and ethics was that of Bhaktl- 

Marga or the Path of Devotion. We are not concerned here witl 

the connection of this doctrine with the far-reaching religioui 

revolution that took place during our time in Northern India. 

We only want to emphasise that this essentially spiritual term 

of an ancient date was employed to give to the political 

relations between a ruler and ruled a certain spiritual basis

In Hindu society, when the status of an earthly and despotic
1

ruler was raised to that of a spiritual Guru. It was

1. Compare P.P.120 for exposition and illustrations.
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universally believed that the aervica of a master In every oaae 

required a complete and unqualified surrender of personality and 

will on the part of a person called upon to serve. The 

examination of the qualifications of the master and the principles

for which he stood, were foreign to this essentially spiritual
1

view of life. The Muslim term for this sentiment of loyalty
r  •

is Kam»k-hald.ll or the obll ration of service and devotion in
2

return for 'salt*. This view of life is more realistic than 

spiritual, as it emphasises the mundane aspect of the relatlon- 

shlp9 namely the material gains in the bargain. The sentiment,

however, which this relationship fostered, was essentially 

Indian and of a deeply spiritual character. The history of our 

period 18 rich in examples of supreme sacrifices in the service

1. Compare P (bin) 256 how a person who dies in the service of 
a master goes straight to paradise. Compare Yule II 539 
for an interesting exarple from the South. Marco Polo 
tells us that a Faja of the Deccan had some nobles who 
were his sworn companions and had great Immunities and 
privileges in his kingdom. If the Haja predeceased them, 
these nobles used to burn themselves with him alive.
The nobles were quite satisfied with their co^duct^Jor^they 
considered it fair to keep company with their*,master/in* 
the next world as well as in this. Compare the numerous 
statements of Gore and the two loyal adherents of
Ratan Sen in the story of Padumavat.

2. Compare If .A. Ill on the virtues of 1Kamak-halali*.
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of a master. It ?/as on account of this deep appreciation of the

1. Compare a few illustrations of this ’obligation of salt*.
Barani tells us that when one Malik Chajju and his associates 
rebelled against Jalal-ud-din Khalji and were captured, the 
monarch forgave and even honoured the rebels for being ’true 
to salt1. Since they had drawn swords in the cause of the 
fallen house of Balban they were pardoned. Vide B.184. Compare 
afcoqgy=fca=ga » w g=og Sultan ‘Ala-ud-dln Khalji#s treatment of 
his ’turn-coat* supporters and his enemies, the faithful 
adherents of Jalal-ud-din. When he was established on the 
throne, he punished his supporters, who had deserted their 
old masters,and spared the lives of his enemies. (Vide B.250-1 
for details). In one instance, the Sultan went one step 
further. According to the account of Hajl Dabir, he gave a 
decent burial to the erstwhile rebel generial Muhammad Shah who 
had remained faithful to his Hindu master Ha;rimlr Dev a until 
the last breath of his life. The details of the story are 
well known. On his death, the SultSh buried him with honours, 
explaining that ’loyalty is to be praised, even in an enemy’• 
(Vide Z.W. II 810 for details). Sultan Muhammad Tughluq in 
his Memoirs (B.M. ms 316b) claims that his primary motive 
in turning against Khusrav Khan the usurper was to avenge 
himself for the l&sulta and humiliations to which the usurper 
had subjected the family of their common master, Sultan 
Mubarak Shah Khalji. Similarly Firuz Tughluq considers it an 
act of piety to repair the mausoleum of Malik Kafur on the 
sole ground that the latter had been reputed to be ’true to 
the salt’ of his master and was considered to have been loyal 
to the throne. (Compare F.13). Compare the praise of Barani 
for a noble of Firuz Tughluq who had been uniformly faithful 
to the throne. Vide B.584. Two stories are worth narrating 
in greater detail to illustrate the point. It is related that 
Sher Khan (afterwards Sher Shah) was once overtaken by the 
Mughul army at night with a few supporters. One of his officen 
named Saif Khan offered to obstruct the progress of Humayun to 
allow the escape of Sher Khan. He assembled his brothers at 
day-break and began to explain to them the great virtue of 
self-sacrifice. ’Do not hesitate to give your life' said the 
warrior, ’for death Is inevitable in any case and no mortal 
can escape from it. Your master who maintains you in time of 
peace and accords a number of Immunities expects from you in 
return to serve him with your life when occasion demands it.
If therefore you are true to the name of a soldier, do not 
hesitate; rather, hasten to acquire the glory of the two
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ancient Hindu tradition that the Mughul Emperor Humayun, even 

in the extremities of exile and poverty, trusted his life more 

readily in the hands of the forty Indian guards who followed him 

in all his misfortunes, than^ftiose of his blood relations,
B. LOYALTY TO AN EQUAL OR FRIEND,

Loyalty to an equal irrespective of considerations of 

rank and status or the obligation of fsalt1 —  or in other words 
the spirit of friendship and comradeship, is more charming for 
obvious reasons. This does not necessarily exclude the 
friendly relations that may exist between persons of quite 

different social status, even between a king and his subjects

Continuation of foot-note on previous page:-
worlds by a prompt offering of your life1. Before ti* Saif 
Khan had concluded his exhortations, his brothers reminded 
him that men of action do net waste their breath on words. 
They proceeded to engage the enemy and perished to a man. 
(Vide T.S.S.41b). The other story is about the devoted 
officers and adherents of Humayun. It is related that once 
Kamrfin took possession of the fortress of Kabul by surprise 
when Humayun and his adherents were out of town. When they 
besieged the fortress on their return, Kamran, who held 
the families of the besiegers in his custody, threatened to 
t j a a f c r h f e t a k e  their lives. QarScha Kh§n, one of these
officers of Humayun, went near the battlements and cried
loudly to Kamran. fLet it be known to you that we live 
only to serve our rcester and the death or ruin of our 
families is of no consequence to us. We will live and die
in the service of Humayun, and if we are ready to offer our
own lives, kith and kin are of secondary importance1.
This did not stop Kamran from cruelty or the adherents of 
Humayun from unflinching devotion. Vide A>.!T.I 264-5 for 
details•

1. Compare T.W.64.
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1
or between a commander end the soldiers under his command. 
Friendship and comradeship were usually termed Yarl (companionship, 
comradeship) and implied a somewhat romantic conception of the 

relationship. For instance, Friendship was considered to be 

undying and eternal. It was the complete and unqualified 

dedication of a person to his friend for life-long devotion and 

service. It appears that people used to choose their friends or 
companions for their strong and manly qualities. Weak-minded, 

spineless associates, though sweet and amiable, had no 

from them, and no place in their emotional life. Friendship, 

under the peculiar conditions of the age, was a kind of social 

insurance against dangers and misfortunes. A proper friend, as

Amir Khusrav describes him, is one who serves as a sword of fine
2

steel in case of attack and as a coat-of-rrail for defence.
%

Similarly, Guru NSnak warns everybody against choosing their

friends from among the petty shopkeepers, the class that had

acquired a reputation for selfishness and meanness. The Sikh

teacher explains his meaning by saying further that *the
3

foundations of friendship in a case like this are weald

1. Compare A.N.I 186 for an Instance In which the Mughul Emperor
Humayun takes oaths of whole-hearted devotion
with his soldiers on equal terras.

2. Compare M.A.107-8.
3. Compare Macauliffe I 122.
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Innumerable examples of friendship may be collected both from 

Hindu and Muslim social history* We shall confine ourselves 

to relating two of them* Students of Wughul history are 

familiar with the name of Prince Kfimr&n and his repeated 

rebellions against the Mughul Emperor Humayun, his own brother, 

pew have appreciated that beneath his somewhat rough and brutal 

exterior, the Prince carried a very loving heart and an 

extraordinary capacity for making and retaining friends*

When Kamran was finally captured and blinded, he was exiled to

Mecca by Hum&yun. It is related that when the blinded prince

was starting for exile, the Emperor asked Koka, a common
friend, if he would accompany the exile in his miserable

loneliness or rather choose to stay with him (the Emperor)

amidst the usual comforts and share his favours* Without

the slightest hesitation Koka chose to follow the blind exile

and explained to the Emperor that if ever friendship and

personal devotion were tested, this was the opportunity for
serving an old friend. Accordingly, Koka went into a

1
self-imposed exile* Another famous example of comradeship 

/is the friendship
between two Mughul nobles, the famous Baiiraiiin Khan and Abirl
Qasim* It is related that after the defeat of the Mughuls

1. Compare A.N*I 331.
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at the hands of Sher Shfih, the Mughul nobles were scattered and
were soeking the safety of their lives as best they could,

^  _ Trht,3«iram Khan, as a prominent organiser of/l?ughttl forces, and the

confident of Euxaayun, was sought for by the Afghfins, who had

tcade elaborate preparations to secure him, Bairam Khfcn and
hia friend Abul QSslm were both flying to save their lives and

were about to escape Into the independent and distant territory 
of Cfujavgt when they chanced to fall into the hands of an Afghan

VlK.r'C.
envoy who w^a returning Cron: ."ta jorHr, Ti e Afghan envoy suspected 
that one of the prisoners was Bairam Kh5n but was not sure which, 
1th calm dignity and courage Bairam Khan told him that he was 

the person who was wanted. Before he had finished his 

conversation and the envoy had made up his mind Abul Qasirr\ who 
was the more prepossessing of the two, interrupted him and began 
to address the Afghin envoy. he told him that he (Bairam Khin) 
w e s  one of his old and devoted slaves; and when he was offering 
himself for arreat and surrender, he was only doing what was 
expected of a devoted slave. But in fairness to him and to 
his slave, he thought it was no longer desirable to conceal hia
identity, for he was the real Bairam Khfcn, The envoy was easily
persuaded to believe the frank statement of Abul Qasim* He

released Bairam Khfen and took the former to Sher Shah, where he

shared the fate whichv«s reserved for his companion. He *?aa 
executed by Sher Shah in impotent rage at the disclosure of all
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the facts of the case,
C. LOYALTY TO A CERTAIN CONDUCT (CHIVALRY).

Yet another,and In some respects nobler form of t a 

virtue, was the spirit of loyalty to a particular line of 

conduct behaviour. Tradition was a most sacred and 

binding heritage in those dayq to an extent that can hardly 

be over-emphasised. In any case, it was almost the only

creed sacred in the eyes of martial people, especially the 
clans of the RSjputs, It was a common and well known rule of 

Rajput society to extend their protection and shelter to a 
refugee who wanted to escape from the fury and revenge of the 
powerful Sult&n of Delhi. It was equally clear that the 
chief who ventured to shelter an enemy of the Sultanate, was 

courting a war against himself a*>d the almost certain ruin and 
extermination of his family. Martial tradition, however, 

scorned to calculate the consequences of a course of action 

which honour bade them to follow. We shall take a few examples 

to illustrate this sentiment of chivalry and honour. The 
history of Rajput warriors is naturally our main source for 
illustrations. It is reported that when Qutlugh Kh&n revolted 
against Sultftn Nasir-ud-din and was routed, he was looking for 

some place of shelter. He sought refuge with Ranfi Ran Pal of

1. Compare A.RI302**
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Santur the ruler of a very small principality. The valiant

Hindu chief readily fell in with the proposal. By doing this,

as the Muslim chronicler explains, he was carrying on the old

tradition of his house - the protection of ’those who sought
1

shelter with them’, The case of Hajrnnlra Deva of Ranthambhor 
is famous in the annals of Rajasthan, It is related that when 
the Mongols unsuccessfully rebelled against the generals of 
'Ala^ud-dln Khalji in Cluj®rat, the rebel chief Muhammad Sh&h 

solicited the protection of Hajnmir Deva and surrendered his 

person to him. The proud Rajput told the Mongol chief that 

now that he ha4 committed himself to him, not even Yama, the god 

of death, could harm him, much less the Muslim Sultfin. This
provoked the rage of fAla-ud-din Khalji who exterminated the
dynasty of Hajnmir Deva and devastated his territory. The 

details of the rest of the story are familiar to the students of

history, and no true Rajput butiite proud of the rash but noble
2 this sentiment

action of the famous hero. Another story illustrates/still
more clearly. We all know of the attack of Sher Shah against

MarWar. One of the Rajput chiefs who brought hia band of

warriors to support Maldev* against the Afghan invadbr was

K&nhfcyjJ*' The Afghan monarch employed the common trick of Muslim

1, Compare Raverty 839,
2. Compare the account of Chronicles, especially of Haji Dablr;

also PJP. 10, .
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invaders and succeeded In arousing suspicion.between two brave

Rajput allies whose combined strength would have overcome any
yAfghan or foreign aggression, Kanhdya discovered too late that

the Afghan had succeeded in his craftiness. When he failed to
assure his ally of his devotion and co-operation, he did what

was expected of a Rajput to vindicate his position. He fought

against the enemy with his band of warriors, and as was obvious,
perished against superior numbers. This exhibition of Rajput

valour was, however, sufficient to scare the victorious Afghans
1

into a precipitate withdrawal from Rajputfina.

D. CHARITY. *
The relations between a person of superior social 

status and one of a comparatively inferior position can better be 

explained by applying the general-term of charity. When for 

Instance, a monarch made a gift to a noble, or the latter in his 

turn made a smaller gift to the needy and poor, the attitude was 

essentially the same, though very different terms were applied in 
the two cases. In the former case, it was considered to be the 

noble virtue of generosity while in the latter case it was a 

simple act of charity (khalrat). Our period, as we pointed out 

earlier, is very conspicuous for its lavish gifts and a general 

and wide display of generosity. In fact, ordinary frugality was

1. Compare T.P.I 427.
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identified with meanness of heart. By examining the ethical
attitudes of the people, one easily gathers the impression that

prodigality and extravagance, Instead of being considered social
evils, were encouraged as the highest acts of piety which were

1
sure to be rewarded in both worlds. Frugality on the other
hand, was a grievous sin and a social wrong. A religious belief

soon began to prevail among the people,that every gift of charity
2

in this world is rewarded ten times its value in the next.
We have already referred to the general denunciation and the

social stigma that attached to the petty shop-keeper mentality,
not unlike the unsavoury reputation of Jewish meanness in

mediaeval Europe. The reasons for these ethical and moral

developments are not very far to seek. They are to be found in

the economic background of the social classes. There was a
superfluity of wealth among the upper classes And a chronic

3
poverty and need among the lower. We have illustrated the case

1. Compare T.17b. Compare an early formulation of the Ideals of 
a monarch in two sentences. He despoils in war and distri
butes the spoils in gifts in peace; his army is constantly 
over-running the land of an enemy and crowds sre looking
up to him for favours. Vide T.F.M.51.

2. Compare P (hin) 300. Compare some amusing examples given by 
Vldyapati Thakur in P*P.23.

3. Compare for instance the observations of Amir Khusrav. K.K. 
371.
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In greater detail elsewhere. Here we have only to add that

this relative economic position of the various classes was a
social menace. The extreme poverty of the vast masses created

a psychology of fear and nervousness among the rich. Generosity
1

thus came to their aid as an Insurance policy. There was no 

organised protection of private property or security of legal 

machinery as in a modern wlvlllsed country. There was no sense 

of the sacredness of private property. Wealth and fortune 

smiled on any fortunate adventurer who gathered the necessary 

foree to be master of a situation. In such circumstances, as
*170

Amir Khusrav explains, it Is much better If you give away your

wealth in generous gifts, than to find yourself forcibly robbed

of it. Generosity was the only alternative to expropriation o
2

the destruction of property in some other form. Cases of
J|

individual charity are numerous and very interesting. It Is 
reported that a famous Afghfcn nobleman named Khav&a Khan used to

1. Compare the common Hindu belief that a certain percentage of 
the principal sum Insures the remainder against loss and 
destruction, If Invested In charitable gifts (Vide P (hin) 
177,323).

2. Compare the observations of Khusrav in M.A.112,122-3. rAfif 
explains in one place the surest way of acquiring greatness. 
He tells us that there was nothing marvellous about the 
great Farldun. He was neither born as an angel, nor made of 
amber and camphor in place of ordinary human flesh;
simply he wlt's/aavlsh in his gifts. So, If thou t&lcost to 
generous gifts, thou too shalt become the Farldun of thy age. 
(Vide A.298). In one place, Khusrav borrows a metaphor to 
Illustrate the point. If somebody is anxious to shine like 
a luminary on earth, let him cultivate the virtue of giving 
away his wealth, as the luminous do their light. Vide A.S.41.
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go out at daybreak every morning with a few retainers and 
%

large quantities of sweets and rice. He used to awaken every 

beggar on the road and after giving him some rice and sweets
iand a coin of silver, he went away, to seek another. Similarly

Asad Khan, another Afghan nobleman, used not only to give a

similar gift of sweets and rice, but also a variety of pickles
and relishes, betel-leaves and instead of a silver coin, made

2
a gift of gold. We have already referred to the instance of 
the Kotwal of Balban who used to provide a thousand dowries 
for poor maidens every year. Similarly he is reported never
to have slept on the same bedstead and mattress twiee  or worn

3
the same dress twice, all being given away in charity.

More important, however, were organised establishments 
for charity. The Hindu gift to the poor or ascetics (dan)is a 
familiar sight even today. A fixed ration of flour, butter, 
rice and other ingredients of a meal were supplied to everybody 
who begged for them. The Muslims usually opened a Khanqah* 

or charity house, where rations were provided on a scale that

1. Compare the account of Tarlkh-i-Dfiudi 100-102.

2. Ibid 48.
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would have done honour to the banquet of a nobleman.

Hospitality in these circumstances was an outstanding

virtue of Indian and particularly of Muslim aristocracy.
We have already made a few references in another connection 
to the expenditure of the nobility on lavish gifts and 

entertainments. In some oases, the number of the guests

connection of the state department for the entertainment and 

care of official guests. Ion Batuta has described in detail 
the arrangements for state guests in the Kingdom of Delhi; we

may quite believe that similar arrangements existed in
3

provincial kingdoms and in the Deccan. When the state guest

1. Compare for dim P (hin) 177,323. Compare a few Illustra
tions to form an idea of Muslim establishments. In the 
Khanqah of Sl^dl Maul a in Delhi, 2000 maunda of fine 
flour, 500 maunda of ordinary flour, 300 maunds of unre
fined and 20 maunds of fine sugar were consumed every day. 
(Vide B.208-9); also T.F.I. 161). The above-mentioned 
Afghan noble KhvSs Khftn, maintained an establishment for 
the poor which contained 2,500 separate apartments for theft 
housing. For every person, irrespective of considerations 
of age or need, two seers of corn was fixed as the dally 
allowance. Besides this permanent establishment, he had 
other tents pitched to house the poor and widows wherever 
he moved about in the country. Here also rations,clothes 
and bedding were supplied. We have already spoken of the 
charity establishments sometimes attached to the 
mausoleums of the Sultans.

2. Compare T.D.100-102 for Khvas Khan entertaining 49,000 
horsemen to meals without notice. On another occasion he
consumsd400 maunds of sugar alone in a feast.

2
was absolutely phenomenal. Mention may be made in this

3. Compare the account of 'Abdur-Razzaq in Major
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arrived at the frontier of the kingdom, he was received by a 

distinguished official. A regular staff of cooks and 

domestics then attended him during his Journey to Delhi and 
catered for hia needs on the way. We shsll not go into the 
details of arrangements, but they were on a very lavish scale.

At every halting place, the visitor was provided with the choic
est food, fruits, dessert and drinks. Not even the smallest 

detail of entertainment was neglected. When he arrived at 

the capital, he was presented with a handsome purse. A list 

of his servants and retainers was tatfen from him; all of them 

were classified according to their position and social status 
and they also were rewarded handsomely. A dally allowance of 

flour, mutton, sugar, butter, betel-leaves and other requisites
1

was fixed for him and his establishment on a very liberal scale.

II. V I C E S .
Their vices like their virtues were few and deep-rooted. 

They may be almost summed up in two words —  Wine and woman♦
In other words, excessive Indulgence in physical pleasures of a 

great variety stands out very prominently as the besetting sin of

1. Ibn Batuta was offered a purse of 2,000 Tankas on arrival 
at Delhi. His servants and retainers were rewarded from 
200 to 65 Tsnkas each; so that 4,000 Tankas were distri
buted among the forty adherents of the Moorish traveller. 
Compare K.R. II 73-4 for details.
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the age. Young and old, Hindu and Muslim, rich and poor freely

Indulged In these vices, Indifferent to consequences and

religious prohibitions, as far as their means and health permitted 
1

them. Needless to say, the vast masses of peasants and workmen 

were forced to lead a clean and sober life,

A, DRINKING.

Drinking is forbidden by the Quwuin very strongly but

was recommended by the Persian tradition in equally unequivocal
2

terms. In the latter case, the recommendation to drink was 

more agreeable since it persuaded people in a most reasonable 
manner, fWine is the best restorative for health1, so runs a 

precept * if it is taken in moderate quantity. An immoderate
measure of drink will do youlharm, as much as any other beneficial

3
drug, even elixir1. Outside India, where the religious

influence of Islam was greater, Muslims usually resorted to
4

the common practice of explaining away the provisions of the Holy

1. Compare I.K. V 88 for an illustration; also D.F.309.

2. Holy Quran 5: 90*
3. CompareJ.H.28 for the Persian tradition.
4* Compare some Instances from the contemporary world of Islam.

Marco Polo tells us that the subtle Persians had a way of 
their own In dealing with the question. They boiled the wine 
until it changed its flavour and became sweet in taste, but 
retained its intoxication. Now, according to them, it was no 
longer a forbidden drink within the definition of the Muslim 
law; 1 the name being changed with the change of flavour*.
Vide Yule I 84. The Hanafite liberalism opened a way for 
many abuses. For instance Sultan Uzbeg, according to Ibtn 
Batuta, used to drink nabiz (fermented date Juice), which was
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Book. In Hindustan, where the general outlook on life waa

frankly secular, hardly any apologies were ever offered to

justify the habit of drinking. On the other hand, people

were quite enthusiastic in defending it, and even took an

unholy pride in over-riding the *foolish* provisions of Islam.

In fact, a Hindu religious reformer found no better term to

describe the kingdom of Bengal than *the land of the wine-
1

bibbing Muslim King1.

It it difficult to mention any group in Muslim 
society which did not drink. Women were known to drink and 

lead an otherwise free life; tutors of children indulged in 

drinking; the religious classes, though with many exceptions, 

did resort to drinking in secret; and the soldiers and military

Continuation of foot-note on previous pages-
lawful, in sufficient quantities to make him drunk, h x  
iMtxHts^xtaitam His daughters, sisters, nobles, other 
ladles and the chief queen, all successively offered a 
drink to his health, in which, of course, he had to Join 
every time. The piety of the Sultfin was, however, not 
open to question, since he never failed to attend the 
prayers on Fridays (Vide K.R. II 208-9). Muslims of 
Hornpiz resorted to similar devices. Vide Barbosa I 96.

1. Sircar 192. We have referred to the observation of Hasan 
Nizfcml earlier (Vide T.M. II 64) that drinking is 
permitted to everybody except fools who are obsessed with 
shariat. Compare also Khusrav*s explanation (Q.S.131) 
that the use of salt (i.e. spiced relishes) makes wine 
lawful, being a pun on the word *salt*. Compare B.62 for 
an interesting instance of a bribe of spirits to 
administrative officials.
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men were addicted to it openly and almost with a religious 
1

passion. Forma and ceremonies of drinking parties were 

slowly developed. The ceremony of proposing the health of a 

chief was especially elaborated. Healths were druhk 

ceremonially in company. The friends and visitors all sat 
In a row with their wine cups before them. They began by 

pouring a few drops of wine on the floor ’as the share of the 

eprth’. Then all of them raised their cups; the leader of the 

party pronounced the prayer for health; the party looked towarda 
the host or the guest of honour whose health was proposed and

1. Compare for drinking among women: M.A.194; also concealed 
drinking among Muslim women in the South in modern times. 
Crooke, ilerklot's Islam 47. Compare A.505 for an 
illustration of a tutor where drinking leads to murder. 
Compare also an interesting discussion in F.F.141 which 
reveals that in some cases people divorced their wives 
while in a state of drunkenness and wanted to revoke 
afterwards in a state of sobriety. This led to complica
tions, since in|certain cases a divorce becomes irrevocable 
and absolute under Hanafite law. Interesting examples 
are on record about drinking among numbers of the religions 
class. Compare Haverty 754 for a perfect teetotaller, 
which being exceptional, was worthy of mention. Compare 
the bitter exposition of Amir Khusrav, who denounces the
*Ulama for pouring liquor ’in the same bosom in which the 
Quran is treasured’. (Vide M.A.58). Compare the case of 
a Muazzln (a reciter of the call to prayer) appearing in 
the mosque smelling of liquor. (I.K.IV 175). Compare M.A.
85 for the secret drinking of a recluse in the company of 
the Sultftn and his state of intoxication. Compare T.S.S. 
53 for the story of a famous Afghan noble named Mlyan 
B&yazld who was killed in a battle against the Mughula 
in a state of perfect stupefaction; also A.N.I 131 how a 
few Mughuls under the exhilarating Influence df drink, 
scattered an enormous host of Gujeratls. Compare Temple 
226; f (hin) 146; Shah 163 for drinking among Hindus who 
sometimes lost ’the poor wits’ they had into the bargain.
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1
all of them solemnly drank from their cups or drinking vessels*
Victory over the enemy was a popular occasion for organising a

Z
drinking party* Festivals and public functions, as we have 

pointed out, were other occasions for mass drinking. A

melancholy person sometimes drowned his sorrows !in the flowing 
3

bowl’. As a rule, wine was taken in company with friends. 

Spiced victuals were also taken for relish with drinks* Common
people consumed cheap beers and spirits which were easily 

4
available.

The State looked upon the evil of drinking with 
indifference. In one case, as we have pointed out before, wine 
and drinks were even supplied free in a public function 

organised by the State. *Ala-ud-dIn Ilhaljl was the only monarch 
who tried to suppress drinking for a time. He had no objection 
to drinking as such, but was persuaded to suppress the evil for 
administrative reasons. For a while he instituted very 

vigorous espionage and cruel punishments to stop the sale and 
manufacture of drinks. In reply to these prohibitive measures

. -   .t- - -- ...   . . ... . . ____
1. Compare Q.S.133.
2. Compare Ibid 51-2 for a description of a drinking party 

after a victory.

3. Compare ibid 34, 163 for an illustration.

4. Compare the observations of Khusrav. A.S.22 and W.A*78.
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people resorted to the familiar devices of ’bootlegging1.

They began to smuggle spirits concealed in water-skins, under 

loads of hay and fire-wood and by a thousand other means. 

Finally, the Sultan was compelled to modify his measures. A 

new regulation was therefore introduced which did not prohibit 

the manufacture and sale of drinks but only made it3 public 
distribution snd the organisation of big drinking parties

illegal. The lav; did not interfere with a citizen who
1

manufactured his own drink and consumed it in private. We 

know his gay successor too well to believe that Mubarak Shah 

maintained these modified restrictions In operation. The 

hughul Emperor Akbar wanted to go very far in regulating the 

use of drinks. He personally believed that moderate drinking 

was positively good, provided a person consulted a physician and 

took due care of his health; further, that such drinking did not 

lead to the commission of a public nuisance. The Emperor 

therefore ordered public bars to be opened under official 

supervision. There was a fixed rate of charges and a register 

of the particulars of sale to satisfy the State that proper 

regard was being paid to the health of people and their public 
behaviour. Other bars were opened for common drunkards where 

probably fewer restrictions were enforced. This was the

1. For details see B.284-6.
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measure of a Statesman and administrator, and as surch, was
1

naturally misunderstood by narrow-minded theologians.

Mention may be made in this connection of drugging,
which, however, prevailed on a smaller scale. Opium was taken by

2
many people. Some took it as a stimulant, others for pleasure.

5
In some cases opium was resorted to to remove a dangerous person.

tu
The opium-eating of̂  Emperor Bumayun is very well known. The 
Rajputs have acquired a well-deserved name for opium-eating.

They are still notorious for this weakness. Opium-eating is

still prevalent among common people, though the recent restrictions
of the League of Nations will go a long way to restrict its

4
production and consumption. The favourite drug of the Hindu 
religious orders was bhang (or leaves of hemp) and numerous 
references are made to it in religious literatux»e. It will be 
interesting to know in this connection that the Sikh tradition

1. Compare the account of Budauni. V.T.II 301-2. The fanatical 
historian, not knowing what a drink was like, even suspects 
that spirits were also composed of the essence of pork, 
although ’Allah knoweth better’.

2. Compare the account of Purush-Parlksha 123.
3. Ibid for the suicide of miserable women through opium.

Amir Khusrav ascribes the desth of Malik Kafur to opium.
Vide P.R.265-6.

4. Compare I.G.I. VIII 308-9 for the use of opiu^i.Oompare 
Crooke’s Herklots etc. 325 for the consumption of opium among 
Indian Muslims in modern times. Compare numerous references 
to Rajput opium-eating in Tod (for instance II 749). According 
to Wattb Dictionary, the .Arabs were chiefly concerned in 
disseminating In the East the knowledge of the poppy plaat.
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credits the Mughul Emperor Babur with offering bhang to their
1

Guru, Nanak, as the pious gift of one 3arwish to another. The
smoking of tobacco was introduced after the period under review

and so does not concern us directly. Poison was taken in
exceptional cases to counteract the effect of poison. This

habit was naturally limited to the princes who were always exposed
to the danger of being poisoned. The Hindu folk-lore is

familiar with the •poison maid*. Mahmud Shah and Muzaffar Sh&h
2

of Gujarat ere both well known Instances of extreme poisoning.

2. PROSTITUTION.

In some ways, prostitution may be said to be a semi- 
aacred tradition of India. We are now becoming familiar with 

the Institution of Peva-dasis in the Deccan. During (this period 
this tradition of offering girls to the sacred temples was quite 
strong. Ancient Hindu literature is familiar with public 
prostitutes who seem to be very popular and respectable in many 
cases. Treatises on sexual sciences, especially the kama-siitra 

which Is supposed to be the best exposition on the science of 

erotics, were written long before the Muslims arrived on the 
scene. We have already described the harlma of the Sultan and

1. Compare Macauliffo I 120,125. Compare I.G.I XX 293 for an
Instance of modern use.

2. Compare P,P.82 for reference in folk-lore. Compare Barbosa I
122 for the details of poison-eating by Muzaffar Shah.

3. Compare J.D.L.1921,116-7 where it is asserted that Kama-sfltra
was composed as early as the third century A.D. In western 
India.
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the nobility and the vast numbers of fche inmates that were 

sometimes found there. The Muslim attitude towards sex in 

general would be better illustrated by a characteristic anecdote
•-V '

which comes from the reign of Sultan ’Ala-ud-dln Khalji. It is 

related by the Tarlkhp>l-Firl3hta that a courtier once complained 

to the Khalji monarch that though he had organised the sale of 

all popular and important articles of consumption at a uniform 

and satisfactory rate, he had utterly neglected regulating the 

use of the most popular commodity in the market. The Sultan was 

somewhat surprised to realise that the courtesans and public women 

fwhose houses had become the most favourite haunts of all 

soldiers and the ruin of so many youths1 had been entirely 
left out. With a smile of approval, the monarch fixed the 

tariff of wages for public women and circulated an order among
them whereby they were severely prohibited from raising their

1
charges above the scheduled rates. The works of poetry and

mysticism are quite often full of terms of physical and carnal
love which reflectf! the general sexual reaction of the contemporary
society. Hardly any evidence is required in such case: to prove

2
the fact of prostitution or its prevalence on a wide scale.
1. Compare T.F.I. 199.
2, Compare Amir Khusrav’s description of a lustful wench in

I.K238-9; compare P.P.146 how harlots were ’the highest 
treasures of passion in the eyes of cunning husbands’.
Compare Malik Muhammad Jaisl’s description of the mart of 
public women of Simhala who sat in the balconies ’to bewitch 
the people by their various accomplishments *. Vide P.57.
For the South, compare the account of NIcolo Conti who finds
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Under Sultan 1Ala-ud-dln Khaljl, the number of prostitutes in 

Delhi appears to have given cause for official anxiety; so
that some of the public prostitutes of Delhi were conferred in

1
marriage, relieving the class of too much congestion.

The attitude of the State tov/ards public prostitution 
was never influenced by moral or religious considerations. Uo 

attempt was ever made to abolish or prohibit prostitution on 
ethical grounds. On the other hand, as we have just described, 

the administration helped in regulating the profession, which 

h as also a source of revenue. The public prostitutes were 

further closely associated with the class of musicians and 

dancers who occupied a very important place in the scheme of 

social pleasures. The Lughul Emperor Akbar v/anted to go a step 
further in this case, as in the case of drinking. Outside the 
Ciliy of Delhi he constructed a separate quarter for the y  

residence of public women, calling it by the humorous name of 

Shaitanpura (The Devil's Quarter). M l  the public women were

Continuation of foot-note’on previous pege:-

every street of a town full of courtesans who enticed men 
•with perfumes and soft annointments and tender age1.
Vide Frampton 157-8.

1. Compare the observation of Amir Khusrav in K.F.9.
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ordered to fceside there* Special state officials were

appointed to supervise the affairs of this quarter. A 

system of registration was instituted whereby persons who 

passed a night with a public woman were made to enter 
necessary particulars. A special permit had to be obtained 

from the Emperor if a government official or a public
servant wanted to deflower a virgin. All breaches of the

1
provisions were dealt with severely.

Our treatment of this subject would not be complete 
without referring to unhealthy sexual practices and

/ t vperversions j&4Vwhich ample evidence exists. The love of a

male sweetheart which figures so prominently in contemporary

Persian poetry and literature, does show an unhealthy

tendency of thought, even though it may imply nothing more.

Due probably to the prevalence of slavery and Purdah, and to
the segregation of a part of/population in military camps

away from the operation of normal family Influences, the
handsome appearance of a youth had become an object of undue

2
admiration, if not of carnal desire. Outside India, the

1. Compare M.T.II 301-2.
2. H.D.I 232 for the interesting story of the .Tain San jar 

who was offered free service by many persons because of
his handsome appearance.
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Persians, the Turks and the Moors In general were familiar
1

with the 'abominable sinne' of sodomy. The same influence
was strongly felt in Hindustan, only Hindu society was

2
comparatively free from this evil. The public morals were 

degraded to an extraordinary degree, in this respect. The 

relations of Muizz-ud-din Kaiqubad with his male 'sweethearts', 

of Sultan 'Ala-ud-dfn Xhalji with Mslik ICafur and of his son 

and successor Mubarak Shah with Khusrav Khan are too well known 

to need any amplification. Curiously enough, these open 
perversities do not call Tot any comment from historians 
or religious saints on moral or religious grounds, although the 

same persons were not slow to cast slurs on Raziyya Sultana for 
no greater crime than that of throwing the veil and of raising 

a talented Abyssinian to the office formerly reserved for Turks.
In fact, a book on royal manners definitely recommends sodomy

3
for a nobleman. We have even one reference to unnatural

sexual intercourse with women, but it is not borne out by other
4

evidence. The existence of the evil is by no means improbable.

1. Compare the observations of Barbosa I 91,96.
2. Compare Frsmpton 138; Major 23.
3. Comoare Qmbus-Nama (B.M.ms.47-48); B.391.
4. Compare T.27b.

A
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Some passages of Amir Khusrav in particular reflect the
1

extremely low manners prevalent in this particular respect.

To complete the catalogue of prominent social vices, 

mention may be made of gambling. We have already referred to 
gambling in our treatment of amusements and festivals. We have 
further pointed out that gambling is an old and respected 

tradition of the ancient Kshatriyas and that gambling is still 

resorted to on certain festivals with some sort of religious 

sanction as It was during the period under review* It only 

remains for us to add that the vice of gambling was by no means 

limited to Hindus or to the Mughul Sultans. Amir Khusrav
2

describes a Muslim gambler as a familiar figure in society.

II. OTHER MANNERS.

A. PUBLIC APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOUR.

We have already said something about the Sultan and the 
distinctions and honours of the nobility. The rest of the people 

were guided by the behaviour and manners of the highest classes. 

The adage that gravity and appearance maketh a man, was widely

1. Compare I.K. V 106-113.
2. Compare K.K. 313; M.A.151 where Khusrav gives a pen-picture

of a Muslim gambler. His wife and children go about famished
and under-clothed, and, according to the poet, he would not 
even scruple to sell his daughter. He wonders why he was 
tolerated by Muslim society. Compare Macaullffe I 160 for a 
reference to gambling.
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a monarch was his most useful asset* People honoured him because
1

they could view him only from a respectable distance. We have 

already said that when noblemen went out they were conveyed in 

rich palanquins and were usually preceded by same chargers with 
costly trappings and were surrounded by a crowd of retainers, 

composed of horsemen, footmen, horn-blo^ers, torch-bearers, 

musicians and servants. In special cases, the nobles had the

further right of having drums beaten in their procession when
2

they were moving about outside the capital city. These ideas 

of public behaviour reacted on personal manners. Dignity and 

pride were the outstanding features of the contemporary nobility. 

Duels, as we have mentioned, were fought, and challenges were 

freely given and accepted. Not a few wars were carried on in 

pursuance of these notions of personal honour. It Is related 

that when the Raja of Warangal handed over all his hoards and 

treasures to Khusrav Khfin, the General of Sultan Mubarak Shah 
Khaljl, the latter still suspected that the former had not 

carried out his agreement faithfully. "hen these accusations 

were conveyed to the Raja, he realised his utNter helplessness 

against the General of the Sultan, but this did not stop him

1. Compare M.A.106.
2. Compare the description of a gentleman in public, in

Raverty 660; Major 14; the privilege of drum-beating,A.443.
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from sending a dignified refusal to give any more explanations.

The Raja proudly told him that he had too good an opinion of
1

himself to care for the threats and favours of the Khan.

It is unnecessary to recount similar instances from Rijput or 

even from Muslim history. Amir Khusrav correctly Interpreted

the aristocratic feeling when he said that thefsilent heights
2

of a mountain peak safeguard its dignity and grandeur*.

This, however, did not prevent people from being 

extremely courteous and amiable. We have already referred to 

the courtesy which was usually shown to the fair sex.

Similarly, when a visitor called on a nobleman, the latter 

greeted him by rising from his seat and advancing a few steps 

to receive the visitor. On conducting him to the drawing-room 

he first insisted that the visitor should occupy seat, 

which was probably more comfortable and elevated than his own, 

and in any case, compelled the visitor to sit beside him.

Some fresh fruits of the season were immediately put before 

him for refreshment. If the visitor came with an offering

1. Compare the account of Amir Khusrav in Kulllyait696;also 
J.H. 86 gaik for classical examples of Hindu honesty.

2. M.A.113.
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(bhalnt) the host returned the compliment with a gift of 

greater value on their parting. In fact, this custom became
1

universal and was known as fthe parting gift1 (daaturl-l-raftan) 

We have already spoken of the royal custom in this respect.

If a nobleman paid a ceremonial visit to another nobleman, he 

usually went on a fine charger. His host came some distance 

to receive him. On approaching each other, they alighted 

from their horses, and after removing their parasols or other 

distinguishing encumbrances, they advanced towards each other.
A delicate situation soon developed. Both of them made a 

gesture of touching one another’s feet to show their respect 

and personal regard; both of them equally insisted on sparing 

the other the humiliation it entailed. The situation ended in 

their meeting half way in a warm and hearty embrace. Then 

they rode back together to the house of the host, where the

guest was surrounded with every comfort and invited to partake
2

of the choicest of food.

In a formal gathering, one was not supposed to begin 

a conversation with someone else unless spoken to. Even when

1. Compare the account of Ibn Batuta in K.R.II 8; also I.K«II 
265-6, Raverty 722-3. The custom of Bhalnt is still 
prevalent in the United Provinces, especially among the 
village-folk.

2. Compare A.237 for an illustration.
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the difficulty had been overcome, the conversation did not 

progress beyond certain well defined limits. It was brief 

and pleasant. The speaker refrained from making any references 

to his own achievements or generosity. The conversation was 

carried on in a soft andsweet tone. Scrupulous care was taken 

to avoid offensive remark^ for as their popular saying warned 

them *an Indiscreet word often leads to very awkward 

complications'. No Indelicate language was used in any 

circumstances. Vulgar jokes or rude remarks were not replied

to and loud laughter was avoided. In a word, short and
1

refreshing were the watchwords of conversation. The question

of oaths is somewhat difficult to answer. The orthodox, as a
2

rule, did not permit swearing, under any condition whatever*

But if the solemnity of an occasion demanded, careful
3

selection was made from among holy objects for taking oaths.

1. Compare for rules of conversation Iff.A.113-117, 66, 68; 
K.R.II 104.

2. Compare the view of Tuhfa-l-NasS&h 16b.

3. Compare an amusing Instance in K.K.463. A Sayyid was
offended at some remarks of Amir Khusrav. In his apology 
the Poet called on the most sacred objects to vouch for
hi8 innocence, namely, God, the Prophets of God, Iffuharamad, 
his ten associates and his descendants, the Imfims and the 
saints of Isl&m, finally (and this was very delicate and 
more sacred) the prayer-carpet of his Plr or spiritual 
preceptor.
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The soldier had a weakness for swearing. A refined military
1

general confined himself to the use of fHaqqa* (fby God’).

The sanotity of a word in certain cases was permitted to be

vouched for by such oaths as those of Allah, the Prophet, the
2

Shariat, the Imfcm, the Qur’fin, the ’sword1 and the ’salt1.
The profuse oaths of common people and their way of swearing

do not bear repetition. The Hindus usually took an oath by the
5

Ganges to add force and authority to their statement. Among 

Rajputs the throne of the ruler and Satis were sacred. Mention, 

may be made in this connection of the custom of avowing a 

friendship or an alliance on solemn occasions. Among the Rajput 

the offer and acceptance of betel-leaf (beera) served to bind 

those who accepted it. Another manner of avowing an alliance 

was by tying the waistbands or the corners of each others 

garments together and thus advancing in the face of the enemy.

1. Compare the instance of Martyr Prince B.67.

2. Compare D.R. 250 for an account of the pledges rAla-ud-dIn
Khalji extracted from Malik Kafur on his death-bed.

3. Compare a reference in Tarlkh-i-Muzaffar Shahl 25.
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This original Hindu custom later spread among the Muslims also* 
The Hindu manners as a whole were sweet and Informal 

and not quite so sophisticated and demonstrative as those of 

the Muslims. On arrival, a guest in a Hindu house was

welcomed with special forms. In ordinary cases betel-leaf
2

and flowers were offered to the visitor. In the case of a 

distinguished visitor a xxlss£ platform was raised, flowers 

were strewn over It, and sandal-wood paste was held in 

readiness to rub on the forehead. Ar#tl was also performed

by the waving of a few wick lamps before him to remove the
5

possible effects of the Evil Eye. If the visitor was the 

Guru orfthe spiritual preceptor of the family, he was marked 

out for the highest honours. On arrival, his feet were 

washed, In perfumed water if the host could afford the expense.

Sandal-wood paste was then rubbed all over his body; a garland
---------------------------------------- y------- ------------------ ----- --- --- -----1. Compare the account of Ml̂ an Kals PahSr, an Afghan noble

In W.M. 37b; also E.D.I 313. Tod refers to a moving 
Illustration from later Mughul history, when Raja Abhal 
Singh of Marwfir accepts the Blra. Vol. II 1040.

2. Compare for illustration P (hln) 262; P.B.LXIX; 
Sudamacharita 10.

3. P.B. CCC.
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of flowers was put round hia neek and a tuft of Tula! flowers

on his head. After these preliminaries, the host showed his

personal devotion by prostrating himself at the feet of his Guru
and b? making obeisance to him with folded palms. The wife of

1
the devotee personally cooked the food for the Guru. This Guru 

tradition has left Its impress on present Hindu manners.

The woman was treated with special respect in a Hindu home.

If she was a mother, she was marked out for special devotion, as 

we have already mentioned. For instance, before setting out

on an errand, the Hindu would not forget to bow at the feet of his
2

mother and ask for her blessing. It is difficult for a Hindu

1. Compare Sircar 54, 107; Sudamacharit* 14. Compare in this 
connection some remarks of . cc '< wa.it fcnotftv .VWiatv
bstcVic t*arv f in a latter w M e h  he addressed to y.K.Gandhi, 
the Indian political leader. This letter was widely 
published by Indian papers early in Kerch 1927. After 
reviewing the ordinary behaviour of Indian crowds who used 
to pass by Gandhi with folded hands and downcast eyes, he 
proceeds to comment on what he witnessed himself in Yeottatal. 
•However, I strongly object to your permitting my countrymen 
and countrywomen to touch your feet and put their fingers in 
their eyes. Such touchablllty appears to be more damnable 
than untouchablllty, and I would sooner wish that two 
persons did not touch each other than that one human being 
should be touched by another in the way In which you were 
touched. The depressed classes were subject to a sort of 
general*** disability, but this new phase of a man of the 
depressed class worshipping tie feet of his deliverer is a 
more real individual depression and degradation of life, 
and however much you misunderstand me, I must call upon you 
to stop this nonsense*• —  9ls India different*• London 
1927 | a pamphlet).

2. Compare sircar 9 for an illustration.
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to remember his mother without being deeply moved by it.

The rdetions between the husband and the wife were somewhat

formal though sweet and delicate. On occasions of deep emotion
her

the wife rubbed h±x forehead or her eyes against the feet of her 

husband to show her feelings of devotion. The husband replied b; 

an equally tender kiss on her forehead. Beyond these limits 

they did not usually go in public. If sho was a young bride,

the wife slightly covered her face before her husband in public
1

with the hem of her shroud or sari, out of modesty* The

relations between other men and women were formal, though

gallantries of a most delicate nature were not wanting between th 
2

two sexes* Among other Hindu manners reference may be made to 

a general spirit of humanity and kindness. Apart from rations 

of food that were distributed to the poor, cold and refreshing 

water wes also given to passing travellers and thirsty wayfarers 

In the hot season.

1* Compare P (hin) 290. Compare ibid 280*
2m Compare Tod I 364-5 for an appreciation and significance of

*th* festival of the bracelet*. RakhI or RakshUbandan is 
one of the few occasions when a Hindu maiden bestows with 
the gift of the bracelet the title of adopted brother.
The bracelet Is sometimes returned with the gift of a corset 
of silk. This interchange of gifts binds the two in most 
delicate and intimate relations and as Tod observed, scandal 
Itself never suggests any other tie to the devotion of a max

3* Compare T.28 for its influence on Muslims.



Reference may be made in this connection to the

practice of extreme ’non-violence1 among a section of Hindus in

Gujarat. The Hindus all over the land were extremely kind to

all animate beings. /Killing of animals and bloodshed in
1

general were looked upon with horror and repulsion. In 

GujarSt, the home of Jainism, this attitude was carried to
•

extreme and somewhat ridiculous lengths. For instance, 

people of Gujarat used to buy insects and birds to save them 

from slaughter or confinement. They sometimes even paid big 

ransoms to buy criminals from justice. If they walked on the 

roads, they shrunk back from the ants and Insects. They took 

their meals only during the day, before sunset^ for fear of 

injuring Insects in the darkness of the night. In fact, a 

class of ascetics arose who bred lice and worms In their hair 
and body and were highly respected on that account. Cunning 

beggars scared these Gujaratis into compulsory charity by a 
pretence of committing suicide. Varthema, after his visit to 

GujArat, was thoroughly convinced that the Gujarltls would be 

saved bufc for their lack of Christian baptism for ’they never 

do to others what they would not that others should do unto them

1. Compare K.K. 709 for the observations of Amir Khusrav who
even believes that the mildness of a Hindu peasant persuaded 
the pestering deer to leave his fields without there ever 
arising the necessity of an untoward show of violence. 
Compare the sentiments of VIdyapatl on non-violence in 
P.*.112.
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For this extreme goodness of heart, as the shrewd traveller

observed, the Muslim conquerors had deprived the Gujaratis of
1

their kingdom and the power to rule themselves. In other

respects, the duties of neighbours were not neglected and people

took sympathetic and beneficial interest in the business and

affairs of their absent neighbours. The extreme usefulness

and value of such neighbourly sympathy will be better

appreciated when it is realised that military duties sometime*
2

called a soldier for months on end to distant places.

No account of hindu manners can be complete without 

some reference to their religious ideas, which also influenced 

Muslim customs to a considerable extent. We have already 

referred tojthe system of castes and domestic customs. The 

ideas of personal hygiene were equally influenced by religious 

beliefs. The fear of defilement and pollution haunts the 

imagination of an orthodox Hindu to a very extraordinary 

degree. For instance, should a woman be undergoing her 

courses, she was unclean during the period and for twelve days 
afterwards. She was segregated and was not allowed to touch

1, Compare Barbosa I lii-12; Varthema 109.

2. Compare an illustrative story in the TSrIkh-1-DaOdl 14-15.
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any eatables or the clothing of male members or to enter
1

the precincts of the kitchen. There was an almost 

inexhaustible catalogue of objects of defilement which 

would have made everyday life absolutely unbearable but 

for the practical ingenuity of the Hindu mind. Side by 

side with these polluting objects there is an equally 

extensive range of purifying objects which succeed in 

counteracting the influence of the others, lhose who are
anxious to read the details would find the necessary

2
information in the pages of Abul Fasl, If a person

succeeded in enlisting the good-will of the Brahman

priest, he could make his life fairly agreeable and even
other mannerspleasant. Among we may mention that a

special sanctity attached to those fortunate people who 

were born on the western side of the river KaramnSsa in 

Bahar or in the Upper Gangetic plains and also died in that 

sacred region. Any indiscreet venture beyond these 

geographical limits degraded their future incarnation and 

there was every danger of their being born in a very 

disagreeable state of life at the next birth. The belief

1, Compare A.A.II 183.

2. Ibid 170.
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1

still survives in a modified and local form. It was 

natural for the Muslims in these conditions to assimilate

some of these and other Hindu beliefs and prejudices. We

have already noticed the influence of caste and the Hindu

domestic customs on Muslims. We shall notice e few more in
to

this connection. When a person entered a mosque, he was/put

his right foot first and any breach of this injunction was
2

reprehensible. Similarly he was to be particularly on hia

guard against pollution. For instance, without ceremonial

ablutions It was a sin to read the Qur’ffn, or to turn towards

the Kaba (in Mecca) or towards the starry heavens at night

or even towards the Muslim theologians, whom we have

previously described in the language of a contemporary

chronicler as fthe Brahmans of Islam1. Again, meals, and
to anyone

even the touching of vessels, were forbidden/in a state of 

impurity. A Muslim was warned not to urinate in a state of

1. Compare the observations of Babur-B.N. 543b. - Compare
I.G.I. under ■Ksram-nasa1 for the fact that the belief
still lingers. Compare also Shah 144 for the ridicule
of Kablr on the stigma that attached to deaths In Maghar.
( tO'

2. Compare M.T.I. 468 for Humayun sending back a visitor as
a punishment for the breach of observance and ordering 
him to re-enter in accordance with the approved manner.
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complete nakedness• The husband and wife were not to address

one another by name. They were not to comb their hair standing
1

or use a damaged comb. Sleeping after the mid-day meal was an
1

act of piety which suited the hot climate of the plains very well.

Regular baths and the cleaning of teeth w^tfcF^w^-brMfc^and other
2

customs were common to members of both communities.

1. B.279.

2. For Hindu bath, compare K.K.706. But they did not use 
bath-rooms (Frampton 142) on a large scale and were 
partial to running water. For drinking water they carried 
their own vessels. (Vide Yule II 342; also A.S.32). It Is 
amusing to note in this connection that the right hand 
alone was used for taking food and for all clean and 
becoming purposes (Vide Yule II 342). On entering the 
house, a Hindu left his shoes at the door P (hln) 250. 
Cow-dung was universally used to plaster the floor of a 
house 8nd the operation had to be done quite often
(Vide Varthema 155).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.

We have now come to the close of our survey of 

social life in Hindustan,which hes necessarily been brief and 

sketchy* Our estimate of the social developments*n Hindustan on 

the eve of the reign of Akbar the Great would now be easier*

We started by saying that the period under review is the formative 
period of Indian society as it 3haped itself under the late

Mughuls and in some measure, even as it survives today* We 
have also noticed that the official record of the reign of Akbar 

by his brilliant and talented courtier and friend, Abul Fazl, is 

somewhat defective in so far as it neglects to do Justice to thj 

contribution of his predecessors* As the course of political 

developments unfolds itself, the fact becomes clearer that the

maximum territorial expansion of the i^ultanate synchronised with 
the high water-mark of social and cultural advancement. In this 
respect we might almost say that except for a few contributions 

which have been duly noted In their proper place, a very large 

measure of social progress had been achieved byjthe time of Sultan 

FlrUz Shah lughluq, when the dismemberment of.the Sultanate 

commenced. The rulers and the upper classes of fchiF Indian 

society lived in an atmosphere of the greatest luxury and the
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highest refinement to which the culture of the age had 

advanced, Delhi represented the most advanced capital oi
Asia from every point of view. In view of this fact, Sultan

and
•Ala-ud-dln Khalji and his son/successor assumed the title of

■the Caliph of Islam1• Muhammad Tughluq,who stooped to recognise

a shadow caliph, was thoroughly conscious of his own unequalled

greatness in the world of Islam. It goes without saying that

this culture and refinement of a very small upper class had no
1

relation to the life of the common people. The life of the

vast majority of common people was stereotyped and undefined an! 
represented a very low state of mental culture. The economic 
condition of the masses will be gathered from a few stray 
references to their life which have been noted In their proper

place. If a study of their religious life and culture was

included In the present Survey, it would be found to be full of

the most primitive superstitions, charms and magic. Their

intellectual culture did not progress beyond the stage of folk-
%

lore, folk-songs and ghost stories. Little can be said about the

1. Compare Fero Tefur for the observations of Nicolo Conti.
Conti dissuades Pero Tefur from going to India. He tells 
him that on visiting India one witnesses a most offensive 
display of wealth. One sees abundance of pearls, gold and 
precious stones, but how could it profit the observer 'slnoe 
the people are beasts who wear them1•
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political life of the common people when their life oonsisted of 

nothing but obligations and economic burdens. The great 

achievements of the age cannot be detached from this necessary 

social counterpart. The whole life and culture of the age, its 

good and bad points, Its beauty and ugliness are an integral 

whole. It is beyond our purview to discuss the causes of decline 

but we may observe that most of them lie in these glaring social 

contradictions.

It would not be without some interest to examine in this

connection some observations of the Mughul Emperor Babur which have 
become famous and quite popular with some uncritical historians.

We have noticed in our introduction the great damage done to the 

perspective of Indian social history by the undue emphasis which 

/ibul Pazl puts on the achievements of his patron and ruler, the 

great Mughul Emperor Akbar. This popular misconception gains 

additional force and strength by the observations of the founder 

of the Mughul dynasty whose hlatorl-caT honesty, and acute powers 

of observation, talent and cultivated tastes are beyond dispute.

He combined in himself the virile qualities of the two sturdy 

races of Asia, the Mongol and the Turk. To these he added the 
urbanity of the Persian. We are indebted to him for giving 

Hindustan a dynasty of successive magnificent rulers and builders
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of empire whose work lasts to this day. The Taj at Agra, the

Jamlf Mosque and Fort at Delhi, are as much symbolical of the
the

glory op Mughuls as the poetry of Khan-i-Khanan, the stories of

Birbal, the talent of Abiil Fazl or the administrative genius of 
Todar Mai, all of which have enriched the culture of Hindustan.

In fact, the legend of Akbar the Mughul Emperor in the popular 

mind occupies the same position as the mythical heroes and the 

rishls and munis of the ancient. Par from denying the Mughul

contribution, therefore, we would give it an honoured place in 
evaluating the stock of Indian culture.

If we are to be guided by the observations of Babur, it 

would be difficult to persuade ourselves to believe that Hindustan 

was in any sense a civilised country, much less a country in an

advanced state of material and Intellectual progress. Babur 

tells us frankly that the ’masses of gold and silver1 and the 

’unnumbered and endless workers of every kind’ alone recommend 

Hindustan to him. fIndia is a country of few charms’ he proceeds 

to tell us. ’Its people have no good looks; of social intercourse, 
paying and receiving visits there is none; of genius and capacity 

none; in handicraft and work there is no form o^ symmetry, method 

or quality; there are no good horses, no good dogs, no grapes, 

musk melons or first-rate fruits, no ice or cold water, no good
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bread or cooked food in the bazaars, no hot baths, no colleges,

no cafcdles, torches or eandle-sticks1• He even finds fault witb

the Indian climate, for according to him it was unfavourable to
1

the use of Trans-oxianlan bows. Never was a condemnation more 

complete or unequivocal. How Babur came to form such an 

unhistorical and poor estimate of the Indian social development 

of his times, we are totally at a loss to understand. It may 

be that the visitation of Timur before him in 1598 had so much 

devastated the land that a century and a quarter of comparatively 

unstable and weak central administration and a state of comparative 

civil war, did not succeed in rehabilitating the fabric of social

life. It may be, which is not unlikely, that he was led away

by the haughty contempt so natural in a conqueror, in relation to 
the achievements of the conquered people. In both cases it 
damages the scientific character of his charming paa autobiography.

It is very amazing to hear this from one who goes about in the

palaces of Gwalior and the surroundings of Delhi, Agra and Lahore.

It is true there ma^le a sense in which these observations may 

be said to be perfectly correct; but Babur was far from observing

in that light. We have already observed that the vast masses

1. Compare Babur-Nama 267-8; Beveridge II 518-20.
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theof/people had no share in the comforts and refinements of

the few. Babur, in this sense is perfectly correct if he takes

such an ultra-democratic and modern view of social progress.

We shall have to dismiss this view, however, since he and his

successors only perpetuated the system and made the disparity
1 ,between the upper and the lower classes still more glaring.

As a matter of fact, as we have emphasised in the Introduction,

the age of the Turks and the Afghans besides setting up patterns 

for its followers, does not compare very unfavourably with the age 

of Akbar, to say nothing of the reign of the founder of the Mughul 

dynasty. In poetry and mental culture, Amir Khusrav, Malik 

Muhammad Jaisi, Chandi Das and Mukandram still stand as the high 
water-mark of our intellectual culture. In religious poetry it

A* —is true that Tulsi Das of a later date occupies an unrivalled 

and magnificent position, but the beginnings of the great movement 
which produced Tul̂ sl Das had been laid long before Akbar, even 

before Babur. In art and architecture, although the glories of 

Shah Jahan, the Mughul Emperor, were in the womb of the future, 

the products of the reign of the Sultans and of other provincial 

monarchal]? were no mean achievements in comparison. In the 

sphere of administration, we oan only remark that though the

1. Compare the estimate of Moreland for the reign of Shfth Jahan. 
•From Akbar to Aurangzeb*pp. 302-5.
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century preceding the Mughul Emperor Akbar is not very fortunate 

in administrative talent, the claims of Sher Shah and »Alfc-ud-dIn 

Khalji, who rob all the originality of their Mughul rival, can

hardly be disputed. In one respect, the age with which we deal 
is superior to the one that followed it. It was the period of 
growth and healthy vigour, the age of adolescence. It bloomed 

into maturity, while the latter is followed by decay and disruption* 
The whole frame-work of the culture of the former shows signs of I 

virility and vigour while the greatness of the latter cannot be

dissociated from the germs of decadence and the loss of vitality 
1

and growth.

Let us now proaeed at some length with the examination 

of Babur1s observations. On close examination we find that all 

his remarks resolve themselves Into an analysis of three main social 

features! the beauty and charm of person, the fauna and flora, and 
the state of material comforts. Let us take the points in ordert-

la  SSSSSSXJMc ,h a r m  poraon.
Babur complains of the lack of beauty and charm. We 

eiq qwhe re
have pointed out hdw physical accomplishments were
prized above everything, even at the expense of other qualities of

1. Compare a very interesting document on Mughul culture in
J.A.S.B.1913. •Mirza-Nama1 which though ascribed to Mlrzfc 
KfimrSn is probably written very much later.
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heart and mind, beauty of person was cultivated wlth^scruple

and devotion worthy of a nobler cause. The students of

contemporary literature are familiar with the 32 (or according tc

others 16) approved qualities of an Ideal female beauty.
These cover almost every aspect of the feminine figure, namely

the hair, neck, nose, lips, eyebrows and eyelashes, the fingers
and the rest of the body. The literature on the scienoe of

erotics gives this ideal of perfect feminine beauty the well-

known name of Padlmlnl which has passed into household proverbs 
1

today. Persons whose opinion of men and things should carry 

weight have not neglected/dealte* with this interesting question. 

Amir Khusrav, for instance, after a comparative examination of 

all popular types of contemporary beauty - the Turkish, the 

Tartar, the Persian, the Chinese, the Greek, the Russian, and 

several others, comes to the conclusion that the female of 

Hindustan was incomparably beautiful. While all others excelled 

In some respects and grievously lacked In other qualities, the 

Indian female alone combined all moral, physical and Intellectual 

virtues in her person. Though Khusrav betrays a certain amount 

of patriotic prejudice, his estimate oannot be dismissed as

1. Compare P,76-7; Hindi text 214 for a detailed analysis of 
the virtues of a Padminf.
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1

altogether biassed. Other evidence Is not wanting to support
2

his contention.

2. Fauna and Flora.

Babur complains among other things of a certain lack of 

fruits, In which he Is partly justified, for he claims to have

contribution. Hindustan has always been rich in fruits and 

flowers and, as we have remarked, Hindu social and religious 

ceremonies reveal their place in the scheme of Indian life. We 

have dwelt upon the subject elsewhere, but we shall add one 

observation of Amir Khusrav in this place. In his classification c

contemporary flowers, Amir Khusrav speaks of those flowers which
beforehad been introduced from Persia long namely Banafsha, Ygsman

and Nasrln, and others that were Indian but were called by foreign 

names, namely Gul-kuza, Gul-l-sad-barg. In proof of the fact that 

the latter category of flowers Is indigenous, he challenges his 

opponents to prove their existence anywhere outside India. Among

1. Compare D.R. 133-4 for the estimate of Amir Khusrav. The poe‘ 
is somewhat conscious of the brown complexion, but dismisses 
his fears by consoling himself that brown is also the colour 
of wheat, which according to the Muslim legend, tempted Adam 
and was thus indirectly instrumental in the creation of the 
world.

2. Compare Zakariya Qaawlnl on the contemporary Kashmiri woman 
(Wustenfeld Edition 69); also Tod on Rajput women.

been the introducer of the musk melon into Hindustan. But he was

hardly justified basis of this meagre
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other Indian flowers he mentions a few, namely, Ballg^ Kevra,
Char1 pa, yplalrl, Sevti, Pauna, Karni and Laung (which was 

familiar to the people under its Arabic name Qar&nfal), vt© 

agree with the observation of Khusrav that the reputation of 

Hindustan suffered from undue modesty in this respect; for if 

Syria or Greece were in possession of such a treasure, they
1

would have trumpeted out their pride and glory all over the world.
2

We have already spoken of fruits and gardens in a previous chapter.

3. Material comforts.

The last and the moat important point which Bibur has

raised concerns the standard of naterial comforts and social
/h* idea, of

refinements in coat©porary Hindustan. j the luxury aid comfort 
m  the

as well aw an idoa ©f social pleasures of the Sultans of Delhi 

and the nobility, can be gathered from the pages of such 

contemporary chroniclers as Amir Khusrav, ZAja-ud-r’ln Baranl and 

Shams-i-Siraj <Af£f,and from the accounts of travellers given in 
Maaallk-ul-absSr and Ibn Batuta. We have dealt with it 

somewhere else# Here we shall confine ourselves to a few 

illustrations from Hindu society and the provincial kingdoms of 
Malwa and Bengal. In all these cases, the standardi of comfort

1. Compare D.R.129-132 for a detailed description of flowers.
2. Compare a description of an Oudh garden in this connection 

from the pen of Amir Khusrav. Mlrza 98*9#
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was decidedly lower than that achieved under the Sultans of Delhi.

In numerous places Malik Muhammad Jala I introduced hia
readers to Hindu comforts. In one place, for instance, the

scene is laid in Simhala (which, as we have emphasised In the

Introduction, applies to the Doab) in the palace of the father

of Padumavat. The hero and heroine pass their wedding night

after marriage in a room of the pAace. The whole description

breathes of an atmosphere of reality and reveals delicate taste

and refinement. We read here about statuettes carved in stone

pillars, depleting scenes from the everyday life of the people.
We pass a perfume seller who offers perfume with one hand and

Trh t,carries shaded light in qaother. Others attend us with musk, 

vermlllion, betel-leaves anuS flowers and so on. Their execution 
impresses us with its perfection and life-likeness. In the

middle of the room we notice the bed of the married couple. It 

is furnished with pillows full of carded silk. Flowers are
strewn over it. There are pillars around the bridal bed with

-red
wick-lamps made out of shells and covered with/shades of red

colong and inlaid with precious stones. The floor is laid with
1

rich and beautiful carpets. This is a scene from the life of 

the Hindu aristocracy. For other scenes, we shall refer to 

Babur*s own descriptions of Gwalior and Chanderl. For instance, 

we have already referred to the extensive gardens round Dholpur

1. Compare P (hln) 131-2 for details
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which shaded the roads that led to it.

From Malwa comes evidence not only of comforts and

luxury but also of elaborate refinements. Consider for instance

a description of Tarlkh Muzaffar Shihi, regarding the decoration

of Mandu on the occasion of Muzaffar Shihfs visit. All royal

buildings were decorated with profusion. In some places

jewelled thrones were set up and Imitation gardens were laid

around them. These gardens were full of trees and fruits all

worked with metals and jewels, and precious stones. Special

experts were employed to decorate the city. On both sides of

the market an avenue was laid of trees made with wax which were

lined with richly scented silks. The minstrels and dancers

were entertaining all over the place, reciting eulogies in

honour of the Sultan of Mandu and the distinguished visitor, the

Sultan of Gujarat. In some places, confectioners and sweet-meat

sellers offered every visitor sweets, sherbets and betel-leaves
1

which were served dn gold plate. The main lines of these public 
entertainments are identical with those at Delhi.

Let us examine the information of KltSb-l-na'mat-khana-l*

Naalr-Shahl, which, as far as we can Judge, was compiled In MAlwa

1. Compare, Tarlkh-I-Muzaffar Shahi 49-50 for details.
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under the Khaljl Sultana. The compiler Introduces us to a variety 

of drinks, cosmetics and dishes, and gives their recipes. Among

wines, he mentions the preparation of wine scented with sandal-
1

wood, saffron, rose and ambergris etc. In its enumeration of

cosmetics, the book does not stop at the usual Ubtana or rubbing
powders, but goes into the niceties of separate powders for the

arm-pits, for the scenting of the breath, and the colouring of
the teeth. Snuffs have not been Ignored and the provisions of

2
the chase have been treated with elaborate care and details.

Among the recipes of -dishes, there is an almost inexhaustible

variety of feed which comprises the choicest dishes of Hindus and

Muslims. All of these varieties have numerous recipes for

preparation. There are special dishes pertaining to various

seasons, namely for the rainy season, the cold weather, the

springing up- of a cool and refreshing breeze etc. Banquets, of

course, have been dealt with in detail. The chase and picnic

provisions are among other specialities. This by no means
3

exhausts the list. One may find fault with the want of modern

1. Compare K.N.K. 177-8.
2. Compare K.N.K. 121-4 for details for cosmetics and powders.

Compare ibid 153-5 for the provisions of the chase. The complli 
gives detailed Instructions. Among other articles, he advises 
that the fshikir-kit| should include a light handkerohief to 
find out the direction in which the wind Is blowing, a special 
suit of clothes, an astrolabe to indicate the hour, a portable 
shooting box (hut), and even some sandal-wood and camphor to 
rub on the feet before putting on shoes and socks. He also
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delicacy, a certain amount of gaudiness and a violent and 

unnecessary display of gold, but the age could hardly be 

condemned for not surpassing itself.

Let us now take a last example from Bengal. We have 

it on the authority of Rlzq-Ullah MushtaqI that Humayun was 

almost bewildered at the sight of the Bengal luxuries. To 

put it in the graphic language of the historian, the Emperor 

found »in every nook and corner of Bengal, a paradise inhabited 
by houries and full of incomparably luxurious palaces1. * 

Fountains were playing in the gardens of these palaces; costly 

carpets were spread o^er the floors. Its niches and cupboarda 

were full of scent goblets worked in gold. The pillars ef- the 

of the buildings were constructed of sandal-wood. The flooring 

was done with Chinese tiles. Similar tiles were also used in 

the walls of the rooms. Costly furniture and luxurious curtaini 

adorned the rooms of the palaces. The garden was laid with 

beds of flowers and stone channels of water. When Humayun wen* 
to live in one of these buildings, he was so fascinated with th

whole environment that he refused to pause in his pleasure for
1

two months and no public levee was held during this period.

The son of Babur must have formed a very poor estimate of his
father as a historian and observer.
Continuation of foot-notes on previous paget-

advises some camphor to be sewn inside the shoes to avoid 
the odour of perspiration.2. Compare the enumeration of special food in ibid 156-8.

1. Compare W.M. 45 for details.



APPENDIX A.
SOME GENERAL DATA.

In this appendix we shall consider some facts in a

general way, namely population, the seat of the Delhi Kingdom,

measures of time and distance, coins, weights. An attempt will

be made at the close to give the value of the Tanka, the silver

coin, in modern money equivalents.

1. POPULATION.

It is diffioult to form any clear idea of the

population of Hindustan during the period under review. No

systematic record was ever kept by the government of the

population of the kingdom. It is reported that once when
r*el«e£Sultan Muhammad Tughluq decided to give good to the people of • 

Delhi, he ordered the judicial functionaries to compile census 

registers of the various quarters of the capital city. The 

results of even this solitary attempt are unknown. Further, 

we do not know if this was the usual procedure in the organisa
tion of relief, or if the operations extended to areas beyond

1
the city of Delhi. In the absence of official statistics,

vevwmost of our attempts can be/little different from speculation
a "wiiffri* rf*

Among the historians and chroniclersyjJawl-ut-Tawarlkh is about

1. Compare the account of Ibn Batuta K.H.II 51.
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the only one that has given any tentative figures. Its

Information, again, appears to have been borrowed from some other 
1

source. The author estimates that *Sawalakf territory contained

125,000 Cities*, Gujorat 80,000 tillages1 and Malws 895,000 
2villages. The author has not cared to discuss the average size 

of population of what he classifies as cities, towns and 

villages. This estimate of 4»g4-ut-Tawarlkh would put the

number of villages in the west of Hindustan at about a million.^
k 'If we take the cosnĵ }.ned territory of Sawalak, GuJorSt and Mfilwa 

to represent about a fourth of the area of Hindustan and by no 
means the most populated, the number of villages for the whole of 

Hindustan would come to about four millions —  a figure which

exceeds the present total number of villages for the whole of the
3

Indian sub-continent. No comment is required in rejecting such 

an absurdly high estimate.

1. We are given to understand that the region of ’Sawalak* lay
in the neighbourhood of Gujarfit and Malwa and may have
corresponded to what is now called Rfijputana. The figure 
of population put for *Sawalak* (which means a lac and a 
quarter) is so closely related to the literal meaning of 
the term, that it suggests a certain correlation which 
though fanciful, is nbt altogether unlikely.

2. Compere Elliot, 42-3.
3. The Indian Year Book 1931 estimates the number of villages fo:

the whole of India (including the Indian states) at 685,665 
or less than a million. Vide I.Y.B.1931,16.
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There la very meagre and uncertain information about
the population of big citi©3. The population of 1Oouro1 (Gaur)

1
the principal city of Bengal Is estimated at 200,000 persons#

If this be taken as a correot estimate, which is not unlikely, 

Delhi for so many obvious reasons had probably a bigger populatlo 

than fGourof. We are in the dark about the population of other 

big cities of Hindustan like Cambay (KhambSyat) Multan, Lahore,

Agra, Patna and other religious centres like Muttra, Benarea, 
and Ujjain. Probably thoir population was much less than Delhi, 

though considerable, Hone of these two estimates of rural and 

urban population helps us in forming any correct idea for the 

whole of Hindustan* Mr, Moreland is of the opinion that the 

population of the Northern Indian plain# from Multan to Monghyr 

must have been well over thirty millions and probably little leaa 

than forty millions, about the year 1605 A,D, Re further

estimates a total population of a hundred millions for the whole
2

of India*

1, Barbosa II 246 (appendix),
2. Compare Moreland, India at the death of Akbar 22,
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2. THE SEAT OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT.

The seat of government before the reign of Sultan

Sikandar Lodi was located at Delhi except for a very short

interval when SultSn Muhammad Tughluq moved to Deoglr, which
he renamed Daulatabad. In 909 A.H. (1503 A.D.) when Sikandar

Lodi removed there, Agra became the seat of the Sultanate

and continued to be so until the time of the Mughul Emperor
1

Shah Jahan who returned to Delhi. Sultan Muhammad Tughluq 

probably realised that Delhi, situated as it was in the north, 

could not very well serve as the capital of a more extended 

empire which had expanded into the Deccan. He sought for a 
more centrally situated and more accessible capital than Delhi. 

It is reported that Ujjain was suggested to him because of its 

historic association and geographical position. The reasons 

for the rejection of this interesting suggestion are not given. 

Unfortunately, the Deogir experiment failed in spite of the 

wisdom of the choice. The Sultan transported the whole 

population of Delhi en masse to Deogir and the people had to 

be brought back to Hindustan. Hie whole scheme of/Indian empJb

1. Compare Z.W.III 853; also Thomas 365.

2. Compare the account of Pirisht© T.F.I 242*
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did not finally materialise and the successors of Sultfin 

Muhammad Tughluq had to content themselves with their Northern 

possessions.

5. MEASURES OF TIME.
Disregarding for the moment the fanciful measures

Kalarf and Kalpa, the longest measure of time below a
1

century was a Qarn of 31 years* duration. Lunar calendars,
m......

which surviwe even today, were in use, though the Hindu
2

reckoning appears to be more popular. The festivals and in 

fact almost all the ceremonies of the Hindus, are regulated 

according to the lunar day or tlthl. A Hindu lunar month 

consists of 30 lunar days and begins on the day of the full

1. B.115. The Hindus similarly made most minute divisions
of smaller measures of time. They divided one Pala 
into 60 chaslas and the latter again into 60 vlaias
to one chasia.

2. It may be observed in this connection that though Raverty 
agrees with this observation and suggests the adoption of 
Hindu months in official use (Vide foot-note P.748), 
this inference can hardly be drawn from his reading of th< 
text. Raverty has read *AsSrh*(the Hindu month) into
the text of the Tabaqat-i-N^sirl in one place. The 
B.M. ms. of the Tabaqat (Add. 26,180) gives the tewifcvk' 
without any notation (f.203) which the learned translator 
has read as *Ahar1and connects with the Hindu month, 
drawing his conclusion from it. The text may, with 
greater relevancy, be read as Bahar and the phrase 
Waqt-l-Bahar (spring time) rather than 1[aqt-l-Aaarh 
which will be an obvious misconstruction.
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moon or the new moon, A fortnight ending with the full moon

is known as the bright fortnight and that ending with the new

moon is called the dark fortnight. The Hijrah year of the

Muslims, on the other hand, though strictly lunar, has its

months adjusted to the course of the moon by means of a cycle

of 30 years, containing 19 common years of 354 days, and 11
intercalary years of 355 days# The cycle therefore contains

10,631 days and amounts to 29 Julian years and 39 days. Each

year is divided into 12 months containing alternately 30 and

29 days with the exception of the last month of the intercalary

years, which invariably contains 30 days# The intercalary
years are the 2nd, 5th, 7irh, 10th, 13th, 16th, 18th, 21st,

24th, 26th and 29th of the cycle. The Hijrah months are not

constructed on astronomical principles. The month commences

from the evening on which the new moon is seen. The duration

of the month depends on the state of the atmosphere and may

vary at different places not far distant from each other# No

month, however, can contain less than 29 days or more than 30

days# The following are the names of the Hindu and the Muslim
1

months respectively#

1. Ross, Feasts etc. Introduction and p.115 (appendix)
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THE HINDU MONTHS. THE MUSLIM MONTHS.
1. Valsakha 1. Muharram
2. Jaistha 2. Safar
5. Asarha 3. Rabi-u1-Awwa1
4. Sravana 4. Rabi-us-Sani
5. Bhadra 5. Jutnada-ul-Awwal
6. Asvlna 6. Jumeda-us-SanI
7. Kerttika 7. Rajab
8. Agrahayana 8. Shaban
9. Pausa 9. Ramazan

10. Magha 10. Shawwal
11. Phalguna 11. Zul Qa'd
12. •sitra 12. Zul Hljja

For the division of the day and night into hours, they divided tin 

whole of the day and night into 8 Pahara (Persian, Pas), each 

Pahar being equal to three hours of our modern time. These 8 

Pahars were subdivided into 60 Gharria, each Gharl being thus

equal to 2$ minutes of our reckoning. The Gharj was further
60 4"divided intoA Palas; so that a day andy night were composed of 3,60(

Palas. The exact duration of a Pahar or Ghari was adjusted 

according to astronomical calculations, so that hardly any 

difficulty was experienced in finding out the exact time with the
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aid of a calendar. Babur and Abul Fazl have made detailed

observations in this connection. Clepsydras were used to
ymeasure the time and Gharials or gongs to announoe the hour to 

the people in the principal towns, as has already been noted 

more than once.

4. MEASURES OF DISTANCE.

The popular measure of distance was the Kroh (what is 

now a Kos). This term was universally used until the time of

Akbar. We may count a Kroh as roughly two miles of our present 
1

reckoning. The Kroh was sub-divided into three stages or
Dhawas for the convenience of administrative calculations for

2
the postal runners and the movement of troops etc. The Indian 

yard has had a very chequered history. Many different measures 

of a yard were in use which differed from one locality to another 

and even for various commodities. Sultan Sikandar Lodi 

introduced a uniform measure of a yard (gaz)for official
i

calculation which works out, (with the addition of /84th of an

inch) at 30 inches of the present measure. so that our present
1. Compare the opinion of A.S. Beveridge in her rendering of 

Babur^ memoirs; also A.A.I 597 for a detailed discussion of 
the whole question.

2. Compare the opinion df Ibn Batuta, K.R.II 2; also E.D.III 587,
3. Compare the opinion of Edward Thomas 371; a detailed 

discussion in A.A.I 295-6; also T.F.I. 394-5.
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yard stands in a ratio of 6: 5 for purposes of rough calculation.

5.- COINS.
The distinctive feature of the coins of the period is

their monetary and not token value. So much so, that under

certain circumstances goldsmiths and dealers of bullion in the
t

South were authorised to manufacture coins of the correct weight

and intrinsic value, by prescriptive right. The State took

every precaution to maintain the purity and the weight of the colm 
Sultan fAla-ud-dIn Khaljl made practically the only glaring attempt

at debasing of coins. He contemplated reducing the silver Taiiha
2

from 175 to 140 grains of silver. The solitary attempt of 

Sultan Muhammad Tughluq at Introducing token currency failed.

So that we can take it as a rule that the coins were of pure metal 

and standard weight.
The earliest coins that are mentioned during the period

S
are the DelhlwSls of the f3ull and horseman1 device. Although it
1. Thomas 344. Compare also A.345 for a very Interesting story o

the WAzIr of Sultan Flruz Tughluq who was himself instrumental
in helping the acquittal of an_accused man who was charged
with debasing a coin. The WAzlr explained to the Sultan that
the coin to a Sultan was like a maiden daughter to a father.
ttt If perchance, rightly or even maliciously, doubts or
reflections were cast on the purity of a virgin, or her character was otherwise brought into disrepute, she could never find
anyone who would agree to marry her whatever her physical and
mental accomplishments. Similarly, explained the wise
Khan-i-Jahan, the purity of metal and the exact weight of a
coin recommended it to the people.

2. Compare Thomas 158-9 and note.
3. Compare I.G.I. II 144; Thomas 47. Elphinstone is of the opini<

that the earlier Muslim princes used the Dinars and the Dirhem
of the Caliphs of Baghdad and these coins were succeeded by th 
Tankas and the Jltals respectively (History, ^79-80) .
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is not necessary to accept an identity between these coins and

the later money of account, our copper Jitals were merely a
1

continuation of these old Delhiwals of Hindu times. The 
Jitals continued to be used until they were replaced by the 
Bahloli, instituted by Sultan Buhlo.1 Lodi. We shall refer 

again to these developments. Like the copper Jital, the 

silver Tanka which was introduced by Sultan Ultutmish, of a 

mint standard approaching 175 grains, was also connected with 

the older Hindu monetary system. The Tanka held its place 

until it was succeeded by the Rupla of Sher Shah and Akbar and 
the Rupee of the present day. We have come across a few 
references to gold Mohura but probably they wer^used as money 

of account and do not concern us here.
The Muslims maintained the older system of division 

of silver coins into copper coins. The Hindus used a
quarternary scale of enumeration. Fives and Tens were unkno^

2
quantities and decimals were of no account for them. The 

Sultans therefore divided the contents of a silver Tanka into 
64 Jitals or Kanls of copper or 8 Hashtkanls (a coin equal to

1. Compare I.G.I.II 144; Thomas 47.

2. Compare Thomas 220.
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1

8 Jitals), Buhlil Lodi instituted his Bfthioli which like

the Dam of Sher Shah ahd Akbar was reckoned at ^/40th of a Tanka,

Sultan Sikandar Lodi instituted his 1 copper Tanka1,20 of which
constituted the change for a silver coin,which remained 

2
Identical, This fSikandarl Tanka1 or double-dam was the

’ U .........

predecessor of the Dam of Akbar, Taking the value of the 

Tanka as fixed, the ’Sikandari Tanka* would come to /20 or 
3,2 Jitals and the fDam* of Sher Shiih and Akbar or the Bahloli 

to 64/40 or 1,6 Jitals, The relative values of copper and 

silver,and gold and silver were, however, changing periodically,
4

About the time of Sher Shah, the copper fell from 64 to 73 t 1 
Moreland has shown for the later period that while silver 

remained more or less constant (except in Bengal) the copper

1, Compare E.D.III 582-3 for the opinion of the MasSllk-ul-abaar 
also K,H,II 142 for the observations of Ibn 3atuta. The 
Masalik definitely speaks of the identity of the Kanl and the 
Jital.and of 8 Hashlkanla as equal to one Tanka, T5n Batuta 
mentions 8 Dirhems as equal to_one *Dinar of Delhi* which is 
a substitution of the Hashtkani and Tanka respectively. In 
contradistinction to the tanka of silver or !the white i£arik*f 
(Tanka-i-Sttfed) the Jital was aka©: called the ,81ack Tanka*
(T a nka -1 - A Pari). Vide T.A.I 199, It may be mentioned in this
connection that Firishta (text I 199) is led to believe that
the Tanka was equal to 50 Jitals, He does not, however, make
a positive statement, but onl£ confines himself to saying
that people used to give 50 Jitals in exchange for a Tanka which does not indicate the standard of exchange ana may nave 
been due to local conditions of exchange,

2, Thomas 367. 3 . Ibid 441.
4. I.G.I.IV 514.
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increased in value being 80 Gujarati price up to 1616 and only

60 or less from 1627 onwards. By the close of the reign of

Shah Jahan, however, it had again adjusted itself to the normal

level.1 The ratio of gllverotoigold which was 8 t 1 in the

earlier period and had fallen to 7 : 1 after the conquest of the

Deccan by fAla-ud-din had come to be 9.4 : 1 by the time of Sher 
2

Shah. These progressive changes in the relative values of

copper and silver persuaded Sher Shah to introduce certain

currency reforms. He abolished the indeterminate mixture of

silver and copper which had gone on before him and remodelled the

whole system by a revision and adjustment of the relative values

of the lower metals, silver and copper. His Rupla of 178 grains

was thus an advance of 3 grains on the old Tanka, whioh it 
3replaced. The Rupla of Akbar was 172| grains in weight and was 

identical in weight with the modern Rupee which contains 165 
grains of pure silver. The Rupees at present* is stabilised in

1. Compare Moreland, Prom Akbar to Aurangzeb 182-5.

2. I.G.I.IV 514.

3. Compare ibid I 145-6 for the currency reforms of Sher Shah 
and their relation to the present system.

4. Moreland, India etc. 55; also I.G.I VI.
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relation to gold at a rate corresponding to an exchange rate of
1

one shilling and sixpence to the rupee.

6. WEIGHTS AND NUMBERS.

There was no uniformity in the standards of weight.

The dealers of precious metals, the corn merchants, the dealers 
of scent all had their own standards of weight, which even 

differed from one locality to another. To take an instance, the

Seer according to Abul Pazl before the time of Akbar was
at others1sometimes 18 Dams in weight, aem^tlaa# 22, again 28 and on thil

2
day of Abul Pazl entry was 30 dams. Under these anarchical 

conditions, when a uniform and equalised measure of weight or

measurement was introduced by a wise ruler, the reform was
3

considered worthy of being sung by the bards and poets. The

official weights under the Sultana of Delhi have been fixed at

an average of 28.78 lbs avoirdupois to a maund (Man)for a little

over a quarter of a hundredweight or less than half a bushel of 
4

wheat. The Seers and Chittaka may be calculated accordingly.

1. Compare I.ft.B. 1931.869.

2. A.A.II 60.

3. Compare Tod II 946 for an illustration from the history of 
M&rwar in the 15th century.

4. fhomas 162.
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This calculation, however, is based on the account of the 

Masalik-ul-absSr and on the estimates of the French edition of 

Ibn Batuta. We do not know for certain how far it applies to 

the earlier and the later period. If we take the entry of 

Abul Fazl as the standard for the reign of Akbar, his maund 

(taking a maund equal to 40 seers) would come to 388,275 grains 

in weight or 55^ lbs avoirdupois for practical purposes, or 56 

lbs or Just half a cwt for rough comparisons. So that 40 of

Akbar1s maunda would make a ton as against 27 of the maunds now
1

in ordinary use. We may note here for the sake of Information 

that a lac is one hundred thousand; a million is 10 lacs; and a 

kror is 10 millions.

THE PURCHASING POWER OF THE TANKA AND THE STANDARD OF INCOMES.

We have already referred to the difficulty of fixing the 

average income. We shall only recapitulate some figures for

1. Moreland, India etc. 53. The present official standard
maund weighs 82.28 lbs. (I.G.I.II,VII). The present scale 
of weights used generally throughout Northern India and 
less commonly in Madras and Bombay may be thus expressed: 
one maund 8 40 seers; one seer - 16 chitt&ks or 80 Tolfis. 
The actual weight of a seer varies greatly from district 
to district, and even from village to village; but in the 
standard system the tola is 180 grains Troy (the exact 
weight of the rupee) and the seer thus weighs 2.05 lb and 
the maund 82.28 lb. (Vide I.O.S. Introduction VII). Thus 
for a rough calculation the standard maund of our period 
was half the standard maund of Akbar. So that we may 
roughly state that our maund stands in a ratio of 27 : 80 
to the present maund, or 31/5 our maunds would be equal 
in weight to the present maund.
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better appreciation and comparisons. Taking the wages of 

the slaves of Muhammad Tughldq and Firuz Tughluq, we may say 

that 10 Tankas per month was about the minimum wage for an

employee of the Sultan, The soldier was paid 19| Tankas per 

month. The cost of living works out at a figure of 5 Tankas 

, per month for the average family, if we take as a basis the 

evidence furnished by Tarikh-i-Daudi and Masaiik-ul-abaar.

All these figures, however, are obviously rough and tentative 

and do not take into account the bewildering variety of the

incomes of various social classes.

It i8 similarly difficult to fix the present 

purchasing power of the Tanka, We have pointed out elsewhere 

the various factors which damage the value of figures of 

market prices. Considering, however, that Mr. Moreland has 

worked out roughly the purchasing power of the rupee of Akbar, 

we may say that our Tanka was, roughly speaking, twice the 

rupia of Akbar, i.e., the Tanka provided double the amount of 

necessities that could be purchased with the silver coin of
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fche reign of Akbar. This will give to our Tanka about 

12 times the purchasing power of the present rupee before 

the Great War.

1. Let us consider some facts in this connection. The 
ratio of silver to copper has been roughly 1 : 64; the 
mo»e*s»y= weight of the Tanka has been between 179 and 175 
grains of pure silver in accordance with the relative 
value of silver and copper. The Dam of Akbar comes to 
l3/5 times a Tanka in value or bears a ratio of g j ®.
We know further that the maund of Akbar was about twice 
our maund in weight. The measure of a * S^and^ri* yard 
had a very slight difference of V 84 inch in relation 
to the yard of Akbar. We have fixed an average of 5 
Tankas per month as the maximum average cost of living 
for a family. The wages of labourers, namely the 
brioklayers,.the carpenters, the builders, the matchlockmea 
and the archers are given as between 5 Rupees and n  
Rupees (Vide Thomas 429-30). Let us compare the prices 
of necessities under Akbar with those of the reign of 
Sultan •Ala-ud-din Khaljl which we have taken as the 
norm for the period. We have reduced the prices of 
Akbar into Jitals

Commodities• UNDER
(Prices per U N D E R  A K B A R 1a lS-TO-din

Maund) In Efms. In .Yftals. fn jrtals.
1. Wheat. 12 93/5 vi
2. Wheat flour 22 to 15 12
3• Barley 8 6 2/5 4
4. Rice 20 16 5
5. Pulses 18 142/5
6• Mash 16 124/5 5
7. Grain i6i 1Z1/5 5
8 . Month 12 3
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Continuation of foot-note

Commoditiea. UNDER
U N D E R A K B A P • kU=rm=T>i\

Maund) In Dams. In Jftals. In vitals

9. Jowar 10 8

10. Sugar (white) 128 1022/5 100

11 11 (unrefined) 56 444/5 20

to • Ghe# 106 84 16

13. Oil 80 64 133/10

14. Salt 16 124/5 5

15. Meat 65 52

16. Mutton 54 43/6 10

We may aay that the prices of our period on the whole stand in 
a ratio of 1 : 2 to those of the reign of Akbar. Moreland has 
worked it out that a rupee of Akbar, for general purposes, 
would equal in purchasing power six rupees of the period before 
the Great War; or, in other words, a monthly income of five 
rupees would provide the 'same quantity of necessities as could 
be purchased from an income of thirty rupees in 1912 (Vide 
India on the death of Akbar,56). In other words, if our 
calculations are not altogether misleading, we may say that a 
Tanka of the period under review will purchase twelve times 
the necessities that could be purchased with a rupee before 
1914• This, of course, is a very rough calculation, but will 
help us to appreciate better some of the facts of economic life
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APPENDIX B.

The chronology of the Sultana of Delhi, 
(1200 - 1556 A.D.)

Slave Kings*
A.H* A.D*
602. Qujftb-ud-dln Aibak 1206
607. Aram Shah 1210
607. Shams -ud -din- II tu tmish 1211
653. Hukh-ud-din-Firuz 1236
634. Sultana Razlyya 1236
637. Mu^.zz-ud-dln Bahrain 1240
639. rAla-ud-dln Maa’Qd 1242
644. Naslr-ud-dln Mahmud 1246

House of Balban.
644. Ohlyas-ud-dln Balban 1266
686 Mufizz-ud-dln Kaiqubad 1287

Khaljia.
689. Jalal-ud-dln Flruz 1290
695 Rukn-ud-dln Ibrahim 1296
695. rAla-ud-din Muhammad 1296
715. Shihab-ud-dln *Umar 1316
716. Qutb-ud-dln Mubfirak 1316
720. Na^l^-ud-dln Khusrav (Usurper) 1320



A.H.
720.
725.
752
790
791
792
795
795
797
801
815

817
824
837
847

855
894
923

A.D.
1320
1325
1351
1388
1389
1390
1394
1394
1396
1399
1314

1414
1421
1434
1444

1451
1489
1517

II

Tugaluqa.

GhiySa-ud-din Tughluq 
Muhammad Tughluq 
Flruz Tughluq 
Ghlyas-ud-dln Tughluq II 
Abu Bakr Tughluq 
Muhammad Tughluq 
Slkandar Tughluq 
Mahrafid Tughluq 
Nusrat Shfih (interregnum) 
MahmSd Tughluq (restored) 
Daulat Khan Lodi

Sayyida 
Khlzr Khan
Mu*izz-ud-dln Mubarak 
Muhammad
rAla-ud-dIn *Alam Shah

Lodis 
Buhlol Lodi 
Sikandar Lodi 
Ibrahim Lodi



Ill
Mughula

A.H.
932 Babur
937 Humay&n

Sure
947 Sher Shah
952 IslSm Shah
961 Three others
962 Humayun (restored)
963 Akbar

A. I). 
1526
1530

1540
1545
1554
1555
1556
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appendix c.
B I B L I O G R A P H Y .

B.M. m British Museum.
Bib. Ind. « Bibllotheca

Indioa Series.
1.0. s India Office.
Abbreviations. Titles.
A H  1. Adab-ul-Harb of Fakhr Mudabbir B.M. Add.16,85
A M  2. AdSb-ul-MuIflk, of the same. 1.0. 2767
A 5. cAfIf - See Tarlkh-l-Flruz Shahl.

4. Ahmed M.G.Z. - Contribution of India to 
Arabic Literature. Ph.D. Thesis, London 
University 1929.

A A 5. Aln-l-Akbarl of Abul Fazl. 3 parts.
Calcutta 1872-3 (Bib.Ind.)

6. Aln-l-Akbari English translation.
See ]5lockmann.

A S  7. Ain-I-Slkandarl of Amir Khusrav.
Aligarh 1917-18.

A N  9. Akbar-Nama of Ataul Fazl. 3 parts.
Calcutta 1877. (Bib.Ind.)

10. Akhrawat of Malik Muhammad Ja/isl.
Beneras 1904.

11. Arnold, Sir T.W. - The Caliphate, Oxford 1924.
12. Babur, the Memoirs of - (From Turkish 

original) see Beveridge.
B N  13. Baburnama (Tuzak-1-Babur1 or Waaiat-1-

or Abdur5a5url) - Persian translation o
Rahim Shan-I-Khanan add 24,416.

14. Ball - U.N. - Medieval India, Calcutta 1929
B 15. BaranI - See Tarlkh-i-Flruz Shahl.

16. Barbosa - See Duarte Barbosa.
17. Beveridge, A.S. - The Memoirs of Babur, 2 

Vols. London 1912.



II.

Abbreviations.

C H I

Titles .
18* Bhandarkar, R.G. - Valsnavism, Saivlsm 

and minor religious System*.
Strassburg 1913.

19. Bijak of Kablr - See Shah.
20. Bijak of Kablr - Hindi text. Bombay 1911.
21. Bland, N. - The Persian game of chess. 

London 1850.
22. Blochmann and Jarret - Aln-i-Akbarl 

(English trans.) 3 vola. Calcutta 1873-
94. (Bib. Ind.)

23. ’Book of the Court* - W.J. Thomas,
London 1844 • &Bitiiaitxl888xxx

24. Bretschneider, E. - Mediaeval Researches 
from Eastern Asiatic Sources. 2 vols. 
London 1888.

25. Browne, E.O. - Literary History of Persia 
4 vols. Cambridge 1928

26. Cambridge History of India. Vol. III. 
Edited Sir Wolseley Haig, Cambridge 1928.

27. Carpenter, J.E. - Theism in medieval 
India, London 1921

28. Catalogue of the Indian Museum - see 
Victoria tc Albert Museum.

29. Centenary Volume - Royal Asiatic 
Society, London.

30. Coomamiswami, A.K. - Rajput Paintings,
2 vols. London 1916.

31 Coomaraswami, A.K. Sati London 1913.
32. Cooper, Elizabeth - The Harim and the 

Purdah, London 1915.
33. Crooke, William - Herkelots^* Islam in

India, London 1921 (also Jafar Sharif)



III.

Abbreviations .

D R 

D H 

T K

E D 

E 1 

E R E

Titles.
34. Crooke, William - Religion and Folklore

of Northern India. London 1926.
35. Crump, L.C. - Lady of the_Lotus - 

Rupamati of Ahmad-al-Umari, Oxford 1928.
36. Devfel Rani Khizr Khan of Amir Khusrav.

irrgirH'Tgi^-s:  —

37. Diwan-i-Hasen-I-Dehlavi of Amir Hasan

38 Diwan-i-Khusrav of Amir Khusrav.
■ K ¥ r 2 5 ,8 0 7 .----

39. Dow, Alexander - The History of Hindustan. 
London 1770-2.

40. Duarte Barbosa, The Book of - (Hakluyt 
Society) 2 Vols. London 1918-21.

41. Elphinstone Monstuart - The History of 
India, 9th Edition, London 1905.

42. Elliot, Sir H.M. - Bibliographical Index 
etc. Calcutta 1849.

43. Elliot and Dowson - The History of India etc
6 Vols. London 1867-73.

44. Encyclopedia of Islam - In progress.
London 1913.

45. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics -
(Ed. Hasting James) 12 Vols. Edinburgh 1915.

46. Erskine W. - Babur and Humayun. 2 Vols. 
London 1864.

47. Ethe Hermann - Catalogue of Persian MSS 
in the library of the India Office.

48. Extracts - from 16 MSS in the library of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, B.M.Or 1838.

49. Fatawa-i-Jahandarl-f zl/a-ud-dln Baratil
T v s r r a s - . ------------
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Abbreviations. 
F F

F

Titles.
50. Flqh-l-Flruz Shahl 1.0.2987,
51. Flugel - Concordance to Koran and text.
52. Forbes Duncan - Observations on the origin 

and progress of Chess, London 1855.
53. Frampton, John - Marco Polo (from the 

Elizabethan translation of John Frampton) 
together with the travels of Nicolo Conti 
(Ed. N.N. Penzer) London 1929.

54. Fu tUha t-1-Flruz Shfchi of Sultan Flruz 
khah Jughluq, B.M. Or 2039.

55. Ghanl M.A. - A history of Persian language 
and literature, etc. Allahabad 1929.

56. Ghoshal, U.N. - A history of Hindu 
political theories. Madras 1927.

57. Ghoshal, U.N. - Agrarian System in ancient 
India. Calcutta 1930.

58. Ghoshal, U.N. - Contributions to the 
history of Hindu Revenue System.
Calcutta 1929.

59. Gibb, H.A.F. - Ibn Batuta, London 1929.
60. Grant James - An enquiry into the nature of 

Zamindari tenures. Second edition.London.
61. Greeven R. - The Heroes Five - Allahabad 

1898.
62. Grierson, Sir G.A. - The Monotheistic

religion of ancient India, 
a paper, London 1908.

63• ” 11 Bihar peasant life. Calcutta
1885.

64. Grierson and Barnett - Lalla Vakyani,
London 1920.

65. GroWse, F.S. - Mathura - a district memoir. 
Second Ed. Calcutta 1880.
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Abbreviations.
G

H U H

H B

H R

I K

Titles.
66. Gulbadan Begum - See Hamayun Nama.
67. Gupta, J.N. Das - Bengal in the 

sixteenth century, Calcutta 1914,
68. Harmsworth’s Universal History of the 

World. London 1928-9.
69. Hasht-Bahlsht of Amir Khusrav. 

mgarHTSl'S;
70. Havell E.B. - The History of Aryan 

rule in India. London 1918.
71. Havell, B.B. - A short history of India, 

London 1924.
72. Havell, E.B. - Indian architecture, 

London 1915.
73. Hidayat-ur-RamI of Sayyid Mir. B.M,

I W l T S i S W . -----

74. Hindustan Review - The - Calcutta
(Periodical)

75. f The place of Coins.
R. Burn, a reprint. Allahabad 1905.

76. Hobbes Leviathan (Kd. W.G. Pogson 
Smith) Oxford 1909.

77. Holy Quran - See Qumn.
78. Huart, Clement - Ancient Persiattand 

Iranian Civilisation. Trans.R.Dobie,
London 1927.

79. Hughes, T.P. - Dictionary of Islam, 
London 1885.

80. Humayun Nama of Gulbadan Begum. Text 
with Trans."(Ed. £.S, Beveridge)
London 1902. %

81. Humayun Nama of Khvand t*j[r B.M. Or
ttes: ---

82. 1 1.1az-l-khusravl of Amir Khusrav. 5 
parts. Lfccknow”~L875-6•
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Abbreviations. 
I G I

I Y B 
I N

I C

J H

J A S B

J D L

J I H 
J H A S

Titles,
83, Imperial Gazatteer of India, 4-vole-.

Oxford 1908.
84 Indian Year Book. Times Press Bombay 1931
85. Insha Nama of Shah Tahir A1 Husaini.

3.'S." tlar1. 499.
86. Iqbal, Sir Muhammad - Payam-i-Mashriq- 

Lahore 1924.
87. Irwin, E. - The incomparable game of Chess, 

London 1820.
88. Islamic Culture The - Hyderabad 

(Periodical)
89 Jacolllat L - Occult science in India -

(Tr. W.L. Pelt) London 1884.
90. Jarfar Sharif - Qanun-i-Islam. See Crooke's 

Herklots Islam etc.)
91. Jain L.C - Indigenous banking in India - 

London 1929.
Tccwqtv* \r _ __

92. Jfa»4-ui-»Hlkayat of Muhammad rAi*fl. B.M*
16,862 (I); Or 236 (II); Or 1754 (III)

93. Johnson - Persian Dictionary, London 1582.
94. Journal of - The Asiatic Society of Bengal, 

Calcutta.
95. Journal of - The Department of Letters, 

Calcutta University.
96. Journal of - Indian History,Allahabad.
97. * 11 - The Royal Asiatic Society,

London.
98. * " The United Provinces Historical

Society, Calcutta.
99. Keay - Kabir and Kabir Panthis etc. Thesis 

1922. London University.



Abbreviations.
K F

K
K N K
K R

K K

VII

Titles.
100. Khazfiln-ul-Futuh of Amir Khusrav

4.W. Ac?rf l6,ss&{ Or 1700 (II)
101 Khvand flfir - See Hamayun Rama.
102. KltS'o-l.Nlmat Khana-l-Naalr Shihl. 1.0.149.
103. KitAb-ur-Rahls of Ibn Batuta, 2 vols.

“ffaTFoT57ffH“---------------
104. Kovalevsky, Maxima - fcodern Customs and 

ancient laws of Russia, London 1891#
105. Kr&ppe, A.H - The sclenoe of Folklore,

London 1930.
106. Kreraer von - Orient under tho Caliphs 

(Trans. 2. Khus|a Bakhsh) Calcutta 1920.
107. Kulliy5t-i-Khusrav of Amir Khusrav.

17m ; ------------------------

108. Lalla the word of - See Temple.
109. Lalla Vakyanl - See Orlerson and Barnett.
110. Lane$>ole Stanley - Medieval India under 

Muharmadan rule. London 1903.
11 Bon Gustave - Les Civilisations de l fInde

(Urdu Trans. Sayyid All Bilgraml) AJjra 1913.
112. Letters of Muhammad II and Bayazld II of 

TurFey7~^n?:rgr " 5 1 7 -------------------------
113. Lybyer, A.H. - The Government of the 

Ottoman Empire etc. Cambridge Mass. 1913.
114. Ludovlc Varthema - The Travels of.

London 1863.
115. Macauliffe M.A. - The Sikh religion 

6 vols. Oxford 1909.
116. Majalis-ul-Kumlnln of Kur Allah A1 

Stius tar 1, 1.0. 145 0 •
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Abbreviations,

M

M A

Titles,
117, Ma jmu1t-ul-Murasilat o f ‘All Haider 

B7m 7 Act'd 7,688.
118, Malfuzat-I-Timurl (Auto-biography of Timur) 

F.in“ <5FT58.----
119, Matla'-ul-Anwar of Amir Khusrav Lucknow 1884,
120, Major - India in the fifteenth century,

London 1857,
121, Marco Polo, The 3ook of Ser - See Yule.
122, Memoirs of Bayazld - See B.P. Saxena.
125. Memoirs of M\ihammad Tughluq - a fragment 

B'.Tf,; ,,Ac!d,,2 6 f786.--------a----*

124. Mill James - The History of British India 
(Vols. 1 and 2) London 1840.

125. Mirza M.W, - Life and works of Amfr 
Khusrav Thesis 1929. London University.

126. Miscellaneous Extracts (from Persian MSS)
TrsmjrTBSff.------------

127. Modern Review The - Calcutta (Periodical)
128. Morgan L.W. - Ancient Society - New York 

1877.
129. Moreland W.H. The Agrarian System of Moslem

India. Cambridge 1929.
130. 11 ,f India at the death of Akbar

London 1920.
131. ” n Prom Akbar to Aurangzeb,

London 1923.
132. Muir, Sir William - The Caliphate - London 

1891
133. Mulla, D.F. - Principles of Hindu Law,

3rd edition, Bombay 1919,
134. 11 ” - Principles of Muhammadan Law,

9th edition, Bombay 1929.
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Abbrev1atIons . 
IS T

P 3 

P

P(hin)

P P

Q...

Q S

Titles,
135, Muntakhaba^fc-TawArikh of A1 Bodsuni. Calcutta 

JT perts ( Bio . th$ )
136* Muslim Review, The - Calcutta (Periodical)
137. Naaa^lfa Nizam nl Mulk B.M, Or 256.
138. Nleooer H . J .  - 3lavery as an Industrial s

ystem. 2nd Ed. The Hague 1910.
139. Notices et Extracts de Manuscripts de la

Jibliotheque du Roi. Tome XIII. Paris 1838.
140. Oman J.C. - Cults, Customs and Superstitions 

of India, London 1908.
141. Outline of Modern Knowledge Ed. William Rose. 

London 1931.
-v P»davall Banglya of Vidyspati Thffkur (Tr. 

(Joonuar a aw ami and Arun Sen) London 1915.
143. Padurofivatftr of Malik Muhammad likdtssi (Bib.Ind) 

"E3L Grierson and Dvedi Calcutta 1911.
144. Padumavat - Hindi text - Calcutta 1896.
145. 11 Urdu Translation. Cawnpur 1899.
146. Fero Tefur - Travels and adventures (Tr. 

Malcolm Letts) London 1926.
147. Pillal Swamlkarna - Indian Ephemeris 6 vols. 

Madras. 1922.
148. Prasad Ishwari - History of Medieval India - 

Allahabad 1925.
149. Puruah Pariksha of Vidyapati Thakur (Tr.

£.’ herukar) 5omb ay•
156 Qaaald of Badr ChSch. Cawnpur 1877.
151. Qannngo Kalika Ranjan - 3her Shah. Calcutta 

1921.
152. Qlranu♦ s-Saffin of Amir Khusrav Lucknow 1845.

Quran Holy (Text, translation and commentary) 
• a*lv.1 All Lonnon im n  ------------
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Abbreviations.

R I

Titles.
154. Raverty - see Tabaqat-i-Easiri.
155. Rawlinson, George - Five Great Monarchies 

3 vols. London 1871.
156. - Seventh Great Oriental

Monarchy, London 1876.
157. Riyaz-ul-Insha1 of Mahmud Gawan. B.M. Or 1739
158. Rieu - Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in >  

the British Museum.
159. Ross Sir E. Denison - Catalogue of Arabic and

Persian Manuscripts in the. 
Oriental Public Library 
at Bankipur

160. ,f !l Hindu-Muhammad an Feasts.
Calcutta 1914.

161. Sahafef Shaikh Sadr-ud-dln - 1.0.2169.
162. Salzmann L.F. - English life in the middlejk 

ages, Oxford 1926.
163. Sarda Ear Bilas - Maharana Kumbha. Ajmere 

1917.
#  . • . '  •*4 V,*" :vv  r / y .  - * *  < *• i' Y ' *! v - V i\ *?' V 1. * .% 1 ■ l-fcv  * ^ $ * 4  ‘ V  . j f e l *

164. Sarda Har Bilas - Maharana Sanga Ajmere 1918
165. Saxena B.P. - Memoirs of Bayazid. Allahabad

1929.
166. Sayyid Ahmad Khan - isar-us-Sanadid. 2nd Ed. 

Delhi 1854.
167. Senart Emile - Caste in India (Tr.Sir E. 

Denison R6ss) London 1930.
168. Shah, Aimed - The Bijak of Kabir, Hamirpur 

1917.
169. Shastri R.S. - Evolution of Indian policy, 

Calcutta 1920.
170. Si/tdl rAli Reis - See Vambery.
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Abbreviations Titles.
171. Singh Puran - The Book of the Ten Masters 

London 1926.
172. Sircar, Jadunath - Chaitanyafs pilgrimages 

and teachings. Calcutta 19ft.
173. Slater Gilbert - The Dravidian element in 

Indian Culture. London 1924.
174. Smith, Vincent - The Oxford History of India 

and Edition. Oxford 1923.
S 175. Speculum The - Journal of Medieval studies.

Cambridge Mass.
176. Sprenger Aloys - A literary desiderata etc. 

London 1840. *
177. Sudamacharitra. - of Narottama Kavya, Delhi 

1876.
178. Sykes, Sir Percy - A history of Persia, 2 vols

3rd Edition. London 1930.
T A \j 179. Tabaqat-l-Akbarl of Nizam-ud-din Ahmad

(Bib. Ind) VoTT I. Calcutta
180 11 M - text. Lucknow 1875.

T N 181. TabaqSt-i-Nasiri of Minhaj-us~Siraj
8 « ; T S 9 *-----

182. tt * Eng. Trans, by Major Faverty
London 1873.

183. * w as edited by Nassau Lees, Bib.
Ind. Calcutta 1864.

T M 184. Taj-ul-Maasir of Hasan Nizami - B.Ms.Add.
77525 (1); Or 163 (II); Add 24,951 (III);
Add 7,624 (IV)

185. Tarjkh-i-'Alal - See Khazain ul Putah
T B 186. Tarikh--i-Balhaqi of Masud (Ed. V/.H.Morley)

M 5  .'“Tnd. '(Jalcutita.
T D 187. Tarikh— U)audl of AbdullSh B.M. Or 197.
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Abbreviations.
T F ¥

T P

t a

T J X

T .V S

T S S

Titles.
188. Tarikh-i-fakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shah (Ed.

£Tr H:E.' Ibenisoh Rosa) ' London"1^27.
189. Terfkh-1-F1r1aht a 2 vols. (Briggs and 

KhatrSt rAli) Bombay 1831 
Tarlkh-Flrnz Shahl of Shame 3 Slraj A£4-f

190 7"̂  7 (edited Sayyld Ahmad) Calcutta
1891. Bib. Ind.

191. Tarikh-Firu* Shahi of Zlia-ud-dln Baranl
TJ7E7T7 rTSCSSn:--------- v - - to/* £A*^-x - 4ff

192. ?f " -A'(Edited WM-Igpat Husain)
Bib. Ind. Calcutta.

193. TarIkh«-l«Guzida of Hamdulla ?.!ustauf£
(£dited .G. Srowne) London 1910.

194• Tarlkh-l-Jahan Gusha of *Ala-ud-dln Juwalnf 
(dlbo •/emoriaT Fund) London 1912.

195. Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahl o|[ Yahya ibn Ahmad
r£rFrridr“,,!?7SrTJ? T;<573. '

196. Tarlkh-l-Muahtaql. See Waqiat-i-^ushtaql.
197. Tar £ kh-1-Mu z affar Shahl .̂M. Add 26,279.
198* Wrlkh-l-Ngslr Shahl. B.M. Or 1803.
199. Tarlkh-i-Sher Shahl of *Abbas Khan Sherman!

y.’KUr-Tffn-----------
200. Tarlkh-da-Sindh of Mir Muhammad Masum3nflrx?f"2"47?r5i.
201. Taylor Carl C. Rural Sociology. New York 192C
202. Taziiyat-ul-Imaar of Abdullah Wasilf

Ada"“2 § 3 I 7 T i ); Add 7,625 (II)
203 Taskirat-ul-^aqiat of Jeuhar Aftabehi B.M. /

ksc\ uvfcy: —  v
204. Temple, Sir Richard C. - The word of Lalla, 

Cerbridge 1924.

205. Thomas Edward - The °f *** *****Kings of Delhi. London 1871.
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Abbreviations. Titles.
206. Thomas F.lf. Mutual influence of ihammadans 

and Hindus in India. Cambridge,892.
207. Thomas, V/.J. - See ’Book of the^ourt1.
208. Titus, M.T. - Indian Islam. Mad&s 1930.
209. Todd, James - Annals and antlquites of

Rajasthan - Ec. W. Crooke.
T 210. Tuhfa«l»Naaaih of Yusuf Gada I.C 2194

3̂  vols. London 1923.
T N (h) 211. Tughluq nama of Amir Khusrav (MauVI Hashml ̂

of Hydrabad)
212. Underhill L.N. - The Hindu religicup year 

Madras 1921.
213. Vambery A. Si/fldl rAli Reis - Travels and

adventures of a Turkish admiral London 
' 899 •

214. Vtrthema - See Ludovic Varthema.
215. Vic*oria $ Albert Museum - Brief Guide,

Lonthn 1929.
216. Visva, Bharat 1 The - Bolpur (India) - period^ai#

\N M 217. Wgqlat-l^ushtSQi of Rizq -Ullah MushtaqI
B.M. Ac*(? ’1,63$.

218. Wensick - Handbook of early Muhammadan
Tradition, l>yden.

219. Yule Bir Henr^ . >phe Book of Ser Marco Pole 
2 vols. London\9Q$.

220. Yuauf *AlI A - Ridustan Ke Maashratl halat ^
(Urdu) Allahab a c1928.

221 - ‘̂be m̂ ĵ ng Gf India, London 1925.
222. Zad-ul-Maad B.M. 0 3207.



»
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Abbreviations•
Z N

Z N K 

Z W

Z M

Titles*
223. Zafarnama of Sharf-ud-dln *A11 vSzdl

fl.ln. A<M >35,024“
224. Zafarnama-i-KhSqani of dizain ShanI 

• i . 5 S;9So;----

Zaffiul Wallh eto. - An Arabic History of 
Uujorat. Tea. Sir E. Denison Ross) 
London 1921-8.

226. Zaka Ullah - Tarlkh-i-Hindustan (Urdu)
3 vols. Delhi 1875.

227. Zakhirat-ul-Vuluk of Shaikh HamadanI
3 . i ; w 7 ; ^ r s r "

i«lt The texts and MSS are underlined and
classified under their titles and not under 
the authors• Where two or more MSS are 
consulted they are marked I or II etc. 
Abbreviations used are Indicated in the 
margin. <Ja3e*f of printed works only
the surname of the author has been used, 
and if more than one work haa been used it 
is shown by a brief title. Other 
publications are shown in the foot-notes.


